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SOCIAL /BEHAVIORAL 1FFEC S OF VIOLENCE
ON TELEVISIO
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
C.)

, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT ES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON'TELECOMMUNI ATIONS,
CONSUMER PROTECTION, A D FINANCE, .
COKMITTEE pry ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

Washingarz, D.C.

9 a.m., in room
The subcommittee met, pursuant to noti-, atTimothy
E. Wirth

2322, Rayburn House Office Building, H .
(chairman) presiding.
Mr..WIRTH. If the subcommittee could pie:. :e come to order, this
morning we hold hearings on the very impo nt issue of the social
and behavioral effects of violence on televisio

,

This subcommittee has had fie longstandi g concern with the
-vkolenc and the manifestacausal relationship between telSAtised
behavior among members of the tele-

tion of aggressive and violent
vision viewing public, particularly/. children.
When this subcommittee last examined,this issue in 1777, culminating in a subcomntittee report, -which was xtremely controTersial,at that time, I was concerned With+ the rol of the networks on
providing excessively violent programing and t e harmful effects of
.
such programing on society.
children,
I
contin
e
to
be
particularly
As the father of two ,young
concerned with the 'amount of televised viol' nce to which the
Nation's young are exposed and the detrimen 1 effects it clearly
can have on their behavioral devblopment.
The subcommittee's focus over the last sever 1 months has been
primarily on issiles relating to economic conip tition and regula-

tion. These are vitally important issues to a dress as we look
toward encouraging the development of a telecommunications industry which will provide the viewer of tomorrow with a high

degree of choice and diversity so that there can he numerous,alter-

whO
natives available, unlike the case with the viewer of today
may find his limited viewing options: often distasteful or objection-

.

able.

In. Odlition to questions of economic conteition though, we
cannot ldse sight of the vast social impact television has on society,
and thus it is important that'we return to an examination of this
critical issue of the effects of violence on television. _
It must be \ kept in mind, however, that while Congress clearly
has 4 duty to explore the problem of the excessive viewing of televisa( violence, in dealing with the area of program content there
(11

2

are significant constraints imposed by the fitst amendment to the
Constitution as to any governmental action in this area.
I want to commend my colleague, Congressmac Ron Mottl, who
has been instrumental in arranging these hearings and seeing to it
that this subcommittee continues to provide a forum for dialog
among interested parties so that viable solutions to the problems

connected with the effects of televised violence may be found.
Congressman Mottl has demonstrated a profound concern for the
problem of violence throughout American society. I want to thank
him for his willingness to agree to chair these hearings this morning, and I also want to thank today's witnesses for Staking time
from their busy schedules to be with us.

Mr. Norm Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmat Let me say'

that this hearing certainly could not be possible' without your concern and interest in this vital issue.
My-compliments to you and your able subcommittee staff for the
hard work that was put into organizing this very important forum.
Today we will take a look into one of the most pervasive influelites in today's society and that is television. We will gather opinions from leading authorities in the field on what causal effects, if
any, violence on television has on later aggressive, behavior by children and &hilts.
There have been arguments advanced that this is strictly an
issue of viewer discretionthat someone can simply choose to turn
off the television set if he or she feels the programing is too violent.
However, if much of the research study done in this area is con'
rest, the person who turned off the violent program might still
become a victim of it?
He or she could be at the 'mercy of aggressive behavior by another viewer who chose to ,watch repeated acts of gratuitous violence and was adversely affected by seeing them. This is one of the
-major reasons why I asked this subcommittee to hold this Faring.
We as policymakers. must also be acutely aware of the first
'amendment issues associated with the regulation of content and we
must fully itcogniz the restraint in legislative and regulatory activity impos d by the first amendment and Section.326.of the Communications Act, which prohibits Government cehsorship of broadcasting.
Simply by providing a forum to study and coordinate infdtimation
available on the effects' of violent' programing, we are taking a big

step in the right direction toward rbmedying the problem.
It is frightening that thig Nation is in the midsCof a crime ep
demic that has become so prevalent and recurrent each year that it
s vitually being accepted by Ike American public as part of our
way of life.

-

.

Mnny factors, including poverty, unemployinenf, family breakdowns and a host of social ills have been cited for today's unprecedented crime epidemic, but=excessively violent television. programing has also been targetqd by critics as a causeof this malady.

The pervasiven6s of the teleVisioh medium is evidenced by the
fact that the average American views 30 hours of televigion a week.
A TV set_is,on about £.5 hours ,a day in the average home. On the

day of high school graduation, the average student has already
f1

3.

.

spent 4,000 more hours in ft-41-ft of the TV set than in the classroorn.

-

Critics of television programing complai'n of a high amount of
gratuitous violence and aggressive acts on TV. The average high
school graduate has been exposed to 18,000 television murders

a These acts of violence are ften portiayed in unreal life situatiqns devoid of trauma, fear, ain, remorse and sorrow therefore

`;

eptive view of violence th inhibits
dthey provide an unreal and
.
sensitivity against such violen acts.
accessible influence of televisions
Obviously in view of the e
and the growing number of res arch stud4es that show a correlation between violence on TV and ..in societ , it is incumbent upon .,
this subcommittee to take a look at the social behavioral effects of
violence on television.

in this and past years I have been active with a comprehensive

legislative program to combat violence in-soci y ranging from Fed-

eral penalties for outrageous acts of violenc by professional athletes to mandatory longer sentences with o probation and no
parole for use of a gun in the commission of a felony.

_

I have also called for use of capital .punishment for heinous

crimes. I.welcome the opportunity to participate irr these hearings
as we look at what the authorities and research studies in the field
have found in regard to the effects of watching violent televised
shows. Does any other member have a statement to make at this
time?

Mr. Morn. Mr. Marks?
Mr. MARKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity of being here. It wasn't too long ago we participated in hearings similar to these in an effort to try to find out what effect, if
any, violence on television has on not only our young people, but
,.
the citizenry generally.
I note in looking at the listelof witnesses that some of the same
people that were at the first hearing are back, again. We rook for-

ward to hearing them and seeing whether

or not

perhaps their

views have changed somewhat.
-Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
M'r. WIRTH. Agairf; as Mr. Mottl pointed out and as I pointed out,
discussion, re-.L,there is a very delicate line here between inquiry,
1

sponsibility on the pelt of the networks anti. the first amendment

-.s,<,

iSsues.

We try to tread that line.
In 1977 Congressman Waxman and I, as well as others, were-Life
uthors of a report related to the causes and roots' of violence on
authors

...television, which was a.highly controversial piece of work.

.

That report never saw the light of day with any teeth to it but I
think that that illustrates the controversy surrounding this issue,
and it perhaps also illustrates our continuing concern for greater
responsibility being- exercised by those who are presenting to the
American public as much programing as they, receiveparticularly
when that programing is as violent as it may be.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Ted Turner, president of
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., from Atlanta.
Mr Turner, welcome. We are delighted to have yon here. Please
join ,ifs, if you ,will.

^4

i,
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Mr. Mo TrL. Mr. Chairman, may I also join at this time in welcoming Mr. Ted Turner, president and chairman of the beard of

Turner Broadcasting System.
Mr. Turner, one of the great_ innovators of the rapidly changing
telecommunications industry, has broken new ground in programing with the all-news format of the Cable News Network.

He has been consistent and unrelenting in his own efforts

against excessives violent television programing._
Welcome.

STATEMENT OF R. E. TURNER III, PRESIDENT, TURNER
COMMUNICATIONS CORP.

Mr. TURNER. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my
name is Ted Turner. I am president and chairman of the board of

Turner Broadcasting System. .
I appreciate this opportUnity to testify before you on the behavioral effects o violence on television.
I would like to say after reading over the prepared statements of

some of the witnesses that were available yesterday, I felt these
hearings were Of such importance td the American people that we
worked late into the night preparing to cover these hearings live,
not only on Cabe News Network, which reaches some 9.5 million

homes, but also on the super station WTBS, which reaches over 18
million honks. \
So over 25 percent of the people in the Milted, States will have
the opportunity to See these hearings in their entirety today, and if
they go on beyond this, we will televise the balance of it live.
Unfortunately, we,were not able to get this schedule in the newspapers because the decision was made last night to televise, but I

am sure we do have a substantial audience out there, across this
wonderful country that will have an opportunity to see these deliberations today.

I would like to start by reading a short letter from a yi6er that
is typical of thousands of letters that I receive during the year

from viewers across the country.
Enclosed with it is a small newspaper article, clipping, that I am
going to read and then I will read this letter.
Then I will deliver my statement
The headline is "More Mindless Junk."
Ted Turner, head of CabTe News Network and superstalion *TBS, Atlanta, has
continued his attack on the television\networks
'
In a recent talk at the Rochesterginstitute of`Technology in Rochester, New.,York,
he askedstudents, "What is the paint of going to college, spending a lot ordnoney

and time getting an education and then have your mind turned to, water with all
the mindless junk that the netwokks are putting on?" But he admitted that the net-

works occasionally do something good.

It is imp6ssible to be bad all the time. Even Adolph Hitler was nice'tto his dogSpeaking to the Milwaukee Advertising Club last week, Turner blamed television
for a 400 percent increase in crime in the last twenty years.

This letter is from Francis, Palmer., The letter is short.
DEAR MR. TURNER: Read your commSkt.,1 to the Rochester Institute while viiting

in Denver Your point was well made. Having put three kids through_ co lege,

Georgia's'-own Georgia Techand Notre Dame Law School, I quite agree that most
network TV is diseased and pathetically, addibtively contagious at that.
rl
.

5

'
.

It is a pleasure to see entrepenours like yourself with the will and staying power
to produce television programs. Don't let go. '
We can be thankful TV has 'taught our, kids how to deal, cut cocaine, pimp, waste
someone, what ever happened to the good old-fashioned killer? Mtfrder, rp'ug, violate
and all the othdr assorted TV sports? ,
,
Without TV and media sensationalism 'they might never have known anything
but decency, respect and working for a living.
I don't especially consider Myself
a do-gooder and will never turn the world
around, still I cry a little inside when someone burns my flag and think it is great
when a guy *ith a few butIcs takes a look around and speaks out.
_

Mr. Mom. Mr. Turner, that letter will be made part of the

record without objection.
[The information followsil
.
Mr. TURNER. Gentlemen, I an going to make a strong statement
_

and strong accusations, because I feel that, our society is threat-

ened.
.
.
Mr. MARKS. Mr Turner, that is nothing-unusual for you to do.
Mr. TURNER. Thank you, Mr. Marks..
,
,

A large portionintidentally, you have my prepared written
statement which was, done priinatily 'in conjunction with lawyers.
I wrote this last night after reading the testimony of the other '
.,

more expert witnesses that I think will appear later in the day.
Mr. Marri... Your prepared statement will ile made part of the
record without objection.
Mr. TURNER. A large portion of our populace is sick and the

major culprits are the tremendous television netivorki and the
motion picture companies that make the horrible movies and TV
programs that are turning put young people into a society of law-

breakers, murderers, drug addicts, and perverts.
They 'glorify violence, illicit sex, reckless 'driving, materialism,
and just plain stupidity.
Their entertainment-programs make a mockery of all our institutibns- that , have made our: Nation the greatest, freest, best goy-.
erred, most -prosperous, and Most genevolis the ivorld has ever

seen.
.,
.For at least, the 1.4.st 10 years Their programing has becOme antifamily, antireligion, atitilaw; antieducation, antibilsiness and anti;
government..
.
...

They have sold us down the river to fatten their pAlketliooks.
They were given their use of the public's airwaves with- a promise
and understanding' that they would use eur'airwaves to serve the
public interest.
. J
It can and will be proven,, beyond.... reasonable .doubt here if
enough time and study is given to the problem that they havedone
just the opposite.
The network television' licenses 'should immediately be- revoked
and given to someone else who will use our' airwaves for the furtherance of the Public good. This will not interfere_ with the first
amendment in any way.
Although if the authors of the Bill of Rights could see what-has ,.
happened, they would, -like I, and so many millions of others who
love this oountry, be sickened by what the teleVision and motion
,picture industry has done to thjs Nation.
Our Founding Fathers were talking about the, written private
press and free speech anong individuals 'and groups. There was no
.

1

..
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one,
television ,(n--motion picture industry 200 years ago, nor was
even envisioned at,that time..
Na newspaper or group of papers could have Had the destructive
caused.
effect that television networks have
hope.
Thank God it is not too late. While there's life, there's
our citizens have
Our Nation is still alive. Countless millions of .civilization
have
awakened to the "damage these enemies of our
their representatives
You
will
hear
some
of
done andi,are doing
statements; Mx. Radecki
here later today. I have red their written
deeply.
I
agree
with
him neatly 100 per
in particular touched me
cent ,
what has
hav- been a broadcaster aid seen with my own eyes
Crime
is up
and
we
must
change.
1been happening. We can change
400 percent in the last 210 years.
shot. Mr. Sadat, even the Pope.
It is accepted The President getsand
movies 'are distributed all
American television programs
"Dallass" "Three's
Hazzard,
world.
The
"Dukes
of
over the free
-Corhpany" shOw our Nation and our people much worse than we
,really are.
foeign frietids around the world hold us in such

= No wonder our
low esteem.
Gentlqmen" only our Gokernment can save us from this terrible

threat to our society.
future use the
America can last another 200 years. Let's in thefoolishly, as' we
constructively,,
not
electronic media wisely and
have in t14 past.
same basic
Let's not commit national suicide. I have blade thiswho
presentVeterans
of
Foreign
W,a'rs,
speech recently before the
Phiradelphia.
award
last
month
in
ed me with their media
leaders in my
When I asked the night before at dinner with their
they
said, "You
could
attack,
the
networks,
acceptance speech if Ithe
award
Al,
the firsb
go get 'em, Ted. That's why we gave you
place."
people. They. gave me
This is the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 5,000 r%ligious
group. Those
standing
ovatia.
That
is
not
any
a 5-minute
their
lives
for
our Nation
are the men that fought and risked
during the pal wars that we fought,
make them to
The. people that make and presept these programs
sell, not to watch.
and TV SociRecently I made a speech to the Hollywood Radio the largest
ety. There were more than 1,000 people in the room,
crowd They had ever had.
I was introduced
These, were the people that make those shows.
raise their hands if
of
ABC.
I
asked
them
to
y the new presid,ent
of,Hazzard." I ask this
hey were regular viewers of the "Dukes
roup here to do the same.
of Hazzard?"
Who in this room is a regular viewer of the "Dukes
rated
shows
in
the
country.
hat is one of the highest
One. Good. You are probably with CBS, aren't you? president of
Theronly person that raised his hand there was the
arner Br.os., that makes that crummy program.
ow about "Dallas"? Whois a regular viewer of "Dallas"?
ti
`Three's Company"?
.

of one.

10
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The groups crNing out for a'cure to our national diseases are not
' just the Southern Baptists, by arty means. They include the VFW,

and even most tecently the Catholics and,the Knights of Columbus,
who recently came our publicly with a boycott threat of their own
Many television and network executives have told..me privately
that they agree with me, but what can they do?
The station manager of one of the affiliated stations in Atlanta,
Ga., my hometown, told me privately that his own'cluldren were
forbidden to Watch his station. ,

,I,

The networks will say if people don't like the shows, they can.-just turn them off. What a joke.
Children are impressionable and can't make that decision Television is .habit-forming ond has created millioris ypon millions of
addicts to those teirible'programs.
We didn't expect the German people to urtelect Hitler He had'Ato
bedestroyed by outside action.
Only our Government can save us from this perverse and damag-

.ing. *due. We gave them control of our airwaves 30 years ago.
They, have brutally-misused them.
ke these licenses back, please, for the sake of our future.

,

Aft& careful defining of what 'we.mean by the public interest
and carefiil thought on your part, these licenses could then be auctioned .off to the highest bidder the same way we set standards for
oil leasing of the publio lands that may contain oil and sell these
licenses to the highest bidder with stringent requirements of what
kind ofwhat we mean by the public interest, so that they can't do
.What has beep done in the past.
By my estimate halfa trillion dollars could be rained that way
We Could pay off the national debt and cut out inflation rates down
t accordingly. There is no reason television licenses should be given
away free any more than you would give Exxon the right to drill in
Alastm or off our shores.

We will be able to-educe the,national debt substantially in the

process.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify.,
I will try and answer any questions you may have.
[Mr. Turner's prepared,statement and attachment followl

0.

.

+:
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Testimony of R. E. Turner?, III
President,
.

Turner 'communications Corporatioh
1

.0

'Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Ted Turner.'

,
-1

i am President and Chairl'an of t.he Board of Turner Broadcasting System.

I appreciate. this opportunitito testify before you oz the Behavibtal

..

..-.
.:

,

Effects -ofViolence on Tslevisio6.

.

°

Your interest an this issue is undersba,pdabee.and comAndabla.
.116

The prevalence of violence in our society has reached truly epidemic
proportions.

As noted recently by President Reagan, one nurder,is.

committed every 30 minutes,and 778 Burglaries, 194 assaults and

6

134 robberiey are committed every hour in this c'euntry.

Clearly:

.

we are facing a maror problem.

I'

0 °

The causes of-violence in society are undoubtedly numerous and
complex.

'

N,vertheless, the single most significant factor coptributing

to violence in America, I believe, ig the widespread and.coptinued de=.

piction and glamorization of gratuitoueyiolpnce in movies and network
television lirograrmaing.
*.

60cumented by over 10 years of sudy.by government commissions and
behavioral scientists in leading ..urAversities, the correlation between

,

television violence and reaL violence has been proven beyond reasonable
doubt.

Corlhon sense and experience support.the conclusion as weI1.

There have been too zany instances in which children or disturbed people
have imitated.movie or television violenc e.
to deny this impact.

We cannot ignore or continue

4i

The hijacking of airliners, the'rape of A young

girl in the "Born Innocent" case, the immolation of derelidts, the dr=y
stsructiona.of young boys imitating the Russian roulette scenes of the

10

i.

c

9,

"Deerhunter" are eitamples of the power of movies and teleksion

to dnstigate and reinforce antisocial ictivitles'

.

Attached to lily testimony is an article'orttten by ,Cable News

Network's Senior CorrespAdent Daniel Schorr.

The article wa\publish-

ed in this month's "WASHINGTONIAN MAGAZINWnd is a thort gh and thoughtful analysis 6ti4ihe subject of television violence.

Mort eloquently

/
than I, Mr. Schorr documents the case against gratuitous violence in
movies and television.

'I respectfully request thit his .a

be'

included in the record withmy testimony.

Finally, Nr.ChShrman, a question: How do'we solve the problem
of television violence'' Primary responsibility for this load state of

affairs'mustbe accepted by the 'movie producers and the television
networks

Having used the mechanisms of gratuitous and glamorized,

violence to shock, titillate ankottract audices (and, thereby,

.

e.cpand profits), they are Zn'a merry -go- .round in which each successive

effort muse more violent, more horrible tian the list.

The con-

tinuing high,levelt of, violence in the socalled "Family-Hour" period
of prime-time, demonstrate that ratings continue to be more.importiAt
,
.

.

.

.

to the networks thin any sense af.social responsibility.
.

.

',
.

..,

f

C.,

.2

'e
/

'

.

Both the movie industry and the networks, as the 'first link in the
,

.

f.:"."

'

production chain, must be encograged, or forced, to exercise gredtei
,

self-;estraint. .They must 'recognize their--4mPACt:-On soefety and accept,

accordingly, greater responsibility for their actions.
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Go Get Some

Milk and Cooldes
and Watch the Mailers

on lekision

By Daniel Schorr
I believe television is going to be the test

of the inakrn world and that in this
new opportunal to see beyond the range

of our Vision we _dial! Jaw% er a new
le disturbance of the mod
and untie
ern peas or a saying radiance in the
skv We shall stand or faith% televsion

of Aar Of. quite 5.0(
E B While (1938)
John W Hinckley Jr causes me to reflect, having recently turned 65 on what
the media age has wrought Hinckley's
unhappy lifetime of some 26 years co-

incides roughly with my life in televi
son Whatever else made him want to
shoot a President. Hinckley epitomizes
the perverse effects of as violence prone
,
culture of entenamment

Hinckley weaves together strands of
risviza-stimulated fantasy fan frenzy, and
the urge to proclaim identity by starring
in a televised event His success is at
tested to by everything that has happened

since March 30, when he managed to
disrupt the regullr programs listed in his
copy of TV Guide to bring on command

performances by Dia Rather, Frarq
Reynolds, Roger Mudd. and ;he other
news superstars Since November 22
1963. these electronic special reports
the modern equivalent of the old newspaper extrahave been America s way

of certifying a "historic event "

cameras which attracted the crowds.
which provided both the arena and the
cover for the assailant The network
cameras routinely assigned. since the
Kennedy assassination, to "the presidential watch" recorded the actuality"
andkshowed it in hypnotic, incessant replays The audience tingled to the all too-familiar special report emble
zoned across the screen
To nobody 's surpnse, the celebration

it DO COUX-11.101ce that two weeks C31 her

a well-publicized attempt on Ford s life
had been made by Squeaky Fromme
There is no doubt," Dr Menninger
told me, of the effect of the broad.

ian, has noted. one sometimes finds one-

self in the position of defending people
Hinckley. is the reluctance of television

pent media WetVC leaned fr6m the
studies of television tat people do get
Influenced by what they expenence on
The broadcasting industry says it can't
help it d occasionally a disturbed person

tional or actual In 1975, a Vietnam veteran in Hyattsville, Maryland, who had

me, as I reflect on the cast of John
to acknowkdgejts contnbution to fns

tenng an Amen culture of violence,
not only by the way it presents fantisy

but by the way it conveys realityand
by the way it blurs the line between the
two
Viol-epee is One of the man*stattona of
the quest for identin. When You've lost
your identity, you become a violent per-

told his wife, "I watch television too son looking for dental
much,' began sniping at passersby in a
way he had noted dunng an episode of

SWA T and, like the fictional sniper,
1,0 Thr Washglortion,000,4 1981

Feiller. the cartoonist and OVA libertar-

ington Hilton must have been indelibly
coded in everybody s mind with an immediacy that does not happen with the

tries to act out depicted violencefic-

President, Rohald Reagan, attracted the

magazine's right to depict

pornographywith distaste As Jules

one wouldn't dine with What troubles

came for Hinckley to actto plug him-

signed The media - conscious "public"

industry tem' violence, just as (sup-

pon HOD/

rapid, and intense dissemination of such
an event The scene in front of the Wash-

television "

movie violencethe screenplay was
easily written, the tolis nearly preas-

dren who, playing Batman, had jumped
off a roof Another said a child who had
set fire to a house was copying an arson
incident viewed on television,
No court has yet held television legally
culpable foe the violence it is accused of
stimulating In Florida in. 1978, fifteen-

of violence stirred would-be imitators
The Secret Service recorded an aston- year-old Ronny Zainora was convictishing numbetof subsequent threats on ed-- after a televised trialof killing his
the President s life One of them came elderly neighbor despite the novel plea
from Edward Michael Robinson, 22, who of involuntary subliminal television inhad watched the TV Coverage and later toxication The parents of a California
told police that Hinckley had appeared girl who had been sexually assaulted in
to him in a dream telling him to "bong 1974 in a manner depicted three days
earlier in an NBC television drama lost
completion to Hinckley's reality
Psychiatrist Walter Menninger ex- thetr suit against Me network
That's as it shoo kif be I support the
amined Sara Jane Moore, who tried to
kill President Ford in 1975, and found constitutional right af the broadc;sting

Much has been shown to Hinckley's
generation to lower the threshold of resistance to violent acts When the time
um of television and
self into this continuum

The American Medical Association
reponed in 1977 that physicians were
telimg of cases of injury from TV umtatton showing up in their offices and
hospitals One doctor treated two chil-

was killed by a police sharpshooter,

r

iv

Marshall McLuhan I977)
In 1974 Reg Murphy, then editor of

the Atlanta Constitution the is now pub-

lisher of the Baltimore Sun), was lid-

12
going to see another rustan attempt at
suicide Whereupon she pulled a gun
out of a shopping bag and shot herself
fatally in the head

These incidentsthe list could go op
and on were all aspects of the phenomenon of the mass media as grand arbiter

of identity. vaiidator (*existence Descartes might say lode', "I appear on
television, therefore I am
One becomes accustomed, after work
ing a long time in the medium, to hearing

strangers remark, without elaboration,
41 saw you on television," One even
gets inured to being hauled over to meet
somebody's relatives It is as though the

napped a politician in 1975 as hostage
for the release of five imprisoned com.
racks, it forced German television to show

each prisoner boarding a plane and to
broadcast dictated propaganda statements "For 72 hours we lost control of
our medium," a German television executive later said

When Arab terronsts.seized the VIenna headquarters of OPEC in 1975, -"
killing three - persons and taking oil ministers hostage, the terrorists' plan called
for them to occupy the building until TV
cameras arrived
A central feature if the plan of the San"

Francisco "Symbionese Liberation

TV personality has an existence of its

Army," which ludnappoj Pamela Hearst,

own I experienced the other side of this

was the exploitation of the mediaforcing radio and tekvtsion to play its tapes

phenomenon in 1976 when I stopped
nipped He says his abductors imme-

and carry its messages

diately sped to an apartment and turned
on a TV set to see whether their act had
Made the evening news
b In 1971 prison rioters in Attica, New
York, listed as a Onmary demand that
their grievances be aired on TV

The Hanafi Muslims"hostage-taking
occupakon of three locations in Wash-

In 1977 in _Indianapolis, Anthony

on what was being broad-

ingtoraW1976 was a classic case of media-

h of his time go,sews by telephone, while his

George' Kurtsis wired a sawed-off shotgun to the neck of a mortgage company
officer, tedium out in front of the police
and TVearneras, and yelled "Get those

cast

goddamn cameras on I'm a goddamn
national hero,"
In 1974 in Sarasota, Florida, an anchorwoman on television station WXI.3

western University "Derang

said on the art. "In keeping with Channel

40's policy of bonging you the latest in

blood and guts in living color, you're
broadcasting for CBS People asked,
solicitously, if everything was all nght
as though, being off the air, I had ceased
to be in some existential sense ,

'Getting on television" hasbecome
a preoccupation of people in govern-

"These cnmes are highly contaicw.' warns Dr Harold Vuouky, head
of the department of psychiatry'

orth-

have a passion for kee.ping up w
news and imitating

st

.

the
Si

It does not seem to matter much if
they are keeping up wrth."the news" or
with "entertainment." for more and more

the distinction is thinly drawn A real
attempt on the Presidenits life produces

a rash of threats A prime-time drama
about a bomb on an airplane produces a

rash of reports of bombzon airplanes
In all of this, tele11ton claims to be
innocenta helpless eyFivitness, some-

ment, politics, and industry, not to men...

times even a,hostage It's not that simple

non all manner of single-issue advo
cases Candidates will fashion their
campaigns around "photo opportuni-

To begin with, televisionlias helped blur
the lines between reality and fantasy in

ties " %tutors will be drawn by the
presence of cameras to kgisla3ive hearings they otherwise would skip
Many people will do almost anything

to get on TV Some will even kill
Arfhony Qum nton former head of the
State Department's Office for Combating Terrorism, associates the incteast in
casualt ie3dunng hijackings and hostage-

takings with the destre of terrorists to

the general consciousness
Television news itself obliged to coexist with its entertainment environment,
seeking to present facts with the tools of

fantasyends up with a dramatized version of life Everything that goes into
making a well-paced, smoothly edited
'package" subtly changes redyty into a

more exciting allegory of events The
Confusion is compounded by the use of

insure news-media attention Deliberate

"cinema Italia" techniques in fic-

acts of horrorlike the tossing out of
slain victimsare planned as media

fact-and-fiction "docudramas" and

events - On the other hand, the failure of

the hijacking of a Turlusb plane to %Agana m May was at least partly due to
the fact that two of the terrorists had left
the plane to give a press conference
Sometimes the aim is to hijack tee'
vision itself When the radical Baader.

Menthol gang in West Germany kid.

tional dramas, and the modem forms of

"reenactments" of eventsIt began tovome Borne to me that audiences were blumng the distinction between reality and enterunAment when I
received telephoncvcalls from several
persons, during the 1973 Senate Watergate hearings that preempted soap operas, asking that the networks "cancer'

a boring witness and "put back John

Dean and his nice wife " Moreover, some

friends of mine praised a "documentary".
'Shown by NBC, The Raid at Ernebbe,

and had to be reminded that it was a
reenactment

The gradual crown of the line between fact and fantasy. between news
and theater, can have venous conse.
qucnces People slow to react to accidents and muggings may be experiencing
the existential question of whether these .

things are really happening A woman
ensue columnist Abigail vap Buren of
',being bound and gagged by a robber who

told the victim's four-year-old boy to
watch television for a while before calling for help The child looked at TV for
the next three hours. ignoring his mother's

desperate efforts to get his attention
Perhaps, to the child. the show was more

real than his mother's muffled screams
Having obscured the difference between fantasy and reality, television offers incentives to people who are seeking ,

emphatic ways of getting recognition
Innocent hand - waving, as an attention -

'getting device, yields to demonstrations,

which in turn re
In my own ex

noes

, coven ng urban

unrest for CBS in
threatening
rhetoric tended to
er Moderate
rhetorkand be select
the network's
Evening News because it made "better
television I have no doubt that televisionjelped to build up militant blacks

like Stokely Carmichael and H Rap
Brown within the black community by
giving them preferred exposure Nonvio,leht leaders found themselves obliged

to escalate the militancy of their own
rhetonc When Martin Luther King Jr
came to Washington in 1968 to discuss
plans for the "poor people's march" that

he did not live to lead, he told me he
had to allude to possibilities for ,chsrup.
non as a way of getting media attention
At a community Meeting after the first
night of noting in the Watts area of Los
Angeles in 1965, most of those who spoke

appealed for 'aim But a teenager who
seized the microphone and called for
"got after the whiteys" was featured
on e rung TV news programs A modcommented, "wok to me like he

Ithe.white man] wa7lfus to not " Anothe said, "If that's the way they read
that's the way we'll write the book "
In recent years, television news; com-

pelled to come to terms with its own
potency, has sought to enforce guidelines for coverage of group violence
Television tees to guard against being
siornmediate instigator of violence, but
its reaction is too little and too late to
overeome the cumulative consequences

of a generation of depicted violence It

is like trying to control proliferation of
nu8(ear weapons after distributing nuek e,. reactors over a prolonged period

fa.
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For three decades snce the time when
there were 10 million TV sets in Amer'
tea. I have watched ztTorts to
objectively the effects of televised violence While the TV Aindustry strove to
sweep the issue under the carpet"
What television hated most of ^all to

- "There is so Much violence on television.** he said., "because the networks
want it They want it because aiey think
they can attract viewers by it It attracts
sponsors Affiliate stations welcomen

acknowledge was that vidlence on TV :A personal experience brought home
was not incidental or accidental but a to me the industryI,sensitivity to the

consciously fostered element in the rat- subject In January 1969 my report for
ings race In 1976 David Rime Is, prei- an &ening News telecast, summarizing

dent of the Wnters Guild in Los An- the interim findings of the National Com-

geles, where most of the blood-and-guts mission on the Causes and Prevention of
scripts are spawned, told a congressional Violence. was altered shortly before air
,committee 'The networks not only ap- time at the direction of Richard N Sal prove violence on TV, they have been ant, prem.:lento( CBS News, to ehnunate
a comment about television The passage
known to request and inspire it

cited the cdhinussion's view that while
"most persons will not kill after seeing
a single violent television program,
it is possible that many learn some of
their attitudes aboutziolence from years
of TV exposure and may be likely to
For management
engage in violence
to override the news judgment of the (
"Cronkite show';,was extremely rare
Riots and assassinations would bang
the Mite periodically to the fore, but the
research had been going on for a long
time For more Man a quarter of a century

social scientists' have stuffed the effects of violence-Viewing
children

tally on

At St. E's, the Patients Thought Hinckley "Was Nute
manly adolescents, are not restricted in
'The average American watches tele- At reference to John Hinckley v
The Cole Residence in Northeast DC what they watch However, a busy
vision for four hours,md 30 seconds
schedule, which includes a full day of
is
a
group
home
for
boys
16
to
18
who
every day. according to A C Nielsen
school, leaves little time for television
figures Women watch the most four are awaiting trial for minor offenses
Stein adds that the center does not want
Rick
Bncber.
assistant
administrator,
hours and 47 minutes a day Men watch
says no restrictions are placed on tel- to shelter patients from normal activifour hours and six minutes Children
ties and that the time and effort of
evision
viewing
Bucher
says
the
staff
age two to eleven watch three hours
and 52 minutes a day, and children age encourages residents to watch special monitoring television could be put to
programs, particularly those that focus better use by the staff Like Bergman
twelve v, seventeen watch the least
on black issues Sports programs are at St Elizabeths. Stem expresses conmreeshours ar)d seventeen minutes
lar. as weli as network -programs cern that television hinders patient inFor many 'Washingtonians. televi-

anon is kept in its proper place and per.

spective Research shays that Washuigtomans read more and watch less
,television than tlasidents of any other
major city m the country But television

is used increasingly as a babysitter or

an opiate in institunons To find out
how much television is watched by those'
who might have trouble discriminating

between television and real life. we
surveyed the TV habits at five area

r

mstitotions

At St Elizabeths Hospital, mental
..Ktlents are permitted to watch unhm-

Rd television ,Social worker Helen
Bergman, who deals with men and
women. aged 25 to 35, says the tele'Anion is on in the patient lounge all
day long, Patients watch soap opens

black actors, suchas The Jef-

ferson: What will be watched is de-

teraction

Stein says the patients prefer com-

termined by majority rule
Inmates at DC's Lorton Reformatory
are permitted to Watch unrestricted telVAMP, The set is on every day from
around noon until 11 Pm, except when

edies such as MASIf and Fantasy

police, and adventure shows are the

Crossroads: the Dukes of &ward is
the Overwhelmingly favorite show
Nearly all named a character on that

island to drama and action shows They

tend to avoid plogr s at contain
ome- arutexcessive violence,
lous when such programs are on According
to
Stein,
what:11*mm
patients
inmates are being counted Salanda
Whitfield, a Lorton administrator, says oftenthink the television is talking to
or
about
them
or
sending
them
special
each dormitory has a 25-inch color set
messages
and the inmates vote on what to watch
For
children
aged
four
to
ten
at the
Because inmates work on different
schedules. someone is watching tele- Fairfax Brewster School, a private
vision all the time Soap operas, sports, school for normal students at Bailey's
most popular Some of the inmates watch
the local news to find out who got caught

doing whaabecause they...often know show when asked who they would be
the people involved in area cnme Oc- if they could be a television character
during the day, and in the evening they casionally they speculate on who might Sports were also popular. along with
Bugs Bunny. Woods Woodpecker and
be the perpatra tor of an unsolved come
vote when there's a conflict over which
show to watch Bergman says that many When the Supreme Court is in session, The Greatest American Hero The chit-,
patients are upset- by excessive vio- many inmates watch the Monday-night dren disliked the news (boring), soap
lence, and that some of the more dis- news to see if any decisions affecting operas, and The hicredibje Hulk (dumb)
Out of seven children. only one had a
their cases have been handed down
turbed patients talk to the television and
Whitfield says inmates admire the parent who specified the programs she
laugh inappropriately at it She percould and could not watch Most
"flashy
types"
in
action
shows
He
sonally dislikes television because it
doesn't think Lortoff inmates are so- watched some programs with their famdiscourages patient interaction One staff
ilies and more than half frequently ate
phisticated
enough
to
pick
up
any
new
member says the employees watch as
ideas from television criminals, though dinner in front of the television
much TV as the patients and Wbuld be
When asked the type of program he
they might get i new "wrinkle "
unhappy if its- use Wert restricted
Dr Martin Stein, an administrator at enjoyed most, one nine-year-old said
Parents are encouraged to watch news
he
liked shows in which stuntmen were
events, and they were particularly in- the Dominion Psychiatric Treatment
terested in the coverage of the Reagan Centir in Falls Church. says the use of shot or pushed over cliffs because' it's
neat
how they don't bleed or get
shooting Bergman recalls that one pa- television is an area of great concern
HEATHER PERRAti
to the facthly's staff The patients. pn- hurt
tient remarked. "Boy, was he nuts,"

Oct 1981,7W %show... 153 '
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Albert Bandura reported that children three
to sit yours of age whose toys were taken

assassinations of the 19605 In 1968. after

vivrdness of its bloodletting
However, Congress. on the Inman*.

the assassination of Robert Kennedy,

of Rhode Island Senator John 0 Easton

away after they had seen films showing

President Johnson named a commission,

a long-standing critic of teksision mold
to'mandate a completely new in, est gation calling on the L'S Surgeon Gcreral for a report on TV and ,iulence thrt
would, in effect, parallel the report a,
wowing cigarette smoking with Lance

At Stanford University. Professort

aggression would be more likely to pound

an infl

doll in their frustration than

children ho had not seen such films
tan study by Rs5 Walters
A
Llewellyn Thomas found that high
and
I students who had viewed aggressc
films were more likely than others
s!
administer strong electric shocks to
ntS making errors on nn cram

cern in the wake of the urban nots and

headed by.Dr Milton Eisenhower. to
the causes of violence and
inqui
how it might e presented)
Between October and December 1968.

the Eisenhower Commission held hear-

ings on telreision. questioning social
scientists and industry executives about

the extent to which the medium might
be the instigator or abettor of violent acts

watched violent TV programs

One commission member. Leon Jaworski, later to be the Watergate prosecutor,
expressed the belief that television might
have a tremendous responsibility' for
violence ern Amenca

Bradley Greenberg and Joseph
Dominkk, studying Michigan public.
school pupils, found that "higher exposure to television violence in enter-

whether the depiction of violence has

An caNnment conducted in Mary
land for the National Institute of Mental
Health found senous fights m school more
common among high school students w ho

tainment was associated with greater up.
groval of violence and greater unllingness,

to use it in real life "

.0

Dec Dorothy and Jerome Singer of
Yale University concluded from an ex-

The television networks acknoyvledged no such responsibility When
Commissioner Albert E 'miner asked
an cffcct upon the viewer Dr Frank
Stanton, president of CBS. replied 'It
may or may not base That is the que5tiok MC don t hose Rhe answer to
Nevertheless, the commission decided

Waned about what might emerge froil
such a study the telex ision industrs loft
bird with President Nixon's Secretor,
Health, Education. and Welfare Robe
Finch to influence the organwation an
conduct of the investigation It success
fulls opposed seen candidates for ars
pointment to the committee includin
the best known researchers in the field
The Surgeon General Commute.. 0
Television and Social Beha,lor is con
situted, comprised t e experts at f I late
with the broadcasting industry and fou
behavioral scientists innocent of mass
media background
Three years and SI 8 million later the
committee produced its report

"Television and Growing Up The 1m
pact of Televised Violence supporter.

haustive serves of interviews that the chil-

to formulate an answer After a long

dren who watched the most television
were likely to act most aggressively in

the executise director disqualified him-

by five volumes of technical studies The
full report, read by few. pros Hied tam

self because of his law firm s TV-induttry clientsthe panel declared in its

stigator of aggression in young people

family situations Although they quid
"'t not produce a "smoking glut' that would
influence4e TV industry, they argued
that they E1 eliminated every other factor that could account for the high correlation between aggressive behavior and

viewing of "action-onentod" shows
Dr Leonard Betirmvitz of the University of Wisconsin, in two expenments
ten years apart, found that thud-graders
watching a great many violent programs

were likely to be rated by other pupils
as high in aggressive behavior and that,
at nineteen r most of them were still descnbed as 'aggressive" by their peers

In fact, reported Dr Berkowitz. the
amount of television viewed at the age
of nine is "one of the best predictors of

whether a person will be found to be
aggressive in later life

Congress took an early interest in the
question of violencein TV programs In
1952 the House Commerce Committee
held heanngs on excessive sex and violence on television Senate heanngs on

TV violence and Juvenile deliquency,
conducted by Senators Estes Kefanver
of Tenneysee and Thomas Dodd of Con-

neLticutAurred episodic public interest
The hcanng transcrtpts make a all stack.
adding up to fifteen years of congressional alarm over television. and industry reassurance that it wasradelressing the
problem

The controversy over television assumed new dimension of national con-

debatefrom which Lloyd N Cutler

find report that it was deeply troubled
by television s constant portrayal of s iopandertng to a public preoc!once
cupation with violence that telex mon itself
has helped to generate

data on the role of TV siolence as inbut the nineteen-page summary that would

determine the public perception emerged
opaque and ambiguous, after an intense
struggle within the committee

'Under the circumstances." it said,

A

watching violent fare on television could

constant diet of violence on TV has an
adserse effect on human character and

but "children imitate and learn fron

The panel's report concluded
attitudes

Violence on television en-

courages violent forms of behavior and
fosters moral and social values in daily.
life which are unacceptable in a civilized

society We do not suggest that televi
sion is a pnncipal cause of violence in
our society We do suggest that it is a
contnbuttng factor
A two-volume report of the commission's Task Force on Mass Media and
Violence' concluded that, as a shortrange effect. thoe who sec violent acts
portrayed learn to perform them and may

imitate them in a similar situation, and
that as a long-term effect,crposee to

cause a young person to act aggressively

everything they see "The research stud

es. it said, truticated ",1 modest assn
citation between viewing of tek,ision and
violence among at least some children.

but "television is only one of the many
factors which in ume may precede aggressive behavior
The summary danced around the crucial issue of causation Seseral findings
of the survey studied cur be cited to sus-

tain the hypothesis that viewing of violent television has a causal relation to
aggressive behas tor though neither in
dtvidually nor collecthely are the NO
nip conclusive

to the norms, attitudes, and values for

The ambiguity was ibirrored in the
pages of the Nei. York limn A front

violence
The Eisenhower C!mmission s report

on a leak, was headlined Tv sRxixi

media violence 'socializes audiences in-

on television had little impact it was
overshadowed in the news media by

more headlinemaking findings about
nots, civil disobedience. Snd police brutality The networks acted to reduce the
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Damel Schorr fotmetty CBS national and
foreign correspondent. is now semis
correspondent of Ted Turner s Cabin News
Network Deana Rockwell conenbuted to this
mode

Mr. Mom. Thank .you very much for your very enlightened
statement. Both' your prepared tat and the text you read, from

hire will be made part of the record, as well as the letter you read,
sithout objtction.
ay.
Let me start off the questioning, if
an example, "The Deer
In your prepared statement you cite
Hunter," and also "Born Innocent," as a correlation between the
prograni that was viewed over television and the .accidents or the
excessiw violent acts that occurred thereafter.
Can you cite any other examples for the subcommittee at this
time that-there was a direct correlation in you opinion?
Mr. TURNER. Mr. Mottl, I spend most of my time trying to stay
alive in competition with these networks. That is why it is so wonderful, that you have these real experts who spend the bulk of their
time going into details.

In my prepared statement I included an article from Daniel
Schorr who has studied this subject when he was with CBS for
many years.

He studied asthey are better able to answer the specific questions of how many incidents of this and that from particular pro.

grams.

.

I know in my on experience, I have five children. I used to,,
when I first entered the .televisiOn busineSs and started, really
watching TV for the first ttme to any degreebecause I was in the
business and ddii't have any rules for my childrenI watched my
own children aggressively get in fights with each other after watching some-of these programs.
4'

1

B
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I. started Watching some of the shows with them. Afterward I
passed a rule that, they couldn't watch these programs any more.
Now they get along fine.

I think the people that have dealt with the children and the

young people here, these gentlemen here, will be able to give you
better specific examples than I because I am not like a college professor, an expert on the subject.
I just know:from my travels around and talking with hundreds

of groups, and so forth, that it is definitely the cause of this increase in violence in our society, because
the schools aren't teach,:
ing violence.

I mean, what has c hanged in the last 20 years? It has caused

crime and drugs and immorality and all the other things to become
such an epidemic. What has cuased our young people for the first

time in aar history not to want to have anything to do with the

154
.

military, and so forth?

It has been the destructive influence of those networks and the
emotion picture industry in the progranp that they produce.
Mr. Morn. One last question before I recognize The other memhers of the panel underthe 5-minute rule.
- - - .,It_has_been-alleged that-there, is-eXteSSIVe violence and excessive
more adversely affects the
sex on television. Which of the -two mor.

t

__

,.

American society?

)

A

Mr. TURNER. Oh, I think violence by far. I mean sexobviously
we wouldn't be here if it wasn't for sex. Sex, properly presented, is
a wonderful thing, but obviously violence by far, But, it is stilltit
botherf the and man), other people that their presentations of sex
are on such a low and greasy level.
.' ...)
Mr. Morm. Thank you, Mr. Turner.
The Chak will recognize the people as they came to the subcomtnittee this morning.
First the Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr,
Marks.
Mr..MARKs. Thank you, Mr\ Chairman.

4

4.4.
.

Mr. Turner, in, your testimony; that testimony that at least is
pointed specifically to the problem that we are discuSsing today,
you would suggest the_-possibility of intervention by the Govern-=-ment, by perhaps Congress, in an effort to reduce what you say is

I

.r

the excessive showing of violence in programs.
What I haven't heard from you, but perhaps you have an opinion
on that, how would you suggest that this be achieved, considering
the first amendment rights?
Mr. TURNER. That is why I suggested what.I did.

In orderif these if enough time and investigation is done

and I think from reading the testimony of the expert witnesses on
behalf of the country rather than the witnesses of,the networks, I
think. thatmi will see that there is enough evidence to check Into:,
it further.

If you do check into it, you will find that they havethat the

television networks and their licensees have not fulfilled their obli-

gation which they promised to do of serving the public interest
when they were given those licenses free of charge.

-,

So if that can be proven, and I think it can, then you have the
right byCongress can order the FCC to recaptur6 those 'licenses.
_.--,-/'

4
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Then you can define the public interest
nterest a-little:bit betcer like ydu
here dArling*ings that
protect the environ nt in these
db

ve already worked out and then

1i

bids.

t.14. slicer 041' up for

0

,JEVe".
ring the? uesr vff that-I

Mr. MARKS.
I alp not sure you are ana
,
posed to you.

ndinent
My question to you is, How do we proll'-' r
rights by any Government intervention in t
is
I.don't think you have answered that -ques
tand evportant to you as a broadcaster, as well as ,to
erydne else.
uld
Mr. TURNER, I agree. It is abhorrent to me that.Co
'
saV3(.'
have to pass standards for programing. It shouldni,j3eq
Mr, MARKS. You mean censorship? Is that what you,at
WA%
41

I"

ing?

,

Mr. TURNER. I am not. I don't really know whatt1Ck-risfveris,
-The hearings are just beginning. I would say that th: :Erat thing is
to investigate and perhaps during the investigation teiblthou&t
__ ful processes-afterward; if sir's ii-av-e- een committed-,;gikdriou 'WI
agree to that, then mayiqe a solution might come as an idea to you
of how it could be dons *ithout changing the first amendment, but

-

I don't think, as I pointed out--

4

.

Mr. MARKS. Excuse me. You weren't saying changing
the first
.
amendment?
.
1,
Mr. TURNER. No; some sort of standard. Maybe therg do have to
beit would beyou are the. Congressman. I am just a citizen.
.1 You
,
all are supposed to be-Mr. MARKS. You are here to advise us today. That is why 'I think
-- it is pertinent.
Mr. TURNER. Maybe there would have to be sdme sort of censor-,
ship of certain' aspects of programing, not perhaps in the editorial
area,,which,is the free speech', area; really, not censorship of the
.

,,

,

'

/

news, but some sort of standards for entertainnlent 'programing

that would in some, sort of way limit the excessive iiolence.
r, ----._
__Als_o-- _ _ =4-- ------ Mr. MARKS. May I ask you a question? That is interesting. What

you are suggesting is censor the nonriews progams, but not the
news programs?

,

Mr. TURNER. Yes, sir.

.

.....,

Mr. -MARKS. If that is your suggestion, I thilik...that/is a rather '
interesting idea considering first amendment rights.
'
..
.
Let me go one step further with you.:
Your own network, your own cable industry produces 'many of
the programs that,have been on the networks, is that correct?
...
,.

'

Mr. TURNER. Absolutely..

Mr. MARKS. You doThathow many hours a day are you on the .

air?
Mr. TURNER. Twenty-four'hours a day with theisuper station and

24 hours with Cable News Network.
Cable,Neyvs, of course is all
4
.
.
news.
Mr. MARKS. My understanding is, you are criticizing the pro-

gramkg that is shown on the national networks, yet your ciyvri

cable system 'replays those shows throughout the country on a.Q.,4hour basis?

4.
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What have y.ou done in an effort to minimize this' excessive vio.

.

3.11-

l!,

lence that youtclaimnsibeing shoyvn on the networks?
Mr. TURNER. By just selecting certain. programs. For instance, we

rim "Andy Griffith," "Gomer Pyle,' "Sanford and Son,': "Father
Knows Best." We don't run "Kojak," i:Mannix;" we didn't buy the
p "Dukes of Hazzard." We didn't buy "Three's Company." We didn't
buy 'The Incredible Hulk" or "The Six Million Dollar an."- We
.

just usedthe good shows.

We run a lot of movies too. They are the old mov s,-many 'of

them made liefore.the networks were even started, like ``..Going My
Way-1f and "The Bells of St. Mary's," Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, and
.
John Wayne.
Ml-. MARKS. In your way, what you are saying is that you have-Co
some degree yourself personally censored that which you put out
-.
over your own network?
Mr, TURNER. Nsolutely. Completely. I am not perfect.
Mr. Radecki sad professional -wrestling shouldn't be on. I have to
take another look at that. Tongue-in-cheek I felt like. Nobody ever
kills anybody. They just beat each other up a little bit.
Mr. MARKS. I know time is running out. I would like to ask one
. ,,,
other question, if I may.

-

,.,

Mr. Morn. He has to be out of here at a quarter to ten. This will
$
be the last question.
Mr. MARKS. Do you think that the showing of the violence in the
news programs that you put out 24 hours.a.day has any effect on
our children or anyor all of us in the same fashion that the programing of crime has in the nonnews programs?
Mtr. TURNER. Absolutely.

But :Lot so m&IL on children, perhaps, because children don't

er% watch news very much, the rating service show, thank goodness.
°'°N

t

The sensationalism aspects, where the Gary Gilinores, that
fellow that tried to murder the President, and so forth, they are
givenand the sensational things, pickets, riots, everything, and
Daniel Schorr's article addfsses that.
That is part of my written tsfimony.
Mr. MARKS What do you do on your own network to hold that
down? You have 24 hours of news. There is violence.
Mr. TURNER. We are going to cover all. this today. There will be
no violence here; I think.
Mr. MARKS. We hope.

Mr. TURNER. By lots of interviews with Senators and Congress

men, business news, sports news, with medical news, editorials.,,,
fashion news. Ouf news program is more like a newspaper.
In my own personal checks of network and local television news
which is in a rating battle trying to be number one and they resort
so often to yellow journalism and sensationalism, I would say 85

percent of the thingsif you watch a local newscast in Washing-

ton, 85 percent of the stuff will be negative,sensationalistic.
On a check on Cable News, you find it is about 50-50. At least it
is more balanced. YOu have to report the bad things that are happening, but there is no reason to make heroes of nuts, as has been
done so often by these broadcasters.
Mr. MARKS. Thank you very mucE

Mr. Morn. Mr. Scheuer, do you have questions?

n3
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Mr. SCHEMER Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Marti..
Turner has to

Mr. TURNER.
Mr. ScHgu

e h ve quite a few on the subcommittee, and Mr.

t out f here- -

ait. I will stay as long as you wish me to,

wile

We, e oyed your provocative testimony, Mr.

Turner.
We have gone through generation of television violence. I am
going to ask you two questi s on the effects of that television vio- ,
lence Both on ou young peop e and our elderly people.
We have had 'a generation f kids who are now adults who have
been subjected' to, s stematic undation of violence.
Now, your ye d tinguished and eminent correspondent, Dan
Schorr, a you, no d, wrote an article in the Washingtonian Magaested that 4,,o,hn Hinckley, who is a kid like
zine in which he
d to this barrage of violence on televisions in
all other kids, sub
ation of PreSident Reagan, is symptomatic of
his attempted ass
the effects of telex n violence on this whole generation of young
ttained,adulthooa. That is my first question.
people who, hafre j
My second quest! is about the effects of violence on the elderly.
So* frequently in vi nce infused television shoWs, the elderly are
victims of violence,, iful, pathetic, tragic victims, helpless victims-of violence.

That not only
it tends to make all\
fearfu,1 of their wel

even more unwillin
church service.

What are your re
ley is symbolic o th
adults who have
the ambience for a
the elderly?

timulate violence among the aggressors, but
erly people who watch television even more
ing, even more imprisoned in their homes,

even cross the street to a synagogue or

ons (a) as to theas to whether Mr. ilinak-

ffects of violence on this new generation of
permeated by violence in their whole lives,
ration; and (b)-on the fear that it instills in

Mr. TURNER. Absol ely. I agree with you 100 percent and with

Mr. Schorr who addr ed both of those issues.
Mr. Radbcki has do it perhaps even better than Daniel Schorr.

In reading hig test
statement, I think he
-

in-this field.
'But you must reme

this committee goes o
"The Warriors," "Th I
"Prom Night." You sho
x just
responsible as t

ony at midnight last night, his prepared,
dles it even better, but he is a real expert

r that the movie, "Taxi Driver,' which if
you should get a print of "Taxi Driver,"
Deer Hunts" "Apocalypse Now," and

Id watch those five movies. The movies Care
television
grams.
Driver," at is the one that inspired this

W n I saw "The T
to kill the Presid t. He even said sp, along with television.

ma

r. SCHEUER. If the tness will yield, I don't think there-is any
question that televisio as far more impact on the young of our
average kid watches television 4 or '5
Nation than movies.
hours a day, and it is a isnvasive instrument to penetrate the mind
and effect the psyche of r young people.
There is no instrume in the history of civilization equal to tele-

vision. It far surpass

This is what we are h

miles in its impact on young people's

ng to deal with.
14
t.t

r
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Mr. TURNER. These movies are now on television. The pay televi-

sion services have,. nd.standards Whatsoever. They are bringing
.these movies that even the networks, that are so horrible- the networks won't touch them, like "Taxi Di'iver," like "The Warriors."
"The Warriors" and "Taxi Driver".were not run on the networks.
They _were run on HBO, Showtime, and the-se services have no

,

standards whatsoever.
They are being presented in the home and 15 percent of the U.S.
homes now have pay television. These movies that wouldn't even

be shown on the networks because they would be afraid to do it,

because they would Jose their licenserTor doing them, are on television in the hOrnes of the Ameriban people.
I agree with you-100 percent about the other things.

I stand, up and cheer, you are absolutely tight. The elderly in

this country are easy targets for criminals because they don't have
the strength to defend themselves against young hooligans. They
are in terror. '
Mr. SCEIEUER. I thank the witness.
I thank the-Chairman.
Mr. Wm. Thank. you very much, Mr. Scheuei.
Next the Chair will recognize the gentleman from Texas, Mr.
Collins.

,

MT.' COLLINS. Mr. Turner,. in getting your mail and your resporfses from listeners, how oft4n do, they write? What percent of
the objections pertains to violence?
Mr. TURNER. Well, since-our televisionnormally they, write and

tell us. how great they'think able News and the superstation are.
Like the letter I read to the gentleman earlier; we don't get very
permany complaints at all. About 90 percent of our mail, or
cent,s complimentary.
,When I make speeches and it gets in newspapers, people will
write and tell me thank Gqd someone is' taking the-stand against
the networks and the motion pictures that-you are. 7
I would saywe save the letters. I have thousands of them.
Mr.-CowNs. You think basically your type of programing is of a
high enough level that it does not invite criticism?
Mr. TURNER. I just select it very ca'efully myself.
Mr:CowNs. For many years I have thought we need more of the
inspiring types of shows on television instead of shows that downgrade people. rhaVe wondered why we can't have more of tbe Horatio Alger type?
Mr. TURNER. We are doing programs like that n6w on theSuper-

statilan lots of them.,"

Mr. COLLINS. Horatio Alger type?

,
.

MR. TURNER. Yes, sir. We ar doing a show called "Nice People"
which is a half-hour show that 'kicks three people who help others.
We have a program called "The Winners," about people who have
come up by their bootstraps and been a success in the country and made a success-of their-lives.
Right now we are preparing to 'do a series "Portrait of America,"
a series of 60 documentaries on every State and possession of the
United States, showing how beaqiful and wonderful, along the line
of Alistair Cooke's "America" series, which was produced by the
BBC because none Of our networks wanted to do 7nything dedeht.

tiv
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How long it
Mr. ComiN. I like thdt show about the winners. /How

that show running?

Mr. TURI4ER. It is ahalf-hdur also.
Mr. COLLINS. And you tell the complete story in / hall'-hour?
Mr. TIJRNER. Yes, we can. ',Pretty well. In fact, if you would like
,

,

lapes*of some of these shows, we would be happy to send them to
you to watch on your machine.
day do you run that show?
Mr: COLLINS. What time of
Mr. TURNER. "The Winners" runs at 7 o'clock on Friday evenings, and "Nice People" runs at 6:30 on Sunday4 evening.
Mr. COLLINS. Are these shows prepared so they could be used.for
reruns?
Mr. TURNER. Yes, sir. We intend to syndicate them worldwide as

soon .as we get off the ground. We are still inan embryonic stage,

.

Mr. COLLINS. Do you give your affiliates an opportunity to censor '
you programs?

Mr. TURNER. Our cable systems? They are our affiliates. They

are not supposed to. They ,could, but there is nothing really to
cansot. I wouldn't mind anybody censoring anything they wanted

to. I think there is not enough' censorship.
-.-

.

Mr. COLLINS. Have you had aii37 feedback from your affiliates?
Mr. TURNER. Not negative. Just positive.
Mr. COLLINS. Let me come back to this Horatio Alger concept.

You seem to have more of a poSitive outlook on it than the networks do. How long have_ you been pushing this position idea, the
idea of a program, about a ymingster starting from nothing and becoming a success in America?
r. TURNER. All my life, sir.- My fdther did that when he was a
yo ng man. He instilled rrie with those valups: I have tried to do
me to my sons and daughters.
th
.
COLLINS. You would make ,a good show yourself. Have you.
ever run an hour op you?
Mr. TURNER:. No, sir. We have run some of my speeches. It ,is

pretty hard to run programing about yourself on your own networks. Better fii run stuff about others. I would rather run an hour
.
.
on you.
.
Mr. COLLINS. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.

-

_

/

.

Mr. 'Mdrri.. Thank youMr. Collins.

..

-

Mr. Sclietier?
Mr. SCHEUER. Just one brief question.'

N

Mr. Turnei, why don't we have cable television in Washington?
Mr. TuRNER..It is the District of Columbia. Don't youall run the
District of Columbia? Tell them they have 30 days to give a franchise. I will start wiring tomorrow if you give me a franchise.
I' will have it wired in 2 years. They, are diddling around. It is
absolutely ridiculous. There is no excuse for it. There are a number
Of companies that would behappy to wire it tomorrow.
..
There is a minority group that is well financed here that is ready
to .roll. That would be a great thing to do. Maybe you all could",
overrule the local government and give the franchise or give them
an order to franchise within 60 days.
a

It is notsthatig a deal.

illi

Mr. SCHEUER. Why can't they get their act together?
1

0.
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Mr. TURNER. Sir, I don't run the Government. I have enough

trouble running my operation. There is no excuse for it, simply and

explicitly.
Mr. SCHEUER. Do you have any idea' of the amount of revenues
they-are losing?
Mr. TURNER. They are losing a Iot of money, that's for sure. Even

worse than that, the people of this cityand there is a crimp problem here=need the better programs that cable can provide.

Mr. Mom. The' gentlewoman from Illinois, Ms. Collins.
Ms. COLLINS. Mr. Turner, I have been very interested in your testimony and the way in which you have presented it.
I think it is very effective. Let me ask you one'question in particular. You talked alot about programing:
,

What can be done in t'he area of (-consciousness raising? We

always find ourselves running into the first amendment which I believe is certainly_ overused and overinterpreted a great deal by the
networks in their programing.

If we can't get narrower interpretations of first amendment

a

rights, and the very fine line drawn there; what can'you do to raise
the consciousness of those who put the programs on the networks?
Mr. TURNitt. This is going to help. Right now, as I pointed out, I
don't know how many people are watching, but there are probably
a couple million 'out there watching. A problem recognized is a
problem half solved. People like Donald Wildmon, the Knights of
Columbus, the various, other groups, the Coalition Against Television Violence, there'are a number of groups, even the VFW, Veterans of Foreign Wars and so' fo/ith, that are a great groundswell
which is occurring right now. '

I think that is probably the reason for these hearings. We are

going to scare them to death, if nothing else.
Ms. COLLINS. What about John Q. Public? Have you seen an
active interest on the part of the public, aside from public interest
groups, and 'councils in payirtg they don't want this kind of pro. graming?
Until the Public deides'they don't want the kinds of, violent pro-

graming which is the subject of this hearing, I don't think too

much is ioing to be done about it.
Mrf:ruarlEa.'Well, you saw. There is not one personal the room

that watches those shows, their most popular programs, because
they are so crummy.

The public is speaking out. The problem is that the networks
control the airways. When I called for an investigation, when I
called for an investigation of the networks by, Congress, the networks, didn't 'cover it.

In other words, they only cover the news that is good for them.
They don't cover the news that is ad for them.
Let's watch the evening news tonight and see how much of this
runs on the evening news tonight on ABC, CBS, and NBC. Let's see
how much of my testimony runs. ,
Coilis. OK. \

Mr. TURNER. Or Mr, Radecki's or Mr. Wildmon's.
Ms. COLLINS. When do you think the , public is going to be outraged by this? Do you think it is happening now?
<
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Mr. TURNER. Yes, I definitely do. The public isn't that well informed because they control the information. They haven't been
telling them.

They tell them it is wonderful, these programs are great for

them.
Ms. COLLINS. Wouldn't the public generate that kind of interest?'

If I decide I don't want to watch a program because I don't want
my children to see it, I would turn it off. I-might even talk to my 4
neighbors about that sort of thing.
Isn't it usually the case that action takes place to cogrect a given
situation in this country when the grassroots gets together and decides to right a wrong?

It is my belief until they take the action, no matter how many

hearings we have, nothing is going to change on the networks.
Mr. TURNER. Pretty hard to fight the most powerful communica-

tions the world has ever seen, which is being used to brainwash
them the other way.
Ms. COLLINS. I have to agree with that point.
.
Thank you.
Mr. TURNER. It is not a fair fight. That is why, thank God, you

all are here to protect us from attack without and within. Wiser
people. We elect the Congressmen and the Senators because they
have the time and the smarts to study all this stuff and solve out

problems for us.
Ms. COLLINS. With that great statement, I hope this is certainly
going to be shown in Chicago.
Mr. TURNER. There is no cable in Chicago either, Ms. Collins.
Mr. Mcrrn.. Thank you, Ms. Collins.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Moorhead?
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Turner, you are certainly to be commended
for pointing out to the American people the danger of too much sex
and too much violence on television.
The big problem we seem to have is that those shows are getting
w,

an awful lot of play; they rate high in the ratings wherr they have
the sex and violence in it.
Flow are we going, to educate the American people to the point
where they turn their dial to something else?
If they watch something else, the networks will want, to put on
more uplifting programs. Those that will actually be beneficial to
our people, rather than damaging.
Mr. TURNER. I don't know whether you were herertongressman,
when I asked this group how many of them watched those shows.

The only one of the showsthe only person in the room that

*, watched the Dukes of Hazzard was the gentleman from CBS.
When I talked to the Hollywood Radiovand Television Society,
over 1,000 people in the room, I think only 3 ,out of 1,000 watched

the "Dukes of Hazzard." Only,about7that is a high-rate show.

Those are the people that make 'tlie shows. They make them to sell,
like cigarette co panies make the cigarettes.
Cigarettes or y kill a few people. These television programs and
e
movies kill mil ons.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I think one of the things that a lot of people are

concerned with, of course, is outright censorship by the Government.
o is going to set the standards that we have?

.c)Ss...
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Are they going to)uy the religious programs as well as the pre-"
grams that are violent and others that have other objections?
If you have a Government agency actually setting those standards, we don't always come up with the best programing.
Mr. TURNER :YOU couldn't do mud? worse.
Mr._MOCIRHEAD. How are we going to make these changes with-

out the Government trying to step in and being the one that tells
them what they can and what they can'have?
Mr. TURNER. A good point, Mr. Moorhead..

I could onlyback when I was a little boy, I remember my father
smoked three packs of Lucky Strikes and Camels. In those days the
cigarette companies advertised that cigarette smoking was good for
you.

But we learned that cigarettes cause cancer. Now we 'take cigarettes even when they advertise do a disclaimer and so forth. That
was congressional action there. That wasyou took action to protect people from cigarettes. We have only had television for 30
years, about as long as we had cigarettes when we realized what
damage they were causing.
But television's damage to this society is far greater than cigarettes ever were.
I think some action is going to have to be taken to protect the
country. I don't know exactly what it would be, but something.
Mr. MOORHEAD. You wouldn't want to put a statement under-

neath, in the caption of the show, that watching this program
would be

Mr. TURNER. Yes. Mr. Radecki suggests that. I definitely do. I
think in general people watch too much television. They shouldn't
be 'spending 85 percent of all their free time watching television.
They should be talking with their children, taking walks, playing
bridge with their neighbors, reading.
I think every television network around .should have to run an
hourly disclaimer saying "Warning: Too much television viewing
can'be damaging to your mental health."
I would support that if everybody did it. I would run it on my
channel, even though I am trying to,run good programing.
You bet. I am not joking.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I agree with you that too much of anything is
damaging to individuals and especially if the kids do nothing but
watch TV.
I know what happens in a lot of our homes.

don't think though it is going to be changed or can be changed
by law. It has to be changed by education and by changing the patterns of American life. That is not going to be done
TURNER. How did you knock cigarette advertising off television? That was done somewhere up here.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Voluntary.

Mr. TURNER. Maybe you all could twist a few volunteer arms
some kind' of way. I will certainly go along with whatever you do. I
would rathe1 have you set the standards than those guys.

At least you are the elected' representatives of the people. All

they are is a bunch of greedy, no-good, you7know-whats.

Mr. MOORHEAD. I don't necessarily agree with your last statement.
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Mr. TURNER. Generally.

Mr. MOORHEAD. I do think that your drive to educate the American people to the danger of too much of this violence and too much
sex can have a very good result in that it may change the viewing
habits of the American people and their desires and if we can get
some of those more Wholesome shows up at the top of the ratings,
teen I am sure thafthe networks are going to follow.
Mr. TURNER. We are working on it..Mr. MOTrL. Thank you very much, Mr. Moorhead.
The next questioner will be the gentleman
from Massachusetts,
Mr. Markey.
Mr. MARKEY. Welcome, Mr. Turner.:

One of the arguments that the networks makeanckyou have arready alluded to itis that they don't decide programing; the viewers decide programing, and they decide every week by turning
their dial to a particular station, and if they vote for the "DukeS of
Hazzard," if they want Kojak, if they want all these programs that
are highly populated by violent acts, then who is it but them who
.has to decide that there has to' be a certain amount of self censorship which is exercised by. American familie?

And although among higher educated, upperc, income groups
there may not be a higher level of viewership, that among lower
socioeconomic groups those who do riot have a tendency to either
populate broadcast frfeetings or congressional hearings, that there
is a very great attraction that these programs hold out for them in
a sort of escapism?
_

What do.we say to the networks that if there is some validity to
their argument- that the Nielsen's or the Arbitrons, or whatever,
are an accurate reflection of what the public wants, how cFo we dis-.
count that public interest in and affirmation of their desire to have
this kind of programing?

Mr. TURNER. Raw, ruthless capitalism is restrained in many
ways by our Government. We have =the FTC and the FDA that
stops drugs that don't work from coming on the market.
Food products and automobiles that don't have proper safety,devices and so forth.
We have lots of controls. Cigarettes now have to carry disclaimers on them. Television is far more pervasive, more influential
than anything the world has ever seen.

It operatesand it is using the public's airways at no charge.
Our Government somehow gave CBS, NBC, and ABC those licenses 30 something years ago free of charge. There was one con-

trol: that they operate in the public interest. This hearing will

r.-show that they are not operating in the public interest.
There are unfortunately, or fortunately, children are not in a position to make the decisions. There is not adequate parental supervision. Many times parents aren't even home when the children
are watching these programs:
That is why we have a government to protect us. Why do we
grdpoan army? All individual can't: make the decision on what
ns, whether to build the B-1, the MX; that is what we are
paying you all and electing u all to-do.
It is obvious that there is a probleb here and a problem recognized is a problem half-solved.

'30
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Once the problem is recognized, you all can figure out how to
Mr. MARKEY. Some people would argue that it is the job of the
parents; that is is not the job of the networks; that the networks
have preSented the programing and that now the program has
come into the 'home and why aren't the parents there and why
don't the parents turn off that knob?
That'is the most effective and constitutionally acceptable fOrneof

solve it. Hopefully.

censorship.

Parents turning off the TV set. What is wrong with that4r, he networks will say? Why shouldn't that be the ultimate repository of
this responsibility?
Mr. TURNER. Why should the public have to turn off the television sets? Why, since it is the public airways that these broadcastwhy should they have to turn the set off? Why
ers are
shouldn't they at least on one network have an alternative?
All three networks run the same stuff. They are all crummy. If
one of them was good, I don't think this hearing would possibly be
held. They have as much responsibility as the patents do, in

my\

opinion.

Mr. MARKEY. The networks would go even further. They would
argue that there is not any proven scientific causal connection between the showing Of these television programs and any subse-

quent violent action on the part of children or adults, that it
cannot be scientifically or legally proven that such links exist, and

as a result what we are dealing with here is a world of dpinion

rather than anything that has been scientifically proved?
How would you respond to that?
Mr. TURNER. I would disagree. When Mr. Radecki\speaki this
afternoon, I think that he has and can biting forward a number of

witnesses that can prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt.
I really think that they can. think it can be shown.
Mr. MARKEY. Let. me ask you this: This is just something that I
have over the year, been interested in. I have always believed that
the first amendment should be made sacrosanct At the same time,
we have to recognize that there are differences between, let us say,
newspapers and television network-S, but I guess the analogy gets
down -to UP and AP or the %New York Times News Service being
the _networks and the local newspapers on the local level having
the opportunity of accepting or -rejecting television programing as
it comes. to them
as local newspapers can decide which stories they
.
want to put in their local newspapers.
So that a newspaper in Boston might decide that something is

completely appropriate for printing whereas somebody in Des
Moines, Albuquerque, whatever, their newspaper editors would say
_no, we are not going to accept that AP, UP, or New York Times
News Service story.
How about the local affiliates?
,

.

Mr. SCHEUER. I thought the New York Times would be offering

that kind of story. The New York Tithes prints only news that is fit
to print.
Mr. MARKEY. The question I have for-you is this: What kind of
responsibility should we mit on the local affiliates? They have the
opportunity, each individual general manager, to accept or reject
r)
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television prograniing as it is sent down to them from the networks
to make a determination as to the appropriateness of this particular type of program for their local audience.
,What kind of responsibility do you put.on their shoulders?
\k4r. TURNED. I,think their licenses should be lifted too, when this

committee has determined they have not operated in the public interest. They are doing it for one reason: money.
,
.

I have talked towell, just recently to one, of Te heads of the
independent broadcast groupp. I made this speec to a group in

Cincinnati.
Multimedia was the company. I can't remember the man's name.'

I think he op'erates television stations out of Cincinnati. He said I
agree with you 100 percent; the network Drogtaming is trash, He
said we preempt all of it we can
There are a lot of people that admitft is trash.
Mr. MARKEY. Just one second. They argue that they 'don't get the

programing enough in advance that they are able to reject or

accept a substitute, to substitute "The Bells of St. Mary's" for the
loca\ programing because the TV Guides and the Sundiy supplements are already printed up 2 and 3 weeks in ad,vance and so as a
result they are forced through economics and logistics to accept
this programing that comes down from the networks and slam it in
there because they haven't seen it btit a Week or 10 days in ad_ vance and they don't have an opportunity to advertise alternative
programing; their stations would become noncompetitive. What do
we say to them?
Mr. TURNER. Did you ever ead the transcripts of the Nuremberg
trials? That is what the. azis rms.',
aid. "We,hadjo go along with the
.
system. We were followi g
We still roasted a bunc of them. A lot of these guys de\serve
roasting.

Mr. MARKEY. You would say if you were ,looking at tI just
want to follow this for a second, Mr. Chairma 4 if you were trying
not to impose any censorship by the Govern ent, but were trying
to give local affiliates an opportunity to be able to exercise a sort of
censorship upon the networks as local newspapers do upon the national news services; they decide what is fit kit their local newspapers to print, although something might be fit for New York that
what is fit for New York or Los Angeles may not be fit for Peoria.
That is a decision that now perhaps is not able to be effectively
exercised because they do not have ample opportunity to see this
programing enough in advance to be able to make that decision
and to be' able to substitute alternative programing.
You do not accept that argument?
.
Mr. -T4a1NER. Eighty percent of the network's programing is
trash. It is pretty hard to screw up the World Series or. the NFL on
Sunday afternoons when all they are doing is televising a game
going on. Most of their entertainment programing, the soap operas

are godawful. Their entertainment programsand the networks
,

put pressure in variqp ways, network compensation on- the-affiliates to carry the prorams, but the affiliates have gone along with
it. They are part of the system.
I feel they are just as guilty as the networks..

Vt
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I wasn't
I had a network affiliated station. I affiliated with, NBC.
affiliationI
much.
After
I
got
the
watching the programs very
the stathought it would be better for me and it was because I sold
I
got
out ofstarted
Cable
New
Network.
tion for $20 million and
the business. I got out of it happily.
..
Mr.*MoTri.. Mr. Markey, go' ahead.
Collins
has
mentioned
only when
. Mr. MARKEY: Congresswoman
the
part
of
local
community
groups,
there is a consciousness on
starts to
only when that bubbling, boiling cauldron of controversy
reguboil over are we ever going to have any effective attempt at televilating the amount and level of violence that is present on
sion.
must be very difficult for an
And I guess just thinking myslf, itHollywood
or write a letter to
letter'to
ordinary viewer to write a
--New York and believe it is going to haVe any effect at all.
You can protest something in city hall; you can protest sdmegovernment.
thing that is happening in, your own State
The further away it :gets, the more impotent you feel. The real
opportunity for a voice that Is effective is that which is closest to
you, and for the ordinary viewer that is the local affiliate.

That is the person who is accepting these programs, these

Kojaks, these Dukes of Hazzards.
It is coming into their local community by way of th local affiliate.
The question, it seems to me, if You want to really build public

for opposition to the
opposition to and also an effective means
to
build
in some accountlevels of violence on televislin, you isve
affiliates
so,
that
they
have a stake
ability on the part of the local
local comthe
representative
of
their
in going to the networks as
munities and sayjig, "We reject on behalf df our local communities

the types of programing which you are:---that you are sending down
here."
Would you not accept that as a logical premise for the leveragwhich is going to have to occur in order
ing, the power leveragingchange
to occur in the kinds of programfor this kind of dramatic
'
ing?
Mr. TURNER. The thing about it is, of course, when we polled' this
room I would sayI would really be surprised if any of you gentlemen are -watch those network programs.
The intelligent people in this country don't watch the shows. If
things, thank God.
you don't watch them; they do other
keeping their head above water,

They are the ones that are

4

paying their bills on time, and making advancements.
are
People that watch network television 45 or 50 hours a weekdrug
It
is
a
habit
as
bad'
as
any
committed to a form of slavery.
habit. Fortunately none of you gentlemen have that-habit.
I can tell that or you wouldn't be Congressmen. The people that
would be doing the writing aren't watching it so they aren't aware
_of what is going on.
It is like if you don't take cocain and your friends don't take it,
/
are concerned.
or heroin, it doesn't exist as far as ou the
innocent, the uneducated,
It a the little people, the childre ,

that are being ruined and being converted over to criminals by
these programs.

90-291 0-82-3
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They are not going to write. When I told my own children they

couldn'-t watch the "Dukes of Hazzard" any more because

t

I

watched it with them, thq.almost Cried. They were hooked on it.

Mr. MARKEY. I want to say in conclusion, thank you, Mr. Turner.
I agree with you what we are seeing in our spciety is ah acceptance
of nonviolent resolution of human conflict being substituted by violent resolution of human conduct and being considered an acceptable means of human response by young people.
f"
That kind of exposure bz., these young people over a prolonged

,

period of time becomes inculcated, not just in individuals but in
our society. That is a very real problem. It is one that, without a
proper recognition by oat society as a whole and y0.1 are bringing
attention to it today, I think that it augurs very :poorly for the
future of America.
I tharik you

..

.
...

Mr Morn,. Mr. Swift, the gentletna'n from Washington, do you
have any questions for Mr. Turner?

.;

.Mr SwIi-r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am interested in your
use of statistics Eighty percent oftwhat is on network television is
'trash you say. Do yogi have a, stuay you refer to or is that just a
figure you plucked out of your head?
Mr. TURNER. Sir, I ant sorry. I was just given a Message. I didn't
know ho'w important it s. I am sorry.
Mr Swirr. You, said-80 percent of sverithing on network televi-

sion is trash. Ha did you arrive atlff percent?
Mr. TURNER. Well, I use that figureI use that figure. "Roots"
.

there is "Little House on the Prairie" and there are a couple

"White Shadow"I don't know whether it is still running or not.

There are a few shows that a family can watch together.

I said 80 percent-

Mr. Swirr. What about-"Lou Grant','?
Mr. TURNER. It.is probably OK.

Mr. Swirr. What about 'qVIary Tyler Moore"?
a
"Hill Street Blues"?
Mr. TURNER. "Mary Tyler,Moore" was canceled 5 years ago.

Mr. Swig. So was "White Shadow", which you used. So that's

fair.

$

What about "Hill Street Blues"?
Mr. TURNER. "Hill Street Blues" is fine.

Mr. Swirr. "Archie BunRer's Place"?

"M*A*S*H"?
Mr. TURNER. I mentioned "M*A*S*H".

Mr. Swirr. What about "60 Minutes"? "20/20"? "The Johnny

' Carson Show"? What about "Today"?

What about "Good Morning, America"?
.
Mr TURNER. I was only talking about entertainment. programs ?,

V

r.

M1: Swa'T. What about "Gunsmoke"? It is not on the air right

now..
Do you consider that trash?

What about "Have GunWill Travel"?

.

Let's go back to a litt19 old one. A little, half-hour pot bOiler west-

ern. Was that trash?

Mr. TURNER. Ikind of liked it.

Mr, Swim It was cited by-r) I .

v'1

J.
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Mr. TURNER, Violent.

.,

Mr. SwiFr. It was cited by the American Society of English Professors as one of the most consistently good uses of the short s,tory
form on televigion.
is when it startTURNER. I said in my.testimony 10 years ago
Mr..

ed.

Mr. Sy/4-r. I have gone over 20 percent of the entertainment programs in prime time already.
Mr. TURNER. No, you haven't.
Mr. Swim.. Oh, yes, I have indeed.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman. mentioned were:. canceled,
Mr. TtIRNER. Most of the shows you
, years ago.
Mr. Mom. :Mr. Scireuer?
the District of Columbia not
Mr. SCHEUER. My problem with
in
franchising
cable TV, it seems it
having, moved more effectively
would dffer two advantages.
First, it would give people tome optionslike your network and
other optionsto the persistent tide of violence people are offered

/'

.

on the networks.

Second, I am told by experts that the income from franchises
would provide at least a minimum of .$50 million a year to the city,
-Which they desperately and urgently need.
Yet they don't seem to be moving in the direction of an orderly,

reasoned procedure to allckate those licenses.
could do to encourage, to

Now, what can you suggest that we
really encourage the city to move forward in an orderly and well
planned way to allocate cable TV franchises?
of Columbia?
Mr. TURNER. Doesn't Congress run the Districtform of self-governMr. SCREUER. Well, not exactly. They Inive a
ent that wcohave given th0., and properly so.
House resolution that
Mr. TURNER. Why don't you just pass a
days
to
franchise
and
let
them
get it 'worked out
you give them 60
by then? They could do it.
Weihave to decide on the AWACS planes next week. You all are
going to do it one way or the other.
thank
Mr. Mom. Mr. Turner, on behalf of the subcommittee,
this
morning.
We
you for the outstanding job you have done here
efforts
in
this
area
of
eliminating
excescertainly appreciate your
sive violence on television.
Mr. TURNER. Thank you, Mr. Mottl.
feature Mr.
Mr. Mom. Our third panel of network officilals willaccompanied
of
ABC.
He
will
be
Alfred Schneider, vice president
social re-

by Mr. Alan Wurtzel,, director of. developmental and
search.

Mr. Gene P. Mater, senior Nice President of, policy for the CBS
Broadcast Group will be accompanied by Mr., David Blank, vice
president and chief economist.

4
1::

Mr. Ralph Daniels, vice president of vNBC will make that
network's 'presentation.
remarks are fresh in
Mr. MATER. As long as Mr. Turner's
everybody's mind, I wonder if I might say a word or two about
them?
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4r. 'Mom. As part of your presentation, why dofi't you give

57-5(ur presentation azid then you can follow up?

0

Mr. MATER. If he is in the room; he might likerto hear it.

'Mr. Mom. Mr. Schneider, all of your official statements wi 'be

accepted into the record without objection.
We would appreciateif you could summarize- or read whate er
you feel more comfortable doing. Thank you for being here with s
this morning.

STATEMENTS OF. ALFRED R. SCHNEIDEIt, VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC., ACCOMPANIED

BY ALAN H. WURTZEL, DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENTAL Ant

SOCIAL 'RESEARCH; GENE P. MATER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
POLICY, CBS BROADCAST GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
BLANK, VICE PRESIDENT'AND CHIEF ECONOMIST; AND RALPH
DANIELS, VICE PRESIDENT, BROADCAST STANDARDS, NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC,.

s

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Chairman, members of the "subcomrhittee,
we will Submit a prepared statementIor the record,.
I would just excerpt certain portions of that for this short testi-

mony.

My name is Alfred R. Schneider. I am a vite president of American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. With .me this morning is Dr.'

Alan Wurtzel, director of developmental and Social. research for
ABC.
My responsibilities include development and implementation. of
the American Broadcasting Co. policies and standards concerning
the acceptability Of program and commercial material scheduled

for broadcast over our facilities.
The American Broadcasting Co. Department. Broadcast Standards and Practices reports to me.

That department has the responsibility of reviewing, prior to
than ne s, public Kfairs and sports.
I app ciate this opportunity td summarize the;policies and procedures tilized by the department to ensure compliance with goybroads t, all network commercial and programing material other

,

ernmen 1 laws and regulations, the television Code of the National Associ on of Broadcasters, and the internal policies of the
American Br casting Co.
Thee Departme t of Broadcast Standards and Practices operates
independent of the ABC Television Network so /hat there is, in
effect, a systeni of checks and balances.
The department is separate from the program department's creative evaluations as well as the economic considerationg of the'
sales department.
The Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices has a fulltime staff of 72 persons based in the two. major centers of production, New York' and Los Angeles.
The executive, managerial, and editorial staff, consisting of 45
persons, brings to the department expertise in fields rangingrfrern
aw, teaching; English and social sciences to communicatiims, psyhology, journalism, and early dhildhopd education..

,

,
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,This diversity makes for a wh6le greater than the sum of fits
parts, contributing to the insight and sensitivity needed to make
sound judgments on matters,df law, good taste, and acceptability.
The Broadcast Standardyland Practices Department annually
screens and analyzes about:45,000 commercials and 100 theatrical
features, and in accordance with the procedures/outlined below it
.

reviews over 3,000 hours /of entertainment programs and program.
ing in development.

Each entertainment prograin, series, and made-for-television
movie is reviewed by an editor in the Department of Broadcast
Standards and Practices from the treatment, story concept, and

script stage through final production and editing.
Where a particular television program, series, or made-for-television movie is expected to include sensitive, controversial, or violent
portrayals, extensive discussions are held With the producer to as:

certain the manner in which he intends to treat the material and
to insure that he understands fully the applicable pollpies and
standards.
A report is prepared for the producer indicating the acceptability

of the script or any appropriate revisions. Prior to broadcast the
program is also reviewed at the rough cut, final cut, and editing

.

stages, and appropriate revisions are made if deemed necessari.
Feature films that have been produced by, others for initial theatrical release are screened prior to acquisition by ABC to determine
whether major or minor deletions shall be required or, as is not uncommon, whether a particular film is completely unacceptable.
In certain circumstances, an audio and video advisory is broadcast before the start of programs to give parents the opportunity to
exercise discretion with regard to.younger viewers.

We are careful, however, not to use such an advisory in a

,

manner that could cause it to become an invitation for viewing.
Prim' to broadcast, we send to all our affiliated stations, including our owned television stations, detailed information about programs scheduled for broadcast.
As Congressman Markey has recommended, we are going back
and trying to increase the lead time during which affiliates can see
programs in order to make their individual decisions.
As you are aware, we have recently gone through a major strike
which has troubled us in terms of production capability in dealing
with the creative community to attempt to get material out as fast
as we possibly can, but it is not without a sense of responsibility
that we seek toachieve the results that you have suggested.
Violent behavior, when it is portrayed, ;rust be reasonably related to the story line or plot development and be responsibly depicted.

We will not permit the portrayal of violence for the sake of violence itself, or as a device to titilate the viewers, to shock, or to
sensationalize a story line.

We will not permit authors who have written themselves into a
corner to extricate themselves quickly with a little bloodshed.

The consequences of violent behavior upon both the aggressor
and the victim should be portrayed.
In addition, we minimize the use of acts of personal violence in
teasers, prologues, and promotional announcements.
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It is clear that gratuitous vi lence serves no useful purpose and
should be carefully avoided.
Similarly, while any act may e emulated, we are extremely cautious in avoiding the portrayal of specific, detailed techniques inyolved in the use of weapons, t e commission of crimes, or avoidante of detection.

In short, every effort is mad to insure' that portr'ayals Of visk
lence for its own sake, or unnec ssary depictions of excessive forcer
are excluded from our pr,esentat n.
A practice begun in 1973, whi h has since become a regular procedure, is the conducting of per dic in-service training workshops

for editors under the supervisi n of our independent psychiatric
consultant, Dr. Melvin Heller, a d the social research department

under Dr. Wurtzel.
Each 3-day intensive session,, onducted on the west coast has
concentrated on the areas of chi dren's programs, violent portrayals, and adult program themes, I.
By utilizing scripts and recent televised programs, an ongoing
dialog is pursued.
.
Asa result_ of these workshops Dr. Heller authored a reference

book entitled "Broadcast Stand ds Editing," which has been of
great assistance to the departme
This manual, which I would be appy to submit for the record, is
currently the definitive work fo understanding and applying the
theoretical and practical bases f rational standards in television
broadcasting.
ABC has made a special effort o understand the effects of tele-

vised violence on children. We c
lion, two studies which were co
years' work. These studies, which
for the record, resulted in finding
our work.
Among a number of findings, t
cluded that while imitative risks
by certain youngsters, television
antisocial behavior in children; t
content did not read to heightene
but did increase aggressive tende

1

fantasies, and play; that there w

between the intensity of violent b
with more aggressive content pro
and ex insure to programs with le
decreased aggressive fantasies, pla
Mr. Morn. Can you summarize

missioned, at a cost of $1.milleted several years ago after.5
would also be happy to submit

which have subsequently guided

reports, in summary form, conisted in post-viewing aggression

id not cause assaultive, violent
t exposure to violent television

aggressive behavioral violence,
ies in psychological test scores
s no demonstrable relationship.
avior; that television programs
uced more aggressive fantasies,
aggressive content resulted in
and preoccupation.
r us. 9

think Mr. Ttr'ner made a lot of
statements. I think we should be a e to reply to that.
Mr. Mcrrrt. I think you will hav adequate time during the quesMr. SCHNEIDER. I am.trying to.

tioning.

,

Mr. SCHNEIDER. In order to im ement our policies more objectively with respect to the portrayal of violence, and in light of ourworkshops and studies, ABC-has 1 ,veloped the incident classification and analysis forma device stended to aid broadcast standards in deciding whether the amo t of'violence, overall, in a television program is excessive.

4,
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Although Dr. Wurtzel will address this project
brief, the ICAF is a method designed to exami
portrayal of violence on both a qualitative and

We feel that it is improper not to make di

more 'detail, in

and review the
ntitative basis.
ctions between
r increased agunlikely to do

those incidents that may cause tension, distre
gressive behavior in audiences, and those ,tbat-,
so.
We also believe it is a mistake not to make a i tinetion between
a comedic aggressive act.and a violent criminal
seThus this system relates an episode of violenc n terns of its
fantarelationship
in
context
t.
humor,
to
riwsness; its realism) its
sy, to human consequences.
of the ICAF ethodology is a
One of the principal features
numerical
score, f r every program.
weighting system to develop a
t different types
weighteriing
system
is
The rationale. behind
of violent behaviors have different effects upon i wers.

It is logical to assume that a murder depi d on a television
show will have a different impact on the averse viewer-than 6 TV

depiction of a child slapping a playmate.
according to (1) heir severity, and
' The weighting of various acts
the
viewer perceiV them, enables us
(2) the context within which
reflect'the
violence
which i. contained within
to more accurately
any television program.
Another important reason behind the develop ent of the weight-.
ing system is to provide broadcast standekrds w' h a reliable measure.of program content so that comparisons be ween program episodes and among different programs can be ma .e relatively quickly
and accurately.
It should be noted that programs, which to tains portrayals of
violence comprise only a part of our total broadcast day and onlia
portion of our prime time offering.
Our programing philosophy proceeds fromthe fact that we are a
mass medium.
We present material primarily for a national audience, while
providing programing for specialized audiences as well.
We realize it is not possible to satisfy-all of the people all of the
time. We van, however, satisfy most Of the eople most of the time
through a commitment to diversity within urprogram service.
In,sum, our goals are, on the one hand, develop and encourage
to evolve new forms,
a diversified program schedule which see s the
audience while, on
varied program fare, and broader,choice fo
intensify
ou,
efforts
in the broadcast
the other- hand, to direct and
standards area-thwara responsible presen ation of acts of violence
in acting proKams.
'[Testimony resumes on p. 48.]
[Mr. Schneider's preparedstatement fol owsq
I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALFRED R.
SCHNEIDER, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC,

Mr. Chairman and Members- of the Subcomilittee:

8

My name is Alfred R. Schneider.

I am a Vice President

of American Broadcasting Companies, -Inc.

With the me this morning

is

Dr.

Alan Wurtzel, Director of Developmental

and Social

Research'for,ABC.

'Itoo My responsibilities include development and

imple-

mentation,of the Ameican Broadcasting Company's policies and
a

standards concerning the acceptability of program and commercial

material scheduled for broadcast over ouracilities." The Amer,.

ican Broadcasting Company's Department of Broadcast Standards
.

and Practices reports to Inc.

That departMent has the responsi-

bility of reviewing, prior to broadcast, all network commercial

end programming material other than news, public affairs and
sports.

I appreciate this opportunity to summarize the policies

and procedures,1111iied by the Department to ensure compliance
with governmental laws and regulations, the TelevisiOn Code of
.%
the National Association of Broadcasters,:arid the internalyolicies Of .the Ameiicin Broadcastihg Company..

The Department of Broadcast Standards and7ractices
operates independent of the ABC Television Network so that th4re
is, in effect, a system of "cheeks and balances. ".

As a resultf

the

the grogram

work

of

the

Department

Departmept's creative

is separate

evaluations

as

well

from
as

the

economic

.considerations of the Sales Department, all of which are factors

,r4

4 01'

-

t
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considered irrelevant to issues of broadcast acceptability.

Iti

function in implementing the ,policies .and stanpids of our
tion the mandaie of each licensee who

--company takes into recog

broadcast

both commercial ande,programmingmaterial to 'operate

in the public interest.
or

In existence since 1942, the Department of Broadcast

*S'tandardS. and* Practices ,haa'A a full-time staff of 72 persons

based'in the two major centers'of production, New York and Los'
Angeles:

The ,executive, managerial, and. editorial, staff, con.

sisting of 45 persons, brings to the Department expertise in
fields ranging from 1Sw, teaching, English, and social sciences
.

.

to communications, psyqology,:journalism, and early dtaldhood
education.

This diversity makes for a whole greaser than the
L.

a.

sensitivitysum od its parts, cdritributing, to the insight and
.'
needed to make sound judguents on plattens of law, good taste,
band acceptability.

%b. The Broadcast

Standards

and _Practices

Department

4

annually screens and analyzes about 45,000 commercials and 100
theatricel.features, and in accordance with the procedures out-

lined below, it reviews over 3,000 hours of entertainment pro-.
grams and programming in develbpment.
each

series,

entertainment program,

and

made-for-

television ibvfe is reviewed"by an editor in the Department of
t

Broadcast°StandarAs and Practices from the treatment (story concept)

and script stage through final production and editing.
.

.

4

,
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Matters relating

cussed and

to program acceptability are carefully dis-

reviewed

in detail with members of

department as well as the production community.

the

program

Where a partic-

ular television prograni, series, or made-for-television movie is

expected to include sensitive, controversial, or violent por-

trayals, extensive discUssions are held with the producer to
ascertain the manner in which he intends to treat the material
and to insure that he understands fully the-applicable policies
and standards,

A report is prepared for the producer indicating

the icdeptability of the script or any appropriate revisions.

Prior to broadcast the progtam is also reviewed at the rough
cut, final car' and editing stages, .and appropriate revisions
are made if deemed necessary.

Feature films that have been Produced by others for
initial theatrical release'are screened prior to acquisition by

ABC to determine whether

major or minor deletions will

be'.

required or, as is not uncommon, whether a particular film is
completely

unacceptable.

After

acquisition,

the ,films

are

screened again to review prior judgments and, as an additional

'measure,* the edited versions are viewed prior to telecast to
insure compliance with broadcast standards and practices directives.

Films whiCh are acceptable with revisions'are edited by

Broadcast-Standards,

in conjunction with a

film editor and,

%

often, with the original director.

Editing is done with'the

intention of preserving the integrity of the original film,

/1 2
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r
and
diverseaud.
while making it suitable for airing by a wide
1

ience.

In certain circumstances, an audio and video advisory

is boadcast before the start of programs to dive parents the
opportunity
viewers,

to

exercise distetion with

regard

to

younger

We are careful, however, not to use such an advisory

in a manner that could cause it to become an invitation for
viewing.
,Prior to bXpadcast, we send to all our affiliated sta-

tions, including our owned television stations, detaileui inform-

This information

ation about programs Scheduled for broadcast.

consists of Advanced Program Advisory bulletins detailing the
content of prime time entertainment programs, and.closed-circuit

previews of these progdms on a regularly scheduled rotational
basis.

We also hold annual meetings for

affiliate managers

where we discuss programming plans.

Before producing'any new program series, the American
Broadcasting Company's policies and standards are reviewed with

the producer of each series and his staff.

At these meetings,

we stress ABC's policies concerning violence:

Violent behavior, when it is portrayed, must be rea-

sonably related to the.storyline or plot developtpent and be
responsibly depicted.

We will not permit the portrayal of vio-

lence for the sake of violence itself, or as a device to titi-

late the viewers, to ehock, or to sensationalize a story line.

40
We will not permitAuthors,whO have written themselves into A
corner to extricate themselves quickly, with a little bloodshed.

The-consequences of violent behavioru0On both the aggressor and

the victim should be portrayed.

In addition, we minimize the

use of acts of personal violence, in teasers, 'prologues,

motional announcements.

4

and pro -

'

It is clear that gratuitous violehce serves no useful
pUrROse.

Similarly, while any act may be emulated,, we Are

-extremely

cautiolla

in

avoiding

the 'portrayal

of' specific,

detailed techniques involved in the uie of weapons, the commis.

sion of crimes, or avoidance of deteCtion.

/n short, every

effort is made to insure that pkotrayala. of cilsolence for its own

sake, oi unnecessaiy. depictions of excessive force, are excluded\

from oui presentation.
There are, of course, pro-social aspects of aggression.
that deserve note.

Competing to win anci fighting back arb posi-

tive values in our social heritage.

-Force In the service of

discipline and in the preservation of society and social order

are forms of aggression that can be used positively.

Enforce-

ment of parental standards, cominity standards, and, the law
itself often requ

arating all

these

e the element of aggression' The limits sep-

from gratuitous ytolence

are

not

always.

clearly defiod in our culture and society, but are part of the
responsibility we assume in developing our guidelines.
Moreover,

in

those. programs

that

conta in

violent

'depictions and criminal activit ies, glorification is avoided so"

A
4.

11
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that the protrayals may have the effect of reinforcing real-life

prohibitions, thereby acting as a suppressor of violence.

In

this regard, strong anti-violent statements, requiring violent
portrayals for adequate plot development, were contained as a
central theme in "Pueblo", "I Will Fight No More Forever"4, "21
$6Hours at Munich", "Victory at Entebbe", "Roots", "Attica", "When

She Was Had", "Off the Mipnesota Strip", "Revenge for a

Rape",

"Intimate Strangers", and "Masada".

With respect to programming which deals with signifi-

cant moral or social issues and current topical treatments, it

is a reqdirment that the presdntation of this material be
accohiplidhed unexploitatively, non-sensatiotally, and responsibly.

A practice begun in 1973, which has )ince become a
0

regular

procedure,

is

the conducting of periodic in-service
the. supervision of our

training workshops for editors under

independent psychiatric consultant, Dr. Melvin Heller, and the
Social Research-Department.

Each three-day igtensive session,

conducted on the West Cbast, has concentrated on the areas of
children's programs,
themes.

violent

portrayals, and

adult

program,

By utilizing scripts and recently-televised programs,

an on-going dialogue is pursued.

In this manner, an effective

means is created for the continued development and refinerdent of
guidelines to sharpen our practices,s, to he, p us avoid errors in

-subjective judgment, and to meet the establ shed criteria.

'

.!;

1 1J

f

As a result of these workshops, Dr. Heller authored a
reference book entitled "Broadcast Standards Editing", which has

been of great assistance to the Department.

This manual, which

I would be happy to submit for the record, is curreftly the
definitive work for understanding and applying the theoretical
and practical bases for rational standards in television broadcasting.

It helps editors and 'others responsible for broadcast

standards` to make responsible, frequently subtle and difficult

decisions and judgments by better educating and equipping them
for the task of script evaluation.
ABC

has made a special

effort

effects of televised violence on children.

for understand

the

We commissioned, at

a cost of one million dollars, twp studies which were completed
several years ago after five years' work.

These studies, which

I would also be happy to submit for the record, resulted in
findings which have subsequently guided our work.
a

One,

.

series

of

studies,

conducted

by

Lieberman

Research, Inc., under the direction of Dr. SeymoUr Lieberman,
Ph.D., explored the effects of televised violence and programs
with pro-social messages on 10,000 normal school children, aged
8-13.

Dr. Lieberman developed an instrument and techniques

which employed

a

new

behavioral

device

(electric, pounding.

P'

machine) Wlich measures and records the force of a child's blow
,

before and _after viewing of televises materials, assessing in
that manner the degree of aggressiveness in bhildren.
1

p

,
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A separate five -year series of projects, supervised by

Dr. Heller and his colleague, the late Dr. Samuel Polsky, utiL,I,izednumerous psychological and behavioral measures for exa-

ination of the effects of televised violence on emotionallyimpaired

youngsters

and

institutionalized

from

youngsters

broken homes who might be considered most susceptible to any
Adverse effects of televised violence.

In-additilon, the Heller

and Polsky studies focused on the impact of television on known
violent youthful offenders.

Among a number of 'findings, the reports, in summary

form, concluded that while imitative risks existed in postviewing aggression by certain youngsters,

televiihion did not

cause assaullive, violent anti:sociarbehavior in children; that

exposure

to

violent

television

content

heightened aggressive behavioral violence,

did

not

but did

lead

to

increase

%aggressive tendendied in psychological test scores, fantasies,
r

and play; that there was T.' dedonstrable relationship between
the intensity of violent behavior; that television programs with
more aggrelisive Content produced more aggressive fantasies, and

exposure to programs with less aggressive content resulted in
decreased aggressive fantasies, play, and preoccupation.

It was.

also found that though television viewing was not d causal fac-

tor in the development of violent behavioral tendencies among
youthful offenders, television sometimes provided a \odel for
the imttation of anti - social techniques in the commission of
crimes in persons"predisposed to crime.r
46
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In order to implement our policies more objectively
with respect to the portrayal of violence, ang in light of our
workshops and studies, ABC has developed the,Incident Classification and Analysis Form .('ICAF ")

a device intended to Aid

Broadcast Standards in decidingwhether the amount of violence,
overall,
/

in a television pr,Ogram' is excessive.

Although Dr.

Wurtzel will address this project in more detail, in brief, the
ICAF 1s a method designeg\to examine and review Oe POKtrayal of

violence-on both a qualitative and quantitative basis.

that it

is

improper. not

We feel

to make distinctions between those

incidents that may cause tension, distress, or increased aggres-

sive behavior in audiences, and those that are unlikely to do
so.

We also believe it is a mistake not to makO a dis inction

between a comedic aggressive .act and a violent
Thus; this system relates an episode of
se

ous

minal one.

liolence in terms of its

s; its realismi' its relationship in context to humor',

( to fantissy, to human consequences.

-.

One of the principal features of the ICAF methodology

is a Weighting Sysiem to develop a numirical-score for every
'program.

The-rationale behind a Weighting Sy %tem is that dif--

ferept types oeriolent 'behaviors :have, different effects upon

, -

viewers.

It°is logical to assume that d murder depicted on a

televison show will hive a different

impact on the average

viewer than a .11.7 dgpiction of a child slappin4 a 'playmate.

weighting of various 'acts according to:

The

(1) their severity, and

0

.

".
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(2) the context within which the viewer perceives them,'enables

us_to more accurately reflect the violence Which is contailed
within any television program.
Another important reason behind the developAnt of the
Weighting System is to provide'Teciadcast Standards with,a reliable measure of program content so that comparisons between pro-

gram episodes and among different programs can be made rela'fively quickly and accurately.

It should be noted that programs which, contain portrayals of violence comprise only a part of our total bioadcast

day and only a portion. of our prime time'offerings.
gramming philosophy proceeds from tht
medium.

Our Pro-

fact that'we are a mass

We present material primarily for a national audience,

'while providing programming for specialized audiences as well.

4

We realize it is not possible to satisfy'all of the people all of
the time.;
.

We, can, however, satisfy most of the people most of

the time, through a commitment to diversity within our ?4rogram
f

service.

We offer as VariedkOmenu of television fare as cre-

ative.tlient can. provide -- news, public affairs, inionnation,

discussion, spOrts, comedy, variety, action,
adventure, mystery, biography, fantasy,

history, drama,

Whether it is "Roots"

or "Masada:, the Olympics or the Fonz, "Code Red" or "Laverne
and Shirley",, we.try tp have something in our schedule to appeal

to everyone.

,

Qur viewers are-old and young, rich and.poor,

urbanIgna rural, male ar4 .emale, of all races, with avariety
of needs and interests of unimaginable scope.

t

1.1

I
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,

ABC's dramatic program development reflects a contin-

uingeffort to present new and different forms throughout thf
evening.

There are mini-series, docudramas, and other new pro-

gram forms.

In addition, we are emphasizing the development of

melodrama, fantasy, and contemporary drama.

Notwithstanding this emphasii on diverdiCy, programs
containing conflict have a legit mate place in a varied program
schedule.

Throughout history,

ence of some drama has

th

.

been conflict, and in such worksviolence has always been one
means to resolve conflict.

"Hamlet", cqnsidered by.many the

finest play in the' English language, contains a poisoning, a
.!
e

stabbing, a suicid4, two executions, and a fatal duel. Although
..1

130 million people saw "Roots ", few complained to ABC about the
pdrtrayals of violence therein, and certainly it would have been

impossible to depict the conditions of slavery honestly withoUt

such portrayals.

'Likewise,

in "Masada",

it would have been

impossible4p depict the tragic plight of the Jeish."Zealots"
without portrayals of violence.
There is no question, also, that violenCe is as much a
°

part of. life.today as in

re
.

'

previo
a0

efttation An a dbrerserV

'', '-

.

eras and wa'nantd appropriate

"

hedule.

A

dramatic,

that attempted a' realAptpeOrtrayalgof)co

presentation

porary ucbab lift

withous addredsing itseWt*o human co'flic
oula lack, credibil
- , 00 , ,, , ij '-.,
ity am hg most viewers.
dam'
A
.
4.A:4
4.%'
4--;

We are very proud

including comedies
,..

Such

.

Cour li endOiea. s4edule this
.1

.year,

o

"Barn

r1,1

i'il4i4 ,..
.0

"Mork' end

6
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Mindy ", "Henson", "Happy Days", "Best of thz West", and "Taxi";
action-adventure,

such as "Strike Force ",

"T

ay'

FBI", and

and
"Hart to part"; framas such as "Code Red" and "Dynasty ";

newseand sports.

In sum, our goals are, on the one hand, to develop and

encourage a diversified program s101edule'which seeks to ,evolve
new forms, varied program fare, and broader choice for the aud-

ience, while, on the other hand, to direct and

intensify our

efforts in the broadcast standards arkb toward responsibilepre-

sentation of acts of violende in action programs.

And a final worth' while we recognize our responsibility

to treat this concern in the manner

in which

I

stated, we also recognize that It is aOared oblLgation.

have°

There

is no substitute for discriminating, atlentive parental super.

vision.

While we must exec

e

a

great deal of care with

respect to what children watch, we must also remember that we
serve the total apeience; and to, do so we must maintin televi4/00"-:-***

sion as a vigorous, vital and.cha ging medium,

Thank yoLi-for affording me the opportunity to share
ABC's views with you.

.J
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Mr, Mom. Next we will hear fro

Gene Mater.

STATEMENT OF G

E P. MATER

Mr. MATER. Mr. Chairman, I welc me this opportunity to discuss

the depiction of violence in televis n programing and to outline
the views of CBS in this area.
With me is Dr. David Blank, vice president and chief economist

of CBS, and head of the CBS Department of Economics and Research.

/.Df all the media. that have keen b med for the bad, and credited
with the good of society, pro ably ne has been studied.,as much

as television.

Indeed, it is quite possible that, lire social scientists have spent
more time and more Money study' i g the role of television in our
society than that of all other media ombined.
.
Unfortunately, we are no closer i.day to a consensus regarding
that impact than we were 10 years "go. If anything, today there is
probably a greater divergence of vi: s about television's social role
than was true a decade ago.
Just as panels of respected social cientists can be assembled who
believe that there is a cause and e ct relationship between television viewing and one aspect or ano er of human behavior, equally

prestigious panels can be assemb d td offer a totally different
,view.

I would like to subinit for the r
gence. [See pp. 50, 961

rd some evidence of this diver:

Mr. Marti.. Without objection, t t will he included.
Mr. MATER. In no way are we di araging the efforts of the social
research community, for these effo are important to all of us. In-

stead, it is important to note that here is no unanimity retarding
the results and meanings of these

udies.

It is easy but unfortunate to, c nsider television and television
alone
the discussion= of
ues, easy Because television is
the most pervasive medium we ye known, unfortunate because

with this single focus we ignore
ills.

any of the root causes of societal

But in any examination of telev
ion's role in bur, society, we suggest that there are two elements t at must be considered.
First, there is the fact that' we not liv in a television vacuum;
we do not rely solelj' on that me um. We are supplied with information arid entertainment from host of other sourcesnewspapers, magazines, books, motion pi ures and radio, which have been
attacked in the past as televisio is today, plus the new technologies already available such as able, cassettes, discs and other
means of commuhication.'

Further, there are other eleme is that greatly influence our. way,
of lifethe home, school, church
peer groups.
In examining factors that may
ence our behavior, we consider it unwise to place undue
on one factor television. "
Second, broadcasters recogni their resporisiliility and are responsive to the audience.
The depiction of violence_on levision 43ecami a major public
issue in 1972, with the issuahee, f the Surgeon-Gerieral's report.
rt,

5 r)
4-

'
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Although that report was not conclusive about a possible cause
and effect relationship between televised violence and aggressive

.-

behavior, CBS and other broadcasters responded. to the concerns reflected in the report.
At the same thne, CBS started its own scientific monitoring of
the depiction of violence on television. Initially, we did so with two
sample weeks as other researchers do.

When it became apparent that there was no typical, sample

week of. network television, we expanded our monitoring activities
..,
to include 13 alternate weeks to represent the entire season.
The result: In the most. recent television season, 1980-1981, theie
were approximately.25 percent fewer acts of violence in priMe time
dramatic programing, NI. the three networks combined than in our
fisst monitoring some 10 ,years ago. This infogmationfAs summarized in a report which we woulde pleased to provide Id this corn:
mittee.

Mr. Mom. We would like to .have it and will keen' he record
..!
r
.
us.
made
part
of
the
record.
Without objection, the report will be

open for you to submit

[See p. 64.]
Mr. MATER. Of couse, no responsible critic of televised violence

.

.

has suggested that the violence which is all too much a park of the
real "world should be completely eliminated as a subject of dramatic
treatment on television.
To remove all violence from televison would mean the nonbroad'such as '"M`A*S*H"
cast of award-winning entertainment series dramatic
offerings as
and wilhe Hill Street Blues," such recent
Western
Front;"
and "I,
"Roots," "Holocaust," "All's Quiet on the
kch
as
"The
Wizard
of
Oz."
Claudius," and even children's classics
While not attemptin: to eradicate violence as a legitimate element in televised ficti . B$ carefully scrutinizes, ts programing
us violence, to limit the number of violent into eliminate 141 :
:

.

to assure that these depictions are appropriate.. han-

dled.

r

-

We will continue these efforts

.,,,,

We appreciate the opportunity to make this brief presentation

andstire prepared to respond to your question.
[Testimony resumes on p. 114,]
.-{Attachments to Mr. Meter's: prepared statement follow:]
'

IP.

.11
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RESEARCH ON TELEVISION VIOLENCE:
THE FACT OF DISSENT

Introduction

These hearings are being held just a few months short of a decade after
release of the document popularly known as the Surgeon General's report.
That report touches on many topics but is chiefly remembered for its emphasis on the question of Whether violence in television breeds violence
in our society.

a,

Different answers to that question existed among social scientists before
the report appeared, and the report itself was variously interpreted by

the popular sres.

Such social scientists as wrote on the matter asserted

either that the report bad concluded that the causal relationship did in
fact exist,'or that it should have done so more firmly than it did.

Ero-

fessional dissent was extremely rare.

In the years since the publication of the report,- the report itself and

'the undmklying resAirch have been examined and evaluated anew by social
scientisl's and Critics.

A veritable mountain of research reports have

issued from hundreds of new studies.

Dissent, which was all but absent

in the years immediately following upon the report, began appearing in
the'literature. blossomed by-mid-decade, and is vigpiously with us.
Accdrding to Eli Rubinstein, formerly Vice Chairman of the committee
which produced the report,

c

.the views today...are more black and white than grey.
By that I 'mean opinions-are more sharply divided than
they were then. Paradoxically, the hundreds of studios
done in the past decade have apparently served to support
dilmetricalja, opposing concidsions.
(Rubinstein, 1981),

Rubinstein correctly notes that phe present division of profeiiional
opinion is hardly balanced.

The majority of those who have beenileard

from assert that the cumulative research generally'supports what will
here'be-called, for short,- "the violence hypothesis "' -- the view that

television Oiol;nce produces violence in real lice.

A smaller number

4...

."..
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bases of that dissent Ace nevertheless
But the width and
sufficient to refute the allegations of "consensus" that are from time

dissent.

to time voiced by tile proponents of the violence,hypothess.

'Indeed,

'some of the proponents themselves dissent ire important ways.

This statement cannot undertake to presenra detailei or exhaustive
picture of the extent and naturd of dissent.

It will demonstrate,

however, that the dissent is considerable and basic, and that it
deals both with the research and the implications of that research.
It will not here be claimed that the dispent nullifies all the data

T.

But it will
to which the proponents of the violAtehypothesis point.
sufficiently
extenbe shown that the dissent is quite strong enough and
sive in the topicsq t-addresse/ to precludefpr.the.present any valid"

assertion that the question is settled.

The Methodology of Individual Studies:

.

A Basis Of G'eneral Dissent

lip
.

At1.11140r basis of dissent hisheen the methodology of particular studies
and what can theiefore validly 6elsaid about the studies'in tato.

Nowist

and Cumberbatch (1975), for example, critically examined virtual y all of
the major studies on which the Surgeon General's report was bas

as well

as various other studies outside the Surgeon General's research program.
So also did Kaplan and Singer (1971), Lesser (1977), Brody (1977), and
krattenmaker and Powe (1978).1

1/

.

Virtually all authors cited, unipss otherwise stated, are orwere atthe time.of writing their ,cited-works, members of the staff or faculty
of,a department of psychologyopsociology, a communications research
center, or the like at an American, Canadian, or British college or
university. Afcifkionally, Eli A. Rubinstein was formerly Vice Chairman
of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory dommitteet, which produced
the Surgeon. General's report; George Comstock was Senior"ResearCh Coordinator of that committee, and John P. Murray was Research Cdorclinatoi;
Thomas C. Krattenmaker and L.A. Powe; Jr. were Professors of Law,and the
former had just become Codirector of the Network Inquiry Spetial Staff,
FCC; Bruce M. Owen was with the Office of TelecoTmunications Policy, and
Stephen Brody was a member of the Reseamb. Unit of the BritishNdme OfDavid M. Blank is an executive artBSInc,,,, and Thomas E. Coffin,
fice.
Sam Tuchman, and J. Ronald Mil'aysky are or-were executives with oe.
National Broadcasting COmpany.

I

o
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In teference.to experimental studies, these authors variously criticized
such methodological and interpretive matters as the extreme differences

between the artificial laboratory settings and normal homeviewing, the
4.
possibilit!s that the nature of the experiments contributed to

'heir own

lipsults, and the dissialayity between the behaviors operationally defined

as "aggressive" and the inte4ersonal violence with which society was concerned.

Correlational studies'were criticized for such things as inadequate

doritrol of 'crucial variables, the questionable validity of r'aeings of ag-

gression, and the inherent inability of the studie(to demonstrate a
causal "relationship: The very few field experiments and Longitudinal
studies were for the mal...oart individually criticized and found wanting.
17.7mie

In sum, these authors" ound methodological qr interpretive flea in

`'virtually every study on which the proponents of the violence hypothesis
relied, and concluded that the hypothesis was therefore devoid of valid
research support.

°

6

o

Lesser (1977), for example,aseerted that

...the overwhelming body of research that purports
to demonstrate a relationship between telbvised
violence and violent behavior ii shackled to untenabltheoretical and methodological considerations
that render the research findings virtually useless
as evidence in social policy considerations....
In
summary, the.eyidence does'nbt provide support for
the theses that televised violence is harmful to
society or produces-antisocial behavior at an individual or group level.

.

Generally similar conclusions were reached by Kaplan and Singer (1976) and
other critics. "Howitt and Cumberbatch (1475) vent somewhat further to cdhelude that "Hass Media do not have any significant effect on the level of
violence in society," a view echoed by Halloran (1980), while Brody (1977)
noted that "social research has not been able unambiguously to offer any
firm assurance" for or against the occurrence oT "socially harmful effectIsl."
Krattenmaker and Bove (1978) asserted that
r'

'4

When the premises of these published conclusions
are carefully examined...they do not support the
violence hypothesis in any substantial way.
Upon
analyzing the methodologies and definitions employed by the researchers, a reasonable person must
conclude that4no acceptable evidence supRorts the
violence hypothesis, despite the expenditure of
several yeare'and several million dollars.

4

O
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Some of the leading proponents c4 the violence hypothesis readily agree
that most individual studies, including those on which they principally
rely, contain serious shortcomings and are vulnerable to criticism.
Comstock (1980), for example, professed the value of the pertinent laboratory4experiments for,bZlilding and specifying theory, but noted also

that by themselves -- and for many of the reasons cited by critics of the
research°-- "the experimental findings provided presumptive but insuffi'cient evidence for effects on regi-life behavdor.i'

He considers that the

findings of the pertinent surveys are "not readily amenable to causal

inference" and'notes that a:Rey longitUdinal study (Lefkoitz, 1972,
.1577), the "sole study...that attempted such inference...received such'
methodological criticism...that despite many (defenses by the authors)...
its inferential status remains problematical."

As regards field experi-

ments, Comstock considers, on methodological grounds, that,'%lthough each
/

of these studies-

makes its own valuable contribution, as a group they

con'stitute a're5ord that compelcaution in relYi4 predOminantly. en the
field/experiment."

Statements of the inadequacies of specific studies or groups of studies

are also found, passim, in the writings of other proponenteof the violence hypothesis, e.g., Hurray and Kippak (1979).

Such authors typically

'assert that the many studies, with various flaws; produce findings in the
same general, directiOn, and that this "convergence" speaks for the validity of the findings.

Dissent Regarding the Works of Dr. Gerbner

4
Since 1967, George Gerbner and his associates have issued an annual rePort
on the amount of violence in prime-time and Saturday morning television.
A

1/

Comstock's critique covers bah field experiment's whose findings apparently support the violence hypothesis and field experiments whose
findings do notsupport that hypothesis.

O
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On the face of it, this seems like an authoritative analysis, but a
closer look at.the components of this violence count clearly indicates
re a matter of

that Oerbner's measures go far beyond the areas that
public concern.

Comic and accidental "violence," for example, are counted
When, for example, lightening

equally with episodes of crime or brutality.

strikes, or Bugs Bunny falls into one of Elmer Fludd's traps, an incident
of violence is recorded.

Further, Ggrbne r counts as multiple incidents

violent scenes in which a new person is brought Into the -action, a multiplier which is related more to how ,a Scene is staged than how much
violence appears on the screen.
o

°

Gerbner's major measure of change from one season.to another is his
"Violence Index," which includes not only the number of 'acts of violence
observed,

but also the proportion of programs containing any violence at

all, the percent of characters who engage in violence, and other measures,
all combined into one arbitrarily weighted "Index."
critics have noted (Owen, 1972; Coffin &
Krattegmaker and Powe, 1978), the Violence
"adding apples and oranges."

Thus,'as various

chman, 1973; Blank, 1977;
ndex is an exercise in

It is insensit ve to the long-term downward

trend in violence on television which has bee
toring (see attached monitoring report).

recorded by CBS' own moni-

Cerbnkr analyzes only one week,

or at most two weeks, of television programming ayear -- and this at a
time when programs appear and disappear at a ratid\rate and when movies
and specials that vary enormously in content from one week to another form
a significant proportion of programming.

In contras/t, thirteen alternate

weeks of programming are analyzed by the CBS monitoring unit each year in
order to arrive at'a more reliable figure.

\
.

Gerbner and his associates have taken their measures one ttp'furthwr and
proposed that violence on television is creating an Allege 14 the world as
a "mean and scary place" for viewers. ,Drawing on data from;lfarious surveys,

the "cultivation analysis," as it is called:compares light apd heavy
viewers and-eonCludes that heavy viewers are more likely to overestimate
their chances of being intrplved in violence, to feel their neighborhoods

are unsafe, to be afraid of walking alone at night, to be distrustful of
people, and to show other signs of fearfulness and alienation.

-4

C.,

But other
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researchers who conducted their own investigations Mob and Macdonald,
1979; Piepe et al, 977) found that where people live is considerably
more important than-television in producing anxiety about crime.

It is

the residents ol high.-crime areas that are the most fearful and are also
the heaviest viewers.
4

Paul Hirsch critically examinvithe statistical evidence and conceptual
arguments presented by Gerbner A'nd his associates and found "no consis-

tent patterns to support the cultivation hypothesis in any Of its various
guises and formulations" (Hirsch, 1981).

Using the same data-set analyzed

by the Gerbner team, he found that nonviewers are consistently more fearful and distrustful than those who do watch television (Mirsch, 1980).
,ifie also questions how meanidtful Gerbner's findings are in view of the

fact that relating television viewingto astrological signs produces
"statistically Significant" assoCiatidhs'Very like those advanced by
Gerbner.

The Gerbrier hypothesis is further brought into, uestion by

the results of another study (aHughes, 1980) that showed no relation be-

tween television viewing and fearfulness, if other factors relating to
viewing, such as age, sex, and hours worked outside the home, are all
properly taken into account.

In sum, these various criticisms suggest that Gerbner's dire.4sions of

scared and unhappy heavy viewers should be consifred nothing..de
an unsubstantiated hypothesis.

It is also ironic that while Gerbner at-

tacks television for its fear-inducing elements, he is quite doubtful of
the extent to which it generates serious violence.

In his.own words,

"if the most consistent effect of viewing television violence were that

it incited real acts of violence, we would not need eraborae research
The average sibling, parent, and teacherwould be reeling from
the blows of television-stimulated aggression" (Gerbner and Gross, 1980)
To his mind, television's danger is not that it, undermines the social

order but that it maintains it; not that it incites violence but that
it "cultivates acquiescence" to the powers that be.

9

-

'
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Studies WitkDissenting Findings

'

Dissent does not derive solely from critical analyses of studies whose
Dissent has a;so

findings appear to support the violence hypothesis.

been engendered by studies whose findings quite explicitly do not
support that hypothesis.
04.

In one such study, completed before the Surgeon General's report was
released, the investigators (Fechbach and Singer, 1971) manipulated the
television diet of residents of different cottages in boys' schools.
Theyiapund that those who saw violent television, programs exhibited less

aggression than did those whose television diet included very_little vio-'
lepce.

9 later replication (Wells, 1973) suv.sted that otherefactors

might have caused the difference and that th

harsis theory -- the

theory that viewing television violence dec

aggression -- had

probably not been upheld.

It may be, however, that the study really

reflected violence on televisiontaving no effect on viewer aggression
rather than having an aggression-suppressing effect.

Two major studies with findings that do not support the violence hypothesis have been completed since the publication of the Surgeon General's
report, one shortly thereafter and the other only now_about to be published.

The earlier study, Milgram and Shotland (1973),1

involved,the exposure,

in both captive and normal home viewing situations, of large numbers'of
teenagers and adults to a specially produced episode of a populat television, seriet (Medical Center).

The episode depicted a somewhat violent

crime against property and the making' \of an abusive (though not obscene)
telephone call

Samples of viewers were shortly afterward brought

circumstances in which they could tepeat either or both of these acts
with impunity.

Those who viewed the test program proved no more likely

than those who did not to copmit the antisocial acts, and 'the authors

1/
_

The principal findings of this study.were presented before its pubiication to the committee working on the Surgeon General's report. The
study is accordingly briefly described within the report.
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'concluded that if television was on trial for stimulating antisocial
.

behaWiors "the judgment of-this investigation must be the Scottish verdict:
Not proven."

0
The more recent study, by Milaysky, involved the study of cohorts of
young people over a several year period.

Although the study has not yet

been released, Rubinstein (1981) has quoted, as its conclusion, that it
"did not find evidence that television violence was causally implicated
in the development of aggiessive behavior patterns among children and
adolescents over the time periods studied."

The Feshbach ai'ld Singer'study and the Milgrr study have been shown to

have weaknesses or at the least to pertain to limited specific situations.
The Milaysky study has already been described by Rubinstein as "likely
to provide a new, argument about the relationship between televised vio-

lence and viewer aggression," and also likely to "provoke much discussion
pro'and con."

Like the various sr"dies whose findings seem to support the

violence hypothesis, the three majoc studies which do not have already
been said, or will be said, to be in some respects vulnerable to criticism
or allegations of'inconclusiveness.

They nevertheless provide a major

dissenting break in the alleged wall of consensus.

It should also be noted that the scientific adage that null findings Ore
as important as confirmatory findings tends not to be honored by editors
,

of scholarly journals.

Studies whose findings do not support whtever

hypothesis is under discussion are reportedly less likely to be accepted

for publication than are the more dramatic reports hypotheses confirMed.11

Chinks of dissent, in short, seem less.likely than assent to

become publicly visible.

Aggression or Interpersonal Violence?

-

':he Unresolved Question

of Social Importance

As earlier noted, one of the bases of dissent among those who feel that
the violence hypothesis has not been confirmed involves the kind of
,behavior whith is labeled as "aggressive" in laboratory studies.
,
1/
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For fuller discussion, see Krattenmaker and Powe (1978
other works there cited.

,

p. 1154, and

0

/

)
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'The critics contend that this behavior is very distant from the interpersonal violence about which society isco.ecerned. They.note*that, for
young children, such behavior typically involves the rough handling of
toys which were meant to be handled roughly, while for adolescents and
adults "aggression" typically consists of tiny increases in the intensity'

,

or duration of supposed electiic shocks which the .subjects have been

directed to administer, to a hiddeh person.

4'

The crieics are unimpressed

with the occasional variations in these procedures, and question whether
the behlyiors can even validly be regarded as "aggression,,' let alone
interpersonal violence. Thus Lesser 0977) concluded that "the experimental measures do not appear to define genuine aggression" and generally

similar or related views have been expressed by other! critics (e.g.,.
'Brody, 1977; Krattenmaker and Bowe, 1978).

Score proponents of the violence_hypothes'is agree that

aggressiOn in the

laboratory experiments is' quite limited, aiipP point to the problems in-

yolvedin pursuing such experiments with human 'subjects.

Murray and

Kippax (19)9), for example, note that betauqp Of the "obvious ethical
concerns," the experimental studies necessarily deal with "refracted

aggression. But these considerations, while understandable, do not
dispel the critics' contentions that the laboratory behavior can hardly

4

be equated with true aggression or interpersonal viblence.

e

s
.

The correlational and j,ongitudinal studies have been less criticized

a

,from this point of view, although much of the behavior cited in thqs16
studies is limited to fantasy aggression or aggression in very
0

forms.

r

Haag

The correlational studies have, however, been more_widely criti-

cized on 'other grounds and have been repeate8ly cited as for the most
.

part inherently incapable of demonstrating causality.
I

,

.

On these bfasea, the whole body of pertinent research hills been criticized
. '

.

.

.

by critics of the violence hypothesis for fgiling to indicate that violeoce in-flevision induced any meaningful amount of. socially abhorrent
Some proor criminal aggression, orgxplicit inrerpfflaonaI violence.
A
summary
statement
ponents of the xiolenceuhypothesis concede the Lick.
.

o this-effect was made in 1976, for example, by George Clstock, who had

G2
ti

yr

J-4)0,

sr"
served as Senior Research Coordinator for the Sur6on General's committee
andwho had later presided, as senior editor, oliOr the compilation of a
definitive bibliography of some 2400 titles on tele4ision and human
behavior.

It is tempting'to conclude that television violence
makes viewers more anti-socially aggressive, somewhat
callous, and generally more fearful of the soclety,in
which they live. -It may, but the social and behavioral
science evidence does notsupport such a broad indictment.

-a

The evidence on desensitization and fearfulness is too
The
limited kor such broad conclusions at this time.
evidence on aggressiveness is much more extensive, but
it does not support a conclusion of ,increased antisecial aggression. Such a conclusion rests on the
' willingness of the person who chooses to sit in judgment to extrapolate from the findings on interpersonal
aggression to more serious, non-legal acts.

Most important, the evidence {foes not tell us-anything
about the degree of social harm or criminal antisocial [sic]
It
violence that may be attributable to television.
may be great, negligible, or oil. (Quoted in Halloran,
1980)
.

Subsequent to the publication of qle above statements, Belson (1978)
published a study which'involved self - reports of the commission of violent,
criminal acts.

Proponents of the violence hypothesis cited the study for

dealing with such behavior while simultaneously 'conceaiag the coritroWer-

sialityof its techniques and some of sits fiLings (e.g., Murray -and
Kippax, 1979;-Comstock, 1980).
evaluation of

the

And Comstock again sated, in a 1980

research literature, that although4rhat literature

in his opinion, "supported the hypothesis that such portrayalg [i.e., television and film violence] increase viewer aggressiveness,...there is no
compelling demonstration that such portrayals contribute to harmful crime

and violence-1."

As late as three months ago Rubinstein, summing up what had transpired

inthe last ten years, noted that "no unequivocal conclusion has been
reached about the relationship between violence and aggression...[that]
the full authenticity of cause and effect -- let alone its power -- is
still subject to honest disagreement%"

p

vt)
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Policy Change?

Critics wbo generally reject as invalid the research allegedly supporting
the violence hypothesis naturally find in the research no real basis for
4

social concern and no grounds for changes in policy.

Thus Krattenmaker

and Powe (1978), both Professors of Law, studied the violence
0

controversy from the point of view of both the validity of the.research

conclusioy and First Amendment implications.
search alone, they concluded:

On the basis of thee.

In sum, we do not believe that the available -evidence
concerning the impact of televised violence on' society
Can or should lead one'to conclude that any foreseeable
regulatory program designed to inhibit or channel vio=:
lent programming would be worth the costs of its implementation or could be' supported by any acceptable view
of rational policy formulation.

Psychologists itaplan and Singer (1976) likewise concluded that "the evi-

dence that TV causes aggression is not strong enough to justify restrictions
eil

in programMing" and note the possibility:

.,.that focusing on television violence circumvents
exploration of the mayor causes of violence in society.
In the 'real world,' the effects of television violence
To uncover the
on aggressive behavior may be minor.
major causes of violence, researchers should turn their
attention to economic, developmental, social, and cutThe
\,\tural factors -- as well as to further TV studie,a,
television networks maylhavebecome An easy scapegoat,
alccepting undue blame fdr the violence in o, world.

In taking this stance th'icritics of the violence hypothesis do,noe stand
alone.

Here, as in regard to other topics, they are joined to one or

another degree by some of the principal supporters of the violence hypothesis.

Murray and Kippax (1979-3, for example, consider it "quite cleat,'

that there is "a relationship between yid:dente on television and violence

in society," but they note that the "rel;tionship,is not straightforward

and there are many aspectrwtich, in the absence of firm, replicated
findings, must be dealt with on the level of reasonable scientific
guesstimates."

6

Nevertheless, they consider that "despite these caveats,

A

there is sufficient cumulative evidence to warrant the view that televised
violence is one factdr in the production and maiiitenanccsa violence in
noce that "Other powerful candidates for the production

society,"

of vio ence are such factors as the unequal distribution of income and
resoy4ces as, manifested in ethnic/racial/social class discrimination."
"e

4

Perhaps most explicitly to the policy point are the conclusions of Dorr
and Kovaric in their 1980 article titled -1-1Sal( of the -People Some of the
After a
Time -- But Which People? Televised Violence and Its Effects."
and
individual
differ-.
review of what is known ablaut pertinent demographic
ences, the authors list a number of possible alternatives, including controls on viewing at hotel, controls on what may be broadcast, and teaching
people to alter their viewing patterns and their psychological Suscepti-

bility to "instigationf to aggress."

on this array, they state:

When an alternative is inexpensive, voluntary, and
unlikely to require much from the television industry
or from regulatory agencies,' it is easy to suggest its
employment even if our evidence of need and efficacy
For other alternatives it becomes desiris limited.
able to have a stronger evidentiaLhaspfrom which to
argue.

Assuming that ourlitractice and policy decisions were
to be made in a logical, evidence-based way, we certainly could not argue at this time for many largescale changes. Only for delinquents and others who
would be'rated as above the norm in aggressiveness
might one argue that serious changes in practice or
policy could be considered. Yet, even here we lack
information on what propoftion of these individuals'
aggressiveness is attributable to exposure to televised violence; on methods (other tjan decreasing
'exposure) for decreasing their susceptibility to
iuch content, and on other strategies rot. decreasng their aggressiveness or for lessening its un4 desirable consequences.1!

.1
4
Dorr and Kovaric feel that the evidence justifies attempts to modify
the viewing habits or susceptibilities of some demographic groups and
persons "who are already considered to be more aggressive in their
daily activities."
%,
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The Gerbrier Violence Profile

.

DAVID M. BLANK.

4

Sine its inception in 1967, the Television Violence Profile has
been the source of periodic discussion bettvein social scientists

and the networks. Recently, the debate was renewed with a
series of letters and reports to Representative Lionel Van
Deerlin, Chairman of ,the House Communications Subcommittee. The first of these, .authored by CBS, questioned the
methodologj, and assumptions underlying the profile. The
Cultural Indicators Research Team, led by Dr. George Gferbner of the Annenberg School of Communication, replied to
these criticisms in a siniilars report to Van, Deerlin. Both parties then submitted rejoinders. The entire exchange follows in
foui-part series. (Due4to the length of the statements, we
have, with permission of the authors,. edited the reports to
include the key sections.)
The CBS reports were authored by Dr. David Blank, Vice
President and Chief Economist with CBS, Inc.

Each year for.almost a decade Geqrge Gerbner ind`his associates

, at the Annenberg School of Communications have produced a re -'
port on depictions of violence on network television, titled the
Violence-Profile.' The current Violence Profile #8, reporting on fall
1976 television, network programming, incorporates three distinct
mess of study. The first is the well-known Violence Index; the
second deals with so-called Risk Ratios, and the third is Gerbner's
Cultivation Index. In this analysis, we deal with thefirst two areas
of 'study.

With regard to the Violence Index, our review indicates, that iheIndex itself is not a measure of the amount of violence on network
television, that it may, and ix fact often does,, change over time in
different directions from the changes in the amount' of television
violence and that it is, in substance, an arbitrarily weighted set of
arbitrarily chosen measures of aspects of viOlence on teleVision;
whose meaning is. totally unclear:,It cannot be used as a measure
. of the trend of televised violence over the years, or as an indicator
of whetheithat.violence is increasing or .decreasing.
0

-
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Gerbner'scount_ of violent incidents, which is only one component of the overall V.ilence Index, 'has numerous and fatal deb,ciencies It jncludes kindsNordramatic incidents which should not

be includedcomic 'violence, accidents,' natural disasters. It
counts as multiple acts of.viblence, single incidents which should
be counted as single incidents. And most importantly, it rests on
a single week's sample at a time in the television industry's history
when programs are constantly changing and when there are no
longer any typical weeks.
The Risk Ratio analysis is eqUally defective. Instead of directly

measuring relgive risks among varibus population seg,rnents.

Gerbner devised indirect measures which do not reflect the differences in actual tisk among differing population segmerks nor, in
all likelihood, do they correspond at all-to viewer's 'perceptions.
Simpler and more direct measurements of risks often show a to,
Nor
tall different relationship among sociatygroups from the Gerbner
measures.

.

lit

The Violence Index
The Gerbner 'Violence Index is deficient in'a number of important ways and is, in fact, very misleading. First, the Violence Index
itself is not, and does not. purport to be,'a measure of the amount
of violence on television, although that is the way it is generally
interpreted. The Violence Index is the sum of a number of mea -'
sures, only one of which is Gerbner's count of violence. Another
measure included in the IndeZ, for example, is the proportion of,'
leadihg characters engage in violence. Because the Violence Index
jsscoTposed of-a number of.factors in- addition to the violence
Count itself, it is quite ,congeivable that the Violencelndex could
show a rise in a given year at the same time that Gerbner's own
.
count of the amount of violence pies dow.n.-

\ That, in fact, is exaetly_what happened,in the 'family viewing

-7

'hour on CBS in the falj of 1976. Gernber's Violence Profile #8 states
that "CBS . . . lifted' its two-season lid on 'fainily viewing time'
violence in 1976." In fact, the number of incidents of violence on
CBS in the family viewing hour actually declined in 106Caccord'...ing to the'sarne Gerbner report. In the fall.of.1975, according to
Gerbner (Table 31), family viewing hour programs on 'CBS containea'.20 ineidents of violence; CBS family viewing hour programs
in the
fall
of 1976 again according/to Gerbner: contained only 11
.
.
4
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incidents of viole-"nce!' So the ViolenaftIndexls a measure which;
simply does not tell anyone whether violene on network prograraming,is increasing or decreasing.

a

Other components.of the Violence Index inclu` demeasures of the.
proportion of programs that week containing any violence, of the
rate of violence per program and.per hour, and 'of the proportiOn
of all.kading characters involved in-killings. These measures are
combined by the use of a set of arbitrary weights.Indeed, the index
is composed of so- many veiled and incomparable elements which
are combined in sliith an arbitrary fashion that it is difficuleto,
know what it means.'

Bruce Owen of the Office of Telecommunications Policy; in a
staff research paper which ackirez,s7d-the meaning and validity of

the Gerbner Index, sta\ed that: "This exercise [i.e.; combining
and arbitrarily weighting the various componInts of the Violence
. One is always
Index] involves adding apples and orangeS.
free to add apples and _oranges if one wishes, but it isn't-at all clear
"what the result means, and some people may take it seriously."
(See Measuring Violence on Television: The Gerbner Index. OTP
Staff Research Paper OTS-SP=7, Bruce M: Owen, June 1972,1 Unfortunately, many people have taken Gerbner's Violence Index seriously.
When Gerbner's violence count itself is examined, a variety of
deficiencies are apparent. Violence is-counted presuniably ftr measure the number of incidents depicted On network television- which.
might conceivably make Potentiallywayward youths wayward. On
. this view, Gerbner includes a number of kinds of dramaticaction
.

,

Which clearly ought not to be included in a count. of violence. Thus,

an 'I
he includes co6ic violence (e.g., a custard pie in the face
Love Lucy" program), and injuries caused by accidents or acts of
nature (e.g., injuries occurring in earitquakes or hutricanes). None
of these, we Wilk, are inclUded in What reasonable citizens would
consider tobe potentially harmful dramatic, forms.
A second difference in definition is related to a very complex set,
liolence
of social hypotheses which delbner s'uperimposeS upon
counts, Because Gerbner's hypotheses relate to the power relationship among individuals (then vs.- vpmen, whites Rs. nonwhites,. .etc.),61,1e. counts as new viojent actions, a ,period.of violence in
which a new person enters the action. Thus,,if two men are fighting
in a restaurant, and one of them knocks down a waiter while trying, '
:

.
.
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to escape; Gerbner would count this s two ,separate episodes of
. a.--

violence. Since we dp no; believe that toe count of violence should
be distorted...by extraneous social theories, 4 feel that the proper

count is the number of *lent incidents themselves, not affected
by changes in the participants of The action.
.
The result of these differences-between the Gerbner measure of
violence, and what we consider to be the more rational measure
that we use, is, that Gerbner's coUht.resultsIn a much higher number,than is valid and may often move in an opposite direction than
to that indicated by the count one would get on a more reasonable
basis.

-,

4...

A final deficiency of the Gerbner violence count is the size of the
sample Gerbner uses. Since its inception, the Gerbner effort has
measured violence during one week a year. In the last two seasjons,
he has added a second.week in the spring, purportedly to verify the
results of the fall count, but he does not use this-week in his yearto -year comparisons of the magnitude of violence..
.

From the-beginning of our monitoring .we felt that there was too
much change between fall and spring network schedules to permit
_F
, reliance on a single week's results. So we alWays measured two
weeks a year, one in the initial network seasonlmd one in the so-,.
called-second network season. Several years ago, as the network
schedUles became increasingly variable from week to week, with
series being cancelled and new series being-broughron boarcall
., through theyear and with mini-series becoming a new program-

.minVcacegory, we decided to review the statistical basis of
count. As a result of this review, we- concluded. thai-onecould no
longer make statistically valid comments abaUt the level of violence on network televisionArnim\ut a muchlarger sample of weekk,
Accordingly, in the tall of 1975 eegarfto
'b
monitor 13 weeks-a
season and .have co' ntinued,thatptactice.,
.

We have' measured violence on the television networks for 13

weeks in each of two yeats; on the basis of these data we ,have
learned that estimates of cumin year-to-year chanlas in teleYision
violence, based on single -week samples, are normally subject to too
much-tandomerror to be valid. For we have found-in the 197,77
season that the range in the weekly number of incidents of ,:do16nce
on individual television networks is on the order of 2:1/2 or 3 to 1; .
this; the week with the. highest number of incidents of violence
on any network-was 2-112 or 3 times the number with the lowest, .
1
-
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number of incidents. Accordingly, we do not believe, for statistical
reasons, that one can accept the Gerbner violence counts even if
- we waive the deficiencies of his definitions.

The Risk Ratio
Since 1969, Gerbner has made much of a statistic to which he
variously refers as the\ "Victimization Ratio,"i"the Risk Ratio;"
the "Violence Victim Ratio," and which will here simply be called
"rt." This statistic is obtained by noting, in-reference to specific
population subgroups, the number of such characters in "principal
roles"' who are depicted as "violents" (aggressors), the number
who are depicted as victims, and dividing the larger number by the

smaller. If victims exceed violents, 'the figure is preceded by a
minus'sign; if violents exceed victims, by a plui sign.
Gerbner considers that these RR's "provide a calculus inife's
chances for different grOups of people in 'the world of television
drama" (p.8). He occasionally modifies this description in an impdrtant manner by stating that the RR's are indices of "risks of
victimization (relative to the ability to inflict violence)" (p. 8). As
the terms "Victimization Ratio" and "Risk Ratio" sog4..,A, he is
primarily Interested .in the groups' with minus sign
those in which victims exceed violents. He considers the RR's inTlexes, or at least clues, to "conceptions of social reality that television viewing cultivates in the minds of viewers" (p. 8) -regarding
"the structure of poVer." In "Highlights of TV Vi)olence Prate #8.:'
he notes especially the _high negative RR's of womeri, children, old
women, unmarried women, and various oth'er grpups. Explicitly or
implicitly, Gerbner regards the. RR's as either distortions of social

reality or perpetuations of existing stereotypes, regards negative
RR's as rtason to believe that viewers regard such groups as Tele-,
tively powerless, and believes that viewers themselves become
fearful of becoming victim%of violence.
diAt least two important questions arise regarding the meaning of
the RR and its presumed effects. First, the RR is not a measure of
simple risk, in reference to which the number of "violehts" is irrelevant. If, as Gerbner's tables show, 243,of 697 women (34:9 percent) i9 "principal roles" across 10 sample weeks since 1969 were
depicted as "victims," what ;natter whether the number depicted
as `violents" is, as he indicates, 184, or whether it is 284 or 26? The

4.
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"risk" is the same. (Comparative risks are further discussed
below.)

The RR is also not a measure of "victimization (relative to the
ability to inflict violence)," since the abolity to do so iA not normally a theme of television drama. The fact that 513 of the 697
women were not portrayed as inflicting violence is not an indication of their inability to do so. What the RR actually measures is
victimization relative to the commission of violence. The implication of such an index are somewhat difficult to conceive.
Second, it is very difficult to believe that viewers would become
aware, consciously or unconsciously, of the differential .111i.'s'=i.e.,

the relative proportions of different groups which are depicted as

violents a victims, and the. differences between groups in this
regard. It is not at all difficult to believe, however, that viewers
would become to one \)r another degree aware\ of something much
simpler and more ea,sily statistically stated, namely, that certain
groups are more often victims than others (or mole often violent
than others, or More often involved in violence, one way or another,
than others).

Maintaining the emphasis on Fisk, the more telling statistics,

,

would seem to be the simple number of persons in that group who
are depicted as victims, or, for somewhat greater refinement, the
percentage so depicted (the number of victims*dhided by the total
number of persons in that group who are depicted at all). These
are,%to the best of ouk knowledge, the measures used in calculating
risks of contracting given diseases, the likelihood of being in an
.
automobile accident, and other "risk" statistics.

,

r

When gerbner's tables are examined in terms of these simpler
statistics, what emerges is often a very different. picture from the
RR./3rief)y, it is frequently found that a group with a higher RR
than other groups is both numerically and proportionately-Jess
often depitted either as involved in violence at all or as victims.
By way of example, women have a higher RR.(-1.32) than do
men (-1,20). ,The simplersttitistics (Gerbner's Table 44) reveal

1,

that Gerbner 6bserved 2,328 male characters, of whop 1,604;(68.9
pliaciatt) were involved in violende and 1,400 (60.1 percent) depicted' as' victims. In comparison, 697 femaleswere observed, -of
whom 311 (44.6Npercent) were involved in violence and 243 (34.9
percent) depicted as victims. Of what is the viewer more likely to

i

1

w
k-i

i

,
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become a\.vare: the complex faZt that female victims outnumbered
female violents to a greater degree than male victims outnumbered
male violent, or the simpler facts that, both in terms of absolute

numbers and proportionately, women were less often than men
involved in violence at all, and far less often than men depicted
as victims? This same tort of situation applies to various other
groups which Gerbner notes as having high RR's.
In summary, the RR is not a measure of risk as such, and the
simpler and more telling statistics often reveal that groupS with
higher RR's than others are in fact less often than the others depicted as victims, both numerically and proportionately to their
d orgt ion .

' We arc C.V.a:e that the authorship of current Violence Profiles is credited to a.,4
number of people in addition to George Gerbner. However, for ease of reference and
because Gerbner is norrhally the spokesman for the group, we refer to the various
materials produced by tAe group as if they were prepared by Gerbner alone.
All-page and table references herein relate to Violence Vofile #8.
' The formula for the Gerbner Violence index is:

Pv
100

R

+2 +2
P' » P

Nv+ Nk

R

+ 100

where, Pv m the number of programs containing any violence, P is the noraber of
programs, R is the number of violent episodes, H is the number of hours of progrtim-

ming. Nv the number of leading characters involved in violence,Nk tin number
of leading characters involved in killing or death; and N, the number of leading
Ji

-

characters.

On p.I4 of his Violence Profile #8, Gerbner states that "The findings ,ummal

rized in this report include the analysis of major characters only " lie defines
"major' characters" as those in "principle roles essential to the story," whereas
"minor characters (subjected to a less detailed analysis) are all other peaking
roles." It M therefore here assumed that the RR applies only to "major characters."

I
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"The Gerbner Violence ProfileAn
Analysis of the CBS Report
aP

THE CULTURAL INDICATORS RESEARCH TEAM
The Cultural Indicators Research Team is composed of George

Gerbner, Larry Gross, Michael F. Eleey, Marilyn Jackson, Beech, Suzanne Jeffries-Fox and Nancy Signorielli. (Readers
are reminded that all four parts of this extended discussion are
best read together, as constant reference is made to remarks
in previous articles in the series.)

The CBS report deals with two of three areas of the annual
Violence Profile. It discusses the Violence Index and the Risk Ratios showing relative levels of victimization. . . .
,

Organized in logical order, the CBS report focuses on four main.
criticisms:
1. Thi Violence Index is deficient because (a) it defines
violence too broadly and (b) it is composed of "an arbitrarily
weighted set of arbitrarily chosen measures of violence on television, whose meaning is totally unclear."

2. The Violence Index employs faulty units of analysis
because "It counts as multiple acts of violence, single incidents which should be counted as single incidents."
3. A single week's sample is inadequate for represer.ting an
entire television season.
4. "The Risk Ratio analysis is e u
deTective" because
it measures relative rather than
victimization which
"in all likelihood" does not correspond
viewers' perceptions."

Each of these claims rests on erroneous if convenient
assumptions and result in highly misleading conclusions. We shall
analyze them in turn.
.
4

The Index

111M

CBS claims that the Violence Index Is deficient because "It
includes kinds of dramatic incidents which should' not be in280

a

"
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cluaedcomic violence, accidents, natural disasters." The report
suggestt tbe unlike Y example of a "pie in the face," and amplifies
its conception of what should be included: violence "which might
conceivfly make potentially wayward youths Wayward" and violence "in what reasonable citizens would consider to be potentially

harmful dramatic forms,

I

The fact is that our analysis of television content as repotted in
the Violence Index does not presume effectsuseful or harmful.
The reporting of trends in the Grosi National Product, the Employment Index, or in weather conditions, cannot, depend on the
presumed effects of the facts being reported, be they good, bad,
.indifferent, or mixed. CBS confuses communications content with
the scientific study of communications effects and thus'ignorgs our
study of television viewers. et only by studying the conceptions'

and behaviors .of the pu lic, rather than speculating about.
"wayward youths'\-ar-what eems "potentially harmful," can one
determine the actual consequence of exposure to any form o(violence.

.

q

CBS would also prefer to discount all violence in a comic context, which is especially frequentli children's programming. But
CBS recently published, "They Learn While They Laugh," a
public relations booklet extolling the educational vIrtt,L of its
c.hildrenl programming, including cartoons. The weight of scien
tific evidence, inchding the recent Rand 'Corporation research
summaries. compiled' by George Comstock, indicates that a comic
context is a highly 'effective form of tonveying serious les:ons. If
CBS.wants to maintain that comedy teaches only what they wish
for it to teach, the burden of proof lies with them,-

Overall, the Violence Index for fall 1976 shows that violence.
occurs at the average rate of nearly 10 incidents per program hour.
Yet CBS and other industry spikesmentypically attack these
fiDdings by the supposedly disarming example of the "pie in the
face." Firft, we do not think there' has been "a pie in the face" in
one of our samples of TV drama in a long taw. Second,,the
ence Index rules gpecifically exclude any r on- credible comic gesture of verbal abuse. We classify as violence only, the credible
indication or actual infliction of overt physical pain, hurt, or 11 l-

ing. Thus, if a pie in the face does that =which depends o
actual incidentit is violence and should be.so recorded.
The ednientio n that "serious" violence is only what "reasonable
1')

'

0,
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citizens would consider harmful" is'ecitially spedious It again confuses communication content with the assessment of effects. For
example, we know from independent studies f the physical environment and of foods and pharmaceuti.cal hat citizens are not
necessarily aware of the full'range of conse utnces of many of old
industrial activities and products, includ ng the 'products of the
television industry. That is why independent research is needed.

That is. 'why t4r scientific diagnosis of a complex cultural, industrial phenomenasuch as televisioncannot be left to cone
venlional wisdom, and even less to rationalizations by the corporate interests involved.

CBS also arguesfdr th4 exclusion from the definition of ay.

violence rikamatic incidents portraying "accidents," and 'acts of
nature." II& there are no "accidents" in fictibrt. The author invents or the producer inserts) dramatic disasterVand .".`acts of
natu e" for a purpose. The pattein of violent victimization through
such inlieritions may be a significant and telling part of television
violence. It is hardly accidental that t ertain types of characters are
accident -prone or disaster-prone in, the world of:television. Such
'l'I content pAtt,n,.iriay have significant effects on some viewers',
conceptiorisof hie and of their::ow
risks in life. These patterns are,'
therefore,. important to report if-one is concerned with -the full
range of potentially significant consequences.
-

4.

Anothir abjection raised by. CBS il that the ViolenCelficlex in;
cludesa set of meassIes rather than only a single indicator, and '
that...different3pasures may moe in different directions. The CBS. '
report'also
cites on 01'P Staff paper by Brue M. Owen as &nit
,
plaining that the Index `'involves adding apples and oranges."

,

CI3S Auld just as easily criticize any set of comprehensive indicasuch.aslhe GNP, labor statistics, or-ihelVeather report. '

.. tors
"

-4 '
jAs pointell out in our response to the Ovil,n.pa(5er".(dated
Jul}'.
'13, J972, and also distributed through OTP but not cited by CBS),
he usefulness of any index is precisely thatit Combines, measures'
of different, aspects of a complex phenomenon. One riirlst add' ap.
.
pies and oranges)f one wants to know about fruit.
-*

.r
.

.

I

E

-

.

.

The Violence Index reports all its components sepaiatelyeas well
as ii combination. That has made it possible for any user or ths.
Violence index, including CBS; td observe the Movement of each,'
tomi3onent, and to
.40 weight -each as they see fit.
?

#
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The CBS 5.cport correctly notes thaE the absolute number of
violent incidents in CBS family hour programs declined in 1976,
while other components of No Index showed an increase CBS fails

A

to discuss the nature of these other measures. It also ignores the
reasons for incluiting <thern in the Index. Mr. Schneider's letter

'

further' confuses the issue by claiming that the Index rose
"apparently because `we had the 'wrong.pepOlii involved in the

.action."-

`,

.1.

Abb,
,

C.

%

The lurzd of people involved had 4r-wining to do with it°,,As Table
31 of Violence ProfileNo,. &I.(to which the CBS report refers) clearly
shows, 23.1 peiCent of.all le'ading CBS family hour charilcttr, were

>

vinvclved in violence in 1915, compared to 31.8 percent in 1976.
. . 1 ,Elien
1 . mote ,tinpOrtlit, violence ,=e, mire broadly distributed in
-

1

.

1976 CBS ,farnilyThour progr,,,nm:ng, making it more difficult for
viewers to Av6id (or AV their children avoid) violence during
innily viewing time. While in thee 1975 sample only 27.3 percent
of CBS family hour programsi contained violence, in the 1976 sam-

-..,

ple 62.5 percent contained violerke. So. altfiough the number of
violent acts was reducedin 1976, the percent of leading characters
involved in violence inreased and violence was-found in may
more progsams. Mudti as we emphasize with the CBS attempt td .
get credit for parlial effort, 'we cannot agree that such contrary,
evidence shbulcl be covered up or omitted from the index.
,
..
Age

4

.... 1

..

-

9

.

.
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Units of Analysis
Anil
>

1'

"I

.

The ..CBS complaint about counting multiple acts Of 'violence
.4 ..._,,
when single acts should be counted is unfounded. In the tradition
of.such research since the first studies of the 1950's, oily Coding
instructions specify that a violent act is "a scene of-some vialpnce
confined to the same agents. Even if the scene is interrupted by a
_ flashback, etc., as long as it continues in 'reallime' it is the same
act. However, if new agent(s) enter the scene it.becomegenothei
"

1

,.

ol
...

..

'lit k...

.

act." '

-

1

di
.
. The CBS coding instructions define a vio)ent act as. "'One sus-

tained, dramatically continuous event indbiving^violence, iv, i'h essentiaily the same group of partidipants and with no majrcir inter,, ruVtion in continuity. ", The two definitions are similar except for
the ambiguouS CBS calvelificatioh of "essentially." As the criteria
he "essential" set oragehts are not specitiod;*the"for determini
the arbitrary and subjective manipulatidn of the
CBS ruts per
7

7j.

*

r
-.41ir'
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unit' of violence. Such ambiguity nut only tends to reduce 'the
#reliabiiirY of the. measure but also gives the coder employed by
CBS the oppoitimity to stret.± the rule on which all other measures depend. For exatple, under the CBS rule it would be possible to ignore shifting palticipatiiin in a long series of violent'scenes,
possibly involving an entire program, as ribt "essential" and thus
to- code the whole 'program 'as a single violent- indident. Such a

defective nteasure'cannot be accepted as the basis for the sole
standard of network, performance.

.41,

Simpling
CBS asserts, that "Dr. Gerbner only measures one week of televio
sion, which can lead to statistical errors of horrendous proportion."
Elsewhere theretiort states)that CBS research found-wide variability in its own count of violent iipidents.

4

Plausiblelis, that claim §eems, in-fact-it reflects the limitations,'
instabilities, and ambiguities of the CBS definition. Our own inter.'est in assessing the representativeness of the one-week sample led
to an initial analysis in 1969; to. refleated.spring-season test samplings in 1975 and 1976 and to an analysis of six additional 'weeks

of fall 1976 programming. These studies indicate that while a
larger sample may increase precision, given out operational defini-:,
tions and multi-diMensional measures that are sensitive to a vari-

ety' of significtt aspects of 'TA' violence, the one-week sample
yields remarkably stable results with high cost-efficiency.

With respect to the number of violent Itc'tions per program (the
measure of most concern td CBS) our six-week analysis found the
same rank-order of the three networks no matter which week was
chosen, except for one instance when ABC and CBS were tied (see
Table I).

CBS claims it found that the week with the highest number of
incidents' on any `network had 2.5 to 3 times the number of incidents of the Lowe*, week. We found in our six:week test that this
multiple was 1.98 'to one for CBS; for 'the others, it was even less;
1.29' to one fot NBC, 1.23 to one for ABC.
1

The explanation for- the discrepancy between our results and,
those of CBS lies more in differences of methodology than of sampling. CBS limits its observation of violence to those acts its coders
presume to be intentionally harmful and excludes the majority of

77
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TABLE 1
Analysis of Six Weeks of Fall 1976 Programming

Test Simple Week

,

3

4

5

F76*

58
342

57
365

58
365

61
341

61

353

342

2,100

5.9

6.4

6.3

5.6

5.6

5.9

19

19

11'4

20
107

112

132

20
116

19
110

5..7

53

5.8

2

5.9
1.5

6.9

2

2

2

5.8
2

22
90

21
91

22
130

21

97

21
66

24
84

558

4.1

4.3

5.9.
1:5

4.6

3.1

3.5

4.3

1

1

Total
No. of programs
No. of violent acts

58
345

Rate (Acts .
per program)

5.9

.

A?BC

No. of programs
No. of violent acts

20-

'

Rate; (Acts

per program)
Network rank

.

CBS

_No. of programs
No. of violent acts
Rate (Acts
per program)
- Network rank

1

'1

1*

1

*,

NBC

°grams

No.
41$1o.

16

gri.olent acts 141 t

17

144-

16
123

*4

8.8
3

8.5
3

7.7
3

5.9

2
131

20
159

18
148

105

7.6
3

8.0
3

8.2
3

8.1
3

113

*tall 1976 week reported in Violence Profile No. 8.
violent presentations they judge to be "comedic" or,"acciderital."
These arbitrary limitations involve much subjective speculation
and introduce variability and instability leading to gross statistical
_aberrationi.
Sharply reducing both the number and potential Tenability of
-observations, and then limiting the analysis to &single un.tabte
'Measure, do indeed lead to "statistical errors of horrendous proportion." These are the errors that our broadly-based and precisely
operationalized methods are designed to overcome.
,

P
90-251 0-82--6.

117
691

'136

Rate (Ads
per pi.ogram)
Network rank

Total

2

8511

.
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Risk Ratios

-

.

The Violence Index reports absolute as well as relative risks, It
makes clear, for example, that women are less likely to get involved
in violence on television than men. But it also finds that, when
involved, relatively more women than men end up as victims.,

,

CBS claims that relative victimization (i.e. victimization cornpared to the commission of violence across dittereAt social types)
is difficult to grasp, and is, therefore, a "meaningless statistic."
We must repeat that.the validity of a TV content indicator does
not depend on viewers' conscious understanding of its meaning..
Our Cultivation, Analysis shows that exposure to violence-laden
television drama cultivates a sense of exaggerated fear and mistrust i the minds'uf heavy-viewers. Young womenwith an especially unfavorable Risk Ratioare particularly affected, despite
the fact that in absolute terms they are not as likely to get involved
in viole ice as are the men. What CBS terms "meaningless statistic' to s but to be potentially important in its consequences.

Our analysis of the CBS repoit and methodology confirms the
judgment of social scientists, legislators, and the general public
that only a scientifically tested, independent, and comprehensive
set of indicators, measuring both TV content and ettedts, can be
the basis for judging network performande. Our experience indicateS,that the Violence Index and Profile provide such a set of
. indicators. For indtrpendent confirmation, we recommend the findings of an international, panel of distinguished industry-affiliated
'and academic social scientists charged by the Social Science Research Council conducting a year- long investigation "to -conceptualize arid give scientific context to the research required for the,
development of a multi-dimensional profile of violence in televi-

sion programming." The recommendations, published in the
-A nnual 'Report for 1.074-75 of the Social Science Research Council,

(pages 67-72), provide broad scientific support for the general
direction and methodology of the Violence Index and Profile and
offer adlice which is directly opposed to the CBS methodology. A
detailed study compafring the Violence Index and Profile with CBS
methods "will be published, in the near future, providing ftirther
documentation.

.
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Final :Comments on,the Violence.
Profile

.

DAVID M. BLANK
n
Belteu; are the gey sections of the CBS reSponse to the analysis

of the Culta;a1 Indicators Research Team.

t

The Violence Index

.

The Gabrier responle to-Our evaluation of the .Violence Index
touches on four areas or our disagreement: Gerbner' overly-tiro
definition of violence, the arbitrary weighting of the -compO nits
of the Gerbner Index, the definition of a violent incident id terms
of the persons involved rather than .thecontinuity of the incident
itself, and the statistically deficient use of a single week's sample.
We discuss each of these, questions in turn.
a

Comic Violence

By far the most attention is paid to our view that -Oink" and
accidental 'violence, and violence resulting from acts of nature,
ought not tb he included in any inea-sure of the amount of violence.

We continue to believe that thii is the ceriect po;ition.
To`support his stand, Gerbner, makes four points. First, his mea-

sure is neutralit "does pbto presume effects useftil or harmful."
He jtistifies this view by analogizing with the repotting' of trends
in the Gross National Product on t1 employment index or in
weather condiliOns. But this is nonsense.' In all of these areaY, what

is reported is, in fact, reported because the devisers of these mea:
stirespr after much discussion within their respective professions,
have concluded that their measures report on phenomena which
are of consequence to icciety. The inchisied in weather reports of
a wind-chill factor or,a.sunburn index, othe proposals for changes
in-the employmynt index or excluSiOn from the 6N1 measure of
financial transactions, all result from closely-reasoned efforts to
tneasure phenomena' which kore of social or physical conSeqUence.

For Gerbner and his colleagueeto say that thexdon't know what
forms of violence are important and, therefore, they will, by .de.

r
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fault, include, anytbing\ that '.anyone might conceivably include
imply avoids the-basic question of where the boundary line should
be drawn, and, why.

Second, Gerbner refers to our work at C1 S on the significant
amount of transmission of social messages in selected Saturday
morning children's television programs, a research program in
which we have invested much time and resources and, of which we
are very proud. He attacks our exclusion of comic violence on the
basis that or research demonstrated that children can receive prosocial messages in a comic context. He ignores the fact that these
programs were designed to convey and reinforce messages of a

socially acceptable, socially reinforced nature. It is a long and
unsupported jump to the.asstimption that children are picking up
hidden messages of violence from comic routines.

*-

Third, Gerbner suggests that we have exaggerated the irrationality of the inclusion of comic violence by giving "a, pie in tne face"
as an example of the kind of comic act he would include but which
most others, would not. Gerbner says he, does not think there has
i one of their samples of television drama
been-"a pie in the face" in
in a long time. Since Gerbner-refuses to identify the weeks he has
chosen as saniples, we cannot ,completely determine the accuracy
of this comment. But, we have found many incidents of innocuous
"violence" in prime-time television during the Current and prior
seasons that we ,,know from our. dealings with the Geibner group,
would be counted as acts of violence. For example, Ted Baxtet on
the "Maiy Tyler Moore" show did push a pie into someone's face,
'and this would count as violent; when Phyllk' grandmother, in a
fit of pique, -kicked sonleone in the ankle, this was also a violent
act by Gerbner's standards and i.vhen CharlieBrown once again
missed a plaeekick in a dramatiaall because Lucy pulled the ball
,away, this is also considered violent.

Fourth, the reply comments on our view that serious violence is
that violence which reasonable citizens consider harmful. Gerbner
views this as a specious view and argUes again that this "confuses

communications content with the assessment of effects." But
r surely neither Gerbner nor anyone else would measure all aspects
of content. Only those aspects of-confeht which are meaningful in
some sense or other should be measured or' else' the researcher is
simply wasting time and money. And someone must decide what
is meaningful. In our view,.. comic and iaccidentalviolence is simply
,

e.

1
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not meaningful in the context in which the debate over television
violence is being conducted.
Accidents
,

Gerbner then turns to our view that accidents And acts of nature
ought not to be included in the definition of violence. His defense

of their inclusion in the Violence Index is that "there are no
'accidents' in fiction. The author invents (or the producer inserts)
dramatic disaster-and 'acts of nature' for a purpose." But this is
sheer sophistry. It is equivalent torsaying that Greets trag'edy hoes
i4not really portray the ine-xorableinevit.abilitY of fate bcc,:u-e the
dramatist could Have chosen to have written the play differently!

In truth, the poirThere is not what is in the author's mind but
what is in the dramatic vehicle; Ind'we continue to'believe that,
because accidents and agts of nature do not invoWe interpersonal
violente, their inclusion is inappropriate for any violence count
that attempts to measure dramaticinoidents that mig1t engender
violence in the real world.
L.

The Calculation of the Index
We turd now to a discussion of our second major area of objeclion to the Violence Index, riainely, (a) that it is not, and doesnot
that it is iri
purport to be; a stinnle measure of violence, and
arbitrarily
chosen
programfact an arbitrarily weighted sum of
ming characteristics; this weighted sum has some undefined relakinship to violence.

blem is that while the Index, as we have 'earlier
Tire first
poi tgcl out, ncludes* measures other than the number of acts of
viole ce; it i generally treated by others as iithat alone is what is
being escribed. Gerbner states,that the "Violence Index reports
all its components separately as well as in combination. That hai
made it possible fdr any user of the Violence Index; including CBS,

to observe the movement of eachcomponen6, and to weigh each
as they see fit." But that is disengenuityk its worst. For yeais, in
Gerbner's own discuss"lon of violence, in his testimony at hearings;
and in his reports, little reference was made to any other measure
than his. Violence Index:, .
qtk

pg

.C)
t

,
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Thus, in his most Y.I..eent Violence Profile No. 8 issued in,March
1977 and covering the 1976-77 season, Gerbner devotes only six
lines: of teit to any discussion of data for the,c4anpopents of the
. Violence Index and then only for the aggregate of all progkarnis and
all nelworki.
detailed commentary on individual networks

E.

and day parts are based only on the total Violence Index itself.
While the 43 appendixtables in Violence Profile No..`do give all

the components of the Violence Index-, `ho is going to prOe those
more abstruse measures if Gerbner hiiuself nornialry does nod.? The
answer is essentially no one. Indeed, in all the public and prolessional disoission of the Violence Profile, We can think of only one
or two occasions other than our comments in which anyone hashed
recourse to the components of the Index.

A current example of the confusion created by use of the ViolenCe Index is Gerbner's assertion, in Violence Eiotile.No. 8, that
'CBS, reader inythe !family viewing'. concept, lifted its two-season
lid on family viewing time violence.:. ." We had earlier pointed,
out that Gerbner's own figures, using his definition ,of violence,
shoive,d a decline in the number oS incidents of violence from,20 per
week to 11 per week between 1975 and 1976. That scarcely appears
to be lifting the lid on violence.

But Gerbner now defends his statement pr imarily by arguing
that the proportion ,of programs containing violence increased,
consequently raising the level of the Violence Index. This makes
dense, according to Gerbner, because "violence was more broadly
distributed in 1976 CBS fainily hour prograniming, making it moredifficult for viewers to avoid (or have their children avoid) violence
during family viewing time." But what are the family viewing-time',
-programs that suddenly became, so violent? Aside from "Sixty
Minutes" and vafiety programs (both of which Gerbner,excludes
from his count),thelfollowing eight programs constituted the fain'.
ily viewing programs during the fall of 1976: "Rhoda", "Phyllis",

"Good Times", "Ball Four ", "The Waltonfo"The 4effersons",

"Doc", and "Spencer's Pilots". Which of these Prifgrams did parents need to haveqheir. children avoid because of violence? The
Unreality ,o,f the definition of Gerbner's definition of violence and
of the peculiar and arbitiary form of .the Violence Lidex.should be

apparent.'

\

More,fundamentally, the question, remains as to whet basis in
research or logic Gerbner hes for the particular set of numbersand
weights he uses for the development of his Violence Index. Whence

4

v_

.
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does he derive support for his view that the proportiOn of leading
characterg involved in violence has any meaning in term, of the
effect of televi;ion iolciicepo v:cwers? Why net
!,r,,Ipat2on preekly equal, in p*rns of
as well And, wily
importance to the index, 314; pr.,A4mahly in etlect on the .
to the proportion of progr.in,:, containing violtnce, and t,:;iy one-

half as important as the r:..ue of violent incidents per hour? Is
Gerbner sure this ratio should not be one-third? Or one-fifth?

The truth that the components of the Violence- Index have
been chosen'by Gerbner without convincing scientific pro6f of their
relevance, alp the weights used in their combination have been
arbitrarily cliosen by Gerbner without- any scientific support for
their relative importance. So the weighted combination of these

componentsthe Index itself can vary over time with no one
being able to identify a valid meaning for such movements,
It was pi'eciselY, the arbitrariness of the entire construct thatew.as:

challenged by Bruce Owen of the Office of Selecommunicatiohs
Policy and it is the game arbitrariness which leads us to reject the

0

Index as a measure of anything.' It is true that "one must add
apples and oranges if one wants to know about fruit," just as one
must add rabbits and elepharitQf one wants to know about ani.>-rnals. But does one rabbit equal one elephant? Whether one rabbit
ecKals one elephant is of fundamental intortance iwdetermining
whether the summing of rabbits and eleph§nts in a certain fashion
characteristic of animals is valid or not13
to measure s

When the on'suipir Price Index, which does combine apples
and oranges; is-report ipt to have risen, -some components have gone',

.

up in price and some Piave gone down. But the Bureati of labor
Statistics can validly report that the adrigite of tie various Com=

,

:ponents vvent up because it has used 11vbighting proGess in which ,
the weights have been derived from, experience in th6 real world,

the distribution of the, actual market basket -of .goods and I
.
services purchased by the families covered by the survey.
.

Where does Gerbner.get his weights from?'What.evilience,does
he have that his weightssare superior to some otheriKt of weights?
For example,, assume that the rateof violence per Itur and rate of

violence per programs two of,Gerbner's Index .colponent, were
given a weight of 90 percent, rather than the modes weight they
`are actually given. Under- these circumstances, Gen,per on the
basis of his own data would have had to say that CI3S. red,iced the

d'isi 4

4
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amount of violence_in the family hour between 1975 and 1976,
instead of saying that "CBS lifted the lidon violence. And noWhere in tfre many pages, written by the Gerbner group on their
monitoring results is there any discussion of why one system of
weighting is better than another.
,

.

Units of Analysis
Gerbner discusses our criticism that his definition of a violent
incident requires the particivation of "the same agents." Our definition is less restrictive and focuses in practice on the unity of a
dramatic incident, rather than.the identification o)' the agents in.
volved. , .
ti'
Gerbner severely criticizes,our definition as "ambiguous" and as
one that permits arbitrariand subjective manipulation of the unit
of violence. He goes on to state that, "such ambiguity not only
tends to reduce the reliability of the measure but also gives the
coder employed by-CBS the opportunity to stretch the rule on
which all other measures depend."

.

However, as Gerbner is well aware, "ieliability" in content'arialysis is a measurable dimensiim, rather than an ofilkand assessment
based upon one's view of whether a definition reads well: Neither
6erbner's monitors nor ours can be handed a definition and set to
work without' further explanation through tiaining and 'example.
That is toirof our'clefinitjon, and it is equally true of the Gerbner
definitio%.'
.
J
.
We halve applied measures of reliability to the CBS monitoring
apc very high levels of agreement among coders have., in fact, been
.

'established. The basic measureMtraclass correlatibnshas consistently exceeded 0.90. Since reliability is very high, the operating
definitions used by CBS are clearly effectiveefEcient, and-unambiguous. This information' has been,publislied.
.
.
Wt contirme to believe that tV unit offtc. mint should be defined

by the dramatic incident, not by the Participation of particular
characters. The emphasis on changing Participants in Gerbper's
proceirtires. is a result of abstract considerations, related to his

.

interest ir,power relationships (about which we have-more to sag .
below) and not intrinsic to any evaluation of the extent of violence.
One could More validly propose that each blow or shot fired is a

I V0Li
1
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single act of violence than that a change in participants denotes a
new act of violence.
Fin'ally, Gerbner.as,,erts that under the CBS definition it conk
that a whole prog .,;rri might be coded as a singie
(/Cri.r just as well under II:, 0..?finiincident. This, of coy:- e,
lion, as for example, if there ere a prolonged kidhapping ssquence"
covering essentially an entire program without any change in participants. But, more to the point, we have tallied and published
data showing the average duration of violent episodes as calculated
by' our monitoring systeixi. During the current season, length of
incidents of violence was.only 1.4 minutes.

Sampling

,

Finally, we turn to questions of sampling error anof statistical
significance. We had earlier pointed out the increasing statistical
dangers of choosing a single sample week a year, as the television
network schedules. ..became more complex and as programming'
became more irregular.' We indicated that the substantial variation in the amount of violence from week to week makes year-toyear comparisons drawfrom single-ikeek samples highly suspect.
We showed this large variation in our monitoring data.
Gerbner says he has now tested his procedures over an additional
dire,weeks. And he concludes that he has found more stability than"
ye did and that,'"the one-week simples yields remarkably stable
"resultswith high cost efficiency." Indeed, he charges that our evi(bnce of instability stems from the "limitation, instabilities and
ambiguities " -of our definition.

e

Several comments are in order on this view. First, we have already indicated that our results are highly reliable, measured in
terms of intercoder agreement, and, therefore, thgre simply is 'no
problem wish our definitionit is not ambiguous or unstable._
'Second, Gerbner ,may be satisfied with the statistical results of
his extended sampling but we,are not. This, for the, CBS Television Network, the variance shown by the Ger6ner extended sample

is-so large' that, by standard statistical measure; no Air-to-year
change in the numb&f acts of prime-time violence's° fulsomely
reported by GerbnerTlif the,years since 1967 has been statistically
significant! To put it another way, for CBS'the year-to-year change
in the :lumber of incidents of Violence, as defined and measured

.
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by Ger ner, between years that Gerbner has reported has been far
small r than the inherent variability in the underlying Gerbner
Oat
It has been so much smaller that, by generally accepted
sci tific standards, Gerbner should have said throughout this en-

d e period that he couldn't identify any significant change in the
umber of acts of prime-time violence, nn CBS. This, of course, is
vastly different from what he has actually said.
r
But in addition, in reviewing the Gerbneri statistical 'data we
were,yeminded of an aspect of the.Gerbner technique which raises
serious questions about the entire relationship between the Gerbner sample and the universe of network programming from which
the sample is drawn. Gerbnefindicates that, in his one-week:sample, "when and if episode of a regularly scheduled program is
preempted'by some special offering during the selected week, the
next available episode of that series is video-tapd." It is perhaps
understandable why Gerbner chose this approach wben he began
his monitoring a decade ago. During a period when.most programs
broadcast Rirre episodes of regularly - scheduled series, preempted
only occasionally by clearly-defined specials, it might have been,

reasonable for Gerbner, desiring to choose'a "representative"

week, to replace 'specials" by the regular programs they
preempted. But television network programming has changed
enormously in the last decade. Variation in scheduling has become
the standard, rather thInthe unusual. During this last season, and
even more during the npcoming season, it is almost, impossible to

define what is a "regularly - scheduled" progiam and what is 'a.
"special." Is a series of specials such as NBC's "Big Event" a
regularly-scheduled progran? What about a program such as
"Roots,"' which appeared with varying episode lengths on eight
consecutive nights? How do we deal with hour programs which
Occaiionally appear in two-hour fOrin;:' Or with mini-series in episodes which vary in length? We don't know where we would draw

theline, and Gerbner never discusses the criteria by 'which he
maims these decisions.
The arbitrariness of this technique is purely apparent. Further,
the eliminatio'n, in whatever degree Gerbner.happens to decide, of

'nonregillar programming from the Gerbner Index leaves out of:
network programming a large and increasing fraction of actual
programs broadcast. The only, procedure that appropriately reflects television entertainment piogramming as it in fact appears
on 'one's, television set iethe procedure CBS, follows, namely, the

00
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inclusion of all prime -time entertainment programs actually

broadcast during a sample week and the inclusion of enoui:h ,,ample weeks to achieve statkticalreliability. Whatever Goldner is
measuring ,these days, it ib n.,t the total array of current enter ainment offerings by the television networks.

Risk Ratios
For-some Years Gerbner has defined the purpose for which he
measures his Risk,Ratios., fie has traditionally argued that television has become the tool by which society Pclemcmstrates an invidious (but socially functional) sense of risk and poirer. . ."
Television is considered by Gerbner to be a primary method by
. which society conveys to its underclasses that their role in life is
subservient to thil. of the rest of society. Among those groaps defined as "underclasses" by the Gerbner Risk Ratios are women and
nonwhites. Accordingly, if one believed in thi's view of society and
of television, one would expect women and nonwhites to-have been
taught their proper roles in society and to believe approprialtely.

However, about .a decade after this hypothesis was first propounded, Gerbner himself, states (in Violence Profile No. 7), that
"we do not yet 'mow whether it [the pattern of relative victimization) . . . cultivates a corresponding hierarchy of fear and aggression "!

indeed,. one.Gan make a more positive statement. No one in his
right mind, would seriously suggest that, after 30 years of television, women and nonwhite's are meeker and less aggressive in defending their rights 'than' they used to be. But for Gerbner's view
of society, and television to have any meaning, this is exactly what
shOuld have happened.
The truth is that this hypothesis'about the effects of dramatic
portrayals on television' has no support in fact: 'The Risk Ratio
measure itself probably does not measure significant characteristics of television drama in the minas of viewers. Neither society nor
television has the kind .of monolithic value system that Gerbner
I,resupposes. And there simply is no evidence diet the artificial
view of society and television that Gerbner has constructed has its
counterpart in the real world.
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Summary
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In this document, and in our preceding, comments, we have ex...
amined the.Gerbner Violence Profile and its components. We have
..ii
concluded,that,the-Viatence Index does not measure the amount
of violence*on priine-time television nor is there objective suppor
.for ...the particular elements eogibined in that Index or the Weigh
.Which are uted to coinbii% them. D,en the 'violence counts them-

selves are based on overly-Maddefinifions of violence and on .,,
overly-narrow samples. . . .
.
.
.
These days many studies are being undertaken of one .aspect or

,

.

-4

't
..

3

...

anotler of teljision program content and its effect on`Niewers;
numerous' hypotheses are being put forward-about' the effect of
4 teleyiiion on society. Ike do not feel it incumbent on us to enin,;.
ment on or respond to every such study or hypotheSis. If' the

Viol---

ence Profile had been simply, one among the many stashes, we
'.. would not have expended as much effort in reviewing its validity

i

as we have. But, in fact, the Violence Profile has beerf in Eisnnique
polition and pl yed a unique role. Dr..Gerbner and his group Ave* been supporte in their work in this area by federal government
"fun'd's for the st decade. The Profile itself has been put forward
as an all-encompassing model of the way in which depictions of
violence on television affect our society. And many peoptt concerned with thisissup have treated the Profile and its conclusions
as if they were of demonstrated scientific validity and, therefore,
Ahad miztog social implications. . .

,

ft

.,.
.

,..,

.

.
-;

...,

,* The Social Science Research. Council Committee on Television tnd Social Be-

havior, in theii report on "A PiriplkorTeleilsed Violence" (July 19754, said that:
omponents should be avoided and should not be
-"Initially, the aggregation of t
undertaken without prior research into the technical problems Involved, the understanding of the profile by its users, the consequences for the intended functions of
the violence profile, etc." MdIe generally, we do'not consider this report either the
rigorous review* the Violence Profile orrthe endorsement of,the Profile that Geri)._

..

..

ner does.

.

.

3 During the six.Gerbner sample weeks, the acts of violence on CBS prime-time
programming, as reported by Gerbner, numbered:: 90; 91, 130, 97, 68, and 4.
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Symmetry more than substancacompels us to pursue 11 diAgue
r that threatens to malte..the lively subject of television violence bog
dowri in 6cli'unil, But behind the contentions and technic, ties
over a.mix.e.rtibag of issues, we perceive a deeper structure serTing
and straining this colloquy. As our (we hope) final contribution in
- this context, we sfiall try to elaborate what thateconstraint might
beitaold 'Wile" it suggests' for. the future of research relevant 'to
-televison program policy.
lb° 9
it I
at
"comic
and,
acciltntal violence,
in
claiming.
persists
CBS
violence-ar:esultaig
from
acts
of
nature,
ought.not
be included
tan
itra y measure of the amount of violence." OUr previous analyiis

4,

7"1

ly Indicates that there itrenoreal "accidents: ,or -"acts of

.

nat re" in fiction. They are simply ways of presenting violence and
vict. ixation We -have also noted that comic content is a 'highly
effective form of conveying serious lessons. Finally, we have indicaied that idle threats, comic gestures; verbal abuse, or any non,
credible suggestions. of violence are not inc ded in our definition.
.`"., Also, our findings are reported separately for comic programs so
that any careful reader can tissess their independent contributions'
.
to the total pattern. So why this insistence on excluding comic and
'"accidental" violence?
Of course, the more inclusive the count the higher the number
,CBS considers damaging. But there is also another clue in the
CRS attempt to determine what violence is "meaningful." Previougly, that attempt led CBS to suggest that the criterion of
.
'meanirigfulness" is l`that violence which reasonable citizens consider harmful:" But why? Why not that which reasonable citize
cottsider helpful? Is that less meaningful? Our research does
_

'

find it so. But it may be less troublebome from the point of fv w
of corporate policy, *and, therefore, less "meaningful" fro a
strictly policy -oriepted pointof view.
W

90
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That point of view becorn,es even more sharply defined in the
new CBS criterion of meaningfulness, now offered -as an arg4lent.
for exclusion: "In our view, comic and accidental iolence is simply
not,rneapngful.in the context in which the debate over, teleVision
violence is conducted." Our research has shown that context to be
relatively uninformed of a variety' of significant lessuns to be derived from exposure to television violence. We belie ,:e-that kscientitic effort to discover all socially important effects of television
violence, rather than to take'the terms of the popular debate at
face Value, would serve both the public aird CBS. better than its
rigid defense of corporate policy in the face of often unwarranted
criticism.

Apparently, CBS researchers also believe that comic and atcidental violence may be significant,'eveti if they continue to exclude
it from the "overall count." There is a discrepancy betWeen what

Vice President Blank writes and what the CBS Office of Social
Research reports..

The May 1977 CBS Monitoring Report states (oivages 15-16)
that the CBS definition (loodeled on and'very similar to ours
"included accidents or acts of nature which occurred in a violent
context-as, for example, a person being killed in an automobile
accident while escaping fiom a crime."' In another passage, the
CBS report notes (page 6, footnOt4 that "In-this season's tabulationi, episodes of dramatic violence that, occuein situation comedies were included in the totals for the 'other programs' category
. . . . We continue to exclude comic violence from our overall
count?'
Iseems, therefore, that: the need for the exclusion does not come
from research considerations but from pressures for a "better bot-

tom line." What is most at stake here is the area of children's
*

programming, particularly cartoons, v;hich contain the most Irequent (and.stereotyped). violence. We cannot agree that suck's
critical area should be exempt from accounting and scrutiny.
'
,

-

110 CBS discussion of the "neutrality." of our content measures
is puzzling. We said that'measdres of contentosliould not presume
effects. Rather, content measures facilitate the effective investigation of effects. Ecologists measure the amount of certain chemicals in the air or water (as we do in the symbolic environment) in

order to ascertain their presence and then to testrather than to
presumetheir effects.on people. So the "boundary line"_shourd

40
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be drawn-not in accepting the popular pre umption of ill-defined
effects but in -the clear and unambiguous bservation'of tile element (in this cake of .io!enct4 in any cont xt. Only such ( ..?rvation can lead to the in.e..:.:7! toil of the b havioral and
.teal
correlates of exposure t , s- ritlly ci-,fined violence. P ,c, _
...; in
that way, bur re.eart.h ii.cl.:;(1 tound several very meanini,: 4, correlates of exposure, some of which may be quite helpful to ome
groups.

.,

.

The underlying problem again may be that CBS is constrained
by the nature of critical public discussion which often jumps to
unwarranted, conclusions. One such conclusion is that the major or
only "meaningful" effect of expostire to television violence is the
instigation of aggression. That presumption forces On CBS the talk

of corporate defense, even at.the risk of' distorting the research
issue.

..

.

.

.

,

In the-course of accepting rather than attempting to transform
the terms of the popular debate about TV :violence, CBS gets into

-- .

even more hot water. CBS prides itself on its own researchpn a few
children's programs demonstrating "that children can receive prosocial messages in a comic context." CBS claims that we "ignore
the fact that these programs were desi.mgd to convey and reinforce

i

messages of a sodally acceptable, Mially reinforced nature."
Well, last fall's overall CBS weekend daytime fare hit a five-year,
record of 19.2 violent episodes per hour (up from 14.2 the year
before). Doe's CBS mean to suggest that all these other programs
were designed to be socially unacceptable and destructive? Its defense against, simplistic criticism puts CBS in that box. CBS sinks
even deeper when it contends that'our rheasures of the abundance
Of gross and explicit violence in Children's programs constitutes "a
long and unsupported jump to the assumption that children are
picking up hidden 'massages of violence from comic r6titines!"
Similar problen)s plague the CBS discussion of the Violence
Index itself. Vice President Blank as an economist can see the
validity of multidimensional measures of GNP or unemployment.

These an'd other measeres he approves "result from closely-

.

reasoned efforts to measure phenomena which are of social or physice!, consequences." But similar efforts to establish" Cultural Indicators (of which the Violence Index is a current example) are, disi
missed as "nonsense." Why?

The ,closest we.can get to a cogent reason is that the weighting
of the components going into the Index is `411bitrary" and that we
-,

0

t./

°

.
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J...

have not given sufficient attention to the individual eomponehts,
even though we have included the in our rept.rts.
What ate these weightings and co vonents? The Violence Index
is composed of (1) the percent of progyrris containing any violence,
plus (2) the rate of violent episodes per program, Plus.(3)'the rate

of violent episodes per hour, plus () the percent of major characters involVed in any violence, plus (5) the percent of major characters involved in any killing. Each or these mea. tmts has a specifi-

cally defined meaning and furiction in our analysis. The only
"weighting" is that we double two rates (2 and 3) in order to raise
thelow..werical Valdes of these ratios to the level of importance
that we believe the concepts of the frecpiency and vrogram saturation of violent incidents deseive when combined with the other

numbers which, being perSntages, typically hAe much higher
numerical value. No one is forced; to agree with. or follow thitt

I

-simple tissumption. The individual.comPonents for °all years are
included in our reports and are available-kr any combin,ation.
The bulk of the Violence Index and Profile is a set of 71 Tables.
Thousands of Profiles have been distributed. The composite Violence. Index combines the components by4neans of the formula
explain& above. Violence Profile No. S specifitally Stategon page
21) that the individual "Measures of violence are based on ana-

lysts' obServations; They are provided in all --tabulations
tabulations and
should be used as besic indicators of trends, however, 'of ease of
illustration and comparison, they are combined to form summary
scores ands at index. These are not itatistital:findings in themselves,.and4should not be treated as such. Rather they serve as
convenient illuitrators of the basic-findings and to facilitate gross
comparisonS."
.

.

at

.

It i$ true that'most publ
iscussion revolves around, the composite Index. Similarly, th broacidast industry refers'to overall
'Neilsen or Arbitron ratings, althqugh.these kre composed -.of

demographic and other separate-rantsoraetimes,corifliaing, '
components. We believe that there is a general validity to the overall Index, ant that
applied, it does show nieaninifial
trends in performance. As.CBS knows best, the detailed" tabulations do not get on network news or into newspaper headlines. We
dis'semirtate complete information; it is up to the media to do their
homework and lice such Viplence Index comppnents b combinax
tions of components as they see fit.

(1)
sJ.

1
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CBS reflects some irritation with the perhaps less than felicitous
leader in the 'lam .ewphrasing in.our 1977 P.;,,poit
lid
on
family viewing time .ioling' concept, lifted its
component'S
of the "family
."
Ilet
us
look
ut
the
ence .
hour" Index for 1973, 7!, 75. ,:ad 7C.
.

.

I

Percent offall season CBS :S1-aily hour piugrams containing any
violence: 50, 50, 27, 63. Percent of hodrs containing violence: 60,
56, 31, 60. Rate of violent episodes per program: 4.4, 3.1, 1.8, 1.4..,

w

Rate of violent episodes per hour: 5.9, 3.9, 3.1, 2,2. Percent of
e

leading characters involved in any violence: 43, 29, 23, 32. Percent
of leading characters involved in killirkg: 13, 7, 0, 0. It is clear as
we report, that while the number and rate of "family hour" violent

incidents declined, and killing by or of leading characters was
eliminated, the percent of programs with violence and characters

involved in some violence has increased, making the overall.
"family hour" Index 127 in 1973, 100 in 1974, 60 in 1975, and 101

in 1976. (The corresponding Index numbers for all CBS drama
Were 174, 174, 154 and i81.) The factors that determine these
movement(' are clearly next our measures but network policy and

its application by the 'network's department IA' Standards and
Practices. If next season's Program mix shows a policy of replacing
the "lid" on more or aspects of violence, we shall he pleased to'

report it.
The CBS list of family hour programs and the rhetorical questhese programs did parents need to have their
tion "Which
children avoid because of violence?" continues the persistentmisreading of the issue and OLoirr reptrts. Nothing we repoit suggests

that parents have chilaceroid specific programs. The Violence

$

Index and Profile measure aggregate programming policy and its ,
cdnsequences. These are cumulative, over the years, do not stem
from single programs, and involve a variety of.lesss of different
potential value for different groups. Reducing violence to a.me-,
chanical and one-dirriansional issue onlireinforces the superficiality of the popular debate.
w
The CBS discussion of units of analisis and sampling adds little
of 'substance to what we have discussed before. Our units, defined,

according to participation of the same ch4racters, are easier to

code, yield more informationand more but riefer. incidentsthan those_of CBS. They further;help to place the violence
in a social context. That issomething CBS and other networks°
have long demanded, but refuse to dq themselves. The investiga90-291 0-132--7

0 -4
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tion of such context is highly indicative of a variety of potential
lessons to be derived from TV %iolence. But it is not a prime subject u, popult.r
I

is therefore of little corporate interest.

The variability of year -to -year incidents of violence has been
equally large in both our and the CBS samples (ci. the 1977 CBS
report, page 4). That is why we (unlike CBS) use the much more
broadly-based Index which combines several measures, and discuss upward or downward trends o'er the years, rather than sta-

tistical differences froth one aar to ariothar. In fact, until the
sharp and surprising rise in violence last year, our reports tended
to emphasize) the lack of significant change, despite repeated net-,
work promises and protestations.

.

The rationale for focusing on,regularly scheduled dramatic programs should be obvious. Our study is designed to investigate the
representative, and repetitive patterns of programming, and not
the occasional or exceptional "specials." It is hot at all difficult to
define what is a "special;" the networks promote them. heavily and
usually announce that "the regularly scheduled program,
re-

turn next week." However, any dramatic production such as
"Roots" or a mini-series would be included in our analysis if it fell
within our sample week. If and when the actual variability of the
week-to-week programming pattern justifies enlarging the sample
to obtain representative results, we shall do so. At the present time
that is far from the case. Behind the revolving door of formatsland
titles, there is a peristent stability of basic content elements and
social patterns portrayed in the programs.

This brings us to the last point of some substance. CBS claims
that our findings would suggest that "women and nonwhites are
meeker and less aggressive in defending their rights than they used
tb be." That is careless reading and tendentious reporting of what
we actually found. We say nothing about whilt women, and minori-

ties do because that is not what we study. We study the pattern
of television violence and find that it places a higher burden of
relative. victimization

on women, nonwhites, and other minority
groups uch as Children nd the elderly than upon the white male
majority. West's() find that heavy viewing of television, with other
factors kept constant, is related to a sense of exaggerated danger
and mistrust. An independent study'by Dr. Nicholas' Zill of the
Foundation for Child Development has since come to the same
conclusion for children. Of course this does not mean that television alone determines human behavior. What it indicates is that

95
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violence-laden t:.,ievision drama cultivates an unequal sense of vulnerability within a. conventionally stereotyped power and value

structure. ;loth the gkowing militancy of some groups and the
growing resistance to change of others, as well as the increasing
fear of must, -ialces place in that cultural environment7Television
is an important contributor to these trends.
-.

We are in the process of expanding and diveiSifying our monitoring 'and cultivation studies. We are developing additional indicators ot family life, aging, health and medicine, and other key issues
regularly presented in television'progriimming. What we havc, profited from this and other exchanges will thus be put to use in our
continuing studies.
,.rd to let the chips fa!: %%here
Only an indevzrid(.ir c
they may. In the long Ton, that is the best protection for the public
and .also for the TV industry. As-broadcasting policy develops in
nneed directions, we will report the facts, as we have in the past.

Independent scientiric research is the.best defense against uninformed or unwarranted Public diticism and the best guide to poll', cies that reflect careful consideration of all important social conse-.
quences.
IMO

.
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x-Dipikic PRIME-TIME VIOLENCE TABULATIONS FOR 1980-81 SEASON
Hithljothts of the Report
./
1.

Overall, there has been very little change from last seasowin
violence.
The number Of violent incidents in prime time television
on all three networks combined varied little from the 1979-80 season.
Though the number of viol4ot Ocidentp is slightly less than last
season, this minor difference is not, large enough to be considered
statistically significant.

2.

All three networks are about equal in violence level in the 1980-81
season. The small differences between one network and another
in
number of violent incidents are not statistically significant.° However,
NBC does rank abpve CBS in rate of violent incidents (number, of
incidents per hour), with ABC falling between the other two networks
on this measure.
None of the networks are significantly higher or
lower In violence level than in the 1970-80 season.
.

'3,

On a long-term basis, the level of violence in the current season is
considerably-lower than in previous years and is, in. fact,eone third
less than the high Point of violence in 1974-75:
Since that peak year,
there has been a long-term downward trend in violence, with occasional
fluctuations.
(See chart A)
This long-term decrease is primarily a
result of a reduction in the number of hours devoted to regularlyscheduled "action" programs (crime, mystery, Astern and adVtnture.)

0

o
ap

4,

Over the long-run, the networks have shown different patterns in
violence level.
CBS declined shaiply in violence in the 1975 -76
season and despite some flucttaitions, has temained considerably below
its earlier level since that time. ABC has 'generally followed a downward trend IpNrlolence since 1974-75.
NBC has shown a more variable
,
pattern tha6 the other two networks over the same time period. (See
chart B)

,

9

o
5.

.

0

A parallel declini:ha's,-taken place in the amount of time 46voted to
violent action on pripe-time. Duration of violent episodes has been
meesured since 1976-77, 'At which tide an average of about three primetime hours a week (184 minutes) Involved scenes of violence.
In the
current season, the average amount of time per week devoted"to violence
on all three networks combined is about half that amount.
(100 Votes),

*

+C.
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"the use of physical force against
Violence was defined as follows
persons or animals, or the arcicoleced, explicit threat of physical
art of a person.P', Accident
force to compel particular behaviok on the
and incidents of comic violence were'excIoded from this count. As in c e
post three years, thirteen weeks of prime-time ,plevision were monitored
in order to obtain a reliable measure that made allowance for weet:to-week
variation in'incidencs of dramatic violence.

\
Detailed Findings

#

Number at$d Frequencv:If Violent Incidents

The violence level in the 1980-81 season has changed little frbm last year.
In the average week, there were 105 incidents of violence durih prime-time
on the three networks combined, abqut the same level as in the 1979-80 season.
There were fewer than two incidents of violence per hourof prime time in
(Table 1)
both 91s.and last year's season.

All three networks are very clo4se In average number ofvaolent incidents
For each of the networks,
per week, ranging between 32 and 38 incidents.
the current violence level shows only insignificant differences from last
season:

However, the race of violence is higher on NBC than it is onsCBSt with
CBS averages about 11/2 incidents of violence per hour,
ABC falling in- between.
one of the networks have
compared to about two incidents per hour on NBC.
shown any marked change in race of violence from last season.' (Thble 2)

a

Frequency of Violence in Different Types of Programmtk
As has been generally true, violence is most likely to occur in regularly
scheduled "action" programming, which av4rages around 3 or 4 incidents of
However, on each of the networks, this type of pro'violence per Wour.
gramming makes up( only a small pOrcion of programming time. The bulk of
prime time consists of cotedy. drama, variety and "special" programs which
nave relatively little violence (averaging less than One fncidenc-per hour
ftw the three networks.)

(Table 3)

In 1984 -81,Made-for TV, and feature films frequently inclodt violence.
each of the networks devoted 20 -30Z of programming time to movies, which
Movieson television
averaged between- 2 to 3 incidents per hour.
accounted for about one -third of the violence on CBS and ABC, and
one-half of all violent incidents on NBC.
9
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';eek to ,:eek Variations

.Thls year,-and in the previous five seasons, 13 weeks Qf programming were
monitored for each network, providing considerable information on the
.
extent of week-to-week variation. The range of variation from week-toweek is extensive.
In this season, there was at least oneweek'on each
network that had two to three Mmes they violence of the/lowest week.
these tabulations were begun in 1972-73;!ihey'involved only two
weeks of progeaMming
An effort was mad'e to select weeks that represented
as little variation from regular!), scheduled programming as possible.
The
'decision was fide in 1975 to expand the sample to a longer time,interval
that would mote closely approximate the true average incidence orldramatic
violence in prime-time programming. This was done because in.iecerit years
television prime-time programming has become less constant, a) "specials"
and mini-series have became more 'frequent and program changes more rapid.

"V'

The -past five seasons have been characterizedby frequent changes 'in
scheduled program series and numerous "specials." In the current season,
many Series did not last out the year And some series were deliberately
scheduled for only a brief "try-out" 'rub.
The numerous "specials" and preemptions varied considerably in the extent to which violence was involved,
ranging in type from variety chows to westerns. Thus, in this year's
season, as in previous years, no "single " week can becaTled "typical".

o-

Another source of week-to,week variation derived from differences in the
nature of the made-for-television and feature films shown. Each of the networks had some weeks in which film material was generally non-violent;
conversely, eadh of the'networks had at least one week characterited by
violent film content.
Becausi of all these factors, the week-to-week variation in the extent
of dramatic violence bkcomes quite large, as shown in'Table 4.
On each
of the networks, one at more individual weeks varied considerably from the
overall 11;-week average.* If only one or two weeks had been selected to
represent this season, the outcomes might have bee'h considerably higher.
or lower than those obtained. The expansion of the number of weeks
monitored results in a much more realistic appraisal of the amount of
violence on prime-time network programs.
'
6

*Standard 4viations of the meannumber of incidents (a statistical
measure of dispersion or variation from the average) were 7.77, 11.72
and 10 49 for OBS, NBC, and ABC, respectively,
Means' are shown in Table 2.
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Duration 0.,f Violent Incidents,
Obi

average scene of violent action lasts for
As in previous. seasons, the
Scenes of violence in film material tend to be slightly
about 4 minute.
but these differences are
longer than those in other program material,
se'
(table 5)
small.

4

first measured,
the duration of violence w
Sine the'1916-77 season, when
violent scenes in the average week of prime-time
the total time devoted to
hours (184 minutes) to about an hour and a
has declined from about three
The total time devOted to
half (106 minutes) in the current season
1977-78 season, further declined in the
violence declined sharply in the
level since then.
following year; and has remained at about the same

;
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CHART A
AVERAGE NUMBER OF INCIDENTS
OF DRAMATIC VIOLENCE PER WEEK
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Table 1

1a

- Changes in Prime-Time Dramatic Violence
All Three Networks Combined

Average
number of
incidents .Average
nuMber
of dramatic
of hours
violence

a' 4

Average
rate of
violent
incidents

per hour

per 1.LreeL_, pelLae21.*

X Change
from prior
year in
rate
per htour

2.301

60.0

138.0

1972-74 12-week average)

"Of

X Change
from prior
years in
number of
incidents

e

1973 -74(

141.0

/

61.9

2.28

+2%

-1%

62.3

2.52

+11%

+10%

1.93

-24%

-23%

+14.1

+19%

1

1974-55 (

'

157.0

)

.

,

1975-76(13-veek average)

119.9

62.0

1976-77 (

136.2 r

59.3

1977-78 (

"

)

117.5

60.8

1978-79 (

"

)

97.4

59.7

1979-80

( "

)

109.6

57,5

1980-81

(

)

105.2

60.1

..

4

2.30

1.93

'"
.

1.63

t

.

-16%

,-14% .

-16%

-17%

.

A

,

,

1.90

+122

+16%

.1.75

- 4%

- 8%

Documentaries, news, and sports program are excluded from this count,
reducing the total ;lumber of prime-time hours mmnitored.
.

Note:

Minor vitiations [of .1 or .21 in the tables may occasionally
Occur due to rounding of figures.

11,
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Table,2

P

Changes in Prime-Time Dramatic Violence
4etvork
Average dumber
of incidents of
dramatic violence
per week

Avefage
number
of hours
per week

Average rate %Change tram 2 Change from
of violent prior year in prior year in
incidents
number of
rate
per aour
incidents
per hour

CBS

---7
197/-73 (2-week average)

48 0

1973-74 (

)

40.5

)

51.0

20.5

2.3

'

)

1974-75,1

197546 (13 -week average).
1976-72 (

4

.

32.5

21.0

1.9

-16%

-17%

21.0

2.4

+16

446

21.3

1.53

-36

-38

1.57

- 5

+ 1,
+20

)

31.0

1977-78 (

)

38.2

20.3

1978-79 (

)

36.1

V20.4

36.2
32.2

.

v

'

19.7

1.88

+23

s4,77

f 5

20.3

1.79

0

20.b

1.57

-11

Q

$

4

1979-80 (

1930-81(

4
)

(cont04u:d)

vJ

1i

-AL kJ 1.,1

.74

1

-12

.

,

a
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Table 2 cent.

Changes ?n Plime9Time Dramatic Violence
By Verwork

Average
number
of hours
per veek

Average number
of incidents of
dramatic violence
p.gr week

49.5*
mo

1972-13 (2-week overage)
1473-7.

(

)

Averageratu, 2Change from Z Change from
oeviolent prior year in prior year in
rate
number of
incidents
Lcidents
per nour
Der hour

20.0

2.5

54.5

20.9

2.6

+101

+ 41

47.5

21.2

2.2

-13

-15

-20

-10

+47

+50

"Nir
1974-75

(

37.9

20.5

1.35

3

55.9

, 20.2

.2.77

3

41.0

20.5

2.00

-2f

-28

,)

34.3

20.3

1.64

-18

-16

)

42.3

20.4

2.03

+23

+27

33.0

19.9

1.91

"197:76 813-week average)
0

197o-77 t

1

r

77-73

(

1971-79

t

1

1979-60

A19d07d1

.
i

.
)

l

ABC

40.5

19.5

2.1

)

46.0

20.P

2.3

)

58.5

20.1

2.9

1912 -73 (2-week average)

1973-74

..

(

'

10
o

1974 -75 3

'49.5

213.V

2.45

)

49.3

19.6

Z..54

''

)g

38.3

1.92

.

1975-76 (13-week average)
147627'7

:977-73

.
(

.."\
(

20.0

,

..-

.

.

1

(

)

27.0,

10.4

1.26 ,.

)

32.1

16.9

1.34

1930-81(1

)

34.9

19.7

1.77

'

+26.

-15

-17

0

+ 4'

-22

-24

-30

...24:

+15

+26

+12

- 4

,

1979 -40 (

1973-74

+27

i

*

4

ic..mentaries.-niws and spor'ts*progLams are excludecrfrom this count, reducing the total
number ta prime-time hours monitored. ,

:ot
di.

A

:'"w"

4

.

U

.4
(a.
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Table 3

Extent of_Dramatic'Violence
on Prime-time Entertainment, Television
13 -Week s;leple-1980-ar

4

.

p

I%

of dramatic
violence

per veek

.. -I

/

1

Average
number of
,hours

Ancidents
*5

1

.,

Average
number of

Average
rate

._N_

,

ieir

11SIT!h*...-

CBS
---

M1

.
.

8.1

"A4tion" programs**
k

^

13.5

.1*

feature films,.

10.6

Total

'32.2

4

13.2

s'

2.1

5.1
:

.

20. 5

1.G

-

.

,,

NBC
---

p

1.0

I

.

Made-for-TV and

.

3.7

,

.

'Other programs***

.

2.2

4

-'

4

14.8

'Action' programs **

4.5

6.1

Ochetprogrims***

.

3.2 ,

,

.'

.
,

:7

9.0'
,

t"

Made- for -TV %rid

feature films
Total

.

,

19.1

6.4

38.0

19.9

1* 2.7

'

-1.9
'

-,.,

:

ABC

e

"Action"..prograras**.

Other iirograms***

12:6

2.9

11.6

12.3

.9

10.7

4.4

2J4

34.9

19.7-

1.8

'

,

4.3'

.

,

.

Made- for -TV and

feature films

-Total

*

*Documentaries, news and sportli programs are excluded from'this coLint..
reducingathe total number of prime-time hiura monicored.
**Regularly scheduled'crime, mystery, western and adventure programs.
***General drama, comedy, variety -- both regularly scheduled and special.

'

.

Table 4
Range of Week-to-Week Variation in Dramatic Violence
-. 1
13 -Week Simple -1;r10-8

-Range in numbe'r

of incidents of
dramatic violence

Range in
.number
of hours

'OS
04-tion" programs*

.

Other programs**

0-15

0 -4

.

/4-26

9-17

1-24

2-11

22-46

18.5-:1

...

444442

Made-for-TV and
feature films

i

Weekly Totals***

lac

.

"Action" programs*

0-39

Other `programs **

1-14

Made-for-TV and
feature films

o

a

6-15

1-46

1.5-14

17-22

15-55

Weekly Totals * **
ABC,,

"Action" programs*
Ocher programs**

Made-for-TV and
feature films,

i

Weekly Totals***

0-19'

3-5

4-24

11-14

3-21

2-6 ,

20-55

15.5-21
4

Regularly scheduled crime, mystery, western and adveptore programs.
both regularly scheduled and special..
** General drama, comedy, variety
*** Minimum and maximum range for weekly totals, including allthree program categories.

NO,

ON.

1u

£

41,

Table 5

Duration of,Vioient Incidehts
13 Week Sample - 1976281
(All Three Networks'Cotibined)

Average total
duration al10111,5Adents

Average duration
of incidents
in minutes-

in MinD es
per week

.

0

,

'77-78

1978 -77

"Action"
programs

97.5.

-

55.9

'78-79

37.9

'

'79-80

45.5',

'80-81

'77-78

1976-77

34.1

1

1.3

1.0

'78-79

,')9-80

1.1

1.0

1.0

.7

.8

.

Other
programs

19.4

17.1

24.2

18:6

23.7

.9

.9

9

'i0-81

Zi0A

Made.:for -TV and

Feature Filtha

Total

67.3

.50.1

184.2

123.1

.

47.6

.43.8

42.4

1.8

109.7

107.9

)00.2

1.4

.

4

1.1(Y

gib,

4.*

;1.2

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.d

4.0

1
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TECHNICAL APPENDICES

I.

Analysis of Violence in Prime -Time Programming

'Prior t6 1975-76, 'the Office of Social Research monitored two
sample weeks cf prime-time television a yes,.
sample weeks was monitored in the fall'ehd

the

One of the two
other after Feb-

ruary 1, in order to take account of any midseason program changes.

The simple weeks were chosen to reflect, as clos^ely as posl
'

sible, the normal prime-time schedule.

Week's containing no or

few "specials" were favored over weeks containing

everal specials.

For the 1975-76, 1976-77 and 1977-78 seasons, thirteen weeks, or
441f of each season, were included in the sample to reflect more
adequately the total range of programming.

Monitoring during the sample weeks covered all regular-series
programming-and such entertainment specials as were scheduled,
as well as theatrical features and made-for-television films.

News, doipmentaries and sports were excluded.

Definition of Violence

Violence was defined for the monitoring as foll&s:'
"the use of physiial force against persons or animalsigr
the articulated, explicit thrtat of physical force to
compel particular behavior on the part of a person."

A

108

In the implementation of the definition

,

all acts intended to

cause physical halm (for example, attempted murder) were included,
whether they were successful or not.

I
Violence was counted in terms of incidents.
absolutely synonymous with an "act".

An incident is not

One "incident" might in-

dude brief breaks in the action, as in a Orotracted chase scene,
interrupted by pauses for regrouping and reloading or acts of
violence by more than one person, as, for example, would occur
in a fight scene involving several people.

Unintentional injuries (such as

ight result from a shove merely

intended to get someone out of one's way) were not considered
violent, nor were threats that were not backed up be a-sbOw of e"
force (along the lines of "I'll get you some day").
10,
,

A separate count was made of comic violence (e.g., therproverbial
slapstick scene of hitting someone with a custard pie).

Incidents

of comic violence were few and are not included in the total counts
of dramatic violence shown here.

Further details regarding the counting procedure will be found in
the following "Definitions and Guidelines as Furnished to Coders ?"

I

44,

I .1 0
A.

0

G.

6F-

4

II. `definitions and`Cuideiines, as Furnished to Coders

Definition of Violent Incident
One sustained,dramaticaily'd'ontinuOus event involving violence:.
with essentially the same group of participants and with no major
interruptions in continuity.

Duration of a Violent Incident
A violent incident begins with either the violent act itself or
with a threat of violence (as defined below).
policeman shouts "Stop, or I'll shoot,"

For example if a

and then shoots at the

'person fleeing, the incident would be counted as beginning withthe initial shout.
4
4

VA.

aS

A

Categories of Violence
Physical,.

The use of physical fOrce'against persons or animals:44c

a

whether or not it is'successful.

For example, if a person shoots.
o

at another person and missed, this is still an act df violence

Accidents or actsof nature are not included in this,count, except

r
.for the rare cases in which accidents are directly related to

violent action, e.g. an automobill accident

Lin

a police chase.

1
o

Threats of physical force.

The articulated, explicit threat of

physical force used as compulsion so as to

reate in the person

'2

6

o.
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threatened the feariof bjdily harm if he did not comply.

However,

if threat is accompanied by or immediately ,followed by physical
injury, it All not be codlts.sit.separately.; Do not include those

physical actions which are not intended to and apparently do not
produce bodily harm (e.g., a shave.intdnded only to get someone
out of one's way).

Results of Violence*

There are two categories of results:
(1)

Lethal injury (death).

Note that if a persoft is shot

and falls4down:,r he cannot be'assumed to be dead unless

it is clearly indicated.

Often it is only lateein the

program that someone says Ghat the person involved is
dead, in the hospital, etc,
(2)

This includes eve?i infliction of pain from

Injury.

1),
a single blow to a

':

,

gunshot t4Ositid.

Comic Violence

An incident of "comic" violence is ("neap which the violence is
in a context which would ordina414044nce laughten and the
violence is not of a serious character'--

*These "results of violence" data arenot included In this report.,

ss

ti

III.

Dates of Monitoring

The following are the thirteen weeks in which prime-time television programs
on all three networks were monitored:

Ottober 27 - November 2, 1980
November 10 - November 16, 1980
November 24 - November 30, 1980
December 8 -

December 14, 1980

December 22 - December 28,

19,80

January 5 - January 11, 1981

January 19 - January 25, 1981
February 2 - February 8, 1981
February 16 - February 22, 1981

March 2 - March 8, 1981
March 16 - March 22, 1981
March 30 - April 5, 1981
April 13 - April 19, 1981
-a.

1

4

,
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IV.

Statistical Notes

ti

The unit:oe.sampling for this study was a week of television pro-.
grammIng.

From the 26 weeks available for study, a systematic

sample Of 13 peeks was selected,

In each of the selected weeks,

ali network television programs were analyzed for incideilts of

dramatic violence accordkng to the specifications in thy preceding sec;ion.

The following statistical procedures can be applied either to
the total output, to the output of one network, or to the output
for any particular type of programs.

Incidents per Week
Let Xi be the number of incidents in the ith sample week.
be the number of weekd,in the sample -- 13 in this case.
the size of the universe -- 26 in this case.

Then X

Let n
Let N be

- Exi/n

is

the average weekly number of incidents.

---

6 15; =
(57

r) (21zs
X )\
11
xl

vb-±.

5

rt.
is the

tandard error of the
mean

a

4.

a

113

Average Weekly RatePerHour
fret Yi be the number mf hours monitored in the ith sample week.

Then ei - xi/Yi is the rate per hour in the ith sampled week.

2 7-

LA

is the average weekly rate per hour
, .1

IS_

r.k.A

tv )

Cr 1:"!

(72it /41
is the standard error of the mean

ToComll'bre Two AverageS

Let 7A be the first mean (e.g., One network, one type of program,
one year).

Let Y1346e4tht other mean independently measured.

Then

t

0

( XA - 113

411FiA
)

is "Student's"

A

t,"to be looked up in the table of the distribution

of t with (nA - 1) 1- (n3 - 1) degrees of freedom.

In this case,

degrees of freedom equal 24.

r.

I

O

4
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Mr. Mom,: Thank y, u very much.'Wg
-statement, 'Mr. Mater.
.
Next we wiih hiker from Mr. Ral

regiate'your

.

sident of

NBC. Mr. Daniels?

t

STATEMENT OF RA

Mi. DANIELS. Thank, you, Mr. ChaA,
In view of the time I will not read-all
-a o

statement

which I will ask-be included into the 1cepord.1`,4

I am Ralph Daniels-MI. .. Mo'rrt.

N.Vks9

Mr. Daniels, may I impose upon y'' u

.

Let us recess for about '2 minutes. Mr. Wi

bleTc." in

about 2 or .3 minutes. Then we will start up again. l'..b? t, - : ,ZtOa

t*

We are going to try to catch this' vote. We %To
k'41,9 her
your testimony. We will recess for about m imps'. when .Mr.
Wirth comes back, we will. reassemble the subc
.ttee at that

t.

time.
4,
1,
.
[Brief recess.]
4.. et
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Daniels, you may resume. We will continde hearing from eath of you.
- .,
.
As you know, each of your statements will be submitted in full in
the record.
"
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you,Mr. Chairfnan.
.

-

1

As stated earlier, I will try to shortcut these remarks and .lippe°
that the complete remarks arein the record.
-.
My name is Ralph Daniels. I ain-tle vice president otthe Departament of Broadcast Standards of the NationalBroadc4ging Co. It is
a privilege for me to testify here today regarding a Tnatter Which
-

has long been of impOrtance to NBC.-

- ._

.-

NBC is "keenly aware of the responsibility it has. as .e medium
which reaches directly into the home. Thus, we believe that it is
prUdent to be concerned about the depiction of violence on television, and our programing reflects that concern.'
.
..
I am not suggesting that NBC's goal is to eliminate ell action or
depiction, of violence. Cohflict is historically a legitimate and essential pared' drama. What we strive to eliminate is gratuitous violenceviolence which is inserted merely for its shocic.xtlue and
.
net because it is important to character or to plqt. i
Furthermore, where violence themes or seen es ai importan,t to
a story, we insist that the method of presentation be 'such that it
does not glorify violence or endorse it as an acceptable solution to
human problems.

In addition, although any act may be emulated, we carefally

avoid detailed portrayals of any technique which might facilitate a
violent act or the commission of a crime.
Of course, these principles, which are 'set forth, in our code of
broadcast standards, are not self-executing. There is no simple objective test for determining whether
depicitidn of violence is gratu_
itous or- excessive.

,

,

-

We do not believe it is meaningful to quantify violence in terms
of the number of punches or gunshots.
t, . --;
Such acts must be assessed in terms of their dramatic context,
because it is that which endows them with meaning. The task of
1.

1 (Th

A. Li

'

11
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striking a balance -b.etweeq, avioding excessive violence and allowing for realism requires informed subjective judgments.
These judgments, along. with judgments in other areas of con-

cern, are made at NBC by the experienced professionals ih our ,
broadcast standards department.
The department which I administer consists of more thanpeople located in New York City and. in Burbank, Calif.

The average experience for a broadcast standards edit is -10

years.
Following established procedures of program surveillance. based

on our NBC code and the code of the National Association of
Broadcasters, the broadcast Standards department, prior to broadcast, reviews every entertainment program, with the exception of
sports programs-, whether live, on film, or on tape.
Our concerns are many -. For example, careful attention is paid to
avoiding sterotypes, coarse or profane lahguage or material, aaphic or explicit presentation of sexual matter, among other things.
Each broadcast season, before the start, of series production, I
and dther NBC executives meet on the wet coast with the produc-

ers and creative staffs of every program series to inform them of
ourpolicies and concerns, one of which is the avoidance of gratu-.
itous'or excessive violence.
Every effl?rt is made to assuretthat they fully underttand and ap,preciate our concerns and' are willing and able to conform to our
requirements.
.

A broadcast standards editor is assigned to each program or

series.

- As I. point out on page 5, final approval of the broadcast it never
given until we are satisfied that each program is acceptable under
NBC standards.
In the case of feature Films produced for initial theatrical release, somewhat different procedures are followed.
When we believe that a program could contain sensitive material

which a family might regard as unsuitable to its own younger
'Members, we air a special audience advisory.
When an advisory is considered necessary, it isAiresented in both

,

.

audio and video foram at the start of the program, at a later point
in the program and, where possible, in appropriate promotional
material in advance of the program.
NBC has a department of social research whose --ask it is to
inform management about-television's social impact. That departmerit is ofie of the resources my department draws upon'llY insure
that our decisions are consistent with what is known about
television's effects.
NBC has always tried to continue to be informed alaout the possible impact of depictions of violence.
Even those who believe that televised violence causes..sonie kinds
of aggressive behavior do not claim that the evidence supports the
conclusion that depiction of violence on television causes people to
commit real life criminal violent get.
In any event, regardless of whether certain depictions of violence
might cause aggressive behavior, the NBC policies 'and ppofedures
which I have previously described are designed to insure that such
depictions are not broadcast by NBC.
_

.

'

11
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e

In recent years, in response to the changing tastes and needs of
our diverse audience, the number of action-type programs have declined.

Some progams Which we found acceptable 10 years ago would,
under today's standfirds, require substantial revfsians.
In all, I believe that we are acting responsibly and responsively
to the needs of our viewers. Of course, no matter, what our policies
and practices, we will n' t be able_ to please everyone all of the
time.
Perceptions and definitions of violence differ, sometimes materially There will also always be those who feel we should ignor reality and not depict any violence, while there will be others who will
feel that any tampering with a creative work is an affront to their

,intelligence and impinges upon ter freedom as viewers to be informed and entertained with =a broad spectrum 9f different pro-

gram4ypes, including those which may depict violence.
We intend to remain informed .in this area and to continue to implement and, follow policies and practices which are consistent with
our responsibilities asa broadcaster.
[Mr. Daniels' prepared statement follows:1

",
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STATEMENT Or RALPH DANIELS, VICEPRESIDENT, BROADCAST STANDARDS, NATIONAL

'

BROADCASTINtrcAl,INC.

I am the Vice President

My name is Ralph Daniels.

of the DepartMept of Broadcast Standards of.,,the National

`Broadcasting Company, It is a privilege for me to testifk
today regarding.a matter which has long been of importance
to NBC.
s

,

NBC1.s keenly aware of the responsibility it has as a'

medium which reaches difectly into the home. hus, we
believe'that it is prudent to be concerned about the

o

depiction of violence on television, and our_ programming
reflects that concern.

1

am not suggesting that NBC's goal is,bogiminate

all action or depiction of violence.

Conflict is historically

a legitimate an/essential
paCt of drama.
d

Wh:t we strive

to eliminate is'gratditdtis violence -- 'Violence which is,

inserted merely for itsphock value and not, because it
is important to character or plot.

Furthermore, where

violence themes orscenes are important to a story, we insist
that the method of presentation be such that it does not
glorify violence or endorse it as an acbeptable solution
to human problems.

In additiOn, hlthougli any'act may be

emulated, we carefully avoid detailed portrayals of any

'technique which might acilitate a/violent act or the
commission of a crime.

I

so`

C.

11-8
.

15.

Of course, these principles, which:gre set forth
in our Code of Broadcast Standards, are not self-exgcuting.
%here is no simple objective test for, determining whether

depictionof:yiolence is gratditoui or excessive, We do
not believe it is mbaningful to quantify violence in terms
of the number of punches or gunshots.

Such acts must be

assessed in terms of their dramatic context, because
it is that which endows them with meaning.
.

A

\

The task of

striking a,balance between ,avoiding excessive violence
and allowing for realism requires informed 'subjective,

G

judgments.
4

.These judgments - -f long with tudgments in other

areas of concern -- are made'at NBC by the experienced
profespionaih in our Broadcast Standards Department. "The
department which I administer consists of more than 40
people located in New'York city-and in liurbank, California.
0

The average experience fOr a Broadcast, Standards editor is'
IQ years.

I think it is important to stress that6e

department reports to the Executive Vice President and
General Counsel of NBC, and Is'independent of the reporting
lines of the Program or Sales Departments.

The separateriessw

of the reporting linespakes clear the fact that the
department is insulated from the,pressurbs qf sales and
programming considerations,

f)
4.

1"
ti ti.

I
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!i011owiieg established procedures of program

surveillance based on our pc Code and the Code of the
National Association of Broadcasters, the Broaddast Standards
'Department, prior to broadcast, reviews every entertainment

program, with the exception of sports programs, whether'
liVe, on film or on tape. 'Our concerns are many.

For

example, careful attention is paid to avoiding stereotypes,
L

coarse or profane laiguage grolaterial, graphic or explicit
presentation, of sexual matter, among other things.

I

would be happy to supply the Subcommittee with a copy of
the NBC Code, to provide you with"a better idea of the
range of our copcerns.
es

A

Each broadcast season, before the start of series
production, I and other NBC executives meet on the West
Coast with the producers and creative staffs of every program
series'to inform theM of.'bur policies, and concerns; one

of which is-the avoidance of gratuitous or excessive
violence.

Every effort Ismade to assur

that they fully

understand and appreciate our concerns ad
1 are willing
and able to conform to our requirements.
.

A_Broadcast,Standards editor is assigned to each
It is'his'or her responsibility, from

program .or series.,

the yery i4eption of production, even before an initial
411

script ii,written: to review thestory outline and to
.
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adViie.th§:,:prodUce?>whether'file.program is acceptable

Once an outlineis "proved, and many

for developmpnt.
t

are not, the editor relfiewe tk -script, specifying the

thanes arodeletiens Which will be required.

The process

4

is repeatedton subsequent diafts.

Where the subject)

matter is epemihily sensitive, NBC may also engage au
consultant Or request that the producer retain one.
,

.0nly.afternthe script is approved, if it ii, does"'

The editor then scrutinises each day's

aiming

film footage(the "dailys"), making appropriaa changes
,...,Snel-Aletions when necessary.

This review process continues

:

thiougli the "rough cut" stage, when all the dailys are
assembled, through. the final cut and editing, to the

finished product.

In the case of live programs, the

effective review ends with the final rehearsal prior to
broadcast.

Throughout production, the editor maintains

a .running*dialogue with the producer in daily telephone

calls, memoranda and meetings, communicating his changep,
and concerns and making certain at each step of the

clearance process that the developing program continues.
Ito conform to NBC standards.

Sometimes it is obvious from the outset that no
amount of revision will make a program acceptable for
brbadcast.

Wel

When this happens the program is rejected and
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no further time or effort is expended on it.

Sometimes,

despite every precaution, it is only when we screen the
o

9

rough cut or tape that we are able to perceive that
problems remain.

Even at that late date we do not hesitate

to require changes.

Final' approval for broadcastiis never

rm=2.

given until we are entirely satisfied that each program
is acceptable under NBC standards.
In the case of feature films produced for initial

theatrical release, somewhat different procedures are
followed.

Prior to acquisition, the Department of Broadcast

Standards reviewthe
suiA
film Ito determine whether it is
table for broadcast.

Sometimes a film is acceptable

in general theme and treatment but contains unacceptable
scenes.

If NBC determines that these scenes can be removed

without impairing the film, the film is acquired.

NBC then

works closbly with the prodUction company to make the
requisite changes.

In some instances this may require

shooting additional film footage.

If NBC determines that I

the 'film cannot be revised to conform to°ourEtandards,

we will not acquire the film Igor broadcast.. The ratings

of the Motion Picture Association of America may be referred
to in arriving at a,determination, but they do not and cannot
substitute for NBC's own rigorous standards and experienced
judgments.
.

Thj.s responsibility must remain with NBC as the

broadcaster.

o
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When we believe that a program could coptain
sensitive material which a iIily:inight regard as.

unsuitable to its own younger members, we air a special
audience advisory.

When an advisory is considered

necessary, it is presented in both audio and video form
at the start of the program, at a later point in the
program, and where possible, in appropriate promotional
material in advance of the program.
NBC has a Department, of Sodial Researdh whose task

it is to inform management about television's social
impact.

That department is one of. the resources my

department draws upon.to ensure that our decisions are
consistent with what is known aboUt televisioras effebts.
NBC has always tried to continue Co be informed about the
possible impact of depictiops of violence.

As I understand it, based dh many discussions with
social "ttientists both within and outside NBC, the meaning

of the research evidence on television violence has
always been a subject about which honest men may have
honest differences of opinion.

Th'ere are those who believe

that the evidence supports the conclusiod that depiction
of violence on television is a factor causing aggressive
behavior.

There are also scholars who believe that the

evidence does not support such a conclusion:

Eyen those

who believe that televised violende causes some kinds of

*ft

t
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aggressive behavior do not claim that the evidence
supports.the conclusion that depiction of violence on

.

television causePpeople to commit real-life criminal
violent acts.
0

In any event, regardless of whether certain
depictions of violence might cause aggressive behavior,
the NBC policies and procedures which I heve preyiously

described are designed to ensure that such depictions are
not broadCast by NBC.

In recent /ears, in response to the changing.tastes
pnd needs of our diverse audience, the number of.actiontype programs have declined.

Some programs which we found

acceptable-ten years ago would under today's standards
require substantial revisions.
In all, I believe that we are acting responsibly
and responsively to the needs of our viewers.

Of'course,

no matter what our policies and practices, we WAS not
be able to Please everyone all of the time.

Perceptions

and definitions of violence differ, Sometimes materially.
6 There will also always be those who feel we should ignore
reality and not depict any violence, while there will be
others who will feel that any tamperihg with a creative

work is an affront to their intelligence and Impinges
upon their freedom as viewers to be_informed and entertained
with/a broad spectrum ot diffOrent program types,
including those which may depict violence.
to remain inforMed-in
.implement
mplement and follow

We.intend

is area and to continue to

r icies and practices which are

consistent with our resppnsibilities as a broadcaster.
.

,

.
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Daniels.

Gentlemen, I think going' back to a reference Mr. Schneider
mgde to the previous witness, I think it might be appropriate to
each of, 3pu a couple of minutes, if you would like, to respond

to anything that you heard said in the first hour. I think that

would be in the spirit of equit and fairness, and'we are concerned
about the fairness doctrine on is subcommittee.
Mr. MATER. I would like to r pond.

I think Mr. Turner's imagin Lion is exceeded only by, his modesty, but there are one or two ponts that are worth trying to clear
up.

Mr. Turner, I think, gave the i pression that his motion picture
offerings were Bing Crosby films b ck to back. Although his service
is not available here in Washingto it is across the river.
The other day I looked at the M tro Cable prograth guide which
is distributed by 'the Arlington, Va.y cable system, to see what he
really was offering.

The point has already ,been made that he relies greatly on offnetwork material, but he did boast about his films.

I looked at this Monday's offerings, for example. He has four

films. I went to a source book by Leonard Waltman with one-liners

about what the films are all about. He has "Five Golden Hours,"
which is described as a comedy mish-m' h wavering between satire
and slapstick as con man plots to ati ize a 'witch to. bedevil some
victims.

-

Then he has "Smash-Up," one of S san Hayward's best perfor-

manCes in the role of an alcoholic wife.

of Mrs. ,Blossom," which is
He has something called "The
referred to as an oddball original co edy with delicious perfor-

mances about a wife of a brassiere ma ufacturer who keeps a lover
/
<l
in their attic for 5 years..
Then he also has something called " avage Wilderness," which is
described as "the usual happenings in olVing a stupid cavalry comioander who incites Indian attack."
I also looked at his Saturday offerings. Although he does cater to

the, younger audience by offering such programs as "Vegetable
Soup" and "Roinper Room," he has again a pretty good fare of

movies.

Last Saturday, for example, he offered/ "Seminole Uprising,"
"The Missiles of October," "The Sands of Iwo Jima," and "Ban-

e

J

dito."

ext Saturday he offers children "Tank Force," "East of Eden,"
ash Dive," and "Angels With Dirty Faces."
He.has others, "Back to Bataan," l'Rebel Without a Cause," and
"Suspicion."
I am not troubled by Mr. Turner's programing schedule. I really
am not. Some of those-films are great.
I am a little bothered by his sanctimonious approach and his ap-

parent claims to be leading this Nation down tlitpath to some
defined new rightecrikness.

ill -

I cited these motiolipictures merely to indicat4 that it isn't Bing
Crosby back to back on his so-called super station.
Thank yogi
Mr. WIRTA.-Mr:Schneider?

J
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. I had just one comment.

I think there was some discussion with respect to 'the cigarette
advertising prohibition passed by the Congress without referring to
the first amendment or constitutionality of such a law, which was
before commercial speech cases.

Nevertheless, the law itself, since it did not restrict cigarette advertising in other media, really was not, I think, an effective kind
of law in terms of the problem that it attempted to-reach and that
cigarette smoking has increased, is still a major problem,

I am not quite sure that thata law of that nature is the solu-

tion to the problem. I think the approaches we are all trying to set
10 years, I think we have each
forth fpr this committee in the
learned a lot in terms of the r ponsiveness with which the networks have approached an attempt to contain excessive and gratuitous violence in television programs" by the fact that we are again
with you today on the dialog that, you rightfully Seek and by the
fact that social researchers eat .Of us, have brought to the table
not only dollars, but manpower ,And study which is outside the

t.

whole economic problem, should indicate. an intent of responsibility

and an intent of concern and an attempt to meet the problem as
both citizens of this country and responsible broadcasters.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Daniels?
Mr. DANIELS. No comment on Mr. Turner's testimomy.

Mr. Alarm. Mr. Blahk, you were trying to get in from CBS?
Mr. BLANK. I had just one other comment. We have been doing
_ at CBS our own monitoring of depictions of television violence for
about a decade now, depictions of violence on the three television
t.
networks.
When I heard Mr. Turner was going to be a witness, assuming I
made a good guess as to what he was going to say, I thought it
might be interesting to monitor his schedule.

We did monitor his prime time entertaiment schedule for the

week of October 7 through 1-3 as shown 'in the New York area.
His rate of violence, depictions of violence per hour, was almost

identical' to that of the three network's. There was no difference
whatsoever in the amount of violence on his schedule as compared
with the thme network schedules.
Mr. WIRTH. Am I hearing from'you, Mr. Mater, and Mr. Blank,
that the alleged predominant acceptance of network programing on
.

Mr. Turner's, schedule,- means violence on television is justified or i
good thing? \
Mr. MATER. I didh't say that.
Mr. WIRTH. You said you found that perfectly all right, what Mr.

Turner aired on his station.

Mr. MATER. I said some of the films were classics.
. , They are.
'Mr. WIRTH. "Brassieres in the Attic"?

Mr. MATER. No, it wasn't "Brassieres in the Attic." It was "A
Lover in the Attic." It was .the wife of a brassiere manufacturer.
Mr. WIRTH. The inevitable congre ional,shorthand.
Mr. MARKS. He didn't offer us a' pe for that one, you If.now..
Mr. MATER. I noticed that, Mr. M rks.

/

No; I am not attacking his schedule. I am just attacking his approach.
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I object to this sanctimonious approach that we' are evil and he is
good.

It just isn't so. His schedule is no different than that of any other
independent televisibn station in the United States.
Mr. Mo rn.. Mr. Chairman, are they all a bunch of evils.now?

Mr. Mimi It seems to me what we are dOing again is begging

the issue.

/

The issuer is, what do we know about and what is the effect of

violence on television on kilo. and on our society in generat.
To have one pot calling another kettle black or whatever it may
be, seems to me continues to beg the issue.
Let me, if I might, seeif Poen shift the question to another issue
that is somewhat parallel.

A lot of broadcasters and the FCC have put forth a case for the
repeal of the fairness doctrine. In-doing so, they say that broadcasters can be relied urn to act responsibly in the absence of any kind
of governmental regulation. We all are familiar with what the fairness doctrine is and the pressue coming from the broadcasters and

the FCC to,repeaCthe fairness db'ctrine for which. I don't think
there is a great deal of stomach on Capitol Hill. However, if you
look at the claims of broadcaster responsibility, which accompany
claims for repealing the 'fairness doctrine, and then ook at what is
- shown on television, it seems to me you end up in something of a

dilemma with respectJto violence oniejevision.
As you pointed out, Mr. Schneider, and as all of us have pointed
out, we have had a long discussion about this and it doesn't seem

to appear that the problem has gotten very much better. We still
have continuing complaints from people all across the country
about the level of violence and a lot of analysis other than your
own social science analysis that suggests this is significantly deleterious.
If the claim is made that we repeal the fairness doctrine because

broadcasters are responsible, but we look at the record as to vio-

lence on television, what level of broadcaster responsibility is manifested? Based on your record with respect totelevised violence, how
can we be expected to assume that we should turn all responsibility over to broadcasters in terms of the political dialog in this coun-

try, the public affairs dialog in this country? Can we assume that
there is a legitimate parallel there as to the extent to which broadcasters will act responsibly, and that we should learn something
from the pattern you have already set in the area of violence?

I would be happy if you would -give me some help in understand-.
ing that parallel.
Mr. MATER. I am a little puzzled by the linking of the fairness
doctrine with the violence issue.

Mr. Wiwi. The claim is that thete, like with violence on televi
sion; broadcasters act responsibily, therefore allow the, unfettered
discretion of broadcasters to determine public affairs coverage.
We have first amendment issues raised with respect.to the fairness dOitrine and the suggestion that Congress should do something to limit the broadcast of violent programs. And the Supreme
Court has said clearly that the fairness doctrine goes to fundamental first amendment rights in this country and is something that is
consistent with `the first amendment.

1 Ors. 0
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Mr. MATER. As far as the fairness doctrine is concerned, if I may

address that briefly, I think there are good and sufficient reasons
for the repeal of the fairness doctrine.

I know this has come up before. I learned the meaning of fair-

ness as a newspaperman.

Nobody told me there was a law that said I had to lip fair, but
this is what I learned.
Mr. WIRTH. That is the old argument. Come on, Mr. Mater, you
can do better than that.

You know of the Red Lion case.
Mr. MATER. I know the Red Lion case. I am not a lawyer, but I
can speak as a broadcaster.

If you want to link the two--

.

WIRTH. We are t4lking about the responsibility of broadcasters..That is the fundamental issue we want to get at.
Mr. MATER. That is what I was about to say.

4,s. far as the fundamental responsibility of the broadcapter, I
think the broadcaster has reacted to an expressed concern regarding violence and I don't think there is any question about it.

I

,

I think our figures, out studies, and lots of other studies and
this is one of the points I tried to make in my prepared statementthat there is no unanimity.
I think it was Dr. Rubenstein who pretty much headed up the
Surgeon General's report who commented recently where there
Used to be gray areas there are now black and white.

In other words, there are more defined issues, if you will, and

more people who definitely believe, more social scientists who believe, there is no. cause and effect relationship between televised
violence and social behavior.
Equally important is the fact all of us have reduced violence. The

depiction of violence has changed, changed dramatically. It has
changeti in Rs portrayal, changed and been, reduced in terms of
numbers.

I don't think there is any question aboutjt. We have acted re-

. sponsibly.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Schneider?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Congressman Wirth, I don't think that we have a
double standard.

I think our company, Mr. Ehrlich, our senior vice president and
general counsel, has testified whether or not there is a fairness doctrine, the American Broadcasting Co., will still take the responsibility of making .sure there is objectivtediscussion of controversial
issues of public importance and it also.raises the question of access.

I think that we recognize that there are responsibilities in the

area of controversiality as there are in the area of violence.
I think there has been an amelioration in terms of the extent of
incident of violence that are portrayed and it also 'depends very

-much, upon the kind of program.
I personally was involved in some of the decisions that we had to
reach in the violence that was cbntained in "Roots." ;,

I would dare say in the presentation of that program we permit-

ted a great deal more violence than I would have permitted in
some plain detective action programs.

v
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think at times when we looked at that with our staff we felt,

Wird we not portrayed it in the manner in which- we did, we wpuld
not have conveyed the horrendous problem of slavery as it existed
in our time.
We are dealing with subjective judgments on a case -by 'case basis.

The introduction of this incident classification analysis f6rm
which we have tried to inject as a qualitative measure in terms of
examining when violence is appropriate and when it is not appro.:,
priate is something we are working on.
We are not perfect with it. We haven't developed it to an extent
yet that I can say I am satisfied.
We, indeed, are trying to be able to balance the viewers' interest
in seeing programs of this kind with the necessity to take into con.

sideration the social responsibility with respect to 'programs that
deal with conflict.
Mr. Wiam. Mr. Daniels?

Mr. DANIELS. The fairness doctrine is not
, an area in which I

work., so I won't comment on that.

To the point of general responsibility, and /responsiveness in N,
broadcast standards, rthink the prepared statements of each ells
have indicated that.
I mentioned in my own statement the fact that certain programs
10, 12 years ago, that were on the air that were brought back 4, 5,
6, 7, years later, when we looked at those programs we took a
second look and realized there was what-we at that point in state.7.
of the art of Broadcast Standards' evaluation add editing, it went
beyond what we wokild then accept.

For those that we evaluated; we edited, for those we eventually.
broadcast, they had to be edited.
To the other point, Mr. Schneider's comment about the different
kinds of programs, certainly when we ran "Slogun" we did some
things on that mini-series that had never beenlione before.
In "Holocaust" we did things which we felt reflected that society,

this t' e, that culture. So we have one standard, but it is applied
in di rent way We do on the "Johnny Carson Show" late- at

night r on "Satilkday Night Live" is quite different from what we
do to to 9 at night, or in a special series that is of particular
impo nce to the general viewership.
sm. Gentleffien, I have to go to a session on another issue
Mr.
r and dear to your heart, copyright retransmission conwhich is

now is of passionate concern to you; perhaps of
sent, which
greater concern than this hearing.
Let me just say that I have been involved in this for 6 yea rs on
this subcommittee. I went back and reviewed th7t transcript of the
1977 hearings on this issue in which we really were, in barricades.From one side of the table it was almost as if there was no problep
in the outside world, and that everythiing iri this societyevery one
of society's problemswere rooted in what happened on television.
I think we have come a long way. I must say I found all of yo
presentations, and your interest and concern a step in the right direction.

..

We must ask from a public policy perspective, what is that right
direction? Consistent with the first amendment, what can w4 do?
That is clearly the kind of discussions we are having here.

.
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think they are very helpful. I think you have a sense or the
concern of this subcommittee and its membership and the attend-

ance today is a very clear reflection of that. People, are very deeply
concerned about how we socialize our young.

I really appreciate the direction you are taking and the comments you are making. We have not solved mail), of the problems
though, which we will hear about from the nextrianer
As one involved in watching this proceso over a long period, I
wanted to register that.
Mr. Mom.?
Mr. Morn [presiding]. I have a couple of questions for the panel.
Has the impact of the shows "Born Innocent' and "The Deer
Hunter" affected the networks' portrayal of violence on television?
Mr. DANIELS. I will respond to part of that.
"The Deer Hunter" is a feature film that did not runwas not
purchased by any of the networks.
Mr. Morn,. But it was run on local television stations? .0
Mr. DANIELS. Yes. I can only comment that we reviewed the film
at NBC and determined we would notcould not edit that film
feature film, to be acceptable to your standards.
As to the Born Innocent case, I believe that still is under consideration in the cotirt in California.
There is no evidence that there was any cause/effecta.relationship
in what occurred there and what ,occurred in, a crime in California.
that is in the hands of the lawyers and the courts. so far as I
know.

Mr. Mcrrrt... It is your opinion Ind the opinion of the other members of the networks that there is no correlation between shows

like "Born Innocent" and "The Deer Hunter" and what follows

thereafter as far as aggressive, violent behavior?
Mr. DANIELS. So far as thethe only one on television, Born In

nocent, that was on NBC. There is no correlation that has been
proved, and the major response we got about that program was
over 300 and some social agencies across the country, social welfare, social work, penology, all of whom congratulated us on dealand how
ing with that subject of young people in an institutionnot
helped

they live and how they can be helped and in some cases
and what goes on in that mlnisociety, a very seripus problem.
We felt we were very much on the right track and aing a responsible job 'in presenting that program.
Mr. MoTTL. Anybody else like to comment on those shows?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think, Congressman Mottl,'what you are indicating is that there are certain aberrations in our society which,
whether or notwe would not accept the fact that there is a correlation. certainly one can say that there have been a number of reports and papers that, after "The Deer Hunter" was runand we
all turned it down for the very same reason, because of the concern
with respect to its emulatabilit'y in terms of the playing of the roulette wheel.
Those Are, certain risks society, takes, whether it be in movies,
motion pictures, books, or on television.
Although we are confronted with the issue that yost present by

that, torhat extent do 'you not show anything on the air and to

I 1'3
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what extent do you take a responsible, reasonable approach in

dealing with drama in the manner in which we do.
That is a question that concerns us all.
Mr. MATER. If I might just return to the question of responsibiliKty raised by Mr. Wirth, I think "The Deer Hunter" may very well
be an indication of that.
Apparently, if the press reports are to be believed, we all turn4
'it down. We all looked at it. We all felt it coundn't be 'edited sufficiently to meet our standards.
Each network operates independently.
I know we looked at it. We also saw an edited version and felt we
just couldn't air it on CBS.
Mr. Mom.. Mr. Mater, I think you said before there is a decrease
in violence on television?
Mr. MATER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mom.. What years did you notice the decrease in television
violence and to what degree has there been a decrease and what

type of violence has been decreased' on television?
Mr. MATER. Well, I refer to Prirne time dramatic program vio.

lence. I refer to a decline from the first year we studied until now.
I would just 'as soon Dr. Blank, who was responsible for that activity, respond to that.
Mr.,.Mo-trt. Dr. Blank?

BLANK. We started monitoring in 1972-73 season. We are
.monitoring currently.

The decrease is over that, roughly, a decade period the maghitude of the decrease in about a quarter for all the networks com-

bined, slightly more than that for CBS.

.

-

The decrease has been fairly steady over time, with irregulari;
ties. We don't count them and then count up programs and say-Mr. Mom. What .is the mount of decrease?
Mr. BLANK. About-a quarter.

Mr. Mom. Twenty-five percent? .
Mr. BLANK. Twenty-five percent over the decade in the amount
of depictions of violence on the networks by our standards.

Mr. Mom. Thiis in prime time?

-

Mr. BLANK. Prime time entertainment programing.
I say, the decrease has been fairly steady over time with some

irregularities, and we are nOtv pretty close to'the low point in the
period.

Mr. Mom.. Is there a certain type of violence you are talking

about? How wopld you define it? Is there ddefinition?

Mr. BLANK. Our definition is essentially acts9f interpersonal,

physical violence or threats thereof.
We don't categorize our violence by particular 'kind. We aggregate the amount of violdnce and it is that measure that I am referring to.
Mr. Marrt: Thank you, Mr. Blank.,

The gentleman from Texas, do you have any questions of the
panel?
Mr. COLLINS. I have one question. In violence, do your networks
make a conscious effort to determine whether the black hat guy is
W rand-the-white hat is clearly shown?
--dn'arly-stmr
'
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In other woods, today, I get the impression when I watch those
shows that a lot of times the real thug is shown as kind of a nice
Mr. MATER. Well, I think all of usand I can only speak for

CBS, but our basic approach is that evil-Will not prevail.
Mr. CowNs. Do you really try to show then up as bad guys?
In the old days, when we had the old cowboy shows, I liked
"Maverick," "Hopalong Cassidy," all of that.
The difference was really clear. Today it has gotten to be kind of
a gray area.
Mr. MATER. I think part of the problem is, we don't wear hats
arty more. I am not trying to be facetious, but certainly it was true
in the cowboy shows. I do think we make it clear that evil will not

prevail.
Mr. CowNs. On CBS there

is

a show 'about a city called

Dallas..

Mr. MATER. Yes, sir.

Mr. COLLINs. Do you think they show the bad guys to be the
deadheads they really are?
Mr. MATER. Mr. Collins, you are far mote familiar Z11E-Dallas as
a city than I am. I know the show, you know the city.
I don't think this is supposed to be 'in any way a depiction of real
life in Dallas; and we don't profess it to be that at all.
It is pure entertainment.
An awful l'ot of people like it, but, you:know, if it were called
Houston or some place in another district, I don't think it would
change.

Mr. BLANK. I also don't think there is any question in the

audience's mind who wears the black hat in,"Dallas."
Mr. CoLuois. You don't think it shows him as kind of a nice guy?
Mr. MATER. He is the kind of man you love to hate. That works.
It is entertainment.
I don't think there is anything really wrong with entertainment
per se. There is-no violence in "Dallas." It is a show that a lot of
people like. An. awful lot of people like.
It is one Ofithe most successful-programs on television today.
Ms. CoLuois. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COLtaxs. Be a pleasure to.
Ms. COLLINS. I just want everyone to know who is wearing the
white hat now.
Mr. Mum- The gentleman from New York, Mr. Scheuer?
Mr. &HEUER. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.

I have to make a little footnote here that I don't think it is up to
the Congress to-mandate to the television networks and the authors that vicklence has to be portrayed in forms of good 'guys and
bad guys.

If you look back through the great,literature of mankind, you
find that violence doesn4 happen that way.
If you look at the plays of Aeschyles and Sophocles and Euri-pedes, you find a-certain inevitability and we are all tied up; it is

written in the stars, good people,' bad people, all kinds of people get
A
involved in violent situations:,

t)
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Very gory situation's, people gouging their own eyes out, fantasiz-

ing, you remember the fables of Medea, the travels of Odysseus
that are permeated with violence.
goodness, the plays .of Shakespeare, where violence' is prorayed in all kinds of circumstances. If you remember the play
Othello," that is indelibly written in my mind b4cause when I was
at the Harvard Business School over 'four decades ago, I had to
work on the portrayal of Othello, the presentation of "Othello" in
the Cambridge Theater with Paul Robeson.
I know every line of that play backward and forward. I carried a
spear.

Othello was essentially a good man. It was the people around
him who finally twisted his mind gradually and created this venomous, jealousy againbt his wife.'He.was a good man who strangled
his wife op stage.

You couldn't imagine anything more gory than that, but he was
a white hat. I think Congress better stay out of the business of telling the networks how to portray violence. I think any suggestion
that we think it ought to be white hats and black hats would be
totallAnappropriate.
As a matter of fact, the first amendment, I think, pretty.clearly
keeps us out of the business of guidelines or standards. If any of

.,.youand we have been perplexed; we have had these hearings

year after bloody year. Literally apd figuratively.'
We are concerned with the effects of violence, especially. on our

young kids.

I am very concerned with the effects of television as a totality
and the effect of the sugared cereal ads, the candy ads on infants,
young kids, 2, 3, 4 years olds, their-lifetime dietary habits that ate
going to have a devastatlitimpact on their. health outputs.
But we are faced with the first amendment.
I would likeand we believe in the Constitution here. There is
not a man in this room that wouldn't give up his er her seat in
defense of the first amendment and the great Constitution that we
cherishv
Mr. COLLINS. Will the gentleman,yield a moment?
Mr. SCHEUER: Let me finish this question.

Can any of yoti.give us any gliidance as to what our 'role should
be in full respect of the first amendment and the constraints that
are properly placed on us by the Constitution of the United States,
how can we play and how should we play a constructive role in the
mindless violence that we peiceive on tteleyision without crossing
that dangerouS line of iinvading first amendment rights and imposing constraints on the Constitution that we aren't properly allowed

to do?

.Mr. DANIELS. Just to offer one thing, the reminder that thi5

meeting is talking place and others have taken place-like it since
television started is helpful as 1,vell 'asAlie scientists we talked to,
the presshre grops that talk to us, all-the interested parties repotsenting small or large populations, that we serve in our mass°
medium.

All of thse reminders keep our fingers to the fire as we try new
methods, techniques, develop skills among our professionals, keep
them, pay them more to do the job that you have described, Mr.
t
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II' agree

with you, Mr.
Scheuer, in evaluating the impqct, because
Collins, it is not necessztrily black and white all the time.
They are not easily identifiable. In fact, in the old days maybe
Humphrey
Bogart and Edward G. Robinson were, in fact, heavies,
.
.'-, but were portrayed as the nice guys.
Is lo it is. a lot greyer area. I think of "'Hill Street Blue s" on our
own netWork, It is sometimes hard to figure out. We think more
and more the audiences are sophisticated and they have shown
they are sophisticated about that:
We just have to keep working at it and develop our skills and
,wherever science &an help us, as well aS the creative artists community,.to work-with us to fine-tune it.
',
BeZause we consider the responsibility we have a very, very
1

,

''' k great one.

,

.

Mr: SCHEUER: I yield to my colleague from Texas:
Mr. COLLINS. The gentleman compared television with "Othello." I

.;;

..

think it is misleadink to compare great literature with television.

.

Maybe 1 percent of tIte people would read great literature, but television is watched by 100 percent of the masses. .
I think there is a complete difference.
`.
There is a=dherent impact.
If anyone .doubts the impact of, television compared to the written word of literature, I think there is a big difference.

0E-

.real it almost conveys a way of life to*America today.
.114-4,MoTri.. Thank you very much, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Collins.
Nexf7the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Marks.
Mr. MARKS. Mr. Chairinan, f think there is a'tendency unfortunately in hearings like tics for both the witnesses and posSibly for
even us to suggest outrage to some extent, to go to extremes with
really little concern for the remedies.

-

,

r agree with him abOut the first amendment, but the impact,
your responsibility or what you do to convey' and impress the

!

,

'.

I find'it unfortunatethat because of the time situation that you t
gentlemen are testifying before the next panel because the next
panel is really, the panel that is going to present to us evidence of
many studieS tht have been made that indicate to a ,very large
extent that there is a problem,. and, as I understand your testimony, it really is that you acknowledge that there is a problein, at
least of sorts, .and up to a certain .degree you -have triedv, to keep
that problem frog' getting out of hand.
I think in that sense we have to compliment you for trying.
I guess the question in our minds is whether you have gone far

enough,' particularly on the basis of t e fact that we all On this ,
re concerned about the first
an
panel, men an d 'women on this panel,
amendment, realize our obligation to reserving that first amend-'
merit and, therefore, for the most partand I remember back in
1977 when hehad these hearing's alsowe,suggested that you have

to bean a very, very great burden because of the first amendment.
You have to be able to 'share the responsibility to.some extent.
Whether yoti have actually corneas far as you should have come,
I think, is doubtful.
I an not sure that some of the very wild statements made by our
.
previous witness can be backed up factuallY, but he does make a
point'that we find,..as Members of the Congress, as we go back to
,,,
ts
.

,
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our districts and talk to our peotile,, believe it or not, our people,
though they talk to u13 about high interest rates and taxes and the -economy and the rest, they do from time to time indicate to us concerns that they have about what they have been seeing and somatimes even hearing on radio, reading in newspapers, the magazines, but certainly seeing r television.
They are critical of it.
I think to some extent they have a right to be. I guess there is no
one, on this committee that has been' on the committee any longer

than I to begin ivith_-other than the chairman who has been
more critical of programing from all three of the networksnot
necessarily pinpointed into violence as have I.
I realize,in being critical that you have made an attempt and are

making 'some -attempt to try to remedy it. I guess one of the

other-rthere are two areas I am concerned about.
One happens to be what you haven't done in the late night areas.

I watched a program called "Saturday Night Live." ,I' have to
confess to you I am not sure which of the networks carries that.
I guess it is NBC.

Mr. DANIELS. Yes.

Mr. MARKE. I watched it the other night. I did that because my
children told me that is a very funny p'rogram. I watchedthat pro-

gram. I notedI didn't laugh. It may be I don't have a sense of
humor.
I didn't really laugh that night. I heard such words as "crap': used

over and over again, the advertising of the grelit advantages to

become a prostitute.
If you gentlemen don't think for one moment that-we don't have
children of rather young`years who are up after 8 o'clock, you are
wrong, and who watch those programs.
I am concerned about the way yoU depict life and language and
the rest on all of us, and then in theon the 'Saturday progrms,

your children's programs, I think it is interesting that Dr. George
Gerbner, who will testify soon; the dean of the Annenberg School
of Communications, and really a super guyI have heard him testify before and Mked with himin his testimony today, and I am
going to quote some of it to you, says,

,

Violence in Weekend daytime children's TV programs, already the most violerit on
television, rose last year on every measure and on all three major networks.
The Thost substantial rise was registered in the rate of violent incidents per hour.
Weekend daytime programs bombard children with an average of over 25 violent
acts per hour, up from 17 the year before, and well above the average rate in the 14
years of this project.

They have been doing this for 14 years. So for you to:come to us
and say that you are concerned and we appreciate that, and you
are trying to do somnething about it, I think statistics like that
must be shown a great deal mnore deference than perhaps what
you have done scr far.

I would be pleased to hear any answers that you may have to
that, particularly in the two areas I am talking. about, the late
night television and the weekend children's programs.
Mr. MATER. If I may--2-I cant talk about "Saturday Night Live." l't
is on past my bedtime.
*

_
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Mr. MARKS I say, Mr. Matermay I say I just used that? I didn't
pick our NBC. Believe me, your network and ABC have the same

types of prbb' lems; at least our constituents think they do.
Mr. MATER. Part of the problem, as ,far.as Saturday morning, is

concerned Mr. Marks, is you accepted Drs Gerbner's figures. We
don't. We don't accept his methodology or approach.
As far as Saturday morning is concerned, if Bugs Bunhy pours a
pitcher of milk over a chipmunk's head, Dr. Gerbner says that is
an act of violence. I don't think it is.
I think that is where we begin to come apart.
Some of the material that we are submitting from CBS involves
an exchange with Dr. Gerbner in terms of his approach and our
questioning the validity of that approach. When Dr. Gerbner talks
about this vast increase, he is not talking necessarily about whole
numbers. .
He ha.4 a lot of other factors. It. is not necessarily a question of x
number of incidents of violence going up. It is who did what to
whom. He is interested in other things.
Some of yourwitnesies to follow, the little I have seen of tkeir
material, indicate that they rely heavily on Dr. Belson who did 'AG
extensive study that we funded.
Dr. Belson also pointed out that comedic Violence; which is what

Saturday morning is all about; really doesn't have that sort of
impact on people.

Dr. Gerbner, on the one hand, talks about this increase. I don't
know it there is or not, dp terms of absolute numbers, and you have
,
many others who say it has no impact.
Clearly, commonsense, if nothing else, should prei(ail and indi-

cate that, as I say, if Bugs Bunny pours a pitcher ,of milk over a
chipmunk's head, thht is not an act of violence.
I would like-

Mr. BLANK. I just want to comment briefly that one of our many
points of disagreement with Dr. Gerbner has been,ivvith respect to
the issue of comedic violence..
We have seen no evidence of any kind that satisfies us that comedic violence does have any effect on people which leads to'crimi.
nality.
I think we all grew up with comedic violence.
Mr. SCHEUER. What kind of violence?

Mr. BLANK. Comedic violence, Bugs Bunny, humor. Not serious
violence, a serious program where people are seriously hurt.
If Bugs Bunny is run over and bounces up again; that is an act of
violence by some people's definition.
Mr. MARKS. I have to apologize to you that the NBC and ABC
lights just went out over here when you were talking.
Mr. BLANK. Basically we don't accept that . view. If you don't
accept that view,' then the characterization of Saturday morning as

being the most violent time in the schedule just falls by the
-

wags.

,

side.

Mr. Mom. Mr. Daniels, do you have a comment?
Mr: DANIELS. Yes. We rely not only on our \ocial research de-

partment, Mr. Marks, but also on a panel of four 'distinguished
now five distinguished social scientists in the field of child psychology and other related fields all of whom do examine our Saturday
1

()
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morning programing before it goes gn the air, when it is just at a
script level.

I have had no indication of the kinds of conclusions. that
Dr.
,
Gerbnerthat you quoted from him.
On the point of "Saturday Night Live," although itis not related
to violence, I will comment since it is on NBC that started about 6
years ago.

That program was innovative, certainly different from anything
else that had been on the mass media before. We made a few mistakes along the way. I won't say we still haven't main them recently or won't even in the ititure, but when yob are on the edge, on

the margin of dealing with humor and satire, you take some
chances.

.

I suppose the broadcast'
roadcast tfandards department at NBC has bent
more in that program thanany other.1 think to the benefit of the
viewers,in general, in terms of attacking some subjects and issues
in a humorous satiric form which I think is very healthy. .
For any poor language, vulgar language that may have been in
there, I apologize-for that. We feel Mit is a self-selecting audience
late Saturday night: It is the only place where we do run a program of that kind. There's some risk ,involvesi, I grant you that.SChEUER. Will the witness yield

on that?

Agin I don't think Congress should be in the position of oNmpening particular programs. My kids also introduced me to "Saturday Night Live." I have watched it on a number of occasions. I
think it is screamingly funny.
I think it is by far the most sophisticated program on television.
I wish there were a heck of a lot more programs like "Saturday

-Night Live."

I can't believe that th broad sati e that might be involved in

how great is the life of a prostitute c uld conceivably be construed
as serious by any young woman.
.
If you are talkin about girls below the age of 14 or 15, there is a
certain parental sponsibility in gett rig them to bed by 11:30.
I think it is terrific program. It is the only example I know bf
very funny, very sophotticated, very satirical programing. I think it
it great. I think there ought to be mote of it.
Mr. Marry. -Does the gentlewoman from Illinois have any questions?
.!

Ms. COLLINS. Yes, I do,

Mr. Chairman, when the previotis witness' was here, there-.

seemed to be some slight discussion about the greater acceptance of
violence by people in the lower socioeconomic strata of our ecnno- )
my. Therefore, I hav,e- some questions ab ut the Neilsen ratingS.
How much of your programing it influence by Neilsen ratings?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. The Neilsen .rating is ne factor that is. taken
..
into consideration in the decisionmaking"p ocess.
Ms. CoLuNns it a
hted factor?.
\
Mr. SCHNEIDER I
know if you. 'can- say it is weighted by a ,
numerical statistca t ng.
It is certainly e ted in terms Of the audience acceptability of

the program, in term of an overall schedule; diversity is another
problem, the different types of prograips and formats, introduction
of types of programs.

40
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You have a number of decisionmaking proce4es.
Ms. COLLINS. All of those factors are combined into one whole to
make you decide which program you are going to keep on the air
and which you are going to take off.
How much, if any, direct response or acceptability of programs

do you get from ,John Q. Listener? Do you receive letters saying
this is a fine program, keep it on the air?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Sure. We each have audience information de:
pEktments which tabulate that mail and review it for management.

oak Ms. COLLIN& That goes into the whole pot Qf programing as well?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is reviewed.
Ms. COLLINS. On your Neilsen rating: When those statistics are

being brought about you cover the whole spectrum geographically
and socioeconomically and so forth, don't you? Basically there is a
ready acceptance 9f the programs that you put over the air, right?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.

Ms. Cotl.ms. Let me ask you another question relating to that: A
proposed program is sent down to your broadcast standards editor's

that the guy who makes the finel' decisions on what is

office.

going to be shown and how various programing will hif the air?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. He is involved in the everyday script review and
determination of the acceptability of a program, yes.
There are various supervjsory levels in which appeals are made
from time to time.
Ms. COLLINS. How many minorities are in your various network
offices of broadcast standards and so forth?'
Mr. DANIELS. In the case of NBC, I don't know that I can count
them.
'As a premise, we start knowing that we a2re making decisions
about programs, 'ilariety, drama,- the whole range of. kinds of programs that wc, are going to show members ,of minorities, ell minorities.

-

So in our case on the west coast, where most of-our prime time
programing is reviewed, we try to have' a number of women..We
have 4 women now out of 12.
We have two Hispanics, two black. We try t give the range.
We can't cover all the minorities, but those re two primary ones

that concern us. Then there is a great deal of cross fertilization and
checking within the department.
If I have a show, the "Hill, Street Blues" that shows blzicks, are
those blacks just the perpetrators or are they the policeman? Is the
drug addict white or black?
We have those kinds of concerns. We share Agit within the department with the program producer and production company,
with the program executives, and then we go to outside consultants, in many cases, to gef eipert help.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I would like to comment-on that too.
Mr. MATER. I would like to touch on the whole basic subject.
Mr. MOTTL. Mr. Mater?

Mr. MATER. There really are at least three factors that go into
the mix in terms.of audience acceptance or interest in programing.
One is the mail you referred to. At CBS we receive 250,000 letters a yearAach of those letters is read, analyzed, jogged, and a
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report goes out 'on a regular basis to a large list of executives
throughout the company, to indicate what the audience feels.

Second, a very large factor is the affiliate. Each of 3 networks
has about 200 affiliates. I am sure it is the same with the ither
, two, but our affiliates are not at all reluctant to tell us what they
think about programs and what their local audience thinks about
programs. So thdre is feedback. Indeed, there is a regular system of

reporting to a number of us their statements and complaints and

cautions and So forth.

The third' factor is the Nielsen rating. Surely to us it is impor-.
tart, but itis important to everyone in a diffrent sense.
The Washington Pdst today. carries. -a rather long story on its
business page about the increased circulation of the Washington
Post.

It is laudatory. They have picked up a lot of readers. It is the

same sort of t,hing with us.

Unfortunately Nielsen, has a negative connotation and circula-

tion sounds fine.

,

-

The ratihgs are important, because all it means is are people

watching or aren't they?

Mr. SCHNEIDER.. I think Gongresgwoman Collins, the ratings are
clearly a factor. The basic philosophy, however, is in terms of diversifi4d 'scheduling.

.

o'

The attempt is made to look at the' tOckagetas a whole and the
ratings are only one part. So far as minorities, we have .two blacks,
one Asian, one Hispanic, and 50 percent of our staff on the west
coast are women, but I would like to go back to the children's programing for a point, because I think a major learning process, we
all know, takes place from television.
A number of years ago we placed emphasis on the fact that we

would attempt to inXct minorities in the social aspects' of
children's programs.

If you .look at some of the ABC daytime programs, a definite
intent and eqort is made to poftray minorities, whether they are
Indiari, Asians, blacks-chi prtoons.

It was never done before television. They were always whitefaced animated cartoons.. I think also .we overlook .the fact of the
extent to which we have all injected prosocial messages.
We now carry 31/2 minutes of _nutritional 'messages and health
messages in our daytime Saturday morning children's programing.
The Heimlich maneuver, good eating habits, safety'habits.
Mr.,Scxxoka. Three and a half minutes per what?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Per morning. If you

take the morningit is in-

terjected throughout the day, 3,0 second spots throughout the whole
9 to 12 o'clock timelperiod. It was ,not done a number of years ago.
Mr. SCHEUER. 3.5 out of 180?

Mr. SCHNEVER. I dqn't Nnic you take,
Mr. SCHEUER.. You have 3 ours. That is 180 minutes.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. ThAt is right.
-

Mr. SCHEUER. You are riot talking about 3.5 minutes per .Ifour?
Mr. $CHNEIDER. If you take 3:'5 minutes of 3p' second spots per the

3 hours, that is correct. It is a minute per hour. It is a minute per
t

Dour.

/
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That is in the overall balance, but then you also have "Scholastic
,Rock," which is a 5-minute program dealing with learning, drama,
or mathematics.
Each of us has a different formula that we use. We do not permit
any weapons to be used. When you talk about destruction, no real
live guns, weapons, shots may be fired in any animated -cartoon.
We don't permit any real live weaponry, no knives to be used.
All you see, even in the action programs are laser beams, lights,
or action-oriented kinds of cases so that againalthough we all disagree with the way that Dr. Gerbner is counting acts of violence
you must go to the definition of how he determines what violence

is and whether or not you agree with that definition in terms of
the count or whether there has been a decrease or increase in the
amount of violence.
Ms. Comarqs. Mr. Schneider, I believe' in your testimony you men-

tie oned that violent behavior, when portrayed, must lie reasonably

related to the story line. The thought occurred to me that at the

time that perhaps the power- of suggestion is just as great now as it
was formerly when we didn:t see the, direct or almost direct acts of
violence.

Is there a possibility that you could simply use effectively the
power of suggestion, rather than the actual showing of violence
and still keep your story line intact?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. A good deal of work is done making violence
take place off camera. That is often directed by us in your notes to
the production people.

'Mr. MoTri.. Next we will hear from the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Tauzin.
Mr. TAUZIN. I think Mr. Markey is next.
Mr. Maul.. The gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr, Markey.
Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think it probably would have been more helpful just in terms of
the structuring of the hearing if the next panel had been on before,
because I guesS in all trials the indictment should be levied, before
thp defendants sit at the witness stand.
,

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Assuming we are defendants.

Mr. MARK' . Assuming in a very broad analogy.
Mr. MArats.',Afteir listening to Mr: Turner, if you don't think you

are- -

Mr. MATER. I think it is beyond tlieindictment.stagel
Mr, MARKS. It probably would haye' been more helpfiil to us just

in terms of thp elucidation of the actual charges made by Dr.

Gerbner or Dr.. Radecki and action rfor thildren's television a I
others if the sequence had been reversed ,and we prObably c
have had a moreaelightened, broader dialog than is possible here
since Mr. Turner does not really represent, in his view', a scientific
or analytic presentation in the manner Dr. Gerbner and'others do.
What is, I guess, at question is theis not to much the right-of
television to showviolence.

I don't think anyone denies that, whether it be

whether it be "Roots," whether it be any program.

akespeare,

It is really not the question of the quality of the violence, it is

the quantity of it.
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How much it permeates the total amount of television program-4
ing that is most disturbing to people and whether it be prime time'
television or it be children's weekend television programing that is
really what is at itsue here.

It is the proper balance that it plays in the overall program

structure of the networks.
.
.
No on would object to the decision that you made on "Roots,"

you made in "Sho-Gun," you made on any other program to in-

clude perhaps more graphically. than you would ordinarily A depic-

tion of a violent act, as long as it was done in the context of a
highly professionally done program.

I think what people are more concerned about is the quantity of
violence that the general society is exposed to and, most especially,
Children.

-

What is it that makes a Hinckley susceptible to seeing'a 'Movie
and then acting out what he has seen i4 a bizarre and distorted
manifestation of real life reflecting art?
I guess to a certain extent, many of us would believe it would be,
what children are exposed to, not at age 17 or 18, or if Hinckley is
24 or 25; that is not where the real problem is.
The real problem is when you get back to children who are 3, 4,
5, and 7 and 8. What they are seeing is a constant diet of programing. Where we would, I guess, begih to wonder whether or not
whether there is some concern is when Dr. Radeckiand I will go
's testimony because he won't have a chance of getting into
og with youis-where he says that many people continue
that cartoons, the most violent hours on television, are not
harmful, this is perhaps due to desensitization and to the confusion
that kids' stuff is nothing to worry about,
However, NCTV. has located 25 separate studies on cartoon violence. Of these, 24 of the studies clearlyohow trends of proven significant effect that this programing increases aggression and vio,

lence in children viewars.

I guess that is-the problem that many of us have. I am not able
in 5 minutes to address any broader question, but just to look at
that question of obildren's programing, look 'at the subconscious

'effect that it has upon their development, upon their attitude

toward the resolution of human conflict, and, what becomes acceptable?,
Again, Dr. Radacki,speaking;c.
There is a misconception that if the viewer enjoys a violent program, then the

viewer 6 not affected.
Programs in which the good guy teaches the bad guy a lebsiorr:byAising violence
are often enjoyed by viewers/These programs cause somewhat leksoxxiety, but are
actual1 likely, to be more effective at getting the viewer to accept and use violence
in-,his life.

-

it is these prpgrams that the ,networks are promoting in huge numbers at this

mo;nent.

That testimony is repeated; by bther.witnesses who will apflear
before us later on this*mornink:
Mr. -Mom. Mr._ Markey, canlhey answer the question now?
Mr. MARKEY. Yes; that is my concern. That is the problem that
4t
have.
"

.1,4,1
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Dr. Gerbner's study indicates a dramatic increase in that level of
the incidence of violence.
I would like you to address that question.

Mr. WURTZEL. I would like to respond to two issues that you

raised.

The first briefly is the issue of Hinckley and others like that.

That is a pathology. They are very distuibed individuals. There are
many, many reasons for that sort of violence that preceded long
before television or books or, icing or anything. I think that is an
aberration.
There are so many variables in society that can contribute to violence exclusive of television. Poverty, socioeconomic status, and so
forth that I think that is something that needs to be viewed outside
the bounds of the general dialog that we are talking about.
What I would like to talk aboutMr. MARKEY. That is where I would disagree with you. I think
there is a clear cause and relationghip between his seeing that. I
think that incident is, if nothing else, is demonstrative of the subconscious effect that the viewing of a program can have upon the
acting out by individuals even though if may be onlyeven though
it may only be having an effect upon a condition that antedated
the discovery of television.
What we are talking about here is an exaggeration, increase in
that kind of conduct because of the exposure to programing and
television.
Mr. WURTZEL. I- recognize what you say, Congressman, except
that an individual such as a Hinckley, a pathological individual,

can find any rationale for any, sort of act.

Whether he chose a movie or a television show or a book or a
-fictional character from a fairy tale is not really at issue here.
What I would like to address just very briefly is the notion of the
research that Dr. Radecki and Dr. Gerbner -Mr. Mom. If you could sum up? We have to get the next- panel
out by noon: If you could sum up, we would appreciate it.
Mr. WURTZEL. Very briefly, this is the problem: When you deal
in the notion of the effects of violence, what you'are dealing with is
a large body of research that is exceptionally technical and complex.
What hhppens is that quite frequently there is an attempt to boll
down complex research studies into a two-page press release or intoa brief paYagraph" in the consumer press. What 'thgt does is, it
Olin hates the varioueshades of grey that exist, and one rarely
sees the very vigorous and spirited debate that is occurring in the
academic research literpture regarding many of the studies that
,have been mentioned byDr. Gerbner, Dr. Radecki and others.

I think one of the key points one has to remember is the fact

that if you are using research to create a conclusion that television
is responsible for violence, then you are beholden to evaluate and

analyze the research itself and what goes into that ,withotit. subscribing completely to the result of the research, withcliff looking at
.
the methodology that went into it.
One other point is that the academic literature only accepts studies which prove something that the hypothesis was' originally designed to address.
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Therefore, when you start to do counts of particular articles, you
are bound to find counts in which there may be consistent view
such as Dr. Radecld's suggesting that there is some sort of a correlatiqn, but agairrthere are two things you have to consider: One is
the measurement of violence itself.
Second is the way in which the subjects were utilized. Finally, it

is a consideration of the fact that there was a tremendous amount
of complexity in. the literature and a very spirited academic debate
that is going on that unfortunately rarely arises in these sorts of
forums or in the consumer press.
I think it eliminates many of the shades of grey that exist in the
research literature.
'Mr. MARKEY. If I may interrupt, because I know my time is

out- -

Mr. Mom. Your time is up, Mr. Markey.

.Mr. TAUZIN. I will yield.

Mr. MARKEY. There is a certain principle in the law which is
called res ipsa loquitur which is, the thing speaks for itself.
In 1974 there was an incident on television in.:which six ;young
men &used a wothan with gasoline and burned her. In the city of
Boston the next day, after seeing it on television', the same thing
happened.
Rod Sterling publicly apologized after- Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is not true. There were several articles
after the fact that showed they had not in fact seen that event.

Mr. MARKEY. That would be one of hundreds of incidents. I
would just say there are many of us, regardless ofwhat debate goes
pn in the-academic society, that genuinely believe there is a casual

relationship Itnd that there is a very real responsibility upon the
networks.to exercise. restraint and to understand that there is that
kind of relationship that does exist.
Mr. Mom. Mr. Tauzin, would you yield to Mr. Scheder?
Sute
, r. '&c $UER. Mr. Schnei r, yqu mentiorted before you have 1
of protrramin per livur on Sattir ay morning -presenting
how many minutes per
an ydalell
good dietary habits
°finings on c,hildrell's
hour ou have of' tho 3-hour Sa urda
,

'

ears? In other words,
com reials, sugar candy, and Su
.
rand and sugared Cereals? "4,74:5.6
.
vOuld, be glad to
. SCHNEIDER. I can't give ,you thocesfaCts.

ercial time thqt
supply ,them to ybu. Therear 71/2 miRu of c
pon the selisonp t:
is presented and ib varies b
For example, during the'Ch tmas season primarily goys are advertised.
`Other times there are cereals. I know what you are reaching for,
ite Por.I believe there were hearings-which did not show an
4

t

relation between sugared cereals and ink'- ill or harmf
ul3on

effects

Mr. SCHEIMR. There are a lqt pf people who think in tiling in
kids lifetime habits of consuming sugared products, bo cereals
and candies, doesAmore violence tq their lifetime pro; sects than
does violence per se on television.
y 4 r's
%,)
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information. Take some kind of
I would very much' appreci
median or some kind of aver e on how-many minutes per hour
you have of advertisementS on sugared cerealttind candy?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Be glad to.

Mr. SCAEUER. I would like that from all of the networks.

Mr. ,Mora;. We Swill have the record open for you to respond to
that.
Mr. Taurzin?

Mr. TAtim. I want to first of a associate myself with the comments of Mr. Scheuer regarding the fact that in our society, we are;
witnesses to violence all the time and that certainly literature depicting reality depicts violence talso.

Like Mr. Scheuer,J also was a Shakespearian actor. I performed
Hamlet at Harvard on the Bayou. /Ake Mr. Scheuer, I carried a
weapon. In fact, in the duel with Laertes, the protective tip came

off and I literally stabbed my professor in the side _when I was stipposed to kill my uncle; the king. That's true.. I accept that.
However, I want to point out, like Mr. Markey, that whether the
studies can be debated or not in reference to how much violence is
an emulation of the violence witnessed on television or some Other
form of entertainment, res ipsa loquitur, the thing does speak for

-

itself.

Just last week mj, little 3-y,w-old child watched a _popular cartoon and watched Blutto beat. way through a glass pane. Immediately thereafter, he went outside' and punched his way through
the glass storm door of our house.
-Admittedly, that was an act f aggression, not violence upon another person, but he almost bl to death because-erthe glass in
his arm.
I want to tell you I almost ha to be hospitalized for that little
incident. Kids do emulate, kids do, I think, have some sort of reaction to what they see in the diet they get of violence.
My great concern is this: I understand hearings such as this, that
letters and telegrams Jou get, the organizational complaint abdut

violence, theperhaps the studies that you read and discuss all
help sensitize both people who produce programs, who program

those programs, themselves, or sensitize us perhaps as a society in
regard to policing our -own viewing habits and those of, our chil-

ti

dren.

All of that is occurring. Perhaps maybe not enough of it is occurring to negate the positive Nielsen ratings that wouki encourage,
more of it on television perhaps.
What concerns me, however, is that whether you have emulation
of violence occurring, I think what I have seen ih my short lifetime
is a growing insensitivity to violence in our society. People are not
shocked any more by, the shooting of a President like they might
once hav_e_been.

They are alarmed by it, certainly concerned, by it, but they
We see so much of it, I think; and kids see so much of it that

weren' a:s shocked as they might have been.
.

they are really not as concerned abOut violence and as sensitive td
the victim of -44,Q1ence as they might otherwise be were it not,such
a common thing in their diet of experience..
.1 4

Vak

4
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I also share the view that that i a first amendment area. We

have got to be very careful and government ought not to intervene.

I share the view of Mr. Turner in his testimony that much of the
policing against too much violence in our viewing diet must come
from programers and producers and from
the patkic and self-re,
straint.
I ask you generally, are you satisfied with the level of violence
that is constantly portrayed? Are you satisfied that the networks
themselves are sensitive enough to this growing insensitivity to violence in our Society?
Mr. MATER. I don't think
ary(oing to reach the point where
we come down to zero. As I say, the material that we will submit
shows that we have reduced the level of violence considerably.
I guess I could throw the question back, Mr. Tauzin: What is the

appropriate level of violence on television? Does anybody really
know? One of your next witnesses has badly asked for a 75-gercent
reduction.
Mr. TAUZIN. Yes.

Mr. MATER. I don't know what-the 75 perbent means. Why is 75
percent a magic number? Why isn't it 85 or 63 or 28? I don't know.
I think it is arbitrary.

Mr. `Mum. Answer my question: Are you satisfied as representatives of the networks that you are doing ough to limit the
amount of violence that enters our daily viewindiet?
Mr. MATER. Lthink we are acting very responsibly; yes, sir. I .
think we are. We are .making, we have made a concerted effort. I
think everyone did this in a dircted way, starting about 1972. Just
as the other two networks, .we, too, have a panel of advisers on
children's programing. We made a concerted effort not only to
reduce the number of violent acts, but even the nature
of thikdepic.
tion itself so it isn't what it used to be.
Mr. TAtlizix. Could you each respond-to that question? Mr. Merril,. Mr. Daniels, are you satisfied?
0 Mr. DANIELS. I don't think in this job, as longas I have it, I will
ever be satisfied that we are doing enough; but in terms of the con,

cept that we have of how to deal with it, I think we are taking the

"---% right apprach.

We are` -47e had the consideration of 4filiates, of the viewers,
the audience reactioh. We have the schorarly community to help
us. 'don't' think they, are satisfied. They have told us that they
think'thefe may be a causal relationship. Others have said not.
The injury is put there.
Wd continue to 1-,)e worried in the standards department that it
may be; and on that basig, take the side of- caution in making the
judgnients that we do.' Sp sitting b k bn our hands or our laurels
that is not the case.
Mr. Muni,. Mr. Schneider, are you ati:sfied?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think the question is certainly rhetorical No
one is satisfied. I don't think that we cpn be satisfied until our society learns how to deal with poverty, with guns, and with the many
factors that create juvenile <problems and 'crime in this country,
and younger people committer

/

more crimes than ever before.

.
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I am satisfied that we are attempting a responsible and goodfaith effort to ,arrive at our part of the examination and our factot
in the overall problems of violence in society.
Mr. Morn- Mr. Tauzin, thank you.

Mr. TAuzniZlight I have one additional question, Mr. Chair-

man.

Of all of you again: Is if trueand I have heard it often alleged
and somewhat agree with itthat you pay a great deal more attention in avoiding depiction of sexual acts and you are "very careful
about that, and very careful allout getting anybody irate about
what you might show in regard to any sort of crossing the line, in
showing too much sex on television, except for General - Hospital,
perhaps. And not nearly as sensitive to restraining the depicting of
violence?

Could you comment on that relationdhip?
d'Mr. MATER. I think yOur nexl, witnesses are going to be somewhat divergent on that. One of them thinks we don't pay enough
attention to the depiction of sex and the other thinks we don't pay
enough attention to the depiction of violence. I don't know that *e
.
can separate the two. 2
When you look at a script, for example, *e den't have one person
reading it for sexual content and another for violence. We look at
all.aspects of the script.
Mr. Morn,. Mr. Daniels?
Mr. DANIELS. I associate myself with Mr. Mater's remarks.
Mr. Muni,. Mt. Schneider?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think we pay equal attention,to both problems.

Mr. alum. Thank you, Mr. Tauzin.
The gentleman from Washington?
- Mr. Swtp-r. First of-all, my apologies/for not being here during
your testimony. I simply had to be somewhere else. It occurs to me
eyed once in a while ,we create new wprds. I think we have a new
word spelled "s-e-x-n-v-i-o-l-e-n-c-e." It's called "sexhviolence" and is

all one word. It is good for us to be here talking about it. Iipm not
sure what we do about it.
I am specifically not sure what we in Congress do about it.- Cer:
tainly I can't think of any standards that we could establish that

wouldn't virtually eliminate the last act* of Hamlet. You knosi
some directors have some of those killings take place offstage bec
number of ,bodies involved, you have to have some
cause with
Mace for Hamlet to fall.

Really we are*just sitting here hot accomplishing very much
unless this hearing leads to what iri fact can be realistically done
withig.the confines of the first amendMent.
Let me ask you this king of a question: How do you, in your
standards departments, determine between gratuitous violence and
violence that is necessary for dramatic effect or to carry the story
along? Is; there a clear-cut, easily defined kind of standard you
have that we could put into law and solve this problem?'
.

Mr. DANIELS. I think the answer, Mr. Swift, is .contained in your

question: That is does pertain to the characteristics and,develops
the plot and isn't simply gratuitous, just thrown in for intrigue ana
shock -effect.
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Mr. Swirl. Have you been able to write that in your own codes
and standards in such a way that it is not ultimately a judgmental
matter of people you hire to make that judgment?
Mr. DANIELS. We write it into policy manuals describing the
basic principle, but I think you then have to go to the judgment
and experience of people who aze making these evaluaions.day in
and day out.

Mr.-"Swirr. IT we were to codify in Federal statute sour stand-

ards, it would still require somebody making judgments?
Mr. DANIELS. Somebody would have to read that script.
Mr. SWIFT. Presumably if we do that in Federal. law, we have to
establish a Federal judge to Make those judgmental statements; is
that correct?
Mr, DANIELS. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes.

Mr. SWIFT. I suppose you are the last group of people in, the
world that I should askAhisof: But don't you really think people
should make greater use of the off knob when there's material that
theywhat responsibility does the public have to protect itself and
its family and its children from programs that they',those parents,
in their individual judgment don t believe their kids should watch?.
Is there a responsibility there?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Congressmaii Swift, I think ttbout a year ago,
ABC went through its entire nighttime schedule to which it asked

that you watch together with your children and that a family

ought to watch together.

.

I think, one of the most positive social aspecth of the- kinds of
things you are suggesting is a dialog within the home, raising the
very questions about sensitivity, paranoia, fear, victimization, all
the problems that the social scientists are raising; if there ig a discussio*within the home, maybe we can contribute to that and say
you ought to talk about'what you see a little bit, too, on television.
Mr. MATER. Mr. Swift, I think,' too, there is tendency to look
upon television as the third parent in the household. It isn't.
Mr. Swum You are the fourth. The schools are the third.
Mr. MATER. 'I am not sure whether they are the third or the
fourth. I think there is a great reliance, a great tendency to blanie
television for everything that is wrong in society. Every day another study seems to come out blaming us from everything starting
with the weather up and down.
I agree with you, there is an on/off button. I think people, should
use it. The question of how much television is the right amount is,a
whole other issue.. gut- where do the parents and the schools and
the churches anneer groups relate to all of this?
'
This is one of the points I was trying to make in my prepared
statement, tliat we are not-alone, nor is the individUal alone in" the
impact of other aspects of the environment, the school; the parents,
the church, peer groups..
.
They impact at least as much; and we seem to look only to televisibn. It is_ easy, because we are so pervasive. It is not new. We did
the same thing with radio; we did the same thing with motion pictures. Wblartred them the same way we blame television.
Mr. Swum I don't want to appear sanguine. I.think I have been
quoted as saying Saturday morning is enough to turn your mind to

,

.
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clay. -That's my -judgment. hat's a personal judgment. How we
take that judgment and all t e other programs on television I don't
likeand.I could give a whol list of thosehow we go about developing polity that- doesn't impose my, judgment" on 220 million

people whose judgment may differ isthe serious question I think
we face'when we raise the issue;
I do think it ts useful to raise the issue. I think it is useful for us
to talk about it. I think it is useful for the GolTernzhent and private
sector to understand, that it is a concern that I. think is probably
fairly high in the minds of most of myconstituents. So the dialog is
very useful. I think, we need very careful study if we think we can
cl

something in law easily without any violation of the first
ndment that is going to solve the problem. I don't think that

of panacea exists.
r. MoTrL.Thapk you, Mr. Swift. As we conclude this panel, one
last question: It really bothers me. I heard Mr. Schneider and other
panelists, Mr. Mater, Mr. Daniels,' agree that you give equal attention to sex and violence. Isn't it essential we distinguish between

violent programing and sexually oriented program .or other programing viewers may find objectionable? With sexually oriented
programing, which I find distasteful, I can tArn the channel and
thus shield m3;serlf and family from such progiMining.

However, with 'television violence, by flipping., the channel, al
though I no longer have'o viqw the programing; I am still vulnerable to falling victim to the violence or aggressive acts those who
did watch and are influenced by such programing.
Wouldn't you agree that this distinttion is critics for one to
draw?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes. I think, Mi. Mottl, physical endangerment is a
primary concern. I don't kaw you can say stereotyping, language,

_sex, violence in that order or the reverse order are the priorities we
set. I kndiv priMarily physicial endangerment, safety, and those
areespgcially with children. I think we alland that is evident
on the schedule of all three networks. That is a very priinary con,

cern.
Somebody can be injured a.sfa result of this, or act out some piece
ofnriolence they 4see on television' in an interpersdnal
act with
,so ebody else.
Mr. Mo'rm. turn the channel!, but my next-dorir neighbor might

be watching it That might influence me as' far-as rhe getting
mugged or assaulted by thethext-door neighbor.

Ms. Cowris. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Schneider, I believe early on
you said that you would provide the ibb commit tee with the book
that you have there. May I see that p ease? Are you .going to send
us one like
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We will be glad to leave it with you this afterT,
noon.

Mr..Murri,. I would like to thank this distinguished Panel frix appearing here this raining with'us. You did 'a fine job.
We will have our next panel. Our first witness among our distinguished members of the third panel will be Dr. George Gerbner,
dean, of the Annenberg School of Communications, University of
Pennyelvania, whb will publicly release/ for the arit tithe "Y4olence
Profile No. 12," which is the ,12th in Ja series of annual 'releases

1

,
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which ',contain basic data and extensive ,indexes on televised violence.
lence
These' are among the leading studies in the field of reseaz:ch.
.
We willlito hatie with us Dr."David Pearls chief of the 'Behavioral Sciences Research Branch of the National Institute of eMental
Healt40, whowill give us a preview of the comprehensive update
conducted on the 1972 Surgeon General's Report on'the effects of

television violence.
Ms. Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's Television
[ACT], will speak on television violence and the lack of diversity in
programing for children's viewing.

$Rev. Donald Wildmon, wha heads the Very active Coalition for
Television, will explain his "views of the networks program-

ing. Reverend Wildmon has been referred to as one of the most
feared opponents
twork programing and his actions have been
felt in the networ,

ectitive offices in New York,

Dr. Thomas RA eeki is a psychiatrist who is chairperson of the
-.National Coalition of Television Violence. Dr. Radecki has made.
'substantial contributions of his personal funds to subsidize the
coalition's efforts and he will cite a number of studies which correlate'iiolence on television with aggressive behavior in society.
Did one of you have to leave? Dr. Gerbner, we welcome you this
afternoon to this distinguished' panel. We look forward to your.
statement. Your entire statements, incidentally, will be submitted
into the record without objection.'Hopefully yOu can summarize in
a short period of time:
*
,

Sl'ATEMENTS OF , QEORGE GERBNER, RESEARCHER, PHILADEL-

PIP, PA.; DAVID PEARL, PH. D., CHIEF, BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES RESEARCH BRANCH;, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF-HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES; PEGGY CHARREN, PRESIDENT, ACTION
FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION; THOMAS RADECKI, M.D., CHAIR..

PERSON, NATIONAL COALITI9N ON TELEVISION VIOLENCE;
AND REV. DONALD WILDMON,COALITION FOR-BETTER TELEVISION

.

M r. GERiNER. Thank yot l, Mr. Chairman. I am George Gerbner,
professor of communications and dean of the, Annenberg School of
Communications at the University of Pennsylvania.
I 4ppreciate the opportunity to testify., axed share *ciuk,liesearch

findings and views with your subcommittee, and am ple0ed to release today our "Violence Profile No. 12."

I appear in the capacity:of an individual researcher and not as a
representative ()lour school, universit any'group or organize-

;

1

tion.
I would just like to sum marize our findings and.I will submit ap-

proximately 10 pages of testimony with tables and charts and an
-,idditional document that contains all the methodological detail
Zia anyone would care to read,, ingluding the methodologies of the

conduct of the study and the definitions ta.which reference was
made earlier`:

I would like to make three points:
First, I will summarize The conclusions of our project on television violence during the 1980-81 season.

4
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Second, I will summarize our conclusions about viewer conceptioris of social reality, that is what are the consequences of exposure over a long period of tune to violence related to television.

Third, ,I would like to note the fundamental structural reasons
why basic program ingredients such as violence are so prevalent
and so resistant to change. Every previous hearing has identified
,

some of these, but none has led to alternatives.
Yet, without economically and politically viable alternatives, and
despite all good Intentions, going through the same motions every
few years remains in my opinion an exercise in futility.
As to our findings: There has been a review of our long-running
dialog with our colleagues at the networks about our definition of
violence. Let me say our definitions_ are v.ery similar. The difference

is we apply the definition to any context, including humorous,
without presuming that humorous violence is ineffective.

Indeed, the claim that it is somewhat disingenuous. When the
networks construct their own messages like the interesting health
messages on ABC programs, they use humor because they know
that humor is an effective way to communicate. Humor can be the
sugar coating on any pill.

Indeed; the overwhelmiNg number of studies on the difference be-

tween the effectiveness of humorous and serious messages show
that humorous messages are at least as.effective, if not more effective than so-called serious messages; and the argument is not so
mu whether it is humorous or. serious, but what's the message.
at I would like to urge you to consider is .that violence, as a
scenario, as I will point out in a, minute, has more than a single
message. It has various messages, all of which can be ,subject 'to
analysis and may be subject to concern.

'

As has already been stated, violence in weekend daytime

children's programs, already the most violence on television, rose
last year, on every measure and on all three major networks. .--.)
The most substantial rise was registered in the rate of violence
incidents per hour. Weekend daytime programs bombard children
with an average of bver 25 violence acts per hour, up from 17 the
year before, and well above the average rate in the 14 years of this
project. i

What used to be the family viewing hour-8-9 p.m. e.s.t.is no

longer a relatively low-Violence zone. It became as violent as late
evening 2 years ago, and rose again last year on two of the three
networks. The third, CBS, reduced its mime timebut not week-

end daytimeviolence, accounting for the overall prithe time
mayhem remaining at the level of almost -six violence acts per
hour.

.

Respite these fluctuations, 'however, contrary to some of the

I

claims made a,short, time ago, the overall violence index containing

a great variety of violence representations remained relatively
stable over the 14 years..that we have studied it.
.

Our figures and data and tabulations will substantiate that.

Weekend daytime children's programs haye always been the most
violent and they still are.
While the family hour was less violent during the mid-1970's,
mure violere was simply shifted to the late evening hours, balancing out th overall prime-time. rate.

t
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Now,-violence is simply more evenly distributed in
prime time,
and it is very close to the 14-year average.
So the most impressive feature of the overall amount of violent
representations on television is its -resistance to change..clearly
cosmetic manipulations and casual admonitions or pressure yield
only marginal and fleeting results. Violence is a social scenario and
a dramatic ingredient that may be built into. our system of televi:
sion, perhaps other media, but more on television for reasons that I
come to in a minute.
Before we can consider the, changes that Might be contemplated,
we must ask first what violence means, how it functions. Too much
of that has been taken for granted in much of the discussion that

preceded .our testimony.

Humans threaten to hurt or kill and actually do sowhich is basically our definition or violenctmostly to scare, to terrorize, or
otherwise impose their will upon others. Symbolic violence carries
the same message. It is a show of force.

It is a demonstration of power.' It is the quickest and clearest
dramatic demonstilition of who can get away with what and
against whom.

Basically our opinion is that those are the lessons it teaches.
Who can get away with what against whom; what kind of social
types have a chance of coming out on top; what kind of social types
have a greater risk in life; and indeed our study shows, that many
of these messages are conveyed to the viewers.

Television clearly did not invent violence. There is violence in
Shakespeare, Sophocles, and the classics. Television took violenbe
from the popular media and put it on the assembly line. By changing the selective and occasional exposure, print, plays, even movies
into a seamless ritual, an everday environment; television has
brought about the virtual immersion in violence into which our
children are born, which is historically totally unprecedented.
In this violent ehvironment with the stable patterns of powers
the question of what are the lessons of violence take on an equally
unprecented urgency. Do viewers learn the lessons of violence
and power? The evidence is now compelling that.they do.
The recently completed comprehensive review' of 10 years of scientific work which Dr. Pearl is going to relate to you provides convincing support for the original conclusion Of the U.S. Surgeon
General that there is a casual relationship between violence and
aggression and the fact that this is disputed might be taken for
granted just as the relationship between tobacco and cancer is still
being disputed, the effects of pollution, and even of nuclear fallout

are still being disputed because there are very high stakes and

strong vested interest in disputing them..
-Th.sunkup our research on the consequences, they show the consequences of growing upi and living in television's violent world are
more complex and more far reaching that the instigation of an occasional act of violence, no matter how disruptive and' tragic that
might be.
Heavy viewers, according to our research have a greater sense of
insecurity, a risk of being,victimized, of apprehension than do light
`viewers in the same or in ,comparable age, sex.) socioeconomic
groups.
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We find although there are group differences that are detailed in

the full testimonyon the whole, the most general and prevalent
association with television viewing is a heightened sense of living
in a mean world of violence and danger, a corrosive sense of insecurity which. I believe not only invites aggressions but invites repression Fearful people are more dependent, more easily inaniPulated and controlled, more susceptible to deceptively simple, strong,
tough measures and hard-line postures whether they are political
or religious.
That, I think, is a deeper problem of violence on television.

There is no free marketplace in television in any sense of the
word, and what I would life to recommend is that further hearings
be held, to explore the economic rationale, justification, even necessity for using as much of this cheap ingredient as the broadcasters
can get away with.

I think further heattngs are needed to examine the

ways iris

which demdcratic countries around ,the world manage their television system. I think the subcommittee should recommend a,mecha-

nism that will finance a freer commercial system, one that can

afford to present a fairer, more peaceful; and -more democratic and
more diversified world of television.
Thank you,-Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 171.]
[Mr. Gerbner's prePtared statement follows:]
A
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TESTIMONY OF GEORGE CERBNER BEFQRE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS,

CONSUMER PROTECTION, AND FINANCE OF THE CrITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, O.C. - October 21, 1981

Mr. Chairman:

I am George Gerbner, Professor of Communications and Dean of the University
of Pennsylvania's Annenberg School of Communications.

I.appreciate the oppor-

tunity to testify and share our researillindingjand /)Sews with your subcommit-

tee, and am please,' to release today our Violence Profile No. 12.

I appelr'in the capacity of an individual researcher and not .as a representa-

The research I am

Live of pur School, University, or any group or organization.

reporting comes from the ongoing project called Cultural Indicators designed to
investigate since 1967 the nature of television programming and its relationships
-

to viewer conceptions of social reality.
We hlve conducted the longest-running and so far still only con/tinuous and
'

cumulative, research on what it means to'grow up and litre with television.

The

project has been supported by funds from the President's Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence, the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior, the National Institute of Menta/ Health, the
White House Office of Telecommunications Po/icy, The AmerlcaniMedical Association,
the Administration on Aging, and the National Science Foundation.

It is a team

effort conchicted by my colleagues Drs. Larry Cross, Michael Morgan, Nancy Signorielli
and myself; I alone am responsible for the views expressed in this testimony.
In the limited time available I shall only sum up our findings ana submit

additional documentation for the record and the further information of those who
may be interested.1

These publications, issued in connection with Violence Pros

1

"Violence Profile No. 11: Trends in Network Television Drama and Viewerjbonceptions of Social Reality 1967-1979."
George Gerbner, Larry Gross,, Michael
Morgan and Nancy Signorielli.
Philadelphia, PA .:ghe AnnenbergiSchgml of Communications, University of Pennsylvania, Apki1.1980
.

The 'Mainstreaming' of America: Violence Profile No. 11." George Cerbner, Larry
Journal of Communication, Summer 1980.
Gross, Michael Morgan and Nancy Signorielli.

tI
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file No. 11, contain thelhodological and conceptual detail.supporting our
research and the theory of 'mainstreaming" to which I will rqier.-

,
First I will highlight the latest findings of our research on television
violence during the 1980-BI aeasoreg
t

Second, I will summarize the conclusions of our project about viewer

conceptions of relevant aspects of social reality.
Third I will note the fundamehtal structural reasons why basic program

A

ingredients such as violence are so prevalent and resistant to change.

Every

previous heaiing
has identified some of these but none has led to alternatives.
l
/4

Yet without economically and politiLilly viable alternatives, and despite all
good intentions,

go4

through the samnmotions every few years remains an

exercise in futility._

Our measures of television violence are its prevalence on prograns and
among characters and its rate per program and per hour.

These measures are

combined into the Violence Index to facilitate comparisons over time and
across networks and program types.

The methodology of monitoring is explained

in detail in the.addetional, documents.. The analysis is focused on clear-eat. _
and unambiguous physical violence in any context,

(Avbilabfe evidence indi-

cates that humorous and fantasy violence is at least as effective in demonstrating-its social lessons as so-called; ealistic 8n51;6ious violence.)

The Violence Index meets the critical statistical andempirical requirements
of an index.

Nevertheless/all component indicators that make up the Inde's

are also reported in the attached Tables 1 and 2.\
And now the findings.

p
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Violenceihweekend daytime .iildren's ptograma, already the most violent
on television, rose last year on every measure and on all th.ree major networks.

The most substantial rise was registered in the rate of violeht incidents per

hour! Weekend daytime programs bombard children with an average of over 25
Violent acts per hour, up from 17 the year before, and well above the average

the' 14

rate in

4

°

years of this prOjectii

what used to be the 'rfamdly viewing hour" (8:00 = 9:00 p.m. EST) is no
longer a relatively lo,Wviolenge zone.
two year

It became aS violent.as late evening

ago, and rose again last` year,on two ofthe three networks.

The third,'

CBS, reduced its prime time (but not weekend daytin0 ,Yiolence, accounting for
t

'

/

the, overall prime time mayhem remaining at the level of almost nil Volent

acts

'per hour.

Despite these fluctuations, however, /the overall Violence Index temained relatively stable.

Figures 1 and 4_ show the trenOrsince 1967. ireekend daytime

ctildren's programs have always been the most violent and they still are.

"

While the "family v(ewing hour"..was.less violent .through the 197d's, more vio-

lence shifted to the late evening, balancing out the overall prime time Index,
0

Now Valence is'more evenly distributed in prime time, and 'close to the 14-yeir
average.

:piemost impressive, feature of the overall- amount of violent representa-

tions on television is its resistance to change.

a

Clearly, cosmetic manipula-

tions and casual admonitions or pressure yield only marginal and fleeting',
results.

Violence Is a social scenario and dramatic ingredient that may

info our sydtem of televisioh program prochIction and thht only structural
adjustmencs can change.

,

Before we can meaningfully consider changes in the kind and amount of

violence on the screen, we must first ask what violence means, how it functions,
and why it..1.* sucti a stable feature of, our entertainment.
,

That will bring us

-

01

0.0

tJ Li

(

rn-7
to the second

or oui

findings, viewerconceptions of social reality.

4

.

O

t

Humans threaten to hurt or kLll, and actually do so, mostly to scare,
terrorize, or otherwise impose their will upon others.

.

carries the same message.

Symbolic violence

It is a show ofd force and demonstration of power.

It is.the quickest and clearest dramatic lemonstration of who can get away
with what against whom.

On the whole, television tends to favor majority,type characters and

.

to uphold the social order against illegitimate transgression.

TV violence

depicts these trsphrdssions presumably not to subvert hut, on the contrary;
For example, our research shoWs

to cultivate the norms of the social order.

%hat when when and rinority types encounter violence on television, they are
,`.u,

more likely to end up as victims than are the majority types.
.Violince is thus a scenario of socia4.relationships.

It has implicit

lessons for those who may wish to exert power by physical force and for
chose who may be Its victims.

The real .questions that must be asked are note

*just how such violencip there is and why, but also how fair, how just, how'

necessary, how effective, and at IA& price.

Tevision took violence from other popular media and put it on the assembly line.

Video mayhem pervades the-ItypiCal American home where,the_sec is on

an average of six and a half hours a day.

Violence strikes at the rate of almost

six times per hour in prime time and 25 times an hour during weekend daytime

#

children's programming. 'By ch.anglogebe selective_ occasional exposure into a
daily ritual, television has brought about a virtual Immersion In violence chat

is histapcally unprecedented.

In this violence - saturated symbolic environment,

I?

J

I
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with its stable pattern of power, the questions kboht the lessons of violence
take on an equally unprecedented urgency.

Do viewers learn the leisons of violence and power'?

compelling that they do.

The evidence is now

The recently completed, comprehensive review of ten

years of pcientific work provides convincing-support for the original conclusion of the U.S. Surgeon General that there is ti causal reptionship between
violence and aggression.

Our own research shows that the consequences of growing vp and living in
televisien's violent world are'more cOmplex and even more far-reaching than
the instigation of an occasional act of violence, no matter how disruptive
and tragic that may be.
Violence as a scenario requires the appropriate setting and cast!!of char-

acters. The setttneis what we call "mean world."

In it most characters feel

insecure, and fear victimization while some are also willing or compelled to
oblige them by acting violent and thus confirming the fears or many.
.

Heavy viewers are most likely to expresethe feeling of living in that self
reinforcing cycle of the "mean world".

Our analysis of large scale surveys

(reported in detail and tabulated in the addNional documents submitted) indicates how the cycle works.
violence

an Index o

Responses to questions about chances of encountering

safety of neighborhoods, fear of crime,%tc.,'have been combined into
Images of Violence.

Table 3 and Figure 3 shofthat heavy viewers

In every education, age, inhome, sex, newspaper reading and neighborhood.cate,

gory express a greater sense of insecurity and apprehension than do light viewers
(Previous results also shawl that heavy viewers are more

in the same groups.

.
I

likely to acquire new locks, watchdogs and guns "for protection.")

The data show sizeable group differences, reflecting inequalities of

1G

15?

risk and power.

Even though most heavy viewers feel more at,r4sk than light

viewers. the most vulnerable to the "mean world" syndrome are women, older
c

people, those with lover education and income', those who do not read newspapers regularly

and those who live in large cities.

However, on some questions some groups respond differently. Television
viewing may, Slur some distinctions and bring groups closer together into what
we call the television "mainstream."

Viewing may also leave some groups

-,,,/
relatively unaffected while making others extremely responsive to the television image.

Figure 4 shows the "mainstreaming" implications'of viewing.

Those who

live in suburbs and non-metropolitan areas are so convinced that "crime is
rising" that television adds little or nothing to that perception.

But those

who live in cities (small and large) express an equally near-unanimous belief
in the rising crime rate only if they are heavy viewers.

Similarly, high and medium income (but not low income) respondents overestimate their chances of becoming involved in violence tk they are heavy
viewers.

The more affluent heavy viewers share tit violent "mainstream"

with all lover income

Figure 5 depicts the association between television, images of violence
in large cities, and race and class.

Among whites living in large cities

there is little if any relationship for high income respondents, and a slight
relationship for low income respondents.
there is an

Among blacks living in large cities

_ationship: high income blacks feel relatively

secure as light viewers but much less so as heavy viewers.

low income

blacks, on the other hand, feel most insecure if they are light viewers, and

.4
exhibit less insecurity when heavy viewers.

High and low income city

blacks join in the Aelevision "mainstream" from opposite directions.
Figure 6 shows that fese,of crime' is a most serious personal problem

O

a
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for .neawhites, and that television, despite its prevaIenCe of violence,

again

seems to be associated with'less rather than.mor:lea:.among nonwhite

,respondents.
viewers.

Whites, however, fear crime much more as heavy than as light

Again, whitei and nonwhites blend into the television "mainstream"

from opposite directions.

Expressions of fear by residence alOneshow that while suburban

.

a°

heavy viewers fear crime Zre than tKeir4light viewing counterparts,
4

it is big 9(t? heavy viewers who respotTfmost (what we call "resonate")

to television's violence message.
These group differences illustrate the complex interplay of demographic

and real world factorsand television viewing. Thy show-that for some groups,
like big city blacks, the real world may appear even more violent than the
world of television; at least, viewing tends to moderate their apprehension.
' Others feel highly insecure regardless of viewing.
environment that seems relatively safe for those

Still others live in at
do-not watch much televi-

sion, but extremely dangerous for those who do;1 heavy viewers seem to "resonate"
to

the

television message.

On the whole, the most genera} and prevalent asso-

ciation with television viewing 18.a...heightened sense of living in a "mean

world" of violence and danger.
I believe that a corrosive sense of insecurity and mistrust invites not
only aggression but also repression.

FearfUl people are more dependent,

0

-5mori easily manipulated ant controlled, more susceptible to deceptively simple,,
strong, tough measures and hard-lie postures--both political and religious .

-= They may accept and even welcome repression if it promises to rEieve their
insecurities.

That is the deeper problem of violence-laden television.

In recent years we have gone beyond violence in ourll'udy of
dynamics of living with television.

44,

he

We have.'inveseigated the images

'
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and the cultivation of conceptions of sex roles and minorities, aging,:
occupations, educational achie'vementdend aspirations, science and

scientists, family, sex, and health and medicine.

We Are

at:A{4k on the analysis of the association of television viewing with
political position-taking,and viewers' political tendencfes.

We find that

heavy viewers say theiare"moderate" but their views tcnd to be conservative on adiciq and populist on economic issues.
Z4ils and the-research"of.. other investigators suggest that
Our at
1°

television presents a relatively stable world of characters and actions.
It is a world that is resistant to substantial and

lasting change because

it works so well for the institutions producing it, even if not neces-

O
sarily for society as a whole, and because television is relatively
insulated both from the ballot box and the box office.
Under the law television is a publicly licensed trils\ee of the

airway,:opertOng in,the "public interest, convenience, and necessity.",
In fact, however, it is a private busines's-producing audiences for sale
to advertisers.

The basic-fo.rmula that guides program production is "cost per
thousand."

The less costly the program and higher the ratinithe more

profitable the enterprise. 'But ratings are no indicators of real
popularity.

'

They only show which of the programs aired at she same time

attract more viewers.

As viewers watch mostly by the clock rather than

by the programtvahe,total andirce at anyone time is relatively stable. '
So although there is keen competition, it is with the same type of appeal
for the same market.

The market for television productionlis mot free in any sense of the
,word.

A handful of production companies create the bulk of the programs

and sell them to broadcasters, not Viewers.

The cheapest and least

t

9
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offens6ve programming is the most profitable.

Violence becomes a cheap Indus-

trial ingredient in a formula-ridden, narrowly conceived and rigid production
.system.

The system operates on a lucrative,but restrictive basis of
advertising moneys.

The law that makes these advertising expenditures.

a eax-deductable business expense is the economic foundation of the
television industry.
products we buy.

The cost of advertisiwis included in the price

Unlike other business- costs, but like taxation

(without represenOn, to be sure), the cost must be paid by all
whether or not they use the service.

According to Che annual financial

report compiled by Broadcasting magazine (Augu;t510, 1981, pp. 50-52),
the television levy per household in 1980 ranged from about $90 in

Atlanta to $29 in Wilkes-BarreScranton, Pa.
phia it was $59.36.

In my city of Philadel-

That is what,thielverage Philadelphia hpusehold paid

for television, included in the price of products they bought ',ether or
tnot they watched.

Net revenues for the televV,ion industry totaled $8.8 bil-

It*, pre-tax profits 1.6 billion.
The only way to reduce violence and, more importantly, the price
we pay for its inequities as well as for its saturation of the life
space of every television generation, is to allocate these and perhaps
even additional'resources to that end.

In other words, it is to

extend'the economic support for a broader view of the social and cultural mission of television.

Aandceni rights.
.

Such.a move would not infringe on First'

On the contrary, it would exiend the First Amend-

,ment'e prohibition of abridgement of-the cultural marketplace tolalso cover
corporate restrietions of control, purpose, and function.
Clearly, such institutional adjustments Will take cite and study,
as well as determined effort.

The last 'Subcommittee hearing that pro-\

As,

Vir

a

.

1

1,
41.

dustry ran into

posed investigation of the structure of the television

The staff member assisting wit -the original draft

fierce private pressure.

q

was fired hoethe final...majority report was watered down to the usgal
c

platitudes.

toward

Thoie 1.110 world want to

system should: know what they ate ue Against.

more open
amore
r

.

Nevertheless, the effort is in,the long-run interest of the industry
s well as of our society.

The rigid imperatives of television produc-

tion will have to give way to a freer marketplace of ideas, problems, con.

flitts, and their resolutions. Freedom, time, and talent are needed to
create a greater diversity of human scenarios and thus reduce violence to
f

its more legitimate and equitable dram;Vic Yunctions.
for television will have to be broadened to liberate

The he resource base

the institution from

total dependence on advertising monies, liurpoies, and ravings.

Further hearings are needed to examine,the ways in which democratic
countries around the world manage their television syerems.

The subcom:

mitee,should recommend a mechanism that will finance a freer commercial
aft

system. one that can afford to,,,present a fairert , more 'pearefUl, and more

democratic worhi of teleVision.

The mechanfsm should also help protect

,dreative professionals from both governmental and corporate dictation.

,Only then will TV's professionals be free to produce the diversified and
entertaining, dramatics -fire they know how to produce but

cannorundor

existing constraints and controls.
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Mr. Mo'rrL. Next is Dr. David Pearl, chief of the Behavioral Sdences Research Br'anch of the National Institute,of Mental Health.
Dr. Pearl.
)STATEMENT OF DAVID PEARL, PH. D.

Dr. PEARL. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the National Institute of Mental Health iesearch's mission is to increase
knowledie regarding factOrg and, processes which. underlie mental
and behavioral disorders or which contribute to mental health.
Studies of the development, determinants, and maintenance of
behavior,have-been one major aspect of, the N,IMH research' pro-

.

grams.

.

For this 'reason, the' Institute Was selected to provide the setting
and 'staff during the 1969 -71. period when the' Surgeon General's
entific Advisory Committee on Nevision and Social Behavior
functioned and :published its well-knoWn report. This assessed the
relationship of television watching and aggressive and violent beha-'
viers of viewers:
FOnowidg tat relfori in 1972, the Institute was tven the lead a
:respiotTsibility'within the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, noW the Department of Health and Human Services, for
further research on teleAion's behavioral influences.
The 'Institute since then has supported a number of key studies

on media behavioral influences - judged through peer review as
being scientifically meritorious.
The 1972 rePort of the Surgeon Gerieral's Committee confirmed

the pervasiveness of telOision, It focused on aggressiveness -and
violent behaviors. Its major conclusion. was that there was 'fairly,
substanti41 Experimental evidence for a short-run causation. of aggression among smile children viewin& televised violence and less
evidence front field studies regarding long-term causal effects.
Since then, a large numbey of studies regarding media influence
4

have been conducted on a Twadrange of behavioral topics. Re-

seArCheri suggested in mid-1979 to Or then Surgeon General, D.
Julius Richmond, that it would be worthwhile to collect, review,
and synthesize this expanded' knowledge 4nd determine;its iniport.
Thejulgeon General agreed and encouraged the Nafional Insti- -

_

tute-of Mental Health to undertake the project. The pi:Act- was

.

"1,-

initiated-in November 1979.

I have directed it and have been aided by a:small, distinguished
group of consultants who include child development Investigators,
behavioral scientists, mental health experts, and- cOmmunication
media researchers.
Comprehensive and critical evaluations of the..stientific
ture On numero%aspects of TV's behaviorhl influences were commissioned from lading researchers. The update project-grog then
assessed And integrated these contributios ett.9 ,well as additional
.pertinent data:
These assessments of the current' state of knowledge aretincorporated, in an update, report which is about to go to prebs.
The unanimous consensps Qf the update team is that -there is a
general learning effect from television.viewing which is important
in the deVelop"
and functioning of many viewers.

"

.

.

a
°.7.r-It)

>

72

The learning of aggressive 'behavior is one aspect of this. The
group agreed that the convergence of findings from a large body of
literature, on balance, °support the inference of a causal relationship between televised violence and later aggressive behavior.%
I.The conclusions reached 'in the 1972 'Surgeon General's. reptrt
'thus has been. strengthened by the more recent research. The
update group concluded, too, that television's influences or effects
on aggressive behaviofs are not attributed solely to its pmgram-

matie content, but met in part, be due also to the structure or

'

' form of the medium.
These include sug,b, aspects as program pacb, action level; and
camera effects which may stimulate higher,physiological.;and emotional arousal levels in the viewer :sad thus, a greater readiness to
respond aggressively. under approprMe instigatipn or cues.
/ The majority of both experimental and the_ more naturalistic
'field studies, indicate that there is a significant positive correlation
!between television viewing and aggressive behaviors.
These lines of evidence are mutually supportive. Two conipilai tions which aggregated reported studies indicate the overwhelming
'evidence for a' positive relationship. Most behavioral scientists
agree in this regard.
Early. studies suggested Mat it was a preference for action programs involving violence which was causally lin4ed to later aggres-.1
si'Veness. More recent research, however, has pointed to the critical
relationship %tween, the extent of television viewing of violent proI

graming and aggressive behavidr rather than to the attitudinal

%preference for such programs.

Thus, persons who are heavy 'viewers of such p rograms can be
influenced even though they do not have,an a priori preference for
violent portrayals. Beyond any consideration of television's influence on kting out behaviors, there is further question regarding
the possible impact of television viewing on viewer emotionality
.
and fearfulness.
There is considerable research evidence that TV is Influential in
the learning of behaviors other thanageression and in the shaping
of viewer knowledge and-attitudes.
As one aspect, some viewers may learn to identify with portrayed
victims. The violence profiles issued yearly by Gerbner and his co
leagues have indicated that a disproportionate percentage of,
portrayed victims are the powerless or have-not individuals zffi our
society, including older citizens.
Viewers, then, may, experiente fear and apprehension on the
basis of identification or perceived similarity to such victims. Dr.
Gerbner has found generally that heavy viewers tend to over esti- mate the amount of violence anrdinger facing them and to view
the world as a mean and scary place.
Surveys typically indicate that older viewers are heavy users of
television. Television pfograining which exacerbates expectations of
violence and (rauma thus could be considered) as having such un-`
wanted effects as heightening anxiety and inCreasing the fear of
being away from the home. With a growing number of elderly in
our population, such effects increasingly will 4 mand attention.
I might also mention there is the question f desensitization of
viewers, particularly those-who are heavy ewers of television.
_

."1 r

tJ
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They may, in.time, come to accept the incidence of acting out as
the norm in our society. There is some question about that. The research evidence there is, not yet as definitive as it is in the actingout area, I believe.,
I have to conclude with a caveat. The caveat is in order regarding the linkage between television viewing and subsequent violent
or aggressiye behaviors. Not all Stich behaviors in the real world

relate to or are caused exclusively by viewing. The causes-of behavior are complex and determined by multiple factors.
The viewing of televised violence is only one in a constellation of

factors involved in behavioral expression. Under some circum-

stances, television may exert little or no easily discernible influenck
-..ing of behaviors.
But with other 'conditions, it may play a significant role in shap-

ing behavioral style or how violence or ,aggressiveness get expressed. It also may. function as a trigger or releasing mechanism
for overt behaviors which otherwise might be inhibited.
[Testimony resumes on p. 188.]
[Dr Pearl's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT 10 THE HUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCONMITIU ON TELECOMNICATIONS REGARDING

/

.

TELEVISION VIEWING AND VIOLENT OR AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIORS
by Dr. Etrvid Pearl
National Institute of Mental Health
1_

I an a psychologist and as Chief of the Behavioral Sciences Research..Branch

0at tie

,

Institute of :Mental fiealth (N1:10 for tie past decade, i'hAve

been serving as a health science administrator.

The Institute's research mission is to increase knowledge regarding _
_

r

factors and processes which'imilerlie mental and behavioral disorders or
contribute to mental health:
maintenance Q.

Studies of the development, determinants and

behavior have been on

major aspect of the NINH programs.

Within this.context, the Institute over the yearehas supported research on
0

.television's behavioral, psychological and psychosocial influences add their
The Institute piOvided the setting and staff during the

mental he

th aspects.

1969.1971

erred when the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
811

Television and Social Behavior funCtioned and published its well-known report (1).

This assessed the relationship of television watching and aggressive and violent

behaviors bf

viewer's;

Following that report in 1972, the.NINH was also given the lead responsibility
,

o

within the Depaftment of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), now the Department
of Health and Hunan Serlaes (DElS), for further research on television's
behavioral Influences.

ri

The Institute since dien has provided research 'gran

..funding for various studies of media influences judged through peer review as
being scientifically meritorious.

I`

ti

".4

.
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.

.

The ,I972 report of the Surgeon`Ceneral's Ecomfftee contiored the

per;tasit4ness of itelevisitn.
behaviors.
was.-

Its pajor conclusion with 4n31111:1DISoancurrence by its members

"Thus, tnere is. a convergence of/the fairly substantial, exp,'rirental

evidence
.,

It focused on aggressiveness and violent

,;

I

for a

i

short -rim

catisation of aggreS"sicn among some children by viewing

violence or tise s.zten and rich less certain evidence from, field Studies that
e:ctens we noknce: vi awing precedes some long -ran oani fes tat ions of aggress we

behavior. vi./s4. convergence bf the two types of evidence constitute sore preliminary
. _
- Indication of a causal,..relatinsirip-, but a good deal of r search remains to be
done before

one an have confidence in these conclusions

i

' Cl)

°

,..

'I

Largely as a result of the efforts of the Surgeon General's Cocratteef.'

a.is1 the pt.bli itia of its repOrt, vany behavioral scientistsi..ere attracted
.

4

to

the

study

-.3

wide

a

range of the zeditm's possible effects an0..irlfliences.

Cconittee to coliduct specific studies .:

IScoe who had been cooraisiumed by

expanded their research. 'Others

ktNo

were persuaded that television had bedare

a :ajor sociali.ing agency in the development and finctioning of children also

turned their attention to investigating4ffects and how these were °courting.
Approxie.=tely ?0 perc1ent of all

publications

..said to have .ippeSred in the last decade

of re§earch on

telev-itioncan be

over 2,500

Because of till's outpouring of,research on a broad range of behavioral

topics, it ,:as singested

and -19'9 to the &nr,Surgeon Genbral, Dr . Julztis

Riclmend, that it would be worthwhile to collect,jreview, and synthesize' this
ictow.ledge and determine us

.kfter consultation`witti a small group of

...

.

4
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researchers on teleUision's behavioral influences, the Surgeon General
VD

enOvraged the National Institute of Mental Health to undertake the prOject.*

4
.

The project itself was initiated in November l979., I h

directed the

project since then, aidedby a colleague, Y. Joyce Lazar, and by a smaill
group of consultants.

The seven consultants are distinguished quid develop-

ment investigatois, behavioral scientists, mental health expert, and communication media researchers.

These consultants and key 47L'f1 staff have served

as the core of the update project.

Comprehensive and critical evaluations of the scientiftliterature of
the past decade zi numerous aspects of television's behavioral influences and

effectswereoccmassioned Fran leading rgearcters, including one report on an
unpUblished panel study by Nati

Broadcasting Cciap-anj 4ocial scientists

which centered on the topic of the medium and aggressive and violent behavioral
effects.

The update project group, in turn, assessed'integraied these
'rise various studies which

contributions as well as additional pertinent date.

had-been-liported were evaluated for their rigor and scientific merit. After..
t

extensive discussions,,lhis gr;up agreed as to the current state of knowledge
and its report.

These assessments are incorporated in an 'update report which
.

is. to be.published later.

This covers television's health-prompting possibilities

and such aspects as:, cognitive and emotional influences; violence and aggression;
prosocial behavioi, creativity, and fantasy; socialization and conceptions ot
'-

'

social reality; television and the family, and educational achiei;ement and
0
critical viewing skills.
,
r."

e

'r
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The imannaous ansensus' of the:update team wai that there is a general
learning,dffect from television viewing which is important in the development
and functioning of mahy viewers.

As one facet, the group agreed that the

convergence of findings from,a large body of literature, on balance,.support
the inference of a causal relationship beti.ett televised violence and late'r
aggressive behavior.

the' conclusions reached in the 1972 Surgein feneral''S

SCientific Advisory Ccerrattee Report this has been strengthened"by the more

recbntresearch, and the processes by which aggressive behavior is produced
have been examined further.

The grab also -ccncluded that television's

influences or effects on aggressive behaviors are not attributable so}ely to

..

s

its prograrratic,contefttput may, in part, Be due also to the structure or form
of the reclaim.

These include such aspects as program pace, action. level, and

carera effects which may stinugate higheePhysiological and erotcnal

arousal

levels ut the viewer and thus, a greater readiness to respond aggressively

0

under appropriate instigation or cues.

e.
The reliability of results from basic laboratory stddies gedtrally are

P
welltestabdished and provide more readily acceptable causal inferences than

data cbtaink outside the laboratory.

They also lorovide some indicatione as to.

those viewing ca.rcirstances under which televisioVviofefice is rost.likely to
r

influence behavioi.. Thus they indicate that aggressive behaviors are core
,

likely to be influenced and expressed when the televisioh :depicted aggression
or violence:

pays of, is not punished, is shown in a jukifying context,

is socially)acceptable, appears realistic rather than fictitious, appears

v

.

i
111

404

41.

4

(

',motivated by a deliberate intent to injure, is expressed tinder conaitions
or
cues similar to those experienced by the,viewer in has own enviraunent or
",

'involves a perpetrator who is sailla`r to the viewer.
-

Laboratory studiel have are under sane questioning as to their

generalizabil'Ety to real life aggression-and violence.

Field studies, on the

other hand, are mores naturalistic, and realistic though they are less precise
.

and less interpretable regarding Otsal relailionships: The majority of
obser.aticril or experimental field studies and surveys indicate that. there

Ow

is a significant positive correlation dtueen television viewing and &ggressive
behaviors.

4'

The strength.of this relationship differs beiveen such field studies
on the basis of differences in sattple's4ansi procedures for assessing both viewing
and aggieSsive behaviors. Cie can cohr.lude` therefore that there is a body of

.

,"

c

experimental and field findings which coalesce and are mutually supportive in a
broad sense. T`.;o compilations which aggregated reported studies (2,3) involving

as cony as up to 100,000 persons as tbjects,sumarize the ovr-chelnung evidence

for a positive relationship. Most behlvioral scientists involved.in relevant
_

research agree
,

regard.

.

Several of the earlier studies, prior to 1972, reported data indicating
.that it was a preference for televisic% action programs involving violence which
was' causally hink0 to later aggressiveness. More recent reseaidi however has

pointed to the critical relationship between the extent of television viewing of
violent programing and aggressive behavior rather than to 'the attitudinal'
preference focssuch programs. ThiM, persons who are heavy viewers of such programs

4

s

c),)

-1

1%.

'

;
I

'

4

4
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can be influenced

eveA

though they do not have an a priori preference" for

e.

violent portrayals. Also, recent research in the hinted States as well as
in Poland and Finland (1) have indicated that this positive linkage held for

pricary school girls as 4.ell as for boys, gontrary to earlier findings of a
relationship applicable only for boys. The linkage also holds for the entire
childhood specteun, having been reported for studyta.cples ranging from
preschool through adolescent ages.
14,

o

Beyond any consideration'of the reduri's influence on acting-out behaviors,

there rs a further question regarding the possible impact of violent or aggressive
television prograzzoinfon viesT,er fearfulness. There is considerable research
a

eyidence that 'television also is influential in the learning of behaviors other°
than aggression and in the shaping of viewer knowledge an attitudes. As one
aspict, some vleyers may learn to identiii; with portrayed victims. The violence

profiles %ssied 'yearly by Gerbner ard his colleagues (5,6,7,8,9,10) have indicated

I

that a disproportionate percentage/of television-portrayed victims flare the

powerless or have-not individuals in our society,t including older citizens.
Ilietiers- then, may experience fear 'and apprehension on the basis of ,identification

or perceived similarity to such victims. Gertner has found generally that heavy
viewersparticularly,)
particularly, as contrasted 'to light viewers, tend to overestimate the

=mt. of violence

&Tiger-facing-them apd to view. the '1'..orld as a mean and

scary place (11)2 To the extent ;hatthisis a valid finding, it should have
particular pertinence for older viewers. Surveys tyvcally indicate that older

to.

p erlials arezheavy users of televisiop for entertainment, as tim markers,. and for
4

v

.contact with what is going on in the world. 'This. in large;measure, is du 05
,

41,

IP

,

/I

,

e0

4

:1
6

4'

4
a

4

,

4.

;

)80
tl,&ir decreased physical mobility and to their often restricted incomes.

Crime statistics reveal that there is a realistic basis for anxiety concerning

possible xictimizationfor large numbers of older citizens in cities, many
Television programming which exacerbates expectat/ons of

living rargfnally

violence and trauma thus could be ccnsidered'as having such unwanted mental
heightening anxiety and increasing the fear of'being away from

effects, as
one's hmne.

With a growing nmber of elderly in our population, such effects

increasingly will demand attention.

tesensitizatecn

to

et

.
violence has been suggested as another possible effect
a

lzf the heavy viewing of televised violence.

Such viewers presumably would

learn gradually to accept a higher level of violent behavior as being the norm.

Ni studies have been reported winch are pertinent to this possibility.

Cline

(12) has found that boys who regularly watched violent programs showda less

t

psychophysiological arousal (es measured by skin

resistance

tracings) when they looked at new violent programs.

and by blood - volute

tambeen and Thomas c23)

determined children's willing9ess to intervene when 7unger children were
perceived as uiruly and assaultive in.anadjacent room.

Children who had

viewed eggresive ielevisicn omiteni were found to wait Significantly lc.ger to

intervene

Until Oesucably

children who did not

It needs

to

serious physical

injury was CCCUrring in contrast to

view such programing.

be said that while these two...studies are suggestive 'of

habituation and desensitizaticn,'more verification is reciliired at this time.

a

Fwr

I

Ie

ft

41,
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A nmnber of field studies of the last decade 'deserve special attention.
The .longitudanal study reported by Lefkowitz, et al (14) in 1972 was a key study

leading to the Surgeon General's Committee conclusions.

It found that preferences

of eight-year-old children for watching television violence assessed in 1960
onntrinuted to the development of aggfessille habits as measured ten years later
when subjects ',ere 18 years old.

Singer and, Singer (15)in two short -ten longitudinal studies followed

Middle.781ass and lower-socicecononic-Hass three-and four-year-olds and assessed
both their television viewing and behavior at four different times.

/

MUltivariate

analyses led the researchers to conclude in both, studies that watching violence

on television was a came of heightened aggressiveness.

4cCarthy and colleagues in 1975 (16)came to the same conclusion as a result
Several kinds -of aggressive

of a five-year longitxinal study of 751 children.

behaviors, including conflict with parents, fighting, and dell.riquency Proved'
positively gsseciated ..7ith amount of televisicniviewing.

Greenberg in 1975 (17)foind correlations between violence viewing and.

aggressive benaviors in a sarple.of London school children to be very similar

o those `reported for American cnildmn.

4

4
(18)

In a recent Canadian study reported by Joy, Kirball and labrack in 197"
aggressive benaviors of primary schodl childrenin a small

telk and-after television was introduced.

cart-unity...ere assessed

These data were comparled Kith that

/
fol children of two oth4r

.

curls which already'had access to television.

ti
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and physical aggression occurred after television
/
significantly greater here .than
in relwo comparison

Increases in both

/-

Ims introduced and

=cram t as .

-

9

Ercn and Hussman (4) collected longitudinal data on 758 first and third
graders oni the relation of television violence-viewing and peer-norunated
aggression:

Similar cross-cultural data on 220 Finnish cluldren and cn 23'

Polish children were collected by their collaborators.. Eron and Huesmann's
analyses revealed that the frequency or amount of violence-viewing%; measured

from the children's self-reports correlated significantly with aggressive
behaviors.

This held for girfs as well,as for'boys.
NA

Adolescents were the subjects of a ,study reported by Hartnagel, Teevan,

In this, they found a significant though low corre latitn

/and McIntyre 19j.P.

between yig,lence,viewing and aggressive behaviors.

0
k noteworthy research project by Belson (20,21) supported by the daltrbit
Broadcasting Cocpany concerned 1650 teenage boys, 13-16 years of age. lh-These

boys her/ evalua/e44. for violent behavior, attitudes,, sociocultural background,
and exposure to Television violence. After being divided into two groims on

the basis ofacont of expoSure to televised violence, the lighter and heavier
exposees were equated on the basis of a sizeable number of personal characteristics
and background variables. The results strongly supported Belscfn's hypothesis

that long-term exposure increa;d the degree to which boys engage in serious

violent behaviors such as burglary, destruction of property, infliction Of

personal injuries, atteqated rape, etc. Belson reports that 1,5ys with heavy.

4*

'

4

45

1

's

I

exposure to televised violence were 47 percent more likely than boys with light,
exposure to commit the above acts, andtwere eleven percent more, likely to cowrie

violent acts in general. The reverse hypothesis' that violent boys were more
likely to watch violent television program was tested and did hot hold
Belson also reports that the viewing of certain program types seemed

likely than others to lead to serious behavioral offenses.

1.

mofe

These included

program involving physical or visual violence in close personal relationships,
"""'

programs with gratuitous violence not germane e to the plot, realistic fictional
violence. violence in a good cause; and violent westerns. He also found .that

a consirable part pf any increase in violence due p w viewing was apt to be
.t.nplarried, unskilled and spontaneous in character. 14 is almost as if the

boys tend, through heavy exposure to television.nolence, to let go whatever
violent tendencies are in them." (21)
In contrast, Milaysky and his colleagues at the National Broadcasting

Corpanyc.rx to a different conclusion as a result of a prospective panel study
which is tooe published shortly (22). The project's results were considered
in the update group's considerations. This study7wished to determine whether

there were real-life, long -tern effects of television agiresSion and involved
intensive analyses of a large amount of information. The data was collected

at several points of tire over a throe-year-period for 2400 elementary school,
cleldren and from 800 teenaged high school boys in two cities. The elementary

schoolchildren gave peer nominations of aggression and the teenagers gave

self reports. int# groups reported the television programs watched, and these
then were, classified by the investigators on the basis of violence.

13i
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The results abtained through the use of a recently developed model for raimII
analysisl(LISFEL IV computer program) showed that'there were small positive

":1

correlations between viewing measures and atkressive behavior taken at the

same point in pmt The investigators see these,data'as consistent with the
.- experimental literature which has been prunarily concerned with short-term
o

arousal and modelingeffeces.

Their'data thus do not contradict 'the existence

of short-term effects.

They point odt hohever, that findings for long-term

effects were negative.

They. conclude that short-term.effects do not cumulate

and produce stable patt.erns of aggreAve'behavior

a

in

They state

the real world.

'

s'

that "This study did not find evidence that television violence was causally

ivlicated in the developmmit of aggressive'behavior patterns abong children and

k.olescents over the flee periods studied.w(22)

4
A recent field experiment reported by Parke, et_al (23) involved

three
e

udies pf adolescent Males in minimum security institutions inthe'United
States and Belgium,

These juveniles were Selectively expfsed to five viewing

days of either violent or neutral-control hltls.

In both countries, those

.

4'

who saw the more violent films "were characterized as acting more aggressi'v4ly

somevelat more aggress' ali to show the grdatest increase

A caveat
studies.

is in

-I

There was some tendency for the boys who initially were

during the five days.*

in

aggression.

order as I conclude this sampling of imPOrtant research

Empirical support for the linkage between the viewing of televised

violence and subsequent violent oi. aggressive behavicirs does not mean of course,

that all such behaviors iii the real world relate to or ire caused exclusive y
.

'P

by television viewing.

The reuses pf'behavior are complex and determined

a
multiple factors.

constellation of

The viewing of televised violence is only one in a.

deterramants'involveic

in behavioral expression.

Certainly,

eider seine psychological, social, or environmental circunstances; television,
may exert little or no easily discernible. influencing of behaviors.
f

other ccnditi

s,,,it

may play a significant role

or how vlolen e or aggressiveneselet expressed.

T

in

But with

shaping behavioral style

It also may ftmction as a

triggering orrele)t'ing mechanism for overt behaviors which othenaise might be
inhibited.

: ,
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Mr. Maim Next is Ms. Peggy Charren; president Of Action for
Children's Television, who will speak on televised violence and the
lack of diversity in children's programing.
.:-

STATEMENT OF PEGGY CHARREN

Ms. CHARREN. I am Peggy Charren, president of Action for
Children's Television. I would like to thank the subcommittee for
the opportunity to testify today and for focusing on the important
issues of - children's television and fdi staying around to hear me.
ACT is a national grassroots organization working to encourage

diversity in children '$ programing and eliminate commercial

abuses from children's television. ACT was begun in 1968 by a
group of parents, teachers, physicians and itnedia professionals who
were brought together by a common concern for children and how
they are affecte.by what they see on television.
There are two threshold -issues related to our concerns about
television violence: The pervasiveness of-television and the nature
of the/child audience. More than 98 percent dell American homes

have one or more television sets; the average child spends 25 t6 30
hours every week watching television. By the !time a child gradtp`
ates from high school, he or she will have spent, on average, 15,000
hours watching television- and 'only 11,000 hours in the, classroom.
Iitaadition, we know that children's perceptions of the world are

shaped by what they see on television. Young children, who are
among the most avid and vulnerable of television audiences, lack
.the sophistication and maturity to distinguish fantasy from reality,
and to draw inferences about motivation and consequences.
It is only with an awareness and understanding of the role television plays in the lives of children that we tan begin to address the
problems it raises.
In drder to 6ngage the audience, regardless of age, 'television programing uses- excitement, tension, and, frequently, violence. ACT
believes there is no Malevolence or conspiracy involved in the prey-

alence of, violence qn televisiononly an overriding concern with,
ratings and dollars. It is precisely .the 'relationship of gratuitous
violence, the pervasivenbss of the medium,'and the. nature of the
young audience that concerns us today.
For 13 years, ACT's s tegy to-change and improve schildien's
ate: (1) increased age-specific programtelevision has been to
programs throughout the week, and
ins, (2) scheduling of chil
(3) increased diversity in

h programing.,

. While we present ann al awards to particularly creative new

'children's prOgrams, ACT- has new labeledi programs as the
eveu.the "most
"best," the "worst," the "most objectidnable,'
,

violent."

ACT has over and over again disagreed with this approdch to

,

television reform,because we do not want to become television's inspector general. Because of opr strong belief in the importance of
prograiyi Choice, ACT has pposecl the Moral Majority-backed Coalition for- BetterTelevision and has encouraged others to speak out
against this organization's -efforts to control television.
.

.

.

4

. 1$9

ACT believes that the Coalition'seeks to limit viewing options by
developing TV program "hit lists" and using other forms of censor,

ship.

The foun dation of a free society is an informed citizenry, and we

rely on the free 'speech guarantees. of the first amendment to

lo

insure the.free flow of inforrhation.
Thus the qualifications -placed 'on the frirst %amendment are extremely narrow and limited. In the context A broadcasting, free
speech has two dimensions: The right of the citizens to hear diverse
and controversial viewpoints, and the right of, broadcasters to communicate, free from censorship and Government constraint.

We believe these first-amendment issues are paramount, even
with regard to television violence. Censorship is anathema to Congress, to broadcasters, to ACT, and to the 'public interest, if not to
Ted -Turner.

)

However, the first amendment is not a barr ier to eliminating decep-five commercial speech, nor to promoting diversity and choice
ip,children's programing.
Let me stress that ACT's emphaSis, unlike that of other TV
reform groups that express a concern for children, is on children's
television. The great majority of TV reform organizations fail to
make the distinction between the TV seen by children and the TV
designed-for children.
Children watch a great deal of television that is not designed for
them, largely because there is so little children's television programing provided by broadcasters, especially on weekdays.
A study of weekday television Programing for children was cornmissioned by ACT and completed 'last - month by Prof. F. Earle
Berets of Boston University. The Barcus report shows'that.there is
very little regularly scheduled weekday programing for children on
commercial television: 29 percent' of- 588 stations reported to the
FCC that they aired no regularly scheduled programs for children
on weekdays, and, 62 per'between the hours of 6-g.m.,and 6
cent of the stations reported carrying no regularly scheduled aftersch'ool pcogramA for children between 2 pan. and 6 p.m.
scheduled networlt
"Captain 'Kangaroo" was the only: re
vOple,
lind
it
represented
almost 30
program designed Tor young
percent oof all .weekday comftrcial programing for children. It
'should be riotetl thak last month CBS cut "Captain Kangaroo" from
1 hour. to 3Q minutei, which has reduced the amount of regularly
scheduled children's programing even further.
ACT's policy of promoting TV choice for children is based on the

important assumptkin that- young children, can and will be en=
gaged, -stimulated, and excited by televisiOn.programs' geared to
.
their special needs and interests.
The Barcus report.demongtrates that the,re are extremely limited
viewing options for children.' Therefore, at' least one major-reason
why children are seeing adult programs, including th;)se that feature violence, is that there is very little else on televi 'on'for them
to watch.
ACT believes that the key question this bearing shoul address is
how to make responsible change in television without regulatiOn of
program content and without censorship.

90-291 0 -82 -- 13
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There is no single strategy that constitutes the "right way" to.
change television. ACT supports a greatifnany approaches to the
probm of how to improve children's television viewing experience,
and none of them involves censorship.
, Among the nongovernmental strategies we encourage .are research on how television viewing affects children, industry selfregulation, and parental responsibility for children's viewing time

and program choices.

But these strategies, although important, are not enough. In

qder to affect what children seekon televisivn without: controlling
program content, ACT maintains that it is essential to provide program diversity:

This can only be .achieved through' governmental and congre-

sional involvement.
Specifically, we recommend:
One, Congress should continue to exercise its Oversight responsi-

i

bility in the area of telecommunications and should recommendto
'the Federal Corimninications Commission that it adolit guidelines
for children's television programing.
These guidelines should address, the amount of programing designed for children, not its content. We maintain that the expansion of viewing options designed specifically for children is the best
answer to concerns about the effect of televised violence on children.
Two, Congress should support increased *funding of public televi-

sion, which provides a noncommercial alternative and increases

program diversity for children.
Three, Congress should encourage the enforcement of the Equal

gmploymerit Opportunities Act to bring more minorities and

women into decisionipaking 'positions in the television industry,
which in turn,will help increase program,,diversity.

'Four, Congress should support the development of alternative
technologies, such as cable television, videodisc, and low-power television, which can also increase program choices for children.
Five, Congress should encourage the FCC to retain those policies
and rules that promote, public accountability and diversity of opin-

ion, such as ascertainment requirements, financial disclosure requirements,, limited license terms, and' diversity of ownership.

Six, Congress should support mechanisms such as the Fairness
Doctrine that promote Vigorous debate of controversial issues.

Seven, finally, it is essential that Congress retain the statutory
requirement that broadcasters operate in the 'public interest.
ACT believes that improving children's experiences with television is the joint responsibility of television providersfor example
broadcasters, cable ope-raOrs, videodisc manufacturersGovernment officials, apd.televisiokviewers.
,,Unless all three of these groups exercise their rights and carry
But their responsibilities, television will be no more than, at best, a
moneymaking leisure machine and; at worst, a tool for propaganda.

Working jointlyalbeit on opposite sides of many fencesthe

television providers, Government, and viewers can bring the

medium closest to operating in the public interest.

191

From the' television -provider's point of view, operating in the
public interest means providing a wider, choice of programing for 4

preschool, schoolage, and young adolescent viewers.
It also means not airing piomos for R-rated movies in the middle
gi early morning cartoon shows. It means not airing deceptive ad''''vertising targeted to young children...
Broadcaster lesponsibility mean§ providing enough information,

in TV guides to help parents decide what programs their children
should or shouldn't see; it may mean Prefacing potentially disturbing programing with warnings. But does npt mean Making every
program on television fit for,'the eyes of a 5-year-old or even a 13year -old.

That would not he 'serving the adult public, and it would not
even be serving children, because children deserve programs especially designed for them and them, alone:
Only the combined efforts of parents;,broadcasters, and tlie. Gov-

ernment can insure that children are offered the programing they

deserve.
We would like to thank thii subcdoMmittoe for the opportunity to

testify today, and for focusing on the important issues of children's
television. It is only with an awareness and understanding of the.
role that television plays in the lives of children 'that we can begin
to address the problems it raises.
[Attachments to Ms. Charren's prepared statement follow :]
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Y OF

WEEKDAY, DAYTIME COMMERCIAL
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING FOR CHILDREN
4

by F. Earle Serous, 'Ph.D.

Professor of Communications Research
Boston Univelsity

September, 1981

,$
-

This study examined information about prokram service for children submitted by
588 commercial television stations to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as
part of their license renewal apPlicapions.
The primary purpose-of the study was to
determine the amount of regularly scheduled commercial children's programming ailed
on weekdays between'the hours of -6:00 a.m. and 6:00 P.m.

This study did not attempt Maefine "children's programs.'
as such in license renewal exhibits,were included in this study.
,

,

All programs listed
$

The major findings of the study'are:
REGULARLY SCHEDULED WEEKDAY PROGRAMING co R CHILDREN
1.

A per week total of 2478 weekday how's of regularly scheduled children's programming was reported.
The average was 4.21 hours per week Per station - approximately
50 minutes per day.

2.

Approximately 30% of all regularly scheduled programming was network- originated,
the remaincler being recorded, syndicated, or locally originated.

3.

29% of the stations reported no regularly scheduled children's programs between
6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p:m.

4.

45% of the stations reported no regularly scheduled children's I3rograms between
6:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

5.

'622 of .the stations reported no regularly scheduled children's programs between
2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.

6.

Approximately 70% of netwdrk-affiliated stations reported no regularly scheduled
children's programs between 2:00 Om. and 6:00 p.m.

7..

"Captain Kangaroo" (CBS):

"Captain Kangaroo" was the only regularly scheduled network program.
\

1

"Captain Kangaroo. represented 29% of all regularly scheduled program
hours reported by all,stations.
"Captain Kangaroo" represented 43% of all regularly scheduled'progiam
hours reported by network affiliates.

rN

\

t'

o. "Captain Kahgaroo" represented 48% g all regulirly scheduled prograM
hours between_6:00 a.m. and :00 p.m. on all stations.
'Captain Kangaroo" represented 71% of all regularly schedulea program
hours reported by CBS-affiliated stations.
8.

e

90% of CBS-affiliated stations carried one or more hours per day of regularly
scheduled children's programming, less than 20% of ABC- and NBC - affiliated
stations did so.
.

;-

9.

C.

1-

.

i

.

,

;

.

Independent stations (representing 13% of.the total number of station) pravided
32% of all regularly scheduled program hoursifeObrted.

1
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New Views

only Viewing
Believe It or Not!
The iwerate Arrencan family watches more
Ivan s end a haft hours of televlsicn a day

Children see about 20 000 30-second
commercials each yea, on shout three how s
of TV acIverttsinl each week

Chedre.n w atct, an average of 27 hours of TM,
each week or almost four hours each day

By tNe,nMe they are 18 most children will have
,ocet more time watching TV than in school

\----""s#

Advertisers spend over S600 million a year
selling to children on television

Most or the programs children, watch were made
for adults
Over a million yodng children are still watching
TV at midnight

)

Did You Ever Stop to Think:That
)

Over had of the TV ads directed to children are
for highly sugared foods but none of these ads

0 o e I tell children that sugar can cause cavities
III

; Children s TV programs could be aired as a
public service without advertising supported
by broadcasters profits from other shows

Women and minority chActerS on TV-rarely
D
S. take leadership roles

.

For children all television educates and
sometimes it teaches that violence is the
solution to most problems and that most
problems can be solved in 30 minutes '
Children need many thiNsielevision doesn t
provide love exercise creative play
involvement with other children a chance
to getacquaintedwith books

J\

(4

,
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Look At It Another Way
co
cool
et,

Set a hmit on the amount of TV your children
watch When you are at work or out in the
babysitter how to handle YV
veiveniengs, tell
viewing

Don t lust turn on television Turn on a program
and turn off the set w(ien the program LS over

Hap your children choose the programs they
watch and watch with them when you can

Check the schedule on your public TV station
for creative non-commeraal alternatives fa
your family

Use the programs you and your children watch
as a iuTipingoff pant for family discussions
For example 0a show deals with a conflict
between parent and child discuss how your
family might handle the problem

Turn

When you don t like what TV is teaching turn it
Off Remember you control the se

oft the Tube and React
Call the community relations department at a
local TV station and arLange for your family to
watch a program being made -

Ask your children to list all the foods advertised
op children s television and then to ust all the
foods they think they shouldeat to be healthy
Compare the two lists
Hare your children ma ke'up a commeraal for
they favorite fruit or vegetable and act It out
List all the kinds of programs you and your
children would like to see. Think of books that
would make good dramas hobbies you would
like to learn about- careers you could explore
Compare your lists to the Local TV schedule

Spend a part of each day &gig something
speaa/ Agth your family like reading aloud
playing a board game a baking cookies

a'
11

<

.

Let people know what you think of children/
television You and your children can write a
family letter to ABC NBC CBS PBS local
TV stations local cable operators toy
manufacturers cereal companies candy
makers the FTC the FCC, your Senator your ,
Mayor your newspaper and ACT
Form a local TV action group You and some
fnends can discuss children s television
programs meet with local broadcasters plan
' parentteacher talkst and organize community
support for increasing children s TV chases

I-
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.,:,,-Putting Cable to Work for You
Bwiy iii9t15v,ert is likeeityeithae t 7,1e-third of atHamikes

0

e dill

4

Cable can provide more than 50 channels to
choose from That means entire channels can
be devoted to sports or black news or
chikiregs pticgrams
Cable can offer public access to TV channels,
so children and adults can learn to make
programs for their communities

Wont to ensure that yourlowns cable 'Contract
calls for a vanity of children s programming
produced nationally, locally nd by young
people in yourcommunity d shown without
commercials

Ask your local cable companyTfi a schedule
degaibing all its programs and a lockout device
to block out certain channels Then you can
plan and control your family

,
If your town dcesn t yet have cattle television
let your town counalors know that you want to
be involvdo in the cable franchising process
,

O
000

Did YoU Know?
Parents are not the only ones with a
responsibility to the child audience

it

Broadcasters have aiipgal responsibility to
serve the public 'nabbing children
Elected officials have a responsibility lo make
sure that the cable company sewing their
Community offers special services to children
Teachers have a responsibility totielp children
learn.how to watch TV critically_

The Fede'ral Communications Commission
(FcC) has a responsibility to make sure that
broadcasters serve the child audience
The Federal Trade Commission CFTC) has a

responsibility to ensure that TV advertisil i
not deceptive
ACT is responsible for helping to improvt
children s TV viewing expenences For more
information, write to ACT TV TIME CHART
46 Austin Street NewtonviHe MA 02160

Doctors and dentists have a responsibility to let
- parenti know what at pects of children s
itt

television are damaging to a child s health..

r
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Mr. Morn.. Next we still hear from Dr. Thomas Radecki.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS RAbECKI,M.D:

Dr. RADECKI. Thank you, -Mr. Mottl, members of the committee.

..

Right now our Nation is suffering from a violence epidemic that is
worse than at any time in recorded American history.; Since, 1957,
rates; of murder, rape, assault, robbery and burglary have soared
increasing from 300 to 600 percent depending on the category.
In spite of this tremendous increan, new records of violence continue to be set almost every year.
.
The most rapidly growing causes bf death in the past two decades in our country have been frorri homicide, suicide, and alcohol
abuse.

There are specific. reasons for' this violence epidemic. It is clear

that there are multiple causes, but that the exact percentages of
Causation of each are not known. Certainly, the large increases in

-

alcohol consumption since the 19Ws plays an important role.
Increases in.durg abuse have caused a smaller proportion of this
increase, both due to the direct effects of drug§SuCh as PCP, amphetamines, and downers, and due to the violent climate that sur-

rounds the trafficking in and purchasing of illegal substances.

Family breakdown plays a role as may the less than ideal functioning of other social institutions.
However, research shows that the most likely, No. 1 cause of.this
increase in violence is the massive amounts Of violent entertain,ment being sold to the American public.
Television is the'No. 1 news, advertising and socializing influence
in our society. Americans will see many times more violence on TV
than from all other sources combined.
I can comfortably estimate that 25-50 percent of the violence in.
our society is coming from the culture of violence being taught by

our entertainment media, most ,strongly by the television and

movie- industries. This estimate is based on solid research findings
For instance, Dr. William Belson of the London School of Economies completed a $300,000 study, funded by CBS, of 1,600 London

adolescents. He looked at 227 possible causes of violence in their
lives.

He found that the amounts of TV violence consumed accounted
for at least 12 percent of the variance in the .amount of violence
committed. He also found that film and comic book violence were
responsible for violence to lesser degrees.
Dr. Leonard Eron and Dr. Monroe Lefkowitz of the Vniitersi of
Illinois fleplartment of Psychology completed their 10-year folio up

study of American adolescents and found a similar percentage of
the,effect coming from the amount of TV violence seen. A causeeffect relationship was clearly demonstrated.
A study of middle-class adult Males completed by Dr. Roderick
Gorney of UCLA found a.37-yercent decrease in hurtful behavior
around the home.during a single week whenviolent programming
was eliminated from the viewing*ipt..
1
In 67 studies reviewed by Dr. Scott Andison in 1976, more-than
three-fourth of them fotind increased violence or aggresSir due to

I
I
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violent programs. The average effect in these studies was a 25-percent higher level of violent or aggressive behaviOr.
Many other studies point to increases in fear, depression, cheating, willingness to rape; all of these studies necessari47 undetestimate the impact entertainment violence is having.
This is because these studies look at only the direct effects.and
dozen studies showing
not the indirect effects. There are several
adultire affected. Advertising affects adults. Why can't violence
sales affect adults. Adults are affected 37 percent in Dr. Gorriey's
study.
So parents become More violent. Also there is good research evidance to show that children Jeanie lot of their behavior, including
violence, from their parents.-Thus, by increasing parental use ,of
aggression and because their children learn from their model; television. indirectly teaches children to turn more readily to violence.
The same indirect patterns hold for peexs, et cetera.
Scientific studies. sho'v an overWhelming agreement that TV and
- media violence is having a serious and harmful effect on society.
This research shows that all social classes, ethnic backgrounds, age
groups, both sexes, and various education backgrounds are adversely affected by the huge quantities of entertainment violence sold to
.
us.
There is a myth that only a small percentage of viewers are, af-

fected. In study after study, this has been disproven. It is clear
that, especially when the massive amounts carsumed are considered, the majority of all viewers are adversely influenced. This

myth exists due to desensitization, a lack ofltnowledge of available
information, and to the massive promotion of violence through adiertising.
Indeed, I would go so far as to say that probably no one who sees

the large amounts of TV violence typical of American TV can

escape at least slime harmful influence.
In the area of sexual violence NOV has found 33 studies, almost
all since thelast governmental hearings. These show that nonvio-

lent erotic films and material do not increase rape but that frequent sexual violence and 'violence found in both hard-core and
soft-core 'pornography, definitely increase the acceptance pf and interest in 'committing se4ual violence for the typical American or

u
Canadian adult male.
I would like to announce some recent research findings. We recently studied Canadian television and found that Canadian television has 75 percent less violence than or ono,.American networks.
This actually means that Canadian televisiNtas already reached
our goal of a 75-percent deCrease.
It is the American networks that are pushing violence, not only
In this country, but worldwide through extensive distribution of
violent programs.
Studies show that, the amount of violence on television actually
exceeds reality by 200-fold. That's not 200 percent, that's:200-fold20,000 'percent more violence on network television and even worse
,
on Saturday morning o;imovie_chan'hels., down
on netw ork TV in.
Recently television violence has.not gone
the slightest, but has started to increase on television in the average home due to the effect of cable television.

.
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HBO and other movie channels are 200 to 300 percent more violent than the networks. .

Because of this, this committee has to be concerned about
movies. The number of violefit exploitation movies released this
year has jumped by 50 percent over the previous record: That's according to movie sources theinselyes.
The previbus record-was set last year. These are alrbady making

their way onto cable and network television and these films further increase he television and real-life violence that we are likely
to see here in the future.
I can assure you we are going to have more violence tffls year
and next year than in the past-in our country. The Motion Picture
Association of America makes a joke of their movie rating system.
NCTV has found that the MPAA gives PG and R movie ratings to

movies of identical violence levels.
The,only differentiating facto,rs for MPAA is sexp languagp, and
gruesomeness. Amazingly, the least violent of the MPAA movie

categories is the r-rating which is used to keep; children and adoJescents outof movies.
Apparently-no amount or intensity of violence is bad enough not 1
to serve to the youth of our Nation. In addition, the MPAA will not
allow theaters to 'publish the treason specific ratings are given.
Thus, prosoci'al, nonviolent movies like "Ordinary People," and

"Krampr vs. Kramer" are given the same rating as the "Texas
Chairisaw Massacre" and "Friday the Thirteenths' with no addi-

, tional information. ,
"Because of heavy cross-ownership in the media industry, the very
sources upon which the public relies for its informati6n refuse to
publicize the harm being done.'
Networks have rardly,-if ever, let the American people look at
the research evidence.
. .
The only glimpses allowed have been strongly controlled by the'
networks so as not to-hurt their public image with the truth.
Clearly, there are many steps that can be legally taken to limit
entertainment violence, in our country and that are Totally within .
the bounds of our National Constitution.
For example, every advertisement promoting, the,-watching of entertainment violence could and should befpresented with a warning

that'the Surgeon General has determined that tilt viewifg of entertainment violence is -harmful to your health and that of others.

There can and should be -required advertisements telling the
viewer of the harmful effects of watcfring entertainment violence ,

414

for every two ads promoting violence.
Currently, this Government afid Congress are slashing funding of

the only low-violence network in our countrythe Public Broadcasting System. Research has found that watching PBS actually decreases violence, at least in children reviews.
The funding of PBS is probably the most effective and least expensive antiviolence program in our country. Instead of cutting
funding, Congress should increase funding for, access to, and program' advertisement of PBS programing. Congress can and should
add a second public network. This could conveniently,be added, to
cable TY.

.

s
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A current law can be changed that forbids commercial television
from having access to the fine low-Violence cartoons producted by
,public moneys- for PBS and now sitting in mothballs.

These programs can currently .only be used if the brdadcaster
gives up all profits for that period of time and shows low violence
for a large financial loss.
the public having spent $75 million to
This law exists in spite
produce these films. They should-be made available to commercial
channels for reasonable fees, somewhat lower than the prevailing
rate so as to encourage prosocial and low-violence entertainment
for children.

The gurrent restriction exists solely to protect the profits of the
producers and owners of hig-violence cartoon programing. If Congress ip worried about' hArting such poor people, it -eould even buy
up the current high-violence cartoon programs and take them oat.
of circulation.

-\

Violept programs cold and should be required to carry an in-

audible §ignal with television sets being required to be built with a
lock` mechanism that, when set, would blank out violence programwhatever level the family or viewer wished to set his TV.
ing
.8afch,a proposal' was brought up ,in this committee in the 1977
hearings along with other sensible ideas. These proposals- were defeated by an 8-to-7 vote at that time Through a coalition formed between conservative Congressmen and the big money forces of the
television: industry.

The advertising of violent toys on television should be outlawed.
Certainly, if it can be illegal to acNertise cigarettes on television, it
must be constitutional to outlaw the selling of violence to.children.
At New we receive ifiany complaints about the harmful promo-

tion of gruesomely violent films on TV. It has been openly admitted in move industry literature that the target audience of

.

these ads start with the 12-year-old age group, ,even for R-rated, hyperviolent moves.

A. public movie rating system is urgently needed as presently
exists in every other country in the developed free worl Such a
tes have
rating system is clearly constitutional since sever
had such rating boards in the pasts as recent' 'is last year.
ed on televisimi as in
With 20 times as many films being w
the theater, this needs to be a concern f this committee. The consumer has'a right to know the -content of the product before he
pays his money or invests his tiMe.

This would algo allow hyperviolent programs to be placed in'a
special X.rated category for violence and restricted from television,
and from viewers under 18 years old in. the theater.
4

It would also permit adults lo have an idea of what they are

thinking about seeing, and knowledge of its probably harmful influence.

A small white dot could be required to be broadcast in the upper left-hand corner of the screen on violent programs such as is done
in France. This would allow the viewer to quickly know that the
program NV/18411e of high violence and not healthy viewing.

I.

.

It would allow the parent a convenient guideline to set for their
children and, even themselves.
.4

it '1
.
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'Goernment can continue to fund further research in the several
areas of study that are still inadequately researched..These would

include the effects of viewing violent .sports contests sueh as

boxing, ice,hockey, and professional wrestling. Nine studies have
found viewers of such high Violence to be adversely affected. Football violence shoufeMso be researched t9 find out what type of violence on tbe field might be harmful to the viewers. Much research
is also needed to know the effects of these sports oh the habits, of
the participants as well.
Research could alsoekamine if there are ways to present violence that do not promote 'violence but .rather, that educate4he
viewer on the.real dangeris of violence ExampFes of this may be re-,
altstiC and nonsensational documentaries, et cetera.
Further 'research on the effects of violence toys . and "games,
which are heavily promoted on TV, and on the effects of the, heavy
positna portrayal of alcohoLcogsumption on television is needed
the average, iewerwill-see alcohol Consumed 3,000 times eacii, year

on TV and almost always Otth positive consequences.
Several national consumer and public access chatmels should be
.started with public funding. This would allow the American people
to get honest product information ann, ideally, indepthipublic discussipn untainted by commercial nfluences.
Municipal ownership- and/or control pf cable television .monopo°lies should be en,couraged instead of outlawed by conservatiye and

special interest.foices as is currently being attempted by this Congress.

,

I am very pessimistic that this Congress will do,anytning to control media violepce o1 to promoti the public interest. I.fully -expect
it to continue to take steps which result, in the promotion of vialencecutting funding for ;public TV, allowing commercialization

of public TV, banning municipal influence over fable, fostering

media concentl-atioh, blocking access to nonviolent, publicly owned
children's programing, et cetera.
I doubt that big money power Will altow_ national consumer channels or putilic access channels, warnings, of the effectsof entertainment violence, reinstatement of the research funding necessary to
get more knowledge of harmfurinnences, et cetera.
Until the strangle-hold on democracy caused by. the powerful in

fluence of special-interest groups through their' political action
Committee Campaign contributions is broken, I expect that the
American people will getittle help from congress.
Only when public financing of eled,tions is, successfully passed,
will we see Congressmen truly worried about what the average citizen thinks. I fully expect the opinions of 94 percent of physicians

and 80 percept of the American people, that violent prograriliQ
needs to be decreased, to be ignored by this Congress. I only hope
that I am wrong.
congratulate Congressmen Timothy Wirth, Edward Markey,

and Ronald Mottl for bucking the pressures of certain powerful

broadcast and cable lobbies by having these heaiings.
If we had more, leaders such as you, I 'am sure that we would already be living in a less'ir'iolent and .yet freen society than we find
ourselveS in today.
[Dr. Radecki's prepared statement and newsletter.follow:]
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Statemenr of Dr. Thomas Radecki, M.D..Xhairperson of the National
Coalition on Television Violence

Our nation is suffering from a violence epidic.that is worse than
at any tima:in recorded American history.

Since 1957, rates of murder, rape.

IOW

assault. robbery, and burglary have soared--incrfasini from 300r600% depending
on the category.

In spite of this tremendous increase, new records of violence

continue to be set almost every year.

.

In Central Illinois, where I practice psychiatry, wyhave seem two
dismemberment and three axe murders in the last year alone.
where' I

In Decatur,

live, there has been a bank president pay to have his girlfriend

assassinated and a union leader's wife pay to'have her husband Inurderedi,-

I find surprisingly high levels of marital'and family violence.in my practice

even in mindleand upper clans households.

The most rapidly growing causes

of dessth in the past too decades in our country have been,from homicide,

suicide, and ilcohol abuse.
There are specific reasons for this violence epidemic.
41

It is clear

that there are multiple causes but that the exact percentages of causation of each
are not known.

Certainly, the large increases in alcohol consumption.since

the 19b's plays an important role.

Increases in drug abuse have caused

a smaller proportion of t*s increase both due to the direct effects of drugs
o

..such as PCP, amphetamines, and downers, and due to the violent clinhte that
surrpunds the' trafficking In and purchasing of illegal substances.

Family

breakdown plays a role as may die less than idealqunctioning of other social
institutions.

.

However, research shows thab the most likely; number one ciuse of this
increase in violence is the massiye amounts of violent entertainment being
sol4 to the,American public. 'Television is the number one news, advertising,

; and socializing influnce in our society.

Americans will see many times

more violence. on TV than from all other sources combined.

I tad comfortably

estimate clia'd')Z5:50Z of the violence in opr society` is coming from-the -culture

of violence being taught by our entertainment media, most strongly by the
I

television and movie industries.

This estimate is based on solid research

findings..

For instance, Dr. William Belson of the London School of Economics

completed a $300,000 study,funded4by.CBS, of 1600 LOndon,adolescents,

He

e
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looked at 227'possible causes of violence in their lives.

He found that

the amounts Of TV violence consumed accounted for at least 'In of the variance
in the amount of violence committed.

He also found that film and comic book

violence were responsible for violence to lesser degrees.
Dr. Leonard Eron and Dr. Monroe Lefkowitz of the University of Illinois

Department of Psychology,completed their 10-year follow:upstf American
adolescents, and found a similar pei0Orge of the
amount of TV violence seen.

ect comiag from the

A cause-effect relatrship was clearly

'demonstrated:

Yet, both of ehese studies alce certain to undetestimate the influence
of T'

violenL since exact records of each program viewed were not possible.

Studies of shorter durationelere the actual programs seen were able to be
controlled, findireatef effects.
A Study of middle - claw' adult males completed by Dr. 'oderick Gorney

.of UCLA Nound a 37% decrease in hurtful behavior around the home during a
single .week when violent programing was eliminated from the viewing diet.

In 65 studies reviewed by Dr. Scott Andison in 1976, more than 3/4ths of
them found Increased violence or aggression due to violent programs.

The

tverage effect in these studies was a 25% higher level of violent or aggressive
behavior.

O

Dr. J. Bryant'of the Univirsity of Massachus'etts recently found very

-

larAe increases in everyday anTiety in college students who.were assigned

to Acch violent TV progras over a six-week period.

4

Other studies point

'to increases in depression, dishonesty, cheating, willingness to rape, desire
to punish, etc

Even these studies necessarily underestimate the impact of entertainment
violence.

This..is because mal indirect effects of TV violence are certain

to add to the final outcome.

For instance, several doien studies on adults

find that they,are lust as strongly affected by television violen44.k
children.

Other family research shows that children learn a significant

proportfon of.their violent habits from their parentr

Thus, TV increases

the angry and hurtful behavior of Ametican parents in a major way and,
thereby, indirectly teachee violence to children through yet another avenue..

Other indirect effects include TV's teaching of violence to one's pees
wAo in turn teach violence to the person in question.

TV almost certainly

teaches even our teachers to use more violence in resolying school problems,
judges in handling court cases, and even leaders in handling intIrnational
conflicts.

It teaches such a tolerance for violence that we are allowing

f.
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increasingly hbrrendous amounts in'our homes, schools, and society without
taking real action to eliminate its source.
In all. NCTV has found over 700 scientific studies and reports covering

r

over 100,000 peopl,e, mostly done in the United States bue also covering 16

foreign countries, as well.
-

that

'Mese studies show an overwhelming agreement

TV and media violence is having a serious and harmful effect on society.

This research shows that all social classes, ethnic backgrounds, age groups,
,both sexes, and various educational backgrd'unds are adverselyaffected by
the huge Quantities of entertainment violence sold to us.

This research means that the United States television and movie industries

6

are also the largest prompters of violence world-wide, since by fear the largest
amounts of violence seen in'Eurdpean democracies, Arab states, or even in

iron Curtain countries like.Poland are produced here in America.

Rates of

violence have increased in almost every free country in the past 10-20 years.'
This Is Ifie first world -wide epidemic of violence in history.

It is certain

that the heavy world-wide diifiAutiN of 'American film and TV violence plays
an important role in this increase.

Aglitional Research Notes

Many people continue to think that cartoons, the most violent hours
on television, are not harmful.

This is perhaps due to desensitization and

to the confilsion that "kid stuff" is nothing to worry about.

has located 25 separatstudies on cartoon violence.

However, NCTV

Of these, 24 of the

studies show clear trends or proven significant effects that this programing
increases aggression, and violence in chilrren viewers.

There is a myth that only a small percentage of viewers are

affected.

It is clear that, especially

In study after study, this has been disproven.
when the massive amounts consumed are considered, the majority of all viewers

O

are adversely influenced. .This myth exists due to desensitization, a lack
of knowledge of available information, and to the massive promotion of
violence through advertising.

Indeed, I would go so far as to say that

.

probably no one who sees the large amountsof TV violence typical of

Even our TV A
American TV can escape at feast some harmful influence.
movie monitors who work for NCTV report that they, themselves, are adverselyaffected, noting increased amounts of anxiety, irritability, etc.
The56 is a misconception that if the viewer enjoys a violent.program,

a
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then the viewer is not affected.

Programs in which "the good guy teaches

the bad guy a lesson" by using violence, are often enjoyed by viewers.

These

programscause somewhat less anxiety, but are actually likely to be more effective
at gettitg the viewer to accelit and use violence in his life.

It is these

programs that the networks are promoting in huge numbers at this moment.
Another myth l'w6uld like to correct is that true pornography, i.e.
violent sexual portrayals, does not result *In ,rape and violent sex.

NCIV

has found 33 studies, almost all since the last governmental hearings on
chi* subject.

These show that non-violent, erotic films and material do

not increase rape but that the frequent sexual violence

d violence found

in both hard-core and soft-core pornography, definiely'increases the
acceptance of

interest in co=itting sexual violence for the typical

American or Canadian adult male.

This so-called, "soft-core" sexual violence is quite frequent on cable
televisiOn and even occurs on network TV.
Finally; many peOple believe that
violence,

medic violence dpes not promote

Although there are only a few

tudies on this type of entertainment,

Choy show'an increase 1n aggression and the acceptance of violence in both
children, and adults.

Violence is not a laughing matter and should not be'

taught to be one.
O

Censorship of Real-life Violence and Non-violetce: by Commercial TV

Public television is not only the least violent network in this country
but public channels in every country,that has allowid commerical television
and public TV co co -exist finds that the commvkal stations always
more violent programing.

portray

In addition co this problem. the violence on commercial

television is distorted from reality, not for artistic reasons, but

so as

not to turn-off the viewer or advertiser..
In addition co the 200-fold increased levels of vioiCnce on television,
the violence actually shewn is no where near realistic.
higher percentage of spontaneous domestic violence
less slreet violence than on television.
life but far more deadly.

There is a fat

real -life and much

Guns are much less common in real

Television censors the pain and suf,fering that

results from violence especially when it comes to the long-term pain, the

hospital treatments, the prison sentences, the burials, and the broken
families

For example, in real-life 50Z of all Violence is committed under the

,
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influence`baalcohol.

Studies

On TV:, only 1% of violence,- is due to dlcohol.

have found tha't irrationalliuMken violence is not quite as.popultr as the
gratuitous violpnve that saturates the airwaves. `The influence Cif the alcohol
advertiser's &1st; cannot be discounted.

in drunken violence

on

NC TV actually encourages an increase

teie;iiiion accompanied by large decreases in other

types of violence.' We are opposed to the total erldinai!oo of violegce from
TV.

Mather, violence should never be used to entertain but only to educate

the viewer realistically to the amounts and causes oereal-life violence
so that thejviewer nay have°.an accurate idea of the true consequences of
violence.

j'

NCTV't goal is a 75%,decrease Of violence on network TV and
.

larger decteases

-

in the amqunt of violence pretented,on HBO and cable movie channels.

No Evidence That Viewers Want More Violence

.

NCTV has found ten studies including one of our own on the popularity
,

of violent television.

All of these studies show that violent programing

is no more popular that, non-violent.programing.

.a

.4's

Our own study found no fall-

oft' in viewership when TV violence decreased by 151 this past November and
o
4A.DeCember and no increase in viewership when it.was increased by 40% Err

January to May of this year.

1,n addition to these 10 studies, another example

is that although cinema violence is much worse this year

than ever before

itChistory, theatre attendance has not gone up but is actually

suelhor

down 4291pite of massive increases in the TV aavertiiiilg of these movies.

VioleneiMgeams may or may not serve a commercial function of getting
certain-age groups to tune into different programs so that products may be
sold matching the intended audi'ences.

r

/difference.

Even this would be a very minor

Repeated opinion polls show Americans want less not more violence
e

on television and in the movies.
Only through massive advertisi20, pushing-the idea that watching violence
is harmless entertainment, can the popularity of TV and movie violenco be
NCTV has estimated that- app,oximately one billion dollars Ss

maimained.

spent each year promoting violence by the TV Sand film industries with
essentially no meney spent on counter-advertising-or warning viewers of the
finding Of objective scientific studies ShOwing major and important harmful
effects on ailults and children alike.

291
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Amounts of TV and Entertainmsnt Violence Increasing

TV violence was present in the early 1950's and of concern to the first
congressional hearings on this subject.in 1954.
by 2
has

It

ntiquedAarsi and maintained its current very high levels over th4
two decades.

Pa
f

However, in 1957 it jumped

in a singlejyear with the h1fte.y..promotion,of the adult western.

(It is of interest that 1957 was the year then violence

st started to increase in our country.)

Recently, television violence has not gone down on network TV in the
slightest, but has started to increase in very major ways due Co the
of cable television on TV viewing in general.

influence

HBO and other movie channels
?

are 200-300% more violent than even the networks.

Films make up 40% of the

violence-on network TV and a full 60% of the violence seen in HBO homes.

Since twenty times as many films are seen at home as in the movie
theatres, the product that the movie industry is producing has to be of
Concern to this committee- 'pie number of violent exploitation movies
released thiS yeAr has increased Sy 50% over
..1980.

previous record set in

These are already making their way onto 'cabit'and network television.

These films guirantee further increases in television and real-life violence
for the'lmmediate future.

Tbi,Motion Picture Association of America(MPAA) makes a joke of violence

with Ali movie rating system. .NCTV research has found that the MPAA gives
PG and R movie ratings to movies of identical Jolene levels.

The only

differentiating factors for MPAA is sex, language, and grue'someness.

Amazingly,

the least violentof the MPAA movie categories is the X-rating which is used
. to keep children and adolescents out of movies.

Apparently, no-amount or

intensity of violence is bad enough not to serve to the youth of our nation!
In addition, the MPAA will not allow theatres to publish the reason specific
ratings are given.
Thus, pro-social, non-violent movies like Ordinary People,

and Kramer vs Kramer are given the same raing as-the Texas 9ainsaw Hassacre
and Friday the Thirteenth with no additional information.
4

Because of heavy ctoss-ownership in the media iriustry, the very sources
upon which the public'relies on for its information
the harm being done.

look at the

research

refuse

to publicize

Networks have rarely if ever let the American people
evidence:

The only glimpses allowed have keen strongly

controlled by the networks so as not to hurt their publicimage with the
truth.

Another example is Time-Life, 'Inc. which owns the nation's Fl 2ewsmagazine.
Few people realize that over 50% of Time-Lite's profits come from HBO.

t

Time-

A
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Life is currently waging a powerful effort to assure that the public is not
allowed any Influence over the content of cable TV.

Time magazine did not

publish any of the forty or so research studies of 1980 showing the harmful
effects

of

televisioniviolence but published the'only study, and a controversial

one.at Viet, claiming that TV,has no impact.
The heavy promotion of RaflZrs of the Lost Ark by the press before it
even got,t6 the theatres is another example.

This is a movie whichstrlins

the audience to cheer, murder and which averages 804violent acts per hour,
rt vas rated, PG in the United States and yet banned in Sweden because of

its extreme promotion of violence.

No warnings accompanied the promotion

of this movie in magazines such as Time and Newsweek which proclaiiped it
as great family entertainment.

PUblkc interest groups are not even allowed,

co see the movies beft'ie release so that the public can be warned even in

a small way of the harmful influences.

Only those who promise to prdmote

the movies Ore allowed pre-screenings.
High violence movies help establish what is acceptable entertainment,
first for the theatre and cable, and then for network television.

It is

absolutely certain that they increase violence in our world to a major way.
It is also certain that they would be rated more severely ancLiktrili:d
,4tt

more tightly by a public rating system.

Steps Needed to Decrease Entertainment Media Violence

4111*

society restrict .sex and yet how loose it

It is strange how much
is in regards to violence.
cartoons,

There is essentially no sex on Saturday morning

comicbooks, or in 'amusement electronic game centers.

However,

these locations have the highest concentrations of violence in our society
along with our violent PC and R-rated movies.
massive

amounts of explicit violence without

Network television carries.
much concern.

However, it

restricts ,explicit sex much more severely and is even decreasing'iMp4ed,

sex In a major way this year.
,

Thepoint is not that there shotild be more

sex, but that the proven, major harmful iffectsrof video violence needs to
be taken more Seriously.

There has never been a decrease in the ellantity

of network violence similar to.this year's decrease in implied

sexual references:.

This did not even occur 1A1 1977 when the American Medical Association and
the Nstionll

demanded action and urged their members not ,to buy the

products of high violence sponsors.

4
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Clearly, there are many steps that cap be legally taken to limit envrtainment.

ro

violence in our epuntry and that are totally within the bounds of our national
constitution.

For example, every advertisement promoting the watching of

entertainment violence could and should be presented with a warning that
the Surgeon General has determined that the viewing of entertainment violence
is ?armful to your health and that o,

others.

There can and should be one

required advertisement telling the viewer of the-harmful effects of watqhitg
entertainment violence for every twb ads promoting violence.

Curtently. this government Std Congress are slashing funding of the
only low violenct network in our country- -the Public Broadcasting System,
'

'

ftesAtsrcn has found that watching PBS actually decreases violence in society.

The funding of PBS is probably the most effective and least expensive antiviolence program in our country:

Instead of cutting funding, Congress should

increase, funding. access, and program advertisement of PBS programing.

Congress

can and should add a second public network which could be added, at least
to cabl? TV,

A current law can be chLged that forbids commercial television from
hdving_access to the fine low-violence cartoons produced by public monies
for PBS and now sifting in.mothballs.

These programs can c'urrenti.y only

be used if the broadcaster gives up all profits for that period of time and
shows low violence for a large financial loss.

This law exists in spite

of the public having spent 75 million dollars to produce these,films.

They

should be male available to commercial channels for reasonable fees. somewhat
louer than the prevailing rate so as 11, encourage pro-sOcihl and low violence
entertainment for children,

The current restriction exists solely to krotect
Nr

thd profits of the producers and owners of high violence cartoon programint.
If Congress is worried about hurting such poor people, it could :yen buy
up tli.current highl, violence cartoon programs and take them out of circulation

Violent programs could and should be required to
signal with television sets being required to'be built

arry an inaudible
th a lock mechanism

that, when set, would blank out violence programing at whate er level the
family or viewer wished to set his TV.

Such a proposal was brought up in

this committee In the 1977 hearings along with.other sensible ideas,

These

proposalswere defeated by an 8-7 vote at that time chrough a coalition formed
between conservative congressmen and the Big Money forces of the television
industry.

The ackertising of violert toys on television should be outlawed.

Certainly.

4
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if it can be illegal to advertise cigarettes on television, it must be constitutional
to outlaw the selling of violence to children. Additionally, the advertising
At NCTV we receive many

of violent movies should bebanned,from television.

complaints about the harmful promotion of gruesomely violent films on TV.

.

It ha's been openly admitted in movie industry literature that the target
audierice of these as start with the 12 year-old age group even for R-rated

)

movies.

A public movie rating system is urgently needed as presently exists

Such a rating system

in every other country in the developed free world.

is clearly constitutional since several states have had such rating boards
in the' past' as recently as last year. With 20 times as many films being
' watched on television as in the theatre, this needs to be a concern of this
product'befoil
committee. Tbs,consumer has a right to know the content of the
he pays his money or invests his time. This Wbuld also allow hyper-violent programs

to be placed in a special X-rated category

for violence and restricted from television

and from viewers under 18 years old in the theatre.

It would also perm

adults to have an idea of what they are thinkidg about seeing and know/A4ge
of its probabik harmful influence:
A small white dot could be required to be broadcast in the upper left-

/,

hand corner of the screen on violent programs ssch as is done in Francd.
the program was one of high

pis would allow the viewer'to quickly kzw that
'violence and not healthy viewing.

It would allow the parent a convenient

guideline to'set for theirchildrenand, even, themselves.
Government

an continue to fund further research in the severe/. areas

IT'

of study tEat are still inadequately researched.

These would-include the

effects of viewing violent sports contest such as boxing, ice hockey, and
professional wrestling.:

(Nine studies have found viewers of such highLy

vIplence to be Idbersely affected.

Football violence should'also.be researhed

to find out what type of violence on the field might be harmful to the
viewers..

ifuch research is also needed to know the effects of these'sports

44.

Research cbuld also examine
on the hahits of the participants as well.)
if there,Lre ways to present violence thlt do not promote violence but
rather that educate the viewer on the real dangers of violence.
I

Examples

Further
of tilts may be realistic and non-sensational documentaries, etc.
research on the'Fffects of violence-tOys and games, which are heavily
promoted on TV, and on the effects of the heavy positive portrayal of
alcohol consumption on television is needed(the averagf viewer will see

J.
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alcohol consumed 3000, times each yea ,on 'TV and almost 04byswithilsitixe

0 .
.4

'consequences).

.

with public' funding.

This would allow the American petit. e

7

o get hohlse°,

untaintaa*C

product information and, Lieally,4in depth news
influences.

0 %.

frA0e*

Several national consumer *d p blic access channe,l°

Municipal ownershirand/or control of cable telpv

should be encouraged instead of oatlawed by conservative and
forces,as is currently being attempted by this Congress.
I

am very pessimistic that this congress will do anything

media violence or to promote ohe public interest.

continue

to take steps

I

to
4.6

I fully expect lily%

which result in the promotion of violence--cuttilk%,..- A

funding for public Ili, allowing commercialization of public TV,

banning

municipal influence over cable, fostering media concentration,

blockin:01

access op.non-violent,iarublically-owned children's programing,

etc. .14';

doubt that Big Money powers will allot/ national

i

2,00A

'

W41
:

consumer channels or pub

4

aCcess'chsnnels, warnings of the effects of .entertainment violence,

reinstatement of the research funding necessary to get more knowledge of
harmful influences, etc.

6

-

:

Until the strangle-hold on democracy caused by the powerful influence

o

of special interest groups through their political action committee campaigns
Contributions is broken, I expect that the American people can expect little
help from Congress.

Only when public financing of electitne is successfully

passed, will we see Congressmen truly worried about what the average citizens
thinks.

0

I fully expect the opinions of 941-of physicians and 80% of the

American people, that violent programing needs Co be decreased., to be
ignored by this Congre'ss. I only hope that I am wrong.
I congratulate

Congressman Timothy Wirtband Congressman Aonald Mottl for bucking the
pressu;s of certain powerful broadcast.and cable lobbies by having ?hese
If we had
leaders such as you, I am,sure that we would
hearings.
ready be living in a less violent and yet freer society than we find
ou elves in today.

.

(

.
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.
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NATIONAL COALITION ON TELEVISION VIOLENCE

NEWS
NCTV Releases

Board el (MOM
Grecs C. baba.V.r.
PTATIsvInaMclent

TSeesion and Children"
WuMneion Asscc
Nelson Price. Presleent
jearraa Action Research Center
Salt' Steentand

In response to Continued, widespread cancer

about the levels of violence on television, the
National Coalition on Television Violence was
termed One of its projects is the continuous

Nationai CeLtKa Comm. for Broadcasting
Stewart Hoover, Media Consultant
Clench of the Brethren

monitoring otpzime-time and Saturday morning television Every week, one 'network is randomly
selected. This effort is a continuation and enlargement of past monitoring projects
' National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting
(NCCB) first monitored TV for violence in 1976 with

Endorsers.

(Fames listing)

the help of funding from the American Medical

sir

Association Television violence had reached an alltirry3 high in 1975.76 Atter the results were made
Public, considerable pressure was brought on the

Opt Ol Pschoiegs Research

Unn of western Ontario
Flog Leonardo Eton PhO
Not ot PsYChoiogy I Research Prof Of IMP Social Scenes
Unn of Illinois at Chicago Coco
44.141 8 A:W..0u% MO

sponsors by PTA groups, churches, physicians,
schoo's, and Individuals This resulted in a 9%
decrease In violence In 1977 Nick Johnson, NCCB
chairman, called it a rare victory for citizen action

Oepi of Psyctuatry, Author On moNoce & cluktren * al4evitiOn

ev of wasningico Medial School
Prot Thomas Gut*** Ph4

of COnersmKat ions Research
Unor of Illinois. Champaign
SOutRern Wings MedO*1 School

Dr RchansJ Genes PhO

)

Unfortunately, no further decrees% have since
occurred Indeed, in 1978. violence on Saturday

1.'

morning Increased by 30%
Research continues to accumulate and leaveSe
no room for doubt that television violence is a major

factor causing real life violence It confirms the
worries of the AMA, numerous church groups, the

DMA of Sockilogy Family ViMence Researcher
Author of Benin0 CkMed Coves Vicitenc in the ArnerliCan
Perna), DM limy of Rnocle Island

Rev-Glenn werneck

.

PTA, and others Starting with this release, program

and advertiser data will be released throughout the
leaf In this way concerned citizens will be able to
stay closely informed as to which programs are
violent and which advertisers are !inn up to

A

Pastor Pint Congregational Chtorcfr

°ato Ininaa

Bob McAsister, past Wonderer.
Children s TV host. WHEW TV NY NY
Dr JolulE %%fusee PhO
Author ol People are not for Hitting & Children are PeOte
too

.\1

commitments to improve our programming
NCTV's goal is a 75 decrease In thp amolant of

violence on television This would return TV to the
levels before 1957 It would be half the level I Ound

Dr Ram J ingeuinOm MO
Past Editor. New England Journal of Meccin

Causing clear increases in violence in Belson's CBS-

Rev Terence Tracey & St T110111.

funded study of London Although at such a level
Sen Estes Kelauver expressed concern at the U S

School Boatd,DGatuf 1110X.
Dr marry Sitornia. PhD

CurrentA

NBC & American Cyanlmld Lead Adult,
CBS b General Mills Child Violence

Townes OilbOrn. President

Or 0.edOuchteriore MO
Director Fantify Paretic. RnSencY

vol 1 no 5

Violence Monitoring Resttlis

Thorne* Wad*. M.11,14CTV Chairman
SUPerhiteraient. Norm 'Motel Hegel

Prof J Pnii0OCeiRushial. PhD

ye

0

Past Presalent. Assoc of Educahona; Broadcasters

Senate hearings on juvenile delinquency in 1954, we
expect that a 75% decrease would result In a clear
beneficial effect on our country

Prot (menus, Um` of 1110sCSS

AnC.P.r, National Assoc Better Broatioa sang

Women I RsourCeCenter

C.,,,Xnonsne Worn.. I Service Count+. Inc
Beckley, Vint Virginia

Monitoring Results

The 'results show little change In the high

0' aOhn ScarceOugh.Pn0
NV of Sociology, Richland Community College
0, aan konineer, MO PAPA

violence levels found In the 1977 and.1979 monitors

Of NCCB` NBC nes been aearly the most violent
network since July 20. 1980 when she monitoring

The litnninger Pos.:tam.

Or %%Mem Neighbor MO
Family Peaches/. Southern Illinois Minlieel School

began All 3 commercial networks rated very high for
violence on Saturday morning children's

Or Lester Gonspoon MO, PsyChatrist
Harvard univeresity School of MOO.
Chalfp.(SOO Scientdhc Program 00nIMPII, APA

0,

programming, averaging 24 violent acts PM/hour
CBS individually fed the pack with 31 actsicter hOur
or 1 violent act every 90 seconds with advertise
ments subtracted out,

1.1K1,401146,10,4y, Pgo

Prolssor of Psystaiogy Pennsvivania Sig, um
Editor Cognerve Therapy and Research

jO

a

f)
4, 1 t...)
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TV-The Great American Violence Machine

Cartoon Violence Clearly Affects Children
NCTV has found nine scientific studies on the

"If Pain ho attempt to destroy a natioA Inter.
belly, I would brainwash that nation Into acdeptIng
violence I would educate Fusses to hate and kill
and burn and destroy. I would condition peOpte to

subject of cartooq violence and Its *Netts on
children These cov9r ages from 3-years-old to sixth

grade. All nine studies found Increased violent

tolerate violence as an acceptable type of behavior

behavior in the childreh after watching violent
cartoons Specific violent cartoons studied Include

I would UMW! this Information entertainingly-In
the form of television "

Bugs Bunny, Roadrunner, Superheroes, Scooby.D00

"Television provides 'amazingly alb:Lave,

&Tom &Jerry -

A study by Dr Altert Bandura shows that

absolutely marvelous lessons-the problem As that

cartoon violence is as el I ective at causing increased
violence as real-life modelling' Or filmed violence of

robbery
At this point, I am worried about
democracy It Is not that democracy has failed, but
that it has been usurped by -corporate and

the leSsons capitalize on skills o) murder, arsdn, and

real Persists

There is no question that the extreme level of
wolente on Saturday morning cartoons is having a
bad impact on the youth of our country Also, recent
programming shows that non violent cartoons can

advertising
Politicians

"

control

and

Watergate style

-

"The'"coverup" by the networks of the clear
results of research on TV violence is c4C(100

be made, are entertaining, and can even teach

Pplipti4103 allowed the Networks to have vetolpower

Positive lessons to our-children
.
.
Adults areas Strongly.Allected as Children.

over who was picked for the Surgeon Geheral's
Committee and veto power over the official teport,
and then control over getting theactual or diatorted
information to the Public

Despite the focus of much of what has been

written in the°lay Press, adults are as strongly

"

foimer FCC Commissioner N140133

affected di' television voleoce as children Twenty
five studies ilea shown an average effect of 25%

john§on'a declaration to Sea Howard Baker 'I feel

more violence in the groups assigned to watch
Volent programming Most a the violence in our
Societyis committed by Americans in their fate
teens and twenties This is the group that can be

describe the outrage that you ought to feel,ps I do,
vet what network off icials are doing, and Itat they
a
ailing to do
'FCC Ccanmissioner Rex Lee commented that

Senator,

most helped by bringing the violence levels of tele
vision down closer to reality
Studies have shown that television dramatically

there are no words too strong to

the Surgeon General and his committee male it very

clear that )here was a causal relationship4and that
somethifIg has to be done
"As consumers, oig, greatest wears'on Is to
boycott the products sponebrIng of lenity* programs

exaggerates the amount of violence in the real world

Television has fifteen times more law enforcement
officers than real-life The chances of a TV character
tying attacked is 200 times that in real life (800 nines

and to Inform the manufacturers of the NUtson for
the boycott

real4ife for tartoon oharacters') Violence 'on,

"Pres Leo Sihger of Miracle White C.
announced that MS company would Bever again

television is more often premedgated and done by
strangers than in real life where alcohol and senseless anger between family and friends play bigger

sponsor or buy spot announcements oni or adjacent

to. progradls presenting violence Following his
announcement on Oct 9, 1973, to trii Lions Club
International, Singer received 125,001 letters com

roles than the networks portray
NCTVOpposey tire total eliminaticin of violence
We think that the levels should be much decreased

mending his action

to reflect reality, that portraying real violence does

r

NABBVice President Frank :Orme quoted
letters from Proctor and Gamble, Gillette, Kinney
Shoe Co, Jack in the Box, and Albertson Food
Centers all pledging to cease advertising on honor
and other violent television prograns " Harry J.
Skomla, Past President of the NaUonal Attic/elation
of Educational Broadcasters, Prpfessor Emeriti*
Univ. of Illinois, and Endorser of NCTV. Intellect,

not mean blood spurting out of bullet holes brit
SUOVII,V all the human suffering and tragedy caused
to the family end society due to violence

The AmIrricao epidemic of violence. must be
reversed Almost every year a new recordis set for
the most violent year ever Research shows that TV
and media violence is-playing a major role in this
epidemic More years gI the are lost in this country

April 1977

each year due to violence than to cancel of the

r

O

breast, skin, and bones combined

What You Can Do

U S. Crime Increases Again to New Records
Serious crime PIP increased an average of 10%

In 1977 thousands of citizens wrote the adver
tisers to express their concern This year, the Illinois
White House Conference on Families again suggests
that we "must challenge the FCC and the sponsors

nationallyin the first half of 1983 Murders are up
(Apes up 12% nation Wide Auto thefts
Increased 4% Thus violent crime is out-pacing all
crime and both are growing much faster than the
population Chicago "Crime Commission (AP)

,pf Tb programs to provide wholesome faintly-life
programming and discourage violence " (see
NCTV Newsletter 04) The addresses of the high and

low violence advertisers are enclosed. WrIang

10/21030

4

letters slid Joining NCTV will again begin the work
started In 1977-United citizen spiv will bring about
lasting change

Y
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RESEARCH REVIEW
Film Violence and Verbal Aggression
A naturalistic held study °One effects of violent
films en adolescents was done using 74 boys ',tour

cottages for youthful offenders The live violent
movies usethwere The Chase The Champion The
Wild One and. Ride Beyond Vengeance Mon
aggressive movies were The Harlem Globetrotters
Beach Blanket Bingo Boy on a Dolphin Ride the
Wad Surf and the Absent minded Prof esso ( One
him was watched each night tor two cottages and
only on the last night for two cottages An additional
condition studied was the effect of haiassment and
criticism during the actual eeaivation at the end of
the week

Those who saw the aggressive moviels)

expressed significantly more intense verbal aggres

sion than those who Hewed the nonaggressivp
movietsi Also thong who were severely criticized
during evaluation were more verbally aggressive
than those who were not Media porlrayats of

Physical aggression increase verbal aggression in
the viewers RJ Sebastian, J Communication.
Summer 1978 hip 171

' .

TV & Aggression Field Study In Preschool Children
A well designed and iMplemented fied studti of
200 preschool ohilOren from New Haven Connects

.5

cut was reeenily reported by the Singers Free play
behavior was carefully rated during two ten Minute.
sessions three !idles during the year Each family
kept a careful television log for twO'week periCals
three times during the year as vvell,,Intensity with
which the child watched as well is the specific'
shows were recorded The log bochis suppled to the

parents consisted of a day by day listing of all
programs presented by all stations TINeAty
behaviors were recorded with excellent reliability
ImaginativeneSS, positive al I ect persistente
aggression motor activity, interactions with peers &
adults cooperation with peers & adults leadership,
fearful angry. sad, tired Moods and others

'Help NDTVGadierIntonitatIon
Please CUP and send any articles you rind
Or write on television violence. media violence.
crunes precipitated by elterring violence, and
other inappropriate media presentations, etc
#.4a11 them to Our newsletter and monitoring
Nuke. HDTV, P.O. Box fad. Decatur, 0.62525

I

Nary SA - Rob Gluck MA, National

Monitoring Protect Director. Joan Peterson.
Ellen Strasmaa KellYWingard rest Of monitor.

ing team.' NewsletWs Editor: Or Thomas

lo

Radecki MD. Volunteer Stall: Board Member/.
Jean & Thomas 'Radecki, AJeeta Wemecke,

Gale Ainey, Mickey Curry:TrIsh Bernard, &
Others.
Information& Ingukles. Phone (217) 42943661

Newsletter & MonitOrong Vice News Release
Information
Newsletter: Printed B limes a year Avali
able with membership or 520.00 Biweekly
report M. Weekly report $t50,

.3

t

C

%-

3.
As expected as the children got older Upring
the year'. cooperation interaction and readership
increased Unfortunately, So did aggression Playlol
ness made up of interaction cooperation leader
ship imaginativenes1.and positive otfei:1 was not
related to 7V viewing patterns This rsessernialiy the
development of the happy friendly and imaginative
child
Aggression motor activity, and anger was
increased by action shows sych as "Wonder
Woman", "Charlie's Angels", "The Incredible Hulk ,

"Battlestar Galaotica" and -Six Million Dollar Man'
Game Shows chgacterized by .rriuch shouting,and
hysterical activity also were found to be related with
increases in this group of behaviorg .Tacse result5
were somewhat more common for the boys arid
those with lower lOs Heavy viewing of news and
Cartoons also seemed td.conelale with aggression
especially -for boys Eliminating the et fells of 10
Social' class sex and cultural ba5kground the

results continue to show a clear correlation of
aggression and violent, programming Children
watching more TV violence tended to. gel mute
violent as the year wegit'on

The Strong intlJence of violent cartoons for

actions shows is subborted .pgain when yeeriong

trends are considered "Soperheroes", "Woody

Woodpocker"."Scooby Doe" are foppd to have clear

Influences "Tom & ferry "., "Spider Man' had
negative effects' "Sesame Street" appeared to
increase motor activity which was thoughto be due
'to its rapid Shiits, arousing and sometimes
aggressive content Dorothy & Jerome Singer, Yale
Unit., Annals of New YortAcademy of Science 289
303 1980

Violent Pornography Again Shown to lAcrease
Apgresalon

Several studies now inclicte that violence

against women depicted in pornograph films May
lead to criminal behavior Sex in combination with
violence increased tendencies toward aggression
while nonviolent erotica did not Wilt the marked
increase of fexual violence films against women agd
the 132% increase in rape in 1979 reported .1)51 fle
FBI, Hie connection is being taken more seriously

Research papers presented at the .Sept 80
American Psycnologitat Association Convention
follow Dr Ed Oonnersteln (Unit, Wisconsin) studied

120 men and found that after watchin#asexually
viglent film, they were much moretikely
a mildly painful electric flock to female part' ipaitts

grading their test questions and secretly making
incorrect grading,decision& Males who had watched

a nonviolent sexual movie were no more likely to
administer shocks than those watching a neutral talk

shoo Mea paired with male graders showed only
small increases in aggression ler both, erotic and
sexually violent films
Or Neil Maiamuth & James Check of Univ of
Manitoba used a questionnaire after nonviolent
feature length films or alter 'Swept Away" about a
violent man and a woman who learns to crave sexual
Sadisrp, and "The Getaway" in which a woman falls
inlove with the man who raped bee Teiterfone week
(continued page 6)

\
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The Monitonng 11.esults

Tbese initial monitoringresuits covet four lull weets for each commercial network and two iZeeks for PBS
Monitortng began 7 20180 and runs trough 10/25180 in iris report All results are reported in violent acts per hour
based on NCT'v s scoring system Curtent Cinema Move monitoring has also begun and is reported belOw PBS
statioasisCh5mpaign Illinois
Overall Violence Ratings

{violent asts perhoug.

..

0.-

'

n

Overall Prime time
drama snows only
(excluding movies)
movies
comedy/variety
documentaryrteai vile
Saturday A la Cartoons

ABC
5I
101

CBS.

6a
30
05
21 5

65
3a

49

75

PBS
23

52

92

a5

NBC

4
NBC most violent In prtmellmer

...

8a
a9
2a
18.9

I8
31 I

0a
03

CBS most violent cartoons(
r

x

Most Vrolent Prime limisPrograms
I Buck Rogers
2
3

NBC 258

(Yokes of Hazzard

CBS
NBC

k(isaaventures of Sherif I Lobo
4 Hart to Hart

173
16 a

ABC 163
NBC 158

5 NBC Thum Night Movies

CBS

6% T1W Incredible Hutk
. 7 Gaiac(icS 1980 1011 the an.)

to 3

AB g: 13 7
ABC 12 4

8 Charlie s An'Ols
g ..Vegis

. ABC' 12 4
NBC 122

10 Shogun rbased on 2-episodes)
11
Centennial

NBC

12 0

ABC 110

12 ABC Son Night Mevial

Advertiser Ranking

I

High Violence Cartoons
Bugs BunnylRoadrunner

CBS

1

2 Superfrlends
3 Johnny Quest
4- Mighty Mouse/Heckle & Jeckle
5 Pobeve
6 Daf fey Duck
7 Plashs'man
8 Tom & Jerry
9 Drak Pak
10 GodzillatGlobetrotters

ABC

'NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC

11 Sc000y & Scrappy DOo

27

ABC

237
2

CBS
NBC

20

ABC

12 Batman

50
30
30
29
29

- 'NBC

19
17

14

..

The rankings shown below list thoseadvertisers Who, during the study period sponsored the greatest or
least amount of violence
Most Violent Prime Time Sponsors
Amou'rit
Rank Sponsor
123
American Oyanimid
114
6chering Plough
2
IIa
Hanes Inc
3
96
a
Chevrolet
90
Phillips Petroletim
5
1

Most Violent Saturday Morning
General Milts
1
2
3

General Foods
McDonald's `

c

'

255
252
237

Least Vtblent Prime Time Sponsors
Amount
1
Richardson Merrell Co
03
27
Americap Express
2
36
COSMatr, 1r/F
3
4
30
Nabisco
5
General Foods
39
.

,. Ran% Sponsor
(63%)'
(58%)
(46.% )

(48%)

(47)

(78%)
(76%)
(81%)

Violence Ratings:
\ Low Violence
Some Violence
,
Above Average Violence
High Violence

;

(0%)
(10%)
(7%)
(19%)
.(15%)

acts perFIOUr
0-2
3-5

69
10 & over

r

'percentage (.x.) of advertisements placed on consistently high violence programs, the first number represents
vioient acts per hour of the average program sponsored Sponsors rank high on both scorings Thus, no accidents
have caused advertistrs to be singled out Only bye, instead of the top ten sponsors-are being named at this time
This assures that those named are sponsoring clearly large amounts of violence and are well above the top ten
cutotrpoint used in the past As more data is gathered, the tun top ten will be reported
Violence on Newsmagazine programs was not counted rn advettiSer scores Since those were all close to
zero it was thought fair to include these advertisers as sponsoring non violence This is done to avoid news
censorship
Reliability ratings are done on every third section of programming, Reliability ratings were 0 75 on act by-act
un
agreement and 09, Pearson correlation coefficient for program scores Both of these are within the standards
accepted by scientihc Journals

F.
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monitoredCBS Wed Night Movies
Tim Conway Show r.
NBC Tues Night Movies
Barnaby Jones WIthe-air)
Nobody's Perfect (off the air)
CBS Sat Night Mcfries

'-0

ABC Mon Night Movies
FIntasy Island
NBC San Night Movies
Dallas

Speak Up Amenoa (off the -air)
Mork & Mindy
Angie
Laverne & Shirley

7

ABC
NBC
CBS

7

.ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS
ABC
CBS

CBS:rues Night Movies
ABC Fri Night Movies
,

' CBS

Disney s WonderfulWorld
Jeffersons

NBC
CBS

,

5
S

Single Episodes - 1011910125

2

CBS.
CBS
CBS
CBS

0
0
0

Flo

Over Easy

4
3

0

Archie Bunker s Place
One Day ate Time
Alice

All Creatures Great & Small
Wall Street Week

4
4

in

M A S I-1

Multiple Episodes
Masterpiece Theatre

,

5

ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC

NBC.

PBSChampaign,1111nois

6

Little House on the-Praine
Happy Days
Knot's Landing .
Love Boat
Real People

1
1
1

r

.

'

Addresses

CBS
NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

That's Incredible
Eight is Enough
ABC News Closeup
Barney Miller

6
6
6

2
2
2
2

,'CBS

NBC Magazine
Trapper John M D

8
8

ABC
ABC

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

Different Strokes
NBC Mon Night Movies
Facts of Life
WKRP in Cincinnati
Waltons

9

20120

Taxi

a

' ABC

NBC
ABC
NBC

NBC Wed Night Movies
Three s Company

The Whrte Shadow
60 Minutes

10
10
10
10

- NBC

CHIPS

,4

CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS

ABC'

Benson
Lou Grant

Bemaiiiing programs with at' least two episodes

15
Movie "Key Largo"
11
Japan, Changing TraditiOn
6
Superstar Profile
4
Against The Wind
4
Great Performances
2
Up & Coming
Lively Country, 13111 Moyers Journal, Illinois Press
National Geographic Special, Gre4t Performances,

Nova, The Advocates, Cosmos, Tomorrow's

all°

Families
Cartoons Without High Violence:
, Fred & Barney Meet Schmoo
Fat Albert
The Jetsons
',aft a lympics

NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

7
7

6

MOST VIOLENT SPONSORS

'BRBCK. OLD SPICE PRODUCTS

PC Baker
Amencan Cyanimid Co
'
Berdan Ave

MAYBELLINE,DIGEL

RJ Bennett.
SchenngPlough Corp
Galloping Hill Rd

r.
P

L'EGGS. UNDERWEAR
Robert Elberson
Hanes Corp
P0 Bpi 5416 ,
WinstoroSalem. NC 27103
CHEVROLET

Yl

Robert Lund
Chevrolet Moan-Division
30007 Van Dyke
Warren, M148090

WF Martin.
Phillips Petroleum Co
Bartleaviile, OK 74004

James D Robinson III
American Express Co
American Express Plaza

9200 Wayzata BlvAl

Minneapolis. MN 55440

,

NY, NY 10004

White Plains, 010625

L'OREAL PRODUCTS
Jacques Correze
Cosmair, Inc
530Filth Aver
NY, NY 10036

MCDONALD'S
Ray A Kroc
McDonald s Corp

NABISCO PRODUCTS
Robert Schaeberle
Nabisco, Inc

GENERAL FOODS

J L Ferguson
'General Foods Corp
250 North

McDonald'sPlaza

E Kmover, NJ 07936

Oakbrook, IL 60521

(I

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM

AMERICAN ,,EXPRESS

GENERAL MILLS
E Robert Kinney
Y,Generai Mills Inc

Wayne: NJ 07470

Kenilwqrth. NJ 070..33

Letters to Advertisers are Effective
SATURDAY AM VIOLENCESPONSORS

V

LEAST VIOLENT SPONSORS
yicks, OIL OF OLAY
'Smith RiChardson, Jr
Richardson Merrell, Inc
Ten Wesport Rd
Wilton, CT 06897

GENERAL FOODS
(low for Prime time, high for Sat AM)

J L Ferguson
General Foods Corp
250 North
White Plains, NY 10625

ty

ill
till
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later, those who had been shown the sexually violent

movies scored higher on acceptance of the "rape
myth" and of interpersonal violence
It was pointed out that pornography is far more

violent today than in 1968 Dr. Paul Sapoisky of
Florida State University noted that the current flood
of horror movies showing extreme violence against
women are a more serious threat than many X rated
movies Dr Doll Zit linen of Indiana Univ , a
researcher said that it was ironic that X rated
movies are often banned whereas the more harmful
horror ores are not
New 'pork Times 9/30/80

television w men are emotional, dedendent, and.
sensitive 4Pfection, love, Intimacy and malrlage

and family are embarrassingly negfigible on
television

But then divorce isn't prized either

Roberts shows that much of television's erotic
activity is linked with violence Involving women
Edwin Diamond, Amegcan Film 9180

Televised Hockey Fights Increase Aggression in.
Adults
ty"

A study of 90 senior high school males

randomized the students into three groups One

On Prevention of Violence

group watched a 10minute televised hockey game

Because so many Of theNilluses of family

with fights included A second group had a 14

violence are deeply rooted in the nature of American

minute discussion about ice hockey, and a third
group received no treatment The group which
watched the hockey game and fights had a clear

society there are numerous changes that can and
must occur at this level If we are really serious
about wanting to eliminate violence between family
members, one of the most basic changes is to take
whatever steps are necessary to reduce the amount
of violence in society as a whole This might entail,
for example, stringent gun control measures, as well
as a reduction in the amount of violence shown on
Television, not only to children but to adults as well
In fact. all Media including the film industry,
magazines, and newspapers, should be induced to
limit their depiction of violence B Carlson, SUNY
Albany. Prevention Of Domestic Violence' , in
Privention In Mental Health.Sage Press, 1980

Studies In Chicago & Finland Find Increased

increase in hostility and aggression as measured by
a test for hostility
Of the subjects In the film group, 44% reported

that they liked the violence (i e the fights) in a

hockey game the best However, 81% reported that
the violence in the film actually seen caught their

laterest the most and made them watch more
attentivsly "It is felt that the results of this study are

Nobly supportive of and consistent with the prior
research sti.dies that have found that exposure to
violence through the film media has an additive
effect on the viewer" MJ Celoul, Univ Southern
Mississippi, Dissertation Abstracts International
38(10 B) 1978

Aggression

The Second year results of the three year
suburban and center city Chicago 'study are now
available The cross lagged correlations show that
second and fourth graders have Increased violence
due to viewing violent male characters, violent
female characters, and related to the total amount ii5f

viewing as well Boys agd girls both show effects

andthere appears to be a trend towards an ,
increasing effect in the second year This would be

in keeping with the idea of cumulative as well as
immediate effects
The study in Finland by Kirsh Lagerspetz has
finisheb its first year and finds similar increases in

all three categories for both sexes although very
weak for simple amount of viewing Both studies
found boys more violent than girls, al all limes
However, the most aggressive responders of all were

"hioh masculine women
II 'emoted out that it is counterproductive for
ww parents pr berapists to encourage people to engage
in fantasy rehearsal of aggressive problem solving in
the mistaken assumption that "if you work it out in
fantasy, you don't have to work it out in behavior L.

Eron i L Huesmann. Univ of Illinois at Chicago

Circle, Annals of New York Academy of Science,
3t9.331, 1980

Thy Neighbors Televisfon
According to a study by Elizabeth Roberts and
the

Project on Human Sexual Development at

Harvard University, television men are piciured as
problem solverS. aggressive anct_dOminaV while

,2 2 0

CABLE NEWS
Texas Man Tenth to Shoot Sell Alter Watching
Cable "Deer Hunter"
Richard Mendoza, 24, shot himself in the head
while watching Russian roulette scenes In "The Deer
Hunter" and was in critical condition in San Antonio
He was watching on Cable TV with two friends when

he suddenly unloaded the gun, spun the cylinder,
placed it to his temple, said "I'm going to do it" and
pulled *the trigger Washington Post 10/15/80 Nine
others this year have killed thefhselves in a similar
Manner after watching Deer Hunter, mostly or all on
cablejV NCTV Newsletter 818180

ABC President Warns That SellRegulation Is
Needed on Cable
Fred Pierce. ABC President, warned that having

One standard for networks while allowing R or X.
rated movies on cable channels threatened to cause

a backlash that will Wash over everybody In the
creative community He warned of g-rassroots
activism-as a growing national trend" He said, "it's
time for cable to join the coalition of restraint -to
become part of the ongoing national debate about
what is spCially, acceptable A voluntary code is
definitelylp order" He charged alloubte standard

that Is 'tiling side by side. on 'thesame'dial,

program hig filtered through standards of restraint
and programming untouched by any responsible
Standards ' Vari&fy 10/22/80
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Rainbow to Push Sex & Hard "Action" Adult Movies
on Cable
Rainbow Productions hasannounceo that It will

begin production of soft sex/hard action adult
movies for cable It says that up to now these have
been a very soft sell ok pay to and will "come out of
the Closet

Advertising Age 10/13/80

have a govemmentallyaupervised rating system
independent of the movie producers He reports that
the English system does not altow parents to make
excepcons but Instead movies are for all, for over 13,

or for over 17 years-old (regular X rating) Some
movies are so disgusting that Spegial X certificates
for adults only have to be applied for by each local
municipality.

He goes over four eand PG movies which in

England were rated for adults only while all

FILM NEWS
MPAA Movie Rating System a Joke on Public

Widespread dissatisfaction is being voiced

I

about the flood of extremely violent movies showing
up at theaters and even on television Terror Train,
Dressed to Kill. Friday the 13th, Halloween, Mother's
Day, He Knows You're Alone, Motel Hell, Octagon,
Prom Night The list goes on and on It promises to
Continue in 1981 with the most common variety of
movie advertised for release being in the extreme
violence Category
Although these movies are often rated "R" (they
should be 'X ')this rating is almost never enforced
A full 45% of the audience is between the ages of 12
and 17 Indeed the movies are made especially to'
appeal to this age group by including characters and

murder victims in this agrange Advertising is also
oriented to this group to get their attendance (New
York Times 10'2180) Indeed, theatre owners in
Florida vigorously fought a proposed state law. to
require that the movie industry's own rating system
be enforced (Variety 6/25/80)-

A descnption of Friday the 13th with 4p/. under

18 attendance by Gene Shalit of Ladies Horne
Journal (Oct 1980) follows "One of this past
summer's biggest money makers At a summer
camp, a dozen college age kids are strangled,
choked, chopped up, hung upside down and sliced

in grisly closeup After every youngster has been
barbarously murdered, Betsy Palmer's head is Cut
olf, revealing her pulsing neck This noxious mess
_was seeped an R "

The Motion Picture Association of America
openly says that the rating system is a way to avoid

'independent ratings They felr enforctent of these
rgins Time
ratings might cut into their profit
magazine (10/6180) notes that the current decline In

standards really took off in 1968 when the Motion
Picture Association replaced the old PCA code with
the G. PG. R. and X system Not only are thousands
seeing this film in theatres but now it is thrust into
American living rooms by HBO and Showtime These

movie networks are now caught up to the-big three
. networks in viewing popularity amongst Subscnbers
of their product (Advertising Age 10/13180)
Even Fred Pierce, ABC President, warns that
putting these movies on cable television is socially

Irresponsible and should be stopped (Variety

American children could see them He recommend
an independent rating board and that the ratings be
strictly enforced
Little Relationship MPAA Ratings and Violence
In

monitoring recently released lag screen

mollies NCTV has found, as it suspected, very little
relationship between the OA P A A ratings and the

violent content therein The movie induftry rating
system seems clearly based primarily on judgments
of the sexual and language content of films moreso
than violence To date, the ayerage R rated movie
monitored by NCTV pas contained 76 violent acts
per hour, the average PG rated film 11 3 actslhour.

and the only G rated film viewed thus far, (Walt
Disney's part animated "Song of the S uth") scored
an 18 9 acts/hour rating

NCTV monitors have also not , during film
monitoring, the large percentage of apparently

underage moviegoers being allow admittance to
e of very young
R rated films, including the pres
children at a local showing of the tally inappropriat9
o "Terror Train"
Some sample ratings follow
Violent Acts per hour
21
18
15

Terror Train (F oa,St udlos) IR)

My Bodyguard (Fox)(PG)

Final Countdown(United Artists)(PG)

10
5

Fiendish Plot of Fu Manchu (Orion) (PG)
Hopscotch (A VCO) (PG)
Private Benjamin (Warner Bros ) (R)
Middle Age Crazy (Fox)(R)
Oh God Book ll(Warner Bros )(PG)
Xanadu (Universal) (PG)

3
1

0

0

-

NCTV Research Shows that 1981 will Have Violent
o
Movies
In examining the ads in the Oct 15 Variety Film
Market Review, tpe most common movie theme of
1981 will be extreme violence 192 Movies were able

to be rated by the theme of the ads 53 /. had a
violence theme with the majority of those in the
extreme violence category Heavy Violence was the
next largest Category with clear violence represent
Ing only 9% of the violent movies By comparison,

sex movies accounted for only 17% of the new
movies, comedy 10%, romance and love 4, entela
tainment 3%, prosocial 2%, and documentaries 1%

Violence is being produced by the barrelful and
marketed worldwide

10122/80) As usual though, he wants only a voluntary

code the types of which are already so widely
ignored by motion pictures, television, itself, and

'5

comic b WKS
Gene Shalit suggests that we do as England. and
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NEWS BRIEFS
Furor In London over Theatre Rape

:The National Theatre production of

National Coalition on Television Violence
To help NCTV monitor & decrease TV violence.
enclosed is my memberthip of S20
I want to help even more by diaking an additional

contribution of E S10
_ Other

L.. $26

$75

The

Romans in Britain" acts Out a graphic, simulated
homosexual rape Critics panned the show as poor
art and politicians are threatening to withdraw public
subsidy money The company laces prosecution for

$100

pubjic obscenity, Variety 10/22/80

Total enclosed

:.

The National PTA Board of Directors recently voted

to continua its TV Project for another year. This
issue was again identified as One of the top member1

tress

.

State _ Zip

C. Ty

ship concerns More than 6,000 PTA members and
OveT 1,001 other volunteers have requested training
for TV monitoring

CJatnbutiOns are Tax-deductible

Video Cassettes Ukder English Obscene Act

Wail to NCTV, 1137 DeSales St Suite 300,
Wash D C 20036
or to NCTV, PO Box 647, Decatur, IL 62521

Publication Act Police arrests are now going on in
Soho as part of a campaign t6 cleanup hard-core

A court 01 0Peal has ruled' in London that
videb-cassettes come within the 1960 Obscene
videocassettes Variety 9124180

Fainily Arguments About Televiskin

zditional *medals

According to a recent Gallup Poll, television
comes Out as, a major heavy in our family lives On

Large Group Newsletter Annual Subscription

($20 first. & $250 each additional-send all

,

addresses desired)

the scale of problems, TV didn't rate as bad as
inflation, but it ran neck and neck with unemploy
merit

Review of Scientific Literature Z Bibliography

filliecord log to &recent Roper Poll, it even causes

(53 00)

When people were asked what husbands and
whi s argued about, money was the champiOn But
televisiorrwas a strong contender
t

Endorsement Forms

Additional copies of Newsletter-35C each

Husbands and wivePwere far more likely to
light about television than about that old standby,
sex. In the Gallup Poll, for example, people worried
most about the Overemphasis on sex and violence

_ Pamphlet' How to Change TV Viewing Habits"
It 9 20C each, 10-50 12C, over 50 7C each )

Information on starting local chapters (S1 00)

Ellen Goodman 7/10/80
Parents Find It DIffiCult to Control TV
A study by Shirley O'Bryant and Charles Corder

Bolb has shown TV to be perhaps the most
uncontrolled force in the family home "We were

amazed by.The number of parents we IntervieWed
who'had good parenting skills in all other respects
yet had not adapted those skills to their children's
TV viewing " Mass Media Newsletter 10127/80
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Mr. Moni.. Last btit not least as our cleanup hitter, Rev. Don

Wildmon, who is 'very active in the Coalition for Better Television.

He will explain his views on networks programing. Reverend
Wildmon has been referred to as one of the most feared opponents
of network programing. His actions have been felt in the network
executive offices ins,"New York.

We want to apologize to you for keeping you last, but we d\d it
with a speCific purpose in mind. We want to open and close with
our heavy hitters.
STATEMENT OF REV. DONALD WILDMON

Reverend WILDMoN. I thought maybe I could leave without
saying anything. I am out of company here. I don't normally get

the privilege of sitting with this kind of company.

/ A few weeks ago, I was on a program with Roy Danish, head of
the Television Information Office. We were discussing some of

these problems. He told me I was a simple-minded man. He

thought he was embarrassing me, but he simply told me. something
I have knownAll my life. I am rather simple.
I didn't know that you had had hearings a few years ago, and a

few years before that; and a few years before that. I didn't have
any prepared statement because I really didn't know what the gist
of the whole thing was going to be. I do have some opinions.

I don't think that you should be in the business of legislating
content of programs on ,cOmmercial network stations. I do think
that the lady, Mrs. Collins, over there, earlier thiS morning said
something about public anger.
Mr. Brad Butler, chairman of Procter & Gamble, made a speech
in Los Angeles a few months ago to some television people. He said

sooner or later, the public in this country does get its way. I can't
argue about all the kcatistics here and everything.
3 I do think sometimVs, though, we can argue aboutwell, we can
bleed to death while arguing about whether or not we are wounded. I think that. is basically What is happening in this situation.
The problerli is not sex and violence -on television. I thought, it
was for a long time. That's not Ake problem at all. The problem in
this whOlelituation is, is television going to respond to whatever it is

in its economic interests to respond to. It is not going to improve

until it is economically feasible for it to improve.
I think if you wanted tb look at something with some substance
that you-could do something about, if I am not mistaken, I think religious discrimination is illegal in this country.
I think if ybu made a study of the people who are in the decisionmaking positions at the networks and in Iollywood, and who provide the networks with their programs and how these `programs develop and how people are 'chosen and how the whole system works,.

I think you might find something there that you could do something about.

Let me dose by saying this: I think within a year, certainly

within 2 years, some of the sex and violence and other kinds of programs on television are going to be noticeably absent. I think the
American public is just about fed up with it.

, ,

)
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While there is a 1st amendment, there is also a 13th amendment,
that says involuntary servitude shall not exist in the United States.
Now the networks can put"the programs on, but we don't have to
watc14 them and we don't have to pay for them.
That's the democratic free enterprise system; and I think what
you are going to find within the next year to 2 years is that system
is going to be implemental and the message is going to get to the

networks what it is to their economic interest to provide the

'American viewing public with a better kind of programing.

Mr. I\ on t. Thank you very much, Reverend. We certainly ap-

preciate your statement.

We will now start the questioning. We will adhere to the 5-

minute rule.
Certain groups have endorsed boycotting the advertising sponsors
Hof violent programs as a means of exerting pressure on the broadcast industry to preyent the airing of programing the 'groups find
objectionable.

Do you consider boycotting sponsors- a more desirable check on

responsiveness of the networks to the American public than the

imposition of direct governmental regulation in this area?
Each one of you will respond to that, we would certainly appreciate it. Incidentally, before we answer that question, Dr. Pearl, has
there been anything coming out of the Surgeon General's Office, of-ficial, unofficial decree saying that violence on television is bad for
Americans' best interests?
Drr,PEARL. There were hearings in 1972 following the first Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee report. At that time,

the then Surgeon General. did. indicate hisopinion that the evidence at that time was enough to make him conclude that there
was a mental health or public health problem; that even-ifif as
some were saying at that time, that this influenced only a small

percentage of viewers, considering the oVerall number of viewers,
that small percentage influence still constituted in absolute numbers a considerable number- of individuals.

So that's the only, I believe, thing that-lad been said in that

regard.

Mr. Mom. Can we answer the question, then, I just proffered:

With regards to boycotting or governmental intervention? Did' you
want to answer that?
, Dr. PEARL. I aril here really essentially to report on a governmental research activity. This being a matter of policy, I think it would
15e inappropriate in my role to comment on that, except that if I
wereohere as a private citizen, I obviously have an opinion on that.
MillMoTri.. What is you opinion?
Dr. PEARL. Concerning the matter of--Mr. M-cerrt24,13oycotting' or shall we have governmental interven-

tion?

4concerned

with first
Dr. PEARL As a private citizen, I am very
amendment rights and I think it is each citizen's own concern as to
whether or not he or she boycotts a particular product, but again, I
would have some questiosi as. a private citizenI keep harking. on
thatconcerning the -overall effectiYeness and what it could accomplish over time.

Mr. Mom. Doctor?

r
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Mr. GERBNER.- As 8 private citizen, I don't believe those are the..
alternatives.
Mr. MOTI'L. Whatever alternative you want to suggest.
Mr. GERBNER. You can have either, both, or neither. I think any
group of Americans has the right to speak or withhold speech, to

buy or withhold buying se that I just don't think that that is an
issue.

NOr do I think that boycotts have been -particularly effective.
There is an entire series of industries urging us to buy.
Mr. MOTTL, What do you 'suggest, Government intervention of
some sort?
Mr. GERBNER. Government intervention is a fact of life. The inso that is not even a quesdustry exists on the basis of legislate
rvention? Should it continue
tion. The question is what kind of
to intervene as it has intervened in the past or should it intervene
in some other way. That is the real question.
As far as the issue of censorship is concerned, censorship is what .
we have now. The gentlemen-who spoke here before are called network censors. They screen, as they discussed, .to make television entertainment the most profitable, the most productive and the least
offensive commodity.

I think that that system operates under the set of Government
protections and Government controls. My own feeling, as Mrs.
Charren and others have stated,'is that in order to diversify televi-

sion programing, which is the only way to reduce violence to its legitimate and dramatically equitable manifestations, the economic
incentives for the existing censorship havA to be somehow tackled,
somehow changed.

Mr. Mom. Thank you, Doctor.

.Ms. Charren?

-

Ms. CHARREN. The kind of boycott that the Moral Majoritybacked coalition has been talking about for quite a while now is
not a violation a the first amendment, because they are not bringing the Government into it.
I am not opposed to boycotts generally. I supported the grape
boycott. I supported the idea of a bus boycott, but I do not support
the idea of a boycott of speech backed by a heavily funded-conservative, one-sided organization with a lot of zeal that has the potential to encourage a kind of McCarthyism when it comes to program
content.
In order to boy ott speech, you have to make a hit-list of those.
programs you want to get rid of. If that boycott is successful, it
limits options for other viewers:,
I think individually I don't worry about it. I.di-dn't wory °about it
when some small, underfunded citizens group suggested-the same
kind -of thing because I,didn't think it would be effective.

I worry a lot about a new right fundamentalist heaVily funded

.effort to censor what we watch on television, and I think the
American public should stand up and say, we don't need that kind
of protection and ACT actually organized a Petition drive on that
subject.

Mr. Mori. Thank you.

Reverend?
ca.
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Reverend WILDMON. It is our basic philosophy that the networks

can show that 'they want to show. The viewer can view what he
wants to view out of the options' made available to him by the networks.

It is not a question of whether or not censorship does exist or is
going to exist. Censorship has always existed except in the last 35
years it has always been in the hands of a small number of peOple
at the network level who have been censoring from their own perspectives for their own reason
_The advertiser can sponsor what he wants to sponsor. The con-

sumer can buy what he wants to buy. To use a Norman Lear
phrase, that's the Americafrway.

I don't see anything at all wrong about that. We have never

asked Congress to pass a single law and don't intend to. We don't
have any power to enforce this.
The only power)we have is the power to moral persu,aiion. We
can't go down the aisle and say, don't buy this brand of soup, buy
this brand. All we can do is make information available. .

The whole program is voluntary. J think that's the American

wty. I think that's the way the system ought to work. The problem
With Peggy, she's on the other broadcast side of the spectrum, but
that's fine. That's her preroptive. This is, after all, democracy.
If we have public support; then we will be successful. If we don't,
we are out of business. I thought thatmthe way democracy works.
Is a boycott a 'legitimate way? It most certainly is. The problem

about the Nielsen pollsand I don't argue with themis if I am
sitting in my home and there is something there that I think is

detrimentally affecting my children and other children 'in society,
if I push the off button, nobody knows about it but me.
I still have to live in,that society for those that don't push the off
button. We are not a group of individuals. We are not 221 million
individuals. We are a society. We have standards.
If our worst enemies wanted to do us harm, they could not have
done a beter job than what the networks have done in the last 10
years. I think the American people basically, the large percentage of them are ready to say enough is enough. We want and demand
more wholesome cleanup lifting entertainment and we are going to
get it or we are not going to pay for what we get.
I think 'in a- free enterprise system, that's the way it works. If
you make a General Motors product and I don't want to buy it, I
can buy a Ford product. The same thing works throughout the free
enterprise system.
The boycott goes back to the Boston Tea Party and to Williamsburg and our earliest history. It is part of us. It is voluntarily selective buying just like you voluntarily select what you want:to view.

I think it is inherent to the democratic system. You take that
away and you have violated the 13th amendment. If I don't have
the right to follow the dictates of my conscience, then I don't have
any right left at all.
Mr. Mom. Thank .you, Reverend.
Doctor?

_

-

I . think Government intervention is definitely
needed in somX ways to balance out the effects of uncontrolled
Dr. RADECKI.

ft!,
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commercialism. I would agree with a 1 of the comments of the
other panelists. .
I think boycotts are acceptable, first of all, if there is no other
action that can be taken by the citizens. This body has certainly
not taken any actions in the past. I think bOycotts are acceptable
when you find commercial censorship 'causing a distortion of reality on television, dramatically-increasing the amount of violence on
television, compared to reality, and when that element is shown to
be -seriously harmful to the viewer.

There is not enough research for us to know exactly what types
of sexuality occur in reality and to what extent the networks distort that. A lot of people would agree there are some areas that are
distorted in the sexual presentation ,on TV. Unfortunately, there is
no research to show how tlis is affecting us.
'I am concerned about boycotts that try to make television more
pure tharkseality, unless there are clear harmful effects. There is
less cigarette smoking on television than. in reality. I think that's

is

great.. '

On violence, there's 200 times more than in reality. I think that
is a very serious distortion..
However, our citizen efforts alone are not enough. ,Because there

'are important commercial influences that citizen efforts aren't
going to be able to balance out. For instance, take the promotion of
violent toys on television. Also, the pay channels that don't have
any. advertising. I think there needs to be an educational effort
sponsored by legislation from your committee that requires, for
.

every amount of advertising pushing violence, some counteradvertising to warm the viewer of harmful effects.
Sounteradvertising was effective on the cigarette-snioking issue
until was taken off of television. We 'had a 12-percent decrease in
cigarette smoking in.the late 1960's. Counteradvertising will be effective for medigi violence. ,Give the information to the public and
let them nuke the decisioxf.
The fact is a billion dollars is spend each year convincing the

public viewing violence is fun and entertaining that there is no

harm, and Yet nothing is spent to counterbalance that.
There needs to be legislation to let the public know what is violent. There needs to be a movie-rating System, these other things I
pointed out. We need to have actions to counterbalance this influence.

We need to start taking violence more seriously. It is really true
this is having a real impact on society in a major way. We need to
take it seriously.
Mr. Morn.. Thegentleman from Texas?
Mr. COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:

I think you all represent the best section of the hearing. You

haye taken a penetrating approach toward what I think is a major
problem in America today. Too much television is running our civilization. You mention that children watch 27 hours a week.
You said there is no children's programming in the afternoon. I
want nnmore children's programing. Why are they even watching,
it 27 hours a week?
. Ms. CHARREN. We couldn't agree more than children watch too
much.
e)r))-11'
(7- ..
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And 27 hours-a week is too much of any kind of television. ACT

trieto say that. We made a game. You can put it in the record.
Mr. Mom,. Without objection, it will be placed in the- recitd.

,

[See p. 193.]
Ms. CHARREINI. It helps parents determine the amount of TV their

children watch. We don't think that's the only problem. We think
it is a fact of life that children are watching television, and it also
is a fact of life that each station is licensed in the public interest,
that that license to use the public airways for profit has a responsibility that goes with it. We think that each station*should program

for children and that that should not be confined to Saturday

-(

morning.

It is not really in the public interest to put all your children's
eggs in that very tiny basket and expect them to turn off the set

the rest of the week. We don't expect that of parents.
It wouldn't work to have all children's programing all week and
just adults' programing for one prime time evening, and we think
that is sort of what is happening to children.
;
The one station in the market, that independentor UHF station .
that serves children, plus the public -broadcasting preschool programing in the afternoon is not enough for that 2- to 11- or that 2to 15-year-old audiepce which includes preschoolers, elementary
school-age children and young adolescents.
Mr. CoLuNs. Dr. Radecki, of-all these reports I was partitularly
impressed with yours. You have offered a lot of spec,ific.comments I .
disagree with some of them. For instance, you suggested that we

have more national public access channels and fund them with
public money. With this country running $100 billion in debt and
with cable providing 40 frequencies, I would 'be very reluctant to

adopt that suggestion.
Right below -it, you said that municipal ownerskir of cable teleVision should be encouraged. That one is 140-percellt right. I'did not
realize laymen were getting involved in this subject, but the closer
you get to the grassroots the more people are going to be in toudh
with it.
You ha a lot of c5c\mmental I want to t ell you that I am on your
side.

Rev. Wi MON. I am glad to know somebody is.
Mr. Co
s. I heard the rest of them get ouf the tar and feath-

ers. In our ch
they talk about drinking whiskey and drinking
beer. Half the me bers listen and half of them do not, and you can
be a deacon in our church and still drink cocktails, but they still
get up and talk about it. Those of them that want to get the mes-

sage, get the message.
I think- this -idea of coming-out on the right side is the most .constructive that I Piave heard about in television in the last 20 years.
.In other words, they are, responsive to' the marketplace and you are
not passing any laWs. You -are just saying that you ought to make
.

it the viewers' prerogative.
Unions have done that for years. I£ you do not like their beer
and you are not giving them the right shot they will tell ev,elone
don't drink their beer.

ti
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If We can constructively come out and take a positive step to pri)alb- f
training
material
for
our
children-I.-it
test *hat represents poor
solutely shakes me up what it is doing to America.

televiThe best thing I ever did for my family was turn off taw
did
well
in
night,
and
all
my
children
sion at 6 o'clock every school
college, too. Tha,t just happened. to be a rule we had in our house.
Suppose you tell us something else about what ydrl all .propose to
do. This had nothing to do with the first amendment:
The
Rev. WILDMON Our aPproachprotects the fitst amendment.
censorship.
Censorship
impliet
somenetworks came along crying
asking for that,
where some governmental intervention. We are notsaying
is if you
the-world we are
never have asked for it: All inthe
oddly
advertiser
know.'
In
fact,
like a program, watch it. Let
e
thing.
He
enough, the former chairman of the FCC said the ga
let
people
do
is
not
simply
turn
it
off
b
t
said the only thing you can
know who is responsible, that is the advertisers.
If the masses are there, and I, am convinced they are we will be
#
successful.
cannot
Now you asked me to tell you what we plan on doing. I around
think
we
hashed
that
ball
speak any farther than that. I
..good enough. I think you probably are aware of what we have
planned, that is, an economic boycott.

with it
The next time we go with that we are not going to play
has been inte preted as weakness,
any more, because our patience
value system. W en I was first startand I do not come out of that
ing this and had only my organization involved I did talk of some
boycotts because I knew that all I would do bas cally wouldke to
give companies some bad PR.
There is enough involved in the coalition now, and I may be
wrong; but I 'am telling you what Pperceived to be the truth, I may
speaks for
be coMpletely wrong, but I think the coalition now
definite
effect,
could
have
some
very
enough .people that a boycott
people
play
around
with
mislead
and it is not something that you
with. It is something that ybu are very serious and very careful
about using.
could you just sum up in a half
,,.Mr. CoLuNs. Drc Radecki,
minute, what is the worst thing about violence in television? What
is the worst effect on the American people?
Mr. RADECKI. The worst thing is the tremendous amount. It is
not anyone specific show, any one specific act. It is like Mr. Marks
pointed out, the effects are multiple, especially on imitation of violence, desensitiiation to violence, and stimulation of fear and anxi,.
ety to the people; fear of violence. of nine
thought that a group of
A recent study showed that one out

college students had .during the day had to do with violent
thoughts of fear of violence. This has permeated our mind so much
in the
thatanother study showed. that there was a doubling
directed
to
college
students
,..that
were
amount of anxiety among
desensiweek.
I
think
that
violpce,
watch 26 hours of violence a
tizes so that even this subcommittee' does not take it seriously
enough. I think we need to undo that desensitization and consider
this issue very 'seriously.
,
Mr. Wurrx. Thank you verrmuch, Doctor.
The gentleman from New York.

v
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Mr SCHEUER. Mr. Wildmon, you made some references to religious discrimination at some time affeCting religious programing.
Could you elaborate on that and give us some specifies?
Reverend WILDMON I think what you are seeing on television is
a result of the value system of the people Who are responsible for
platting it there. I have become acutely aware, when I first started
in this when I was watching television with my family, when l&
turned it off when I could not find anything on the free channels,
and for 3 years, in fact after that was 3 or 4 months'ago, I, was
opposed to the sex and violence. That was the problem. I still am.
That concern was a valid concern, but it was too narrow.
As I look at television I. know that there are 50 million people in
this country that regularly attend some religious house of worship,
but I rarely see that on television in a modern setting.
Now in "Little Houseion the Prairie" they do, but the farther
you gt5' frOm modern times-the more you will see religion depicted
on television; the closer you get up to modern times the less it is
depicted. And the more often it is depicted it is the weird, the
occult, like \`Carrie" and the "Omelh," or "Damien 2," the "Exorcist," some of these programs.
Ben Stein did a couple of years' research in Hollywood and wrote
a book called, `The View from Sunset Boulevard,' and you should
read it He said among other things television is not only antibusiness, et cetera, et cetera, but one of the chapters he had in there,
and it does not take long to figure, it out, you can identify certain
Mentalitiesby the fruits of their labor that religion did not play a
part on television.
Stein summed it up.' I think basically he said that at best religion
is somethingqo be tolerated, at worst is a very dangerous thing.
Since that time I have had some conversation with people in the
Hollywood community and they confirmed that these people, if
they are not nonreliq,ions, they are antireligious.
Mr. SCHEUER. Who are these people?
Reverend WILDMON. The people responsible for the programing,

the producers, the people who supply the programs. Stein said a
small number, he said in the low hundreds. I think that is right. I
would say it is longebr than that..
Mr. I\ ARKS. Would the gentleman yield?

We may have interpreted your remarks to suggest that certain.

religion was responsible for that.

Reverend WILDMON. No, sire not certain religion.
Mr. I ARKS. It is the fact that religion is not portrayed accurate-

ly?

Reveiend WILDMON. Yes, sir, what I intended to say is this, our
whole of society has been basically in the past predicated upon the
Judeo-Christian heritage. Our whole moral Q..ilture comes out of
this, our law. I do not have any facts and figures, because this is a

whole new ball game, but from what I can see and from what I
have talked with some people who know I am led to believe that if
a peison wanted to get into the prod° ction that supplieg films to
,the networks regularly, this kind of t g with some kind of moral
perspective behind it, value- perspecti behind it other than what
we now see, that they would have a very difficult time breaking
into that circle.

-
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Mr. SCHEUER. Well, Reverend Wildmon, I watch television every

day because I work out on ah exercise bicycle every day.' During
the week it is from 6:30 to 7, and on at least two of the four or five ,
channels that I switch around to I find religious programs from
6:30 to 7:00. There's two of them at least. And Sunday morning virtually all of the channels carry religious programs, fundamentalist
religious programs, including one by a very attic:plate black fundamentalist preacher every Sunday morning. It seems to me that specially fundamentalist religion is very well represented on television.
Reverend WILDMON. *You misunderstand my point, sir

was talk-

ing. about network entertainment programs. I was not talking
abovLspecially produced programs.

,

Mr. SCHEUER. What do you mean by iletwork entertainment?
You mean there is not enough religion in entertainment?
Reverend WILDMON. No, sir, I am not saying. that. What I am
saying is the value systems depicted in the program's. Harvard University did,'a study that said that 70 percent of all allusions to intercourie in the network programs depicted sex between unmarried people or involved a prostitute. I am -saying that is not real
life, and yet we are told by the networks that what the-IT-depict is

real life. I am saying that is not. I am saying the artist puts into

the work his own values. I am saying what we are seeing on television are the values of the people who are responsible for it being
there.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, sire

With whatever time I have left, let me direct & question to Ms.
Charren.
We are at the brink of a communications revolution. Instead of
ju a few channels we are going to have dozens, perhaps hundreds
orchannels. With this new diversity and with these new choices
and new options are we going to get less violence or more violence?'
Are we going to get better children's programing? Are we going to.
get more' listenership for those programs?
For example, on Saturday morning where you have "Sesame
Street" on the education channel and rather medicore programs to

put it most charitably. on a few networks, where you have the
option of a "Sesame Street" program on Saturday morning, what
percentage of young kids watch "Sesame Street" as -against, the
rather banal cartoons? Will more options improve the.situation dr
will the situation deteriorate with more options?
Ms. CHARREN. I think that the degree to which the situation improves with more options, and more options are alWays desirable, is
the degree.to which the FCC and Congress and the citizens who

particillate in the franchising process in local cable franchises

cause the system to be responsive to the needs of children, the var-

.

iOus systems.

The experts Ao know. more about 'esonomics than I do say that
the marketplace does not work for chfrdren or the elderly and my
work with Action for Children's Television; our concern is .children,
but certainly this is true with some other groups.
Mr. SCHEUER. How Could the Congress properly and -sensibly re-

quire the FCC, to be more sensitive to the needs of children and the
elderly.as we have 'this explosion of *ions in the home?
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MS. CHARREN First ofall, for a little while at least, the television

stations that we usually see without cable are going to provide a
lot of the programing that people watch. Although cable is in 27
percent of American households now, it is mostly the very-fewchannel systems, the under -20 -channel systems, which means that
theFe is not a lot of opportunity for diversity and access yet.

.

.

Until that happens, certainly the tele.vision station should be

held,to the same standards for children as they are for adults.
ACT has filed a petitiOn that is 10 years old now at the Federal
Communications Commission. They will probably act on it shortly.
Unfortunately with the way, the Commission is going it looks like
they are going to deregulate this issue, too. I certainly hope not,
because although they do not have to make a rule and in this climate one would not expect them to, certainly children are entitled
to the same processing guideline that presently exists for adults.
_We have to do news and public affairs for adults on each television
station now. We suggest that the same kind of mandate, for children would be perfectly appropriate and not content-sensitive.
I do noA'want to use up, too much time, but that is an example.
.

SCHEUER. Thank you Ms. Charren.

Mr Chairman, the time is very late, and I would ask unanimous
consent that all members be enabled to ask members of this panel
Awl the preceding panel questions that come to mind in writing. I
would like to ask- the other members of this panel the same ques
tion that I asked Miss Charren. I would like permission for us to
address my que,stiens to the previous panel on broadcasting any
questions that were raised by this panel.

3

Mr. WIRTH. We will hear from Mr. Marks.
Mr. MARKS, Thank you.

I want to thank those of you today who came and prepared your'self with your statefnents and studies that you have made. In one
-way or another they have all been helpful to us on an issue that is
extremely complicated.
Before asking a couple of question's of you, Dr. Gerbner, just to
help amplify your suggestions as to what we can do, because that is

a

perhaps our primary concern at the moment, I would like tog
back to you, Reverend -Wildmon. I want to be sure that the state-

ment that you made to this congressional panel, in your dtatement
we fully understand.
I tried to jot it down while .you were talking and I s not get it
all, unfortunately, but you said something about yos
'Tight religious discrimination was outlawed in,. this country, , then you
went on to make some sort of a statement that we Ought to be look:
ing to see who is behind television, perhaps movies you mentioned,
programing and the like. And I thought that my colleague from

Nerd York was getting at that, but I am not sure you answered

that even though I injected the question.
You are..not suggesting to this congressional panel, are you, that
any one religion-,*tither Catholics or Jews or Protestants, are re,t
sponsible for what you claim to be excessiveness in programing?
Reverend 'WILDMON. Not in the slightest, sir. I am suggesting
that the absence of people with those views is basically the reason
that the programs are like they are. That is what I ain suggesting,

,
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"N that basically the absence. of the. Judeo-Christian value system
that somehow it is weeded out. That is it. Am I clear now?
Mr. MARKS. I want to take it one step further. Then I think you

went on. in answer to my colleague froin New York's question

-about that yini did not think anybody with, those qualities or those
concerns could get into the business, I think ,you told us.
Reverend WILDMON. Yes, Sif:

."
.;

Mr. MARKS. Did you really mean to tell us that you think that in
theocommunications industry either the writers or programers Or
networks or cables or whatever they are will not allow people to
work in those areas -that have .the name ideals that you and I might
have? .
Reverend WILDMON. No, sir, what I said was that at a decisionmaking level, that fsobiriously there are schne people with those
vidues in the syStem. The system is big. But What am saying is if
you really boil it down what. you have got is, I would imagine, and
I do not want to pull'a number, but it would be an extremely small
number of production companies supplying the networks with their

program, and you have an extremely small number of people

making decisions.
Mr. MARKs.ltre you telling us that the reason that you beljeve,7-

at least as far as your criticism of programing is concerned in the

industrythat this is because people who have -the same ideals

that those of us sitting here have are not able to become writers or
produce programs that the networks will use? Is that what you are
saYine
Reverend .WILDMON. I am saying that they are not able to 'go
through the process that production companies, producers have to
go through to get their material bought and sold; yes, sir.
Mr. MARKS. So if we take that another step, what you are suggesting is that people whohave these ideals and backgrounds of
the Judeo,Christian community,' that the people who are writing
and thbretore prodUcing programing do not have 'them? Is that
what you are suggesting?
Reverend WimmoN. I am saying that basically somewhere along
the way they are =not visible in the television content; yes, Sir.

Mr. MARKs-They may have them, it just does not come out in
their writing; is that what you are saying?
Reverend WiLromoN...Let us back up and go a little further. I am
suggesting that WPiat you see on television comes out of the value

system of the people who put it there, and I am suggesting that
much of what comes out at television does not come out of the

Judeo-Christian perspective; yes, sir.
Mr. MARKS. And you relate that to the fact that the people who
.

have that' Christian background cannot, get into the areas where
they can write so that those programs cap be purchased by 'commercial television; is that.what you are saying?

Reverend WILDMON. Titatis right; yes, sir.
Mr. ARKS. Have you made any study of that or have any actual
,
figures on this? '

Reverend'WithmoN. No, sir, I prefaced my remarks--

Mr. MARKS. That is a rather extreme indictment' of many people
throughout the con?niunications field.

a
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Reverend WILDMON: I realize that. Items" as not made casually:It
Was made over a period 'of time, and I prefaced my remarks that it
might be wise for this committee to study this,
Mr. MARKS. What would you uggest we stii4--the religious
belief of the people in the commun cations area?
Reverend WILDMON. No, `sir, I t k it would be wise for you to
study how the whole process works' from beginning to end.
Mr. MARKS. Specifically, if we were to have a hearing, who would

.

you suggest we call in and- ask these questions? Should we ask

k

them about their religious beliefs?
Reverend WILDMON. You can go on and on about this,. sir. I think
religious beliefs are a part of our:Society just like sex and violence
are a part of our society. I think with a given' religious peripective,
Judeo - Christian perspectives you have a certain concern, a certain
value syltem. I think when you are devqid of that, when you look

r

upon religion as being something that is dangerous at worst and
something you should simply put up with at best, I think you have
some religious perspective there, too.

Some value systein is going to preyail: Now you can 'vrite that
down. Some value system is going to prevail. What I see prevailing
on television is not the Judeo-Christian value 'system. It is a sacrilege value system. It is one that really looks down upon the really
just person.

Mr. 11 axis. Do you charge the heads of the networks and the

_cable companies and the Writers and the programers and all thosepeople who work in the communications area that make the Pro-

graming possible 'with the lack of this Judeo-Christian value
system?

,

Reverend WILDMON. I aft not charging anybody with anything,
sir; I think this is a situation that exists. Whether it is intentional-

ly or by accident I do not know, but I think if it is by accident it
can be corrected.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Marks.

e

Next we will hear 'from the gentleman from Washington, Mr.

Swift, or would he defer to the lady from Illinois, Mrs. Collins?
Ms. CowNs. Thank you very much.
-Dr. Gerbnet, I think my, question is addressed to you. On page 4
of your testimony, the second testimony I saw, "On the Whole, tele-

vision lends to favor majority-type characters and to' further aggression. TV violence depicts these transgressions presumably not
to subvert but on lie contrary to cultivate the norm of the social
order." And then you give an example. "Research shows that when
women and Minority types encounter violence on television they
are more likely to end up as victims than the majority tykes."
Do you want to explaithat further for me?
Mr. GERBNER. Well, I tMnk you read it, very 'well:

.

Ms. Cowrie. Well, I would like a further explanation.
Mr. GERBNER. We have studied now for 14 years the kind of

world, that entertainment and network television presents. We
have taken the. cerillius of characters, the cast of -characters, we

have taken a count of Actions, success and failure, including victim
I'
. ,
'
ization and aggression..
.

,*
'

.
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We find that on the whole, white males in the prime of life are
vastly overrepresented compared to their proportion in the population.

Young people, older people, nonwhites, and women are also coil
respondingly underrepresented. The entire world consists of three
times as many men, three to four times as many men as women.
If and when they get into an act of violence white males, who are
most likely to get into violence because they are the most numerous, are also the most likely to come out on top: 'Their ration of
victimization is the lowest.
As you go into minority-type characters, starting with women,
then nonwhite women, then old women, their rate of victimization
goes up very sharply.
So we find that one of the effects of exposure to this world is to
generate a differential' sense of fear and apprehension, which is
what leads me to one of my conclusions, that one of the deeper
problems of violence is the cultivation of a differential, sense of
fear.
Ms. COLLINS. Or of aggression?

,

Mr. GERBNER. Yes, which makes the majority of a certain group
practically victimized before anything happens,, take on the role of
the victim, which makes it very easily possible other memberi of
the same group or other groups to oblige them and to perpetuate
violence.
Ms. COLLINS. You mentioned costs further back in your testimo-

ny. You stated, "The real questions, that must be asked are not juit
how much violence there is, but also how fair, how just, how necessary, .how effective, and at what price?" Are you saying that the
price to the well being of our society is much too high?
ve

Mr. GERBNER. Is much too high. I would agree with almost every-

one who has thought about the subject that violence is a legitimate
artistic and informational expression. The question is not only how
Much, but in what proportion, what kind, and with what effect is it
being portrayed.
On the whole it seems to be an anxiety cultivating not pacifying exercise. But the price in terms of inequity and in terms of the
fatilitation of aggression is much too high, and I do not think any
society has ever been asked to pay that high a price for the legitimate function that the portrayal of violence often performs.
Ms. COLLINS. Thlink you.,

Reverend Wild/min, when you were giving you testimony, I un-

derstood you to say that you thought some of the violence was
going to go off television within the next year or two. Do you have
benchmarks of time that you are going to, employ for your boycott?
Or do you just have a strong feeling that it is going to disappear?
Reiierend WILDMON. I think if violence becomes economically un-

attractive the networks will give us an alternative.
CowNs. Let me ask you a question about the economically
unattractiveness. Correct me if I am wrong, but I get the impression from What you have said here that because oNarious beliefs
that people you know might have, they are, goiiik to boycott the
products sold on television programs that they deem to be violent;
is that right?
I)

-
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Reverend WILDMON. 1 think the American public 'has for some

time been concerned about this thing. rthink that is indicative in
that this committee has been having hearings over the years. I
think the-American public is frustrated because it is a delicate sit.

-

uation.
_
Ms.,COLLINS. So' are you telling them.to boycott the products of

the commercials that are aired on programs that-ydif dislike for

one reason or another?
.
Reverend WILDMON. We have not told them that, but we are ad-,
vocating that that is a viable, legitimate alternatiye.,
Ms. COLLINS. Is it not a .frable; legitimate moral alternative for
individuals to make that decision for themselves? For example, I do
not have any ,problem with anyone deciding for themselves what

they want to do but I do have a problem with them saying that I
cannot-watch this show on television because they think--

Reverend WumbiON. That is father shallow thinking: Nobody can
'decide what you want to watch except yourself.
,
Ms: CouiiNs. Thais right.
.Reverend WILDMOIiE. Except the networks are going. to tell you
what your options are.
Ms. COLLINS. They give you the options, that is true.
Reverend WILDMON. Nobody determines for yqu what, you are
going to watch except you.
,
Ms. CO)LLINS. That is right. And therefore, why* is it 'necessary to
have a boycott such as the kind you are advocating?
Reverend WILDMON. Because we are concerned about the effect it
is having on our society, and we do not-Want you passing Jaws, and
.

this is the same reason that the blacks boycotted
. earlier. You see,
it is a legitimate tool or moral tool.
.
Ms. COLLINS. It is a legitimate tool, but it does not deny me the

'

right to make the decision on my own. =
.
Reverend WILDMON. Nobody can make the decision of what to
`watch in your homehut you. That is exactly right: ,
Ms. COLLINS. But e public has the, ultimate choice, and that is
to turn- the televisi set off if they do not want to watch it.
Reverend Wu_ MON. Right, and they have the right to turn the

t

billfold off and on. The whole program is voluntary: Nobody*. is
going to tell anybody what to do.
Ms. COLLINS. Just suggest.

Reverend WILDMON. Of
course. if you share this concern, here is
.,_
..
what you can do.
0
.

Ms. COLLINS. Is the power of Suggestion strong?

Reverend WILDMON. I do noeknow.That is a rhetorical question.
,
I do not know.
',
.

Ms. COLLINS. It is not'a rhetorical question, it is one I think we
ought to think about a little bit.
Dr. Radecki, I was very shocked, and yet I understand whi you
feel as you do, ichen I read the last page of your testimony. You.
said, "I and very pessimistic that this Congress will do anything to
control media violence or to promote the public interest. I full)",
expect it to continue to take stpes which result in the promoting of
violence" now that is a heck of a statement. You go on by saying
by cutting funds for publicTV, allowing,!commercialization of 'flt,
blocking access to violence Wnd so, forth: Then u gay that you
-..
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doubt that big money powers will allow national consumer channels or public access channels to get more knowledge about this.
Why do you make such a strong statement?
Dr. RADECKI. Well, that is the past history of this committee.-There was a vote in 1977 that failed by 8 to 7 to indeed take some
action. And I think that even if this committee did pass by a majority vote to take some action, such as voting for adjustable locks to
blank out violent programs, or a dot on the television during vio-

lent programs or any substantial action, I do not think it would

pass the House or Senate. If passed, I am sure it. would be vetoed
bl the President. That is just the facts.

Ms. CoLLINs. That the big. money powers would not allow the national consumer channels or public access channels?
Dr. RADECKI. If you are aware of the actions right now that the

broadcast industry is taking in the FCC to gut all the different
rules and regulations and the efforts and the bill4 currently in the,
hopper in this Congress to outlaw, for instance, municipalities
owning cable stations, which would mean St. Paul, Minn. would
have to divest their ownership of a cable station, I am sure one
would'have to be a pessimist. I am sure you're aware of the laws
being passed by this Congress to cut funding and to increase commercialization of public broadcasting. These are definitely things

that are happening right now, a'hd there is research that 'shows

that viewing of public television causes a decrease in violent behavior amongst the viewers.
Yes; I think that public television is the least expensive antiviolence grogram that this country, has and we should not cut funding
for public broadcasting, but we should have two noncommercial

public broadcasting networks and not just One, such as -England
does.

Ms..Counqs. Thank you.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Ms. Collins.

The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Swift.

Mr. Swift. Thank you very much,-,Mr. Chairman, and without
denigrating anytine's testimony I would like to say that I think,
that the testimony of pirs. Chatren was absolutely superb. .
Ms, CHARREN, Than you very much.

Mr. Swimr. We sit in these hearings and listen to witnesses describe the_problems endlessly and then walk away and say it is
your problem, solve it. I think pages 4, 5, and 6 of your testimony
will be some of the most useful pages in the record. I do not. agree
with all of them, but some of the things that you have'recominended, your whole approach is a responsible one and I am very impressed and I want to commend you and your organization for
taking that kind of approach to this problem.
I have a question. I Notice that Dr. Pearl's' testimony and comments about the study were very careful'and very qualified. I

notice that the testimony of Dr. Radecki tends to make more
sweeping kinds of statements as to the conclusions of the various
studies to which you referred. I would' appreciate it if either or
both of you could tell me why there is that difference in style in
terms of reporting the evidence of scientific study.

.
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Dr. PEARL. Well, it may be a matter of personal style-to start.
with. I do not know. But I felt it was my role to try to give forth
the conclusion's of a'group which had studied the entire scientific
literature, on that basis to try to represent the data and its complexity and the fabt that we did arrive at a conclusion, 4he fact
that there are some areas about which, not all the evidenCe is yet
in and that dealing with human beings, it may be that we will
never amass sufficient certainty about some areas to satisfy everyone.

Nevertheless, we are satisfied that there is a causal connection
in temrs of television influences. We cannot necessarily spell this
out on an individual basis. We cannot say that these influences are
going to cause any single individual to react to televised violence or
any other behavioral influence in a particular way.
Mr. Swwr: I would like to make it clear that I do not think that
someone should seize upon_ a qualification here or a little subtle
distinction there and then wave the report around and say it does
not prove anything. I do not think that would be A responsible way
""to deal with it, but I did like the measured kind of way you yresented the information in contrast to the kind of sweeping statement. Perhaps Dr, Radecki is here more as an advocate, and you
are here more as a reporter for a Gdvernmerit agency. Is that a fair
distinction to thake to the stylistic differences between the presentations?

Dr. RADECKI. I think there is some truth to ,that, At the same
time,I think that there is, factually, some percentage of yiolence in
real life that is coming from the direct and indirect effects of television violence. This percentage has not been, specifically. calculated, b,ut as I pointed out in reviewing the various studies, that there
are minimum calculations in various studies and there exists a speci,fic amount' for society as a whole and a different amount for each
person or subgroup in society.

What I am trying topoint out is that this is a substantial influence and this needs to be taken very seriously. The estimates I
make are . estimates only, but they are estimates based upon the research.
Mr. Swwr. I would likeTt6 conclude, Mr. Chairman, with an ob-

servation, and I do not know that there is a question or if I put a
question mark at the end" of it anybody can really comment on it.
I have thought about this over a lot of years. I have often won-,

dered if we are not fallingofor the "soda water fallacy. The guy goes'

into a bar and has eight bourbons and soda and, has a terrible

hangover. And the next night he has scotch and soda, eight, terriIple hangover. The next night he has nothing but brandy and soda,
and gets a very bad hangover. He thinks-about that and decides to
cut out soda.

In other words, are we looking at the content of television and
overlooking the fact that tbe very existence of television may be
what hss chaftged, irr4vocably; life on this Eith?
I did not understand for a lot of years what Marshall McLuhan
meant about the media when he said "The medium is the message." I think I do now. I think if you could reduce the levels of"
anxiety' to something between Captain 'Kangaroo and Mr. Roberts
it still would have changed societyonsideralily. The amount of
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time we watch the daznii thing. If you sit in the home with your
family there, your relationship is with the television set and their
relationship is with the television set, not with each other. You

have TV trays designed to put your food on while you are eating so
you do not have to stop watching the television. And as long as the
television programing is compelling enough to draw a massive au(dience whether it does that by sex or violence or any other means,
that may be the greatest harm that it does. And what we have
beenttalking about today is, in fact, incidental to the basic problem.

Short of training ourselves to use the off button or somehow
making the technology disappear, our whole society is going to
have to learn to adapt to something that man has never had to

deal with before.
A quick example, my wife has taught school for 20 years, and in

that time television has really grown to .its maturity. When she
first started teaching, a child would never think of just getting up
in the middle, of a presentation by the teacher and walloing out of
the room. They will do that now. She thought, is this lack of disci-

pline? Are they not trained at home? They are rude. She concludkd

that you .get up and walk out on the television set anytime you
want to. The idea that you are supposed to focus when you get to

school is a confusion that develops. That can occur whether you are
watching "Sesame Street" or a rerun' of "The UniouChables." I do
not know where that leads up 'except I think some kind of a sense
that what we have been talking about is the tail of a tiger that we
have got ahold of and we should not assume it is the whole tiger.
Dr. Pearl? ,
Dr. PEARL. I' think -you have expressed it very well. That has

been the concern of the group that I have been working with. In
our work, we reviewed a great many aspects of television's influence and how it has changed both the individual's functions and
aspects of our society.

Just as an illustration, we plan in ourNupdate repOrt to have 10
chapters. Only one of the chapters is designated specifically as
.

dealing with the topic of this hearing, that is, with violence per se.
The other chapters mostly involve other aspects of television's influence. So I think you have really caught, I. think, the spirit of
what many people are concerned about, that television has become
a very potent socializing agency which has to be classed along with

the family and, the school as shapers of people, their behavior,
what they know, what they think to be appropriate and so forth.
Mr. S,wirr. And mind you that does not make this conversation
any less important, but I think it puts it in a kind-of context which

suggests that we ()tight to be careful in am frustration of what tele-

vision' is doing to us that we do not take an ax to the tail of their
tiger and think we have accomplished something, We may have ac-

complished a little bit, but it is theiother end' f that tiger that is
.

ultimately going to get us:
Mr. GERBNER. Mr. Chairman, may I just suggest that to the
- extent the Congresscpan is correct, the more important television is
and the more of a change it brings about in our life, then the more

important its cfmtent becomes. The question now is how are we
going to use this new national curriculum, and just as with any national curriculum, the existence of the curriculum does not absolve
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people from the necessity of thinking about what is it going to say
and do to t:vhom.

Mr. Mom. Is it fair to say, Dr. Pearl, that in the 'upcoming Surgeon General's report that after having examined the evidence
even in more detail over another. decade that there is a definite

causal relationship between violence on television and aggressive
behavior fn society?

Dr. PEAR. Yes. We have come to a unanimous conclusion that
there is a very definite relationship.
I need to make one correction here. This update that I have been
talking about was encouraged by the previous Surgeon General,
but we plan it to come out as a report from the National Institute
of Menatl Health.
Mr. Mom. Thank you _very much. The. Chair on Behalf of the
entire subcommittee would like to express its deep appreciation for
your spending your precious time with us and sharingwith us your
information on this subject. I think it is going to be extremely helpSul to the subcommittee. Thank you very much for being here.
[The following statement was received Fox the record:]
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ATNITIAES, VALUES
AND BEHAVIOR OF YOUVG VIEWERS

IRE puma OF TELEvIsED vioLnimoN

A Submission to the
Subcommittee on Telecamunications
United States House of Representatives
Hearings on Television Violence

It

by

John P. Hurray,
Oannunications 80. Public Service Division

The Boys Tcwn Center

iNuccocrim
Concern about the potentially han7;ful effects of viewing televised
violence was one of the first issues to surface during, the early days of
Congressional'investigations began in the 1950's
television broadcasting.
(e.g., House tannittee on Interstate and-Fbreign Cenneroe, 1952; Senate
Camattee on the Judiciary, 1955) and, as this hearing deronstrates, have
contiqped for more than 25 years.
One reason for this extended and extensive dialogue between legislators
and the television industry is the fact that social scientists have only
gradually developed a body of scientific evidence tHat can be addressed to'
the important questions raised by the public through their legislators.
Indeed, during one of the early hearings, an eminent oanualications scholar,
Professor Paul Lazarsfeld, noted that social scientists knew little about
the general effects of television on children and even less about the speqkific
delinquency the focus of
effects of televised crime and violence on juvenile
However, during the past
that carnuttee's investigation (Lazarsfeld, 1955),
published concerning the
25 years abrelst 900 studies and reports have been
Thus,
it
seers clear that we
impact of televised violence (Hurray, 1980).
knew considprably more now than we did in-the 1950's and the investigation
reflect on this
undertaked by this Subcommittee provides an opportunity to
accumulated knomledge.
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In thfs,submission, I should like to describe the ways in which social
of'televised violence and the inplications
scientists havestudied,the impact
of this body of research for public policy and private action.
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ANSWERING QSTICKS ABOUT TELEVISION VIGIENCE
Social scientists afro have studied the content of
television programs
have clearly demonstrated
that the average viewer is likely to witness
.
numerous violent acts portrayed on the screen.
Extensive
content analyses
by researchers at the Lbiversity of Pennsylvania
have shown that the unramt
of violence on the three
commercial television networks
.
consistently high levels for the past 13 years (Gerbner, has remained at
Gross, Morgan
& Signoriellu, 1960).
For example, in 1978, 98% of all children's programs'
contained some form of violence with 25 violent acts
occurring during each
hour of children's viewing. These
figures declined somewhat
in 1979 but
overall the level of violence
has remained fairly steady since 1969 with about
two-thirds of all male characters
and
about
half
of
all
female
involved in violence. The types of violence
characters
portrayed on the screen and
cataloged in these content
analyses range from destruction
of property to
physical fts.m.dts which cause injury and death.

'The logical question that

arisest,frcra these content analyses is:

what extent are viewers

To

particularly `young viewers
violence they encounter on their television screens? influenced by the
To answer this a
question we need other types of
inforthation provided by other kinds 6f
studies. lbreover, this large question
about the effects of viewing violence
implies several component
questions about the nature of the viewers, the nature
of the effect, and the ways in which these two
aspects influence eack other.
It might be best to begin
with the question about the nature of the,yiewers.

Are Viewers

Televised Violence More Aggressive?
.00

.

In a typical study concerning
this question,
investigato,f; inlerview
children about their favorite
television programs or obtain a a
programs viewed and then attempt to
relate the -child's television viewing
patterns to hiS or her aggressive
behavior as Treasured by a variety of scales
or observations. Thus, the central
feature
is the correlational nature of the
information, that is;-the
investigators ask boy far these two things co-relate
or go together.

The %eight of evidence is fairly consistent:
Viewing or preferenZe for
violent television p
is related to aggressive
attitudes, values, and
behavior. This
t was true for the studies
conducted when television
was new and the measures of children's
aggression were teacher's ratings. And
it is still true of..the
mare - recent studies when the
measures of aggressiveness
have beccille more Sophisticated.
To 6hoose two studies as examples: John
Bobinsowand Jerald Baclxnan (1972)
found
a
r4rationship
between the nurpen °
of hours of television viewed and adolescent
f-reports of inv'elyerent in
aggressive or

antisocial behavior. Brady G enberg and
nt measure of

aggressivettits

nesXtyationesuch as
Your bicycle cknalAe street and
botliand
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your bicycle. What would you do? Hit them, call than a bad name, tell your
parents/teacher, or leave them? These investigators found that physical or
verbal aggressive responses were selected by 45% of heavy-telelisLon-violence
viewers compared.to only 21% of the light violence viewers.

'

It seers clear that viewing televised violence goes with aggressive or
antisocial behlvior. It could be, however, that children who are more aggressave
to start with prefer the more violent programs. We need a diyerent kind of
study to find out which is the cause shl which is the effect.

Does Televised Violence Produce Aggression/
4111

.

The for initial experimental studies of the caum and'effect relation'
between television/film violence and aggressive behavior were conducted by
Albert Bandura and his colleagues (e.g., Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1964 1963)
working with young children, and by Leonard Berkowitz and his assbciates (e.g.,
Berkowitz, 1962, Berkowitz & Rawlings, 1963; Berkowitz, Corwin, &Heironimus,
1963) who studied adolescents.

4

,

In a typical early study conddcted'by Bandura (e.g., Bandura, Ross, &
Ross, 1963), a young child was presented with a film, backprojected on a
la model who kicked and puhished an inflated plitic
television screen,
then placed in a playroom setting and the incidence of
doll. The child
aggressive beha
r was recorded. The results of these eari'y studies indicated
that children whp had viewed the aggressive film were more aggressive in
the playroom thafl those children who had not observed the aggressive model. These
early studies were criticized on the grounds that the aggressive behavior was
not meaningful within thd social context add that the stimulus materials were
not representative of available television programing. Suhsequent studies
have used more typical television programs and more realistic measures of
still stand.
aggression but basically Bandura's

early fgs

110

A later study by Robert Liebert and Rftert Byron (1972) was addressed to
the criticisms of earlier research by studying ydung children's willingness to
hurt another child after viewing videotapes of sections of standard typical
aggressive or neutral television mograms. The boys and girls were ti two
9-years-old.
aggressive program cons stems
age gboups, 5 to 6 and
segments of The Untouchables, while the ne tral program featured
in a setting in which they
race. Following viewing, the children were pl
could either facilitate or disrupt the game of an ostensible child playing in
The
main
findings
were
that
the
children mho viewed the
an adjoining room.
aggressive program demonstrated a greater willingness to hurt another child.
The efZect was stronger for the younger children than the older ones: Tfrat is,
the younger children pressed the HURT button earlier and kept it depressed for
a longer period of time than did the older children.

8*
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That finding may not seem surprising. The UntOuchables is a very violent
adult program. One could4sk, Does the same effect-hold for cartoons? The
answer see rep to be yes. -Several studies have demonstrated that one exposure
to a violen cartoon leads* increased aggression (Ellis & Sekyra, 1972,
L.:Alas, 196
Mussen & Rutherford, 1961, Ross, 1972). Moreover, another
study (frap evritz & Roden, 1971) found that boys who had seen violent,cartoons
were less 1 'ely to share their toys than those who had not seen the-a4greSSive
cartoon.
,

It seems clear few experimental studies that one can produce increased
aggresive behavior as a result of either brief or extended exposure to tele:1-ed vilen,e, but question. remain about whether this heightened aggressiveness
obseraed in a structured setting spitls over into daily life.
One must turn
to mpte natural setting-in order to asses the serioiness of the effect.
What Happens in Natural Settings.'

In more natural studies, the investigator evaluates the effects of
television pmgranis viewed in nonmal setting, such as at school or home, on
behavior [:rat takes place in the real world, such as a school playground.
The uivrstigatur controls the television diet either by arranging a spedial
series of programs or by studying a town before and after the introduction
of television.

One ,uch study was conducted by Aletha Stein and Lynette Friebach (1972).
These investigators presented 97 preschool children with a diet of either
"antisocial," "prosocial," or "neutral" television programs during a four-Meek
viewing period. The antisocial diet consisted of 12 half-hour episodes of
9Bauran and Supennan cartoons. The prosocial diet was =posed of twelve
episodes ,f My.ter Roger's Neighborhood. The neutral diet consisted of children's
travelogue films. The children were observed through anine-week period which
consisted of tree weeks of previewing-baseline, four weeks of 4evision
and d vwo weeks of postyiewungrfollow-up.
All observati
were
conducted in a natural setting while the children were engaged in daily school
activities.
Mt observers recorded various forms of behavior that could be
regarded as progJcial (i.e., helping, sharing, cooperative play) or antisocial
-fi.e.,-pushing, argiung, breaking toys). The overall results indicated
that children who were adjudged to be initially saiNwhat aggressive became
sigaifiwntly mores° as a result of viewing the Batman and Supermin cartoons.
Moreover, the children who had viewed the prosocial diet of Mister Roger's
Neighborhood were less aggressive, more cooperative, and willing to share with
other children.
This finding, too 4 may not seem very surprising given the condition of
the heavy violence viewing levels in the aggraSsive cartoons, brit one might
ask whether such results app still found wheethe variation in television.
diets occurs naturally rather than by special arrangement. As one part of a
motor research program in Canada, Tanis MacBeth Wil.liams (1979) had an opportunity
to evaluate the impact of teleVised violence on the behavior of children before
and after the introduction of television antl to =pare these children with
their peers in two other towns where television was well-establithied.
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The three towns were called Notel (no television reception), Unite'
(receiving only the Cdnadian Broadcasting cbamission), and Multitel (receiving
both the Cana/Han and the three U.S. networks). Children in all three towns
were evaluated when Notel did not receive a television signa4 and again two
years later when Notel had television. The children, ranging in age, from 6 to 10,
were observed on,the
und in play with classmates and their behavior
ratings of aggressionlrrobtained fran teachers and peers. Cne major result
of this study was a marked increase in verbal and physical aggression in children
living 111. the Hotel town Tollowing the introduction of television.
Are All Children Affected?

We get p. clearer picture on this score hen we know more about the my
children watch televised violence. For example, Ekman and his associates
(Ekman, Liebert, Friesen, Harrison 2litchin,'Malmstran, & Baron, 1972)
found that those children %hose fakal expressions virile viewing televised
violence depicted the positive emotions of happiness, pleasure, interest,
or involvement were more likely to hurt another child thanthose children chose
facial expressions indicated disinterest or displeasure.

0.FUrther details about the nature of watAing emerge in a Swedish study by

4

Linne' (1271). Working with 5-to 6-year-olds, Urine' compared children who
had seen 75% or more of the regularly scheduled broadcasts of High Chaparral
with those children who had seen half or less.of the series.
She found that a
higher proportion rof the "high-dxposure" grapchose an aggressive mode of
conflict resolutiOn thah those in the "low-exposdre" group. She also found
that the high-exposure chiaditndiffered from the low-exposure children on A
variety of important dimensions. For exam/ale, she noted that "high-exposure"
Furthermore,
children latched more television than the low-exposure children.
those children who were more aggressive were likely to be the ones uho went
to bed unnediately following the viewing of High Chapparal Mule their peers
%to chose the non-aggressive.solutions were more likely to stay up and play
before going to bed.

It would seen that factors relating to individual differences in the
personality or the.hcme environment of children can result in variation in
effects of television.
Not every child becoges involved in murder and mayhan
following eiposure to such material on telOasion, but what of the more subtle,
longer-term effects of viewing televised violence?
How Long-Lasting Is the Effect?
The /long-term influence of pletrision has not been extensively investiHowever, one study (Hicks, 1965) oonducted in a controlled setting
demonstrated that children ramanbered the televised behavior over a six-month
period.
In another study, Monroe Lefkowitz and his colleagues (Lefkowitz,
411.
Eron, Walder, & Huesmui, 1972) were able to follow-up a group of. children over
a ten -year period. The investigators obtained peer-rated measures of aggressive
gated.
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-behavior and ;references for various kinds of television, radio, and comic
b-ooks when the children were eight years-old. Thn years later, when the
makers of the group were 18 years-old, thl investigators' again obtained
deasure.s of Aggressive behavior and television program preferences. Emir
(1963) had previously deaonstrated a relationship between preference for violent
media and the aggressive behavior of these children at age eight. One question
now Posed was Would this relitionship hold at later agel? The results for
boys indicated that, preference for television violence at age 8 was significantly
related to aggression at age 8 (r = .21) but preference for television violence
at age 18 was not Slated to aggression at age 18 (r .05). A second Wes:tit:4i

Could adolescent aggressiveness be predicted from our knowledge
of the youngsters viewing habits in early_childhood? The answer seems to be,
yes. The important finding in relation to this question is the significant
relationship _for boys between preference for violent media at age 8 and aggressive
behaviour at age 18 (r = .31). Equally inPortant, is the lack of a relationship
posed was:

in the reverse direction, that is, their preference for violent television

programs at age 18 was not produced by their aggressive behavior in early
childhood (r = .01). The most plausible interpretation of this pattern of
correlations is that early preference for violent television programming and
other media is one. factor in the production of aggressive and antisocial hehaV19r
,

when the young boy becomes a young roan.

More recently a study ,by William' Belson, ;(l978) has substantiated the longterm effects and has helped pin down which types of programs are the more harmful.
Betson interviewed a representative sample of 13to 17-year-old boys VI London.
The 1965 boys were interviewed on several occasions concerning the exteht of
their exposure to`a sample of violent 'television programs broadcast during the
period 1959 to 1971. The level and type of violence in these programs.v.ere
rated by merrbers of the MC viewing panel. Th9refore, it was possible to
obtaiq for each boy, a rreasure of both the magnitude and type of exposure to

televised violence. (e.g., realistic, fictional, etc.): Fbrthernore, each boy's
.

level of violent behavior was determined by his Own reports of how often he had
been,involved in any of 53 categories of violence over the previous six months'.
The degree of seriousness of the acts reparted by the boys ranged fran only
slightly violent aggravation to nun serious and very violent behavior, such

as: "I tried to force a err], to have sexual intercourse with rre; I bashed a
hoY'S head against a wall; I threatened to kill my father; I burned a-bby on
the chest with a cigarette while ray mates held him down."

Approodmately 5011f the 1965 boys were not involved in any violent acts
However, of those who were involved in violence,
186 (12%) were involved in ten orimore acts during the six-month period. When
Belson compared the behavior of boys vho'had higher vs. lover exposure to
televised violence and who had been matched on a wide variety of possible
contributing factors, he found that the high-violence-viewers were more
Oaring the 41.1x -month period.

1

involved in serious violent behavior.
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Belson also found that serious interpersonal violence is increased by longterm exposne to (in descending order of importance): a) plays or films in
which close personal relationships are a major theme and winch feature verbal
orphysical violence, b) ptograms in which violence seems .to be thrown
. for its am sake or is not necessary to the plot, cXprograrasle'aturing fictional
violence of a realistic nature, d) programs in vduch the violence is presented
a good (-once; and e) violent westerns. Cti.the other hand,
' as being
programs %filch are reamed from the unfediate experience of tire boys, such as
science fiction, were not implicated in the prOducticn of yiolence in teenagers.
Ca the basis of this research, which was undertaken at the request of and
stppofted by CBS, Belson made the following three recantendations
1. Steps Should be taken as soon as possible for a major
cutback in the total amount of violence being presented on
television. 2. A by-product of the inquiry was evidence 4-

T

sufficient for formulating provisional guidelines for the

'

use of programmers in identifying the more damaging forms
of television violence. ...3. A regular monitoring service t

shand be established to provide periodic analyses of the amount
ap,ciOund of violence .that is being presented through, television
(Belson', 1978)

,

Can Televised Violence Ever Be Helpful?

There have been sane suggestions, mostly emanating frail the television
industry, that the viewer by vicariously experiencing the violent emotions
portrayed on the screen, can be Purged of his or her aggressivikfeelings (a
process often called battarsis). The mosttplausible and'strainkforward
answer. to the question "Can televisiqn violence be cathartic?"-is, no. That
I.

is, 6f course, a simplification, but only a slight simplification. The first

reason for sartheno" is the ;4/eight of the evidence reviewed thusfar.
If televised violence is SD often increasir aggression, it is hard to
that it is in any significant way involved in decreasing aggression,k The
second reason is the fact that the one study cis:being to find a catharsis
effect (Feshbach & Singer, 1971) has been seriously questioned on thodgljgical

grounds (Liebbrt , Davidszet, & Sobol, 1972; Liebert, Sobolt, & Dav dsoo, 1972),
and a replication pf the Feshbach- and Singer study failed to support the
notion of cattiarsiS (Wells, 1973).
caruisrais AND IMPLICATICNS

Although there have been a few 'studies that have failed to find a strong

relationship between viewing violence and behaVing -a".ggissively (e.g. Feshbach
& Singer, 1971; Milaysky, Ressler, Stipp, & Rubens, 1981), the overwhelming
preponderance of studies reviewed in tpis stranission and elsewhere (e.g.,
A
14'''
e
conclusion
that
vietwang.televised
rt
Pearl, Bouthilet, & Lazar 1981) support
r,
.
4

t

o

-
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violence pn lead to increases An aggressive attitudes, values, and behavior.
In comenting'on the accumulated evidence, Albert Bandura, a pioneering
researcher and former president of the American Psychological Association,
stated, 'Television serves a.' a powerful tutor. The evidence suggests
that many *ildren are more likely to behave aggressively when they have
4 been exposed.to TV aggression than whin they haVe not" (Murray gclionnborg,
1981), Moreo,Ner, Baridura's oopments have been ecifoed ortthe ofkcial
policy statements of psychologicat societies that have been asked to COMMeht
on the umpact df television violence in Australia and Canada (Australian
Psychological Society, 1978, Ontario Psychological Association, 1977).

'

r-

It is clear that there are ample reasons for concern about the potentially
harnVul effectsS televised violence, but it is less certain what. ene or
should be done. Certainly, public discussion of these issues, such as that
providdd by these hearings, can have an influence on public opinion through
the presentation of research and commentary. And the telEvisTbnindustry,
from tire to tune, has been responsive to public expressions of concern.
'For example, an tdalysis ofr-1114ears of ornercial televisidn by researchers
at ..the Lniversity of Penn4lvdNia documents a modest decline in.the level of
violence bfoadcast during,the.1971 to 1973 seasons. Thus temporary decline in
he violence levelps often attributed to the pressures generated by adverse
kUblrt opinion resulting from the Surgeon General's investigation of television
violence which began in 1969. Homever,:the fact that levels of television
violence escalated in 1974 and have continued to remain high, despite sane
frUctuitions, over the succeedinglyears suggeSth that there rust be carpeting
pressures on the industry to include large amounts of violence in their
The industry oftenstates that one of the pressures for
program schedule.
continued violence is the public's demand for such programing, but research
has chum that this is not true--researchers at the thiversity of Illinois
.
have shown that neither program popularity, based on the Nielsen ratings,
nor pro prom preferences were related to the a&unt of violence. in the program
So,ate must look elsewhere for explanations of
(Diener & DeFoue, 1928).
Probably one of those reasons- is the
the uuhistry's attachment to oolence.

matter of economics and convenienceit is simply easier fdr script writers
to-outline brawls, high-speed car chases, and.gun battlet than to write
intriguing dialogue or develop penetrating and Moving characterizations.
And so,"public diScussion alone is likely tip he of minimal effectiveness.
What are orie Other ways in which.the 'level of televised violence might
Decently, various tiVic and religious groups have suggested
boycotting the products of firms who advertise on the more violent shows.
The b4cott proposals have ranged from informal public awareness campaigns!
- consisting of the 'publication of lists of advertisers and their association
with violent programs, to more structured and elaborate tappeals for public
participation in the boycott. These tactics': if highly brganized, might
succeed in reducing the level of viofalce on television, but they would
succeed at a very expensive price, namely, the transfer of control of
It
brolicasting fnan the television 'industry to tha advertqsing industry.
be re2iuced'

a
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is questionable whether there is mach tp be gained fran substituting Proctor

& Gamble for Mr.

4
,

c

p

Other approaches have proposed regulatory action, such as calls for a
prohibition on violence during particular time periods. Although regulation
did not emerge, disaissicaskatween the Federal Communications Commission
and the television industry resulted in the foundation of the "Family Hour"
in which only programming suitable for family viewing would be broadcast
Born in 1975, the family
during smcified periods on all three networks.
viewing period died in 1976 following a court challenge by the Writers
Guild of America (Cowan, 1978). Therefore, it is unlikely that calls
for formal or even informal regulatory action would be considered an
acceptable way of bringing about changes in the level of televised violence.
In the final analysis; the options for public policy and private action
are severely restricted. Given the unacceptability of public policy
directed toward regulatory control and the questionable benefits to be
derived from private action focused on boycotting sponsors' products,
one is left with private action of "innoculation" and public policy of
"persuasion."

IF

The options for private action might include increased parental involvement
in establishing family viewing patterns and increased parental /public
involvement in the local television environment --both broadcast and cable.
Effonts to change the home -based television environment can be encouraged
through school.system and local chapters of citizen and consumer groups.
For example, school systems may hal/access to "critical viewing skills"
curricula that are designed to help ypung viewers cope with the harmful

effects while appreciating the benefits tha0elevisioq viewing can provide.
However, private action could also include attempts to chimge the ommunitybazd television environment by participating in cable franchising discussions
and camainity advisory committees for local television stations.,
The persuasive influence of public policy might include periodic reviev4L
of the levels of televised violence coupled with discussion of the indust
response to public concern over this issue. Other components of persuasion
augteinclude encouragement of structural changes in the broadcast system,
such as those associated with cable and low-power TV, which may result in a
diversification of program production and a simultaneous specialization
of programing for particular audiences such as children and youth.
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